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ABSTRACT 

TENSE IN KWAKUM NARRATIVE DISCOURSE 

David M. Hare 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2018 

Supervising Professor: Michael Boutin 

This thesis presents the first discourse analysis of tense in Kwakum (A91), a sub-

Bantu language of Cameroon. Previously available grammatical analyses of Kwakum 

describe tense without regard to context. After an overview of the grammar, this study 

examines the use of tense in narrative discourse. The analysis of peak and profile reveals a 

shift from absolute tense to relative tense with the present tense auxiliary becoming a 

“narrative tense” during episodes. In climactic narrative, peak episodes demonstrate 

particular features, such as: (1) authorial intrusion, (2) few punctiliar verbs, (3) a variety of 

tense/aspect markers (usually including several tenseless clauses), and (4) an increase in 

background information and repetition. Episodic narrative, while lacking a peak episode, 

follows the same salience scheme as climactic narrative. These observations demonstrate 

that to genuinely understand the tense system in Kwakum, one must analyze its use in 

discourse. 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis examines the use of tense in Kwakum narrative discourse. Kwakum is 

primarily spoken in the East Region of Cameroon, West Africa. There have been two 

previous attempts to catalogue and understand the tense system of Kwakum, neither of 

which have taken into account its use within discourse. As a result, the current 

understanding of the Kwakum tense auxiliaries is characterized by vagueness, unexplained 

exceptions, and overlapping semantic ranges. 

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to aid the Kwakum as they seek to translate the 

Bible into their language. Longacre & Hwang (2012: x), in describing the application of 

their work to translation say, “[W]e must adapt the writing of the original author to the 

conventions of another language; the translator must skillfully exploit the conventions of 

the second language to express something similar to the original text.” 

With this goal in mind, in this thesis I offer a detailed analysis of the use of tense 

in Kwakum narrative and then I demonstrate how tense can be applied to a translated text 

in order to achieve a more natural translation. In doing so, I also resolve some (though not 

all) of the problems with the current understanding of tense auxiliaries. 

My descriptions of the specific uses of tense auxiliaries in Kwakum discourse 

involve the analysis of their role in: (1) peak and profile, and (2) a salience scheme.  
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1.1 The Kwakum people 

According to an SIL 2002 survey (Simons & Fennig 2018), there are approximately 

10,000 speakers of Kwakum in the East Region of Cameroon, near the city of Bertoua 

(which is the capital of the region). The area in which the Kwakum can be found is circled 

in Figure 1.1 They are primarily an agricultural people, most working in their fields during 

the day. They frequently grow: corn, cassava, cocoyam, peanuts, and various types of 

greens. The entire family is involved in farming, which has traditionally left little time for 

school. Though more Kwakum children are attending school now, their literacy rate in 

French is still quite low and almost non-existent among the women. 

Kwakum villages are governed by a chiefdom structure, with third-degree chiefs in 

each village. There are two second-degree chiefs, one in the town of Dimako and the other 

in Doumé. According to my contacts there is traditionally a first-degree chief, but there is 

not one currently. Their spiritual views include a belief in a creator god that they call 

Shambu (see Appendix 1: God and his Wives). They also believe that the spirits of the dead 

remain in the village. This belief governs much of their lives as they seek to please these 

spirits and to avoid angering them. 

                                                 

1 All maps in this thesis were created using Google MyMaps (https://mymaps.google.com), even when not 

marked directly on the image.  

https://mymaps.google.com/
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Figure 1: Map of the Kwakum in Cameroon 
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Traditional folktales and folk histories are cherished by the Kwakum people and 

were often told at night around the fire. However, I am told this practice has greatly reduced 

in recent years due to the arrival of electricity and television. Kwakum folktales often 

involve various animals that usually start off as friends. However, one character (usually 

the tortoise) tricks other characters in such a way that normally leads to someone’s death 

and enmity between the tortoise and the other animals (see Appendix 7: Panther and 

Tortoise Kill Their Mothers).  

The character Bembe also occurs frequently in these stories. Bembe is human, 

married to Apiki, and has several daughters including Ladjishi. He is similar to the tortoise 

in that he often is tricking people. When he is not tricking people, he likes to reveal the 

trickery of others. Nearly every story involves trickery of some kind, and the moral of many 

is to be wise enough not to be tricked. Hopefully, this thesis (and the surrounding projects) 

will be received with enthusiasm by the Kwakum, in part, because it could help to preserve 

an aspect of their culture that they hold dear. 

1.2 The Kwakum language 

The Kwakum language (ISO [kwu]) is classified as belonging to the Bantu 

subgroup A90 (Kaka) of the Zone “A” Bantu languages, and specifically labelled A91. 

According to one of the newest updates to the Bantu classification system (Maho 2003), 

other languages belonging to this subgroup are: Pol (A92a), Pɔmɔ (A92b), Kweso (A92C) 

and Kakɔ (A93).  
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1.2.1 Language classification 

According to Guthrie (1948: 9) the term Bantu comes from Bleek (1862) who used 

it to refer to a family of languages which he encountered in South Africa, but which is “also 

spread over portions of Western Africa, as far west as Sierra Leone” (Bleek 1862: 2). While 

Bleek did not attempt to define the term Bantu (which he spelled Bâ-ntu), he did comment 

on several characteristics which distinguish these languages from other languages 

(emphasis his): 

 “[P]ronouns are originally borrowed from the derivative prefixes of the nouns,” 

(Bleek 1862: 2). 

“[C]oncord of the pronouns and of every part of speech, in the formation of which 

pronouns are employed (e.g. adjectives and verbs) with the nouns to which they 

respectively refer, and hereby caused distribution of the nouns into classes or genders” 

(Bleek1862: 2-3).  

Unsatisfied with this and other attempts to characterize Bantu languages, Guthrie 

(1948: 11ff.) attempted to identify them through two sets of criteria. He referred to the first 

set as “Principal Criteria” which I have reproduced in full here: 
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A. Principal Criteria (Guthrie 1948: 11) 

1. A system of grammatical genders, usually at least five, with these features: 

   (a) The sign of gender is a prefix, by means of which words may be assorted 

  into a number of classes varying roughly from ten to twenty. 

   (b) There is a regular association of pairs of classes to indicate the singular 

  and plural of genders where the prefix is sometimes similar to one of the 

  singular prefixes occurring in a two-class gender, and sometimes similar 

  to one of the plural prefixes. 

   (c) When a word has an independent prefix as the sign of its class, any other 

  word which is subordinate to it has to agree with it as to class by means  

  of a dependent prefix. 

   (d) There is no correlation of the genders with sex reference or with any 

  other clearly defined idea. 

2. A vocabulary, part of which can be related by fixed rules to a set of 

    hypothetical common roots. 

Guthrie (1948: 11) also mentions what he calls “Subsidiary Criteria.” He marks this 

second group of criteria as subsidiary not because they are less important, but “because 

there are some languages in which contraction and attrition have to be postulated to such 

an extent that it becomes extremely difficult to apply some of the criteria.” 

B. Subsidiary Criteria (Guthrie 1948: 11-12) 

3. A set of invariable cores, or radicals, from which almost all words are 

    formed by an agglutinative process, these radicals having the following 

    features: 

    (a) They are composed of Consonant-Vowel-Consonant. 

    (b) When a grammatical suffix is attached to the radical there is formed a 

  ‘base’ on which words identifiable as ‘verbals’ are built. 

    (c) When a non-grammatical, or lexical, suffix is attached to the radical 

  there is formed a ‘stem’ on which words identifiable as nominals are 

  built. When a nominal belongs to a two-class gender the sounds and  

  tones of the stem are the same in both classes. 

    (d) A radical may be extended by an element found between it and the  

  suffix. Such elements, termed ‘extensions’, are composed either of  

  Vowel-Consonant or of a single vowel. 

    (e) The only case of a radical occurring without a prefix of any kind occurs  

  in verbals used as interjections. 

4. A balanced vowel system in the radicals, consisting of one open vowel ‘a’  

    with an equal number of back and front vowels. 
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Guthrie admits that there are some languages that do not meet even the principal 

criteria to be considered Bantu; however, “their relationship to the Bantu languages is 

sufficiently close for them to be taken into account.” He refers to these languages as “Sub-

Bantu” (Guthrie 1948: 19). Jacquot & Richardson (1956: 13) specify that the Sub-Bantu 

languages are “those languages to which criteria No. 2 may be successfully applied but 

whose class and agreement systems are merely fragmentary.” On Guthrie’s authority, they 

make the claim that all A90 languages (including Kwakum) fall into the category of “Sub-

Bantu” (Jacquot & Richardson 1956: 35). 

Guthrie developed an extremely thorough classification system within the Bantu 

languages in his four-volume Comparative Bantu (1967, 1970a, 1970b, 1971). His 

classification system involves fifteen zones labelled with a capital letter. Within these 

zones, languages were grouped, and these groups have a multiple of 10 added after the 

letter (e.g. A80, C70, etc.). Finally, each language is given a three-digit code, with the 

letter, the tens-digit referring to the language group, and then finally a ones-digit number 

making the three-digit code unique for that language. So, Kwakum falls in the region A, in 

the Kaka group (A90) with the final code A91. Maho notes that the regions indicated by a 

capital letter are more geographic than linguistic. However, “[h]is groups and clusters, on 

the other hand, are generally assumed to be more or less valid in linguistic-genetic terms” 

(Maho 1999: 34). One would thus expect little to no cohesiveness among the A languages, 

but (at least) some linguistic relationship between the A90 languages.  

“Bantu is not a clearly defined group of languages” and there is a major problem in 

attempting to “draw the boundary line between Bantu and non-Bantu” (Maho 1999: 40). 
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This is particularly evident in languages like Kwakum, which do not completely fulfill the 

criteria defining a Bantu language, but are no doubt related. At the end of the day, Maho 

reminds us, “that typology is a poor linguistic-genetic classifier. Still, it has not stopped 

scholars from using typology for such purposes" (Maho 1999: 45). 

1.2.2 Dialects 

Kwakum is listed by Simons & Fennig (2018) as having three dialects: Til, Beten 

(or Mbeten, or Petem), and Baki (or Mbaki). I was able to spend some time with each of 

these groups and perform dialect surveys in (nearly) every village. In these surveys, I asked 

for approximately 200 vocabulary words using a book with clipart-type images. These 

vocabulary words were based on the 200-word Swadesh word list, removing words that 

are not relevant to the environment. When necessary, I gave people the word or a situation 

in French. In Figure 2, I have shown the general placement of the groups. The Til people 

are included in the Kwakum section, as they consider themselves to be Kwakum. All 

dialect surveys have been scanned and are available at: 

http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-language.html. 

http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-language.html
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Figure 2: Map of Kwakum, Mbeten, and Mbaki 

1.2.2.1 Kwakum 

The Kwakum people refer to both themselves and their language as either Kwakum 

or Bakoum (sometimes spelled Bakum). I am told that the Bakoum pronunciation only 

began after the arrival of Europeans in Cameroon, though it is used frequently today. The 

Kwakum people live in two main districts (arrondissements in French): Doumé and 

Dimako. At the center of both of these districts is a town that bears the same name as the 

district. Though these two towns are comprised of several different people groups, they are 

considered primarily Kwakum. In Figure 3, all of the villages south of Djandja are in the 

Doumé district. Djandja north to Longtimbi are in the Dimako district. Longtimbi is 

approximately 12 miles southwest of Bertoua.  

According to Onésime Ebongué Ebongué (see Appendix 10: The Story of the 

Kwakum), there are several sub-divisions among the Kwakum. The people of Mendim 
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north to Loumbou are called Kongandi. The people of Kempong are called Tchingkolia. 

The people of Goumbérgérong are called Poshombu. The people of Djandja north to Grand 

Ngolambélé are called Kpenge (which is also the name of a neighborhood in Dimako). The 

Kwakum that live in the two northernmost villages (Baktala and Longtimbi) consider 

themselves to be Til.  

 

Figure 3: Map of Kwakum villages 

Nearly all of the Kwakum villages rest alongside the highway known as the N-10, 

which leads from Yaoundé to Ndoumbi. Longtimbi is approximately 12 miles southwest 
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of Bertoua, and 22.4 miles from the southernmost Kwakum village: Mendim. There are 

two Kwakum villages that veer off of the main highway on a dirt road known as D-29: 

Kempong and Goumbérgéron. The approximate GPS coordinates for the Kwakum villages 

(in decimal degrees format) are in Table 1. 

Table 1: GPS coordinates for Kwakum villages 

Village name Approximate coordinates (DD) 

Longtimbi 4.44653, 13.61901 

Baktala 4.43415, 13.61141 

Grand Ngolambélé 4.42557, 13.60399 

Petit Ngolambélé 4.39316, 13.59397 

Dimako 4.37991, 13.57914 

Beul 4.37982, 13.56162 

Tongrelo 4.37898, 13.55396 

Kouen 4.35584, 13.53017 

Djandja 4.31256, 13.50659 

Loumbou 4.25872, 13.49932 

Kempong 4.25645, 13.51618 

Goumbérgéron 4.24948, 13.52828 

Nkolessong 4.25157, 13.47713 

Kobila 4.24815, 13.4664 

Doumé 4.23942, 13.45224 

Sibita 4.23204, 13.45199 

Paki 4.21304, 13.40742 

Mendim 4.20685, 13.38555 

In analyzing the data from the surveys, I took all of the data from the villages and 

removed all prefixes and known synonyms. I then used the software WordSurv to organize 

and compare the data. This program calculates the percentage of similar lexical items using 

cognate sets assigned by the user. In determining cognate sets, I followed the procedures 

laid out by Blair (1990: 31-32). This process begins by comparing the phones of the words 

in question and placing them into three categories. In category one are: exact matches, 
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vowels which differ by only one phonological feature, and phonetically similar segments 

which occur consistently in the same position in three or more word pairs. In category two 

are: those phonetically similar nonvocalic segments which are not attested in three pairs 

and vowels which differ by two or more phonological features. In category three are: all 

corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar and any segment which 

corresponds to nothing in the second word of the pair. Blair (1990: 32) further explains: 

Each pair of corresponding phones in each pair of words is classified according to 

one of these three categories. The number of phones in a word as well as the 

categories to which different phones belong determines whether two words are to 

be considered similar.  

Using a chart from Blair (1990: 32), I then determined which words were to be 

considered apparent cognates. If, for instance, a pair of words had two phones, both pairs 

of phones had to be in category one for the words to be considered similar. If the words 

had three phones, two had to be category one and one category two, etc. I applied these 

rules as extensively as possible. The result was a table within WordSurv that displayed 

the percentage of lexical similarity between every individual village.  

I then imported this data into Excel where I compared the nine surveys from the 

Doumé villages with seven of the villages in the Dimako district (minus Baktala and 

Longtimbi). The vocabulary similarity is 92.3%. 

I then compared the vocabulary from the Dimako district villages to that of the two 

Til villages. The similarity between the two dialects is 91.4%. One main difference 

between the two dialects is that the Dimako (and Doumé) district has /ʃ/ in the phonemic 

inventory, whereas in the Til dialect the phoneme /s/ replaces /ʃ/. Though both villages 

self-identify as Til, this difference in phonemic inventory is mainly manifest in the village 
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of Longtimbi. The survey in Baktala was conducted with the village chief (Pascal Blaise 

Yala Gaonnga), and he used [ʃ] rather than [s]. 

1.2.2.2 Mbeten 

There are four villages of people who consider themselves to be Mbeten 

(sometimes written as Beten, Bethen, or Petem): Mbeten 1, Mbeten 2, Adiah, and 

Njangane. All four of these villages are north of Bertoua as shown in the map in Figure 4. 

There are two groupings of villages, with Njangane (4.83561, 13.35268) and Adiah 

(4.82753, 13.36285) more western and Mbeten 1 (4.79883, 13.52408) and Mbeten 2 

(4.77672, 13.52559) more eastern. By car, the two groupings of villages are approximately 

50 miles apart. It takes hours to travel between them because the roads are rough. There is, 

however, a trail through the jungle which spans around 13 miles.  
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Figure 4: Map of Mbeten villages 

There are significant differences evident between the Kwakum and Mbeten 

dialects. I calculated the similarity between the surveys in the Dimako villages and the 

Mbeten villages to be 81.3%. Much of the vocabulary had similar roots with some 

differences in the phonemic inventory. Like the Til, the Mbeten in the eastward villages 

use [s] rather than [ʃ]. In Adiah and Njangane [ʃ] is replaced by [z] in certain environments 

and [s] in others. The Mbeten also use [j] in places where the Kwakum use [dʒ]. 

Anecdotally, the Kwakum and Mbeten say that they can understand each other. One 

consultant (Felix Yangman), who grew up in Djandja but spent some of his teenage years 

in the Mbeten villages, said that it took him some time to get used to the Mbeten dialect 
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when he arrived. Another consultant (Onesime Ebongué Ebongué), who had not spent any 

time with the Mbeten, was able to communicate using Kwakum during the survey sessions. 

Though more survey work is needed to be definitive, I consider Mbeten to be a dialect of 

Kwakum.  

1.2.2.3 Mbaki 

The final language group that has been listed as a dialect of Kwakum is Mbaki (or 

Baki). I travelled to the city of Belabo and spoke with Gaston Yerima, who is Mbaki and 

was at the time in the process of writing a booklet on the history of the Mbaki (Yerima 

2017). According to this interview, many Mbaki live in Belabo and in three villages along 

the Senaga River named: Mbaki, Mbaki 1, and Mbaki 2. I conducted a survey with Yerima 

in Belabo, then we travelled to Mbaki 2 where we conducted a survey with an older woman. 

Based on these surveys, I determined that there is only a 47.4% similarity between the 

Kwakum spoken in Dimako and the Mbaki language. Based on this evidence I do not 

consider Mbaki to be a dialect of Kwakum. Table 2 shows the percentage of lexical 

similarity between the various groupings of villages.  

Table 2: Dialect comparison 

 Kwakum Dialect   

 Dimako Doumé Til Mbeten Mbaki 

Dimako 100%     

Doumé 92.3% 100%    

Til 91.4% 93% 100%   

Mbeten 81.3% 81.8% 82.8% 100%  

Mbaki 47.7% 47.1% 48% 49.9% 100% 
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According to Yerima (2017: 5), the Mbaki, Mbeten, and Kwakum originate from 

the same people group. Though their exact origins are unknown, Yerima says that they 

once lived on the plateau of Adamawa. Around 1780, he claims they came to live in the 

Woutchaba forest and then later travelled down to the Senaga River. He does not directly 

mention the Mbeten nor the Kwakum in his booklet; however, he described to me their 

relationship in an interview. After crossing the Senaga, some of the people stayed by the 

river and are today known as the Mbaki. Those that travelled south even more are the 

Mbeten. Finally, those that continued south are now the Kwakum. In the story appended to 

this thesis, Kwakum Origins (see Appendix 9), Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

recounted the Kwakum version of this story. Though he does not mention the Mbaki nor 

the Mbeten, he does say that they came from the north. He also mentions the Senaga. It 

seems reasonable that these people groups are related; however, through the course of time 

their languages have taken different paths.  

In Table 3, the similarities between the three groups are immediately recognizable. 

Mbaki patterns with Mbeten in some words, such as the word for ‘eyes’. Some words are 

exactly the same in the three language groups, as in the word for ‘tongue’. Some differences 

are likely the result of varying phonemic inventories, as with the word for ‘heart’. Also, as 

with the word for ‘fruit’, it seems that there are words that have the same root, but that the 

noun class system differs. I have found no indication that Mbaki has a ki- ‘NC7’ prefix 

(compare to the noun class discussion in §3.4.1). With all of these similarities, words 6-10 

in Table 3 are examples of vocabulary where the connection between Kwakum and Mbeten 

is clear, but there is no connection with Mbaki.  
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Table 3: Vocabulary comparison: Kwakum/Mbeten/Mbaki 

 English Kwakum Mbeten Mbaki 

1. ‘eyes’ miʃi misi misi 

2. ‘tongue’ dɛm dɛm dɛm 

3. ‘heart’ ʃa sa/za dʒa 

4. ‘house’ itoo too too 

5. ‘fruit’ kibumɔ kibumɔ bumɔ 

6. ‘man’ paam paam/baam mutʃulum 

7. ‘woman’ momja momja mata 

8. ‘one’ mɔtu mɔtu fata 

9. ‘walk’ dʒaandɔ jaandɔ gɛndʒi 

10. ‘I’ ni ni mɛ 

Based on the information above, I consider Kwakum and Mbeten to be dialects of 

the same language, and Mbaki to be a separate language. Based on sheer numbers I 

consider Kwakum to be the main dialect. My analysis in this thesis is based exclusively on 

Kwakum. 

1.3 Data sources 

I spent two years (March 2015 – March 2017) living in a village with the Kwakum 

people. At the beginning of this time, a Kwakum/Mbeten language committee was formed 

in Dimako composed of representatives from each Kwakum and Mbeten village. During 

this two-year period, I met with several language consultants selected by the language 

committee. Language sessions were primarily conducted in my home, usually on weekday 

evenings. The primary consultants were: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué (of Sibita, 

Doumé district),2 Jean Bosco Titiké (of Baktala, a Til village), Onésime Ebongué Ebongué 

                                                 

2 Ndengué was one of the main linguistic consultants for Belliard (2005 & 2007) and Njantcho (2018). 
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(of Beul, Dimako district), and another consultant from Dimako proper who wished to 

remain anonymous. 

Each of the speakers I worked with was informed verbally in French of the nature 

and purposes of the research and was given the opportunity to ask questions and was also 

given an informed consent statement written in French (all of these speakers are bilingual 

to some degree). All participants whose recordings are used in this thesis signed the 

informed consent statement and indicated whether they wished to participate anonymously 

or under their own name, and if under their own name, whether or not the linguistic data 

they provided should be identified with their name. 

In my time with the Kwakum, I gathered hundreds of different texts: folktales, folk 

histories, historical narratives, procedural discourses, sermons, exhortations, etc. Of these 

texts, I transcribed and checked around 40. Though my main focus for this thesis is 

narrative, I have consulted various texts throughout, and have at times called consultants 

on the phone..  

Appended to this thesis are the ten narrative discourses that I used as my main texts 

in my analysis. In order to allow my readers to observe the language data described below 

on their own, I have taken many examples throughout from the appended narratives. For 

these examples, I follow the labelling in Table 4 so readers can reference the data directly. 

For data not found in these narratives, I have indicated the fieldwork notebook in which 

this data was collected. All of my fourteen fieldwork notebooks (labelled DH1-DH14) have 

been scanned and are available at http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-

language.html.  

http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-language.html
http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-language.html
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Table 4: Analyzed narrative discourses 

Number Story Title Abbreviation 

001 God and his wives Wives 

002 Bembe thoughtlessly cuts off his foot Bembe 

003 The history of Til Til 

004 The young daughters of Bembe go fishing Daughters 

005 Bosco’s father goes to prison Bosco 

006 Monitor lizard, snails, and tortoise Lizard 

007 Panther and tortoise kill their mothers Panther 

008 Story of Simon’s father’s death Simon 

009 Kwakum origins Origins 

010 Story of the Kwakum Story 

1.4 Methodology/Framework 

The method of discourse analysis used in this study is based upon Longacre’s 

(1996) model of textlinguistics, further elaborated on in Longacre & Hwang (2012). 

Considering the role of tense and aspect in discourse analysis, Longacre & Hwang (2012: 

x) claim, “the time is well past when tense-aspect systems can be myopically analyzed as 

autonomous structures relating simply to the speaker’s time of utterance.” Thus, in order 

to arrive at an adequate description of the Kwakum tense system, it is necessary to look not 

only at the meaning of each tense auxiliary, but also their use within discourse. 

A thorough examination would need to account for the various types of discourse, 

including: narrative, procedural, behavioral, and expository texts (Longacre 1996: 10). My 

analysis focuses on narrative with a hope that these other text types can be analyzed at a 

later time. 

My research and analysis of narrative discourse focuses on the coherence, 

cohesion, and information structure in texts. Dooley & Levinsohn (2001: 24) claim that 

“[c]oherence…concerns what a certain hearer is able to do with the text at a certain time. 
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This allows a single text to cohere for some hearers, but not for others, as often happens 

when there are differences in culture or other background.” In order to achieve coherence 

in a text, “the speaker will plant linguistic signals in the text as clues to assist the hearers 

in coming up with an adequate mental representation” (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001: 27). 

This process of using linguistic means to signal coherence is what is referred to as cohesion. 

According to Dooley & Levinsohn (2001: 27ff.), cohesion can involve a range of different 

devices including: repetition, pronouns, ellipsis, intonation patterns, and (most relevant to 

the current topic) tense and aspect forms. In contrast to cohesion, information structure is 

concerned with the linguistic marking of textual information as old or new, and relevant or 

less relevant (see §3.3 Information structure). 

One means of organizing and understanding the use of such information in 

discourse is what Longacre (1996: 27) calls a “salience scheme.” The salience scheme “is 

a cline or gradient ordering of different types of information encoded in various linguistic 

materials used in a narrative. The gradient ranges from the band of the most dynamic 

movement of events along the timeline (which is the storyline) through the intermediate 

supportive materials to the band of the most static ones” (Arisawa 2006: 1). I achieve the 

main goal of this thesis (demonstrating the use of tense in narrative) through an analysis of 

the role of tense within the salience schemes for Kwakum narrative. 

In order to organize the information into a salience scheme, I began by 

interlinearlizing all ten texts (these interlinears are found in the appendices of this thesis). 

Then, following the method put forth by Longacre & Hwang (2012: 45ff.), I charted five 

of the texts listed in Table 4 in order to classify and observe the texts thoroughly. After 
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this, I performed the procedure called macrosegmentation (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 53-

59) in which I sought to identify the peak and the profile (or outline) of the text. Longacre 

(1996: 35-38) proposed two parallel structures of narrative discourse. The first is what he 

calls notional or etic structure which can also be referred to as the plot of the story and 

includes such notional slots as: inciting incident, developing conflict, climax, denouement, 

final suspense, and conclusion. According to Longacre (1996: 34) these components of 

plot derive from an “antecedent tradition [which] goes back to classic times.”  

The structure that runs parallel to this notional structure is what Longacre (1996: 

11) refers to as the surface or emic structure.3 The surface structure differs between 

languages, and even between narratives. The first step in understanding the surface 

structure is to identify what Longacre (1996: 38) calls the “peak”, which he explains as 

follows: 

Peak…essentially is a zone of turbulence in regard to the flow of the discourse in 

its preceding and following parts. Routine features of the storyline may be distorted 

or phased out at peak. Thus, the characteristic storyline tense/aspect may be 

substituted for another tense/aspect. Alternatively, the characteristic tense/aspect of 

the mainline of a discourse may be extended to unexpected uses at peak…In brief, 

peak has features peculiar to itself and the marking of such features takes 

precedence over the marking of the mainline, so that the absence of certain features 

or even analytical difficulties can be a clue that we are at the peak of a discourse. 

Thus, when seeking to identify the peak(s) of a narrative, I have looked for surface 

structure anomalies, and specifically at the use of tense. Here it became immediately 

evident that I was not looking at a single type of text. Eight of the texts that I have analyzed 

                                                 

3 Longacre describes a general etic scheme of discourse types and discourse structures from which emic 

schemes evolve for a given language. 
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have a clear climactic structure with (at least) one peak episode. However, there is no such 

“zone of turbulence” in the other two. Thus, I divide the analysis of these two types of 

narrative discourse, covering climactic narrative in §4.1 and episodic narrative in §4.2. For 

the climactic narratives, after identifying peak episode(s), I plotted the surface structure of 

each narrative in relation to the peak(s), such as prepeak, interpeak, and postpeak episodes. 

The notional slots are aligned with the surface structure allowing for some skewing (i.e. 

there is not always a one-to-one correspondence). The final result is a “profile” of the 

narrative (see Table 30 in §4.1.3 for an example).  

Following the macrosegmentation, I sought to observe and document the use of 

tense throughout the narratives and align them with the various etic “bands” within 

Longacre’s salience scheme. These bands rank the verb structure and clause types as they 

relate to the storyline of the discourse. The basic dichotomy is “on the storyline” verses 

“off the storyline” (Longacre 2003: 63). In the “off the storyline” bands, information has 

been sorted as: background, flashback, setting, irrealis, evaluation, and cohesion (Longacre 

& Hwang 2012: 74). This salience scheme proves to apply to both climactic and episodic 

narrative.  

1.5 Thesis organization 

This first chapter has provided some basic background information for the thesis. 

Chapter 2 consists of a review of the currently available literature describing the Kwakum 

language with an emphasis on analyses of the tense system. Chapter 3 is an extensive 

overview of Kwakum grammar. Chapter 4 describes the results of the peak and profile 

analysis and presents the salience scheme for Kwakum climactic narrative before 
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demonstrating how episodic narrative follows the same scheme. Finally, in Chapter 5 the 

research is summarized, conclusions are drawn, and suggestions are made regarding the 

implications for Bible translation, as well as for further research.  
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2. Literature review 

Section 2.1 provides a brief overview of two descriptions of Kwakum grammar. 

Section 2.2 describes how these two works handle Kwakum tense using an absolute tense 

model. In §2.3 I survey the tense marking system of five other languages in eastern 

Cameroon. Finally, in §2.4 I survey the literature regarding the use of tense in discourse. 

2.1 Kwakum 

The first detailed analysis of the Kwakum language was a doctoral thesis written 

by Belliard (2005). His thesis is primarily a study of Kwakum music, though he does 

include a brief phonological and grammatical sketch. Belliard’s thesis is only available in 

French and the language sketch has been adapted to the French book: Parlons Kwakum 

‘Let’s speak Kwakum’ (Belliard 2007). At the time of writing, a doctoral candidate is 

working on a thesis entitled: A grammar of Kwakum. I have a copy of the unfinished form 

of this thesis (in English), which Elisabeth Njantcho expects to complete in 2018 (Njantcho 

2018). One limitation of both theses is that their data comes exclusively from the Doumé 

district, leaving out about half of the Kwakum people.  

A second limitation of these works comes from a potential misunderstanding of 

Comrie’s (1985: 26) idea “that tenses have meanings definable independently of particular 

contexts.” In seeking to understand the tense system of Kwakum, previous researchers have 

failed to account for the sources of their data. They have thus made claims about the 
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semantics of the tense auxiliaries without distinguishing between elicited data and that 

which occurs within narrative discourse. 

2.2 Kwakum tense in literature 

Comrie (1991: xi) claims that “One of the areas in which many languages of 

Cameroon are particularly rich is … their tense-aspect systems.” The richness that Comrie 

mentions refers mainly to the presence of multiple past and future tenses. Nurse (2003: 

100) says, “[A]ll Bantu languages we have examined have either one, two, three, or four 

past tenses.” This interpretation allows for a “grammatical means of carrying out more 

accurate location in time” using a marker to indicate the “degree of remoteness as a part of 

its meaning” (Comrie 1985: 83-84). These languages are thus considered to exhibit an 

ability to distinguish temporal location more precisely than languages like English.  

2.2.1 Past tense 

Belliard (2005: 111-113) proposed a three-way distinction in Kwakum past tenses. 

Njantcho (2018: 219-233) has suggested a four-way distinction which coincides with 

Nurse’s (2003: 100) description of past tense in Bantu languages: 

In those [languages] with three [past tense markers], near past normally refers to 

the events of today, starting with this morning (most Bantu days start at sunrise); 

middle past refers either just to the events of yesterday, or yesterday and some few 

days before; and far past to events prior to those of the middle past. In languages 

with four pasts, the fourth most often refers to events that occurred immediately 

before the time of speaking/present. 

Below I describe Njantcho’s analysis of past tenses, mentioning where Belliard 

differs. To avoid confusion, I use my own labels for the tense markers, unless otherwise 
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noted. The past tense markers are: Immediate Past (P1), Near Past (P2), Middle Past 

(P3), and Remote Past (P4).4 

According to Njantcho, the immediate past describes events that ended 

“immediately before the time of utterance” (Njantcho 2018: 230). The near past is said to 

refer to events that occurred “hours before the time of utterance,” however, “its time scope 

can be extended to the previous day” (Njantcho 2018: 226). The middle past is used to 

describe events that occurred “recently” with a boundary beginning “from the previous day 

and it can be extended to a year before the time of utterance.” This timeframe overlaps with 

that of the near past, in which case, Njantcho (2018: 226) claims “only the presence of a 

time adverb can give more precision about the time of the event.” The remote past is used 

to describe “events located in the furthest past” (Njantcho 2018: 219), though she does not 

attempt to define this specifically. Belliard (2005: 112) says that this marker indicates the 

event took place de quelques années, jusqu’aux temps immemoriaux ‘from several years 

[ago] to time immemorial’. 

Njantcho (2018: 226) recognizes that this analysis does not account for all the data, 

claiming that immediate past auxiliary can be used for the immediate future in some 

situations. She does not yet offer an explanation for this inconsistency, nor the others 

mentioned above.  

Belliard (2005: 111-112) analyzes what I have referred to as the immediate past 

(P1) and the near past (P2) to be the same tense with the difference being aspectual. 

                                                 

4 Njantcho (218: 212) uses the terms: Immediate Past, Hodiernal Past, Hesternal Past, and Remote Past. 
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According to this perspective P1 refers to events that are still ongoing, whereas P2 

corresponds to events that were fully accomplished in the past. He claims that both these 

tense markers describe events that occur today or even within the last few days. There is 

also no real explanation of the overlap between the near and middle past, as mentioned 

above.  

2.2.2 Present tense 

Njantcho (2018: 233) says the present tense “is primarily used to refer to the time 

of utterance where it encodes a continuous activity…or expresses habitual events.” She 

notes that the present perfective can be used to encode future events, and those contexts 

where the “English will use the simple future tense or the present continuous tense” 

(Njantcho 2018: 234). Belliard (2005: 110) claims that the present tense marker indicates 

continuous action in the present tense. He contrasts this to what he calls “punctual” present, 

which is marked by the particle dʒi (which is instead analyzed as the imperfective aspect 

auxiliary in §3.5.3.2.2). 

2.2.3 Future tense 

Nurse (2003: 99) claims, “Past time and past tenses are generally easier to 

categorize than non-pasts.” This has proved true for Kwakum where the two analyses of 

the future tense markers are markedly different. As a result, I address them separately.  
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2.2.3.1 Future per Njantcho 

To begin, Njantcho analyzes the future tenses in the same way she analyzes past: 

in terms of distance from the utterance time (UT). Her analysis includes three future tense 

markers (again with my labelling): Near Future (F1), Middle Future (F2), and Remote 

Future (F3).5 

According to Njantcho, the near future tense refers to “a short moment after the 

time of utterance. However, [it] can be extended to the following day and even go to some 

months in the future” (Njantcho 2018: 236). The middle future refers to events that will 

happen “from the following day…to one year after the time of utterance” (Njantcho 2018: 

239). Based on the analysis above, she claims that the middle future (F2) has overlapping 

meaning with the near future (F1), as both can refer to events that occur from tomorrow to 

some months in the future. She does not indicate why two markers could apply to a single 

timeframe, nor how one would distinguish between the two in the overlapping 

environments. The remote future refers to events which start “from one year after the time 

of utterance and can be extended to a remote period” (Njantcho 2018: 240).  

Not considering the above-mentioned exceptions, according to Njantcho’s analysis, 

the structure of Kwakum tense markers allows the researcher to plot their semantic value 

on a simple linear timeline, as in Figure 5.  

                                                 

5 Njantco uses the terminology: Immediate Future, Crastinal Future, and Remote Future (Njantcho 2018: 

213). 
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Figure 5: Kwakum tenses per Njantcho 

2.2.3.2 Future per Belliard 

Belliard (2005: 109-110) recognizes only two future tense markers. The first is what 

Belliard refers to as le futur accompli which I translate as the ‘scheduled future’. Here, 

Belliard departs from a typical linear perspective of future tense markers. He claims that 

the scheduled future is not referring to distance from the UT, but degree of certainty. 

According to Belliard, cette forme est aspectuellement accomplie, le procès est considéré 

comme acquis, on sait quand il aura lieu, ‘this form is aspectually accomplished, the 

process is considered acquired, we know when it will take place’. 

The second future tense marker listed by Belliard manifests in two forms: ʃɔɔ and 

ʃɔɔngɛ, both seen in example (1). While Njantcho divides these into two different markers, 

Belliard claims that they are one in the same, occurring alternately in free variation. I refer 

to these as marking the ‘general future’ in that Belliard (2005: 110) claims, cette forme a 

une valeur inaccomplie le procès est considéré comme non-acquis, on ne sait pas quand il 

aura lieu ‘this form has an unaccomplished meaning, the process is not acquired, we do 

not know when it will take place’. For the purposes of his argument, note that in (1) both 
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of these markers are used to describe the same event. I confirmed that this clause was 

felicitous with a language consultant.  

(1) momɔ n=ʃɛŋl naa a ʃɔɔ gwi,  a ʃɔɔŋgɛ kɛ ɔ bɔndaki 

person PRS=know COMP 3SG F2 die 3SG F3 go LOC earth 

‘The person knows that he will die, he will go to the earth.’ (Belliard 2005: 110 – 

glosses and segmentation modified to fit my analysis). 

Belliard’s hypothesis is not unprecedented. Botne (2012: 546) claims: 

Although most language systems appear to be grounded in one form or another of 

the daily cycle…some appear to be grounded in epistemic value…That is, by 

selectively situating an event in a relatively more recent or remote interval, the 

speaker highlights the distance between some aspect of the actual world…and by 

implication his or her certainty (level of confidence) or assurance (level of 

assertability) that the event will happen. 

Thus, according to Botne, there are languages which use tense marking to 

communicate level of confidence or assertability, as Belliard claims is true in Kwakum. In 

fact, in making this point, Botne (2012: 546) cites examples from several Bantu languages, 

including: Ewondo (Bantu A70; Cameroon), Rugciriku (Bantu K33; Namibia), and 

Kesukuma (Bantu K21; Tanzania). Minimally, Belliard’s analysis, along with the 

inconsistencies mentioned above, give us reason to believe that there is a need to research 

options outside of the traditional linear perspective.  

2.2.4 Weaknesses in previous analyses 

Three weaknesses in the previous analyses of Kwakum tense are: 1) vagueness in 

temporal range of the tense markers, 2) exceptions to the temporal boundaries, and 3) 

overlapping meaning of tense auxiliaries. These weaknesses present a particular challenge 

to translators who must decide which auxiliary to use for every translated clause. 
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2.3 Tense marking in five other languages in eastern Cameroon 

As mentioned above, Guthrie places Kwakum in the A90 Kaka group of Bantu 

language (Guthrie 1971: 33). Also listed in this group are: Pol (A92a), Pɔmɔ (A92b), 

Kweso (A92C), 6  and Kakɔ (A93). Jacquot & Richardson (1956: 35) claim that the 

languages in this group demonstrate “at times marked affinities to the MAKAA-NDJEM 

complex.” Further, in his grammar of Pol, Wega Simeu (2016:4) suggests that these 

languages have been influenced by their location at the border of Bantu A and Ubangian 

languages. Thus, in §2.3.1 through §2.3.5, I provide a brief synopsis of the tense marking 

systems of the following languages: Makaa (A83), Pol (A92a), Kakɔ (A93), and two 

Ubangian languages: Baka and Gbaya Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀. The geographic relationship between the 

Kwakum and these surrounding language groups is pictured in Figure 6. Note that Pɔmɔ is 

included in the Pol territory and Kweso is not indicated as it is not spoken in Cameroon.   

                                                 

6 Maddieson & Hinnebusch (1998) list Kweso (in the Central African Republic and Congo) as A94. Keith 

Beavon (p.c.) did the original survey work among this people group. He claims that they refer to themselves 

not as Kweso, but Ukhwejɔ and that they should be considered an A80 language.  
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Figure 6: Map of Kwakum with surrounding language groups 

In §2.3.1-§2.3.5, I retain the tense terminology found in the cited grammars. 

However, for ease of comparison, in §2.3.6 I compare these five tense systems with 

Kwakum using the tense labels from my analysis of Kwakum. 

2.3.1 Tense in Makaa (A83) 

In Makaa, tense markers occur as inflectional morphology on the verb, except for 

the near future (F1), which occurs in what Heath (2003: 344) calls the Macrostem of a 
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clause marker. 7 As seen in Table 5, which is taken directly from Heath (2003: 344), Makaa 

distinguishes two past tenses: recent and distant. Makaa marks the present tense (which 

can also encode the near future) with only a floating high tone before the verb root. 

Mirroring the past, the Makaa future distinguishes between near and distant. Interesting to 

note, the recent past includes yesterday, but the near future does not include tomorrow. All 

tense forms occur before the verb root.  

Table 5: Tense in Makaa (A83) 

Tense Time frame In Inflection In Macrostem 

Distant past Earlier than yesterday morning a + H  

Recent past Earlier today or yesterday ámə̀ MacH 

Present  Now or in the immediate future H MacH 

Near future After present but during same day e + H MacH 

Distant future After today  bá + MacH 

2.3.2 Tense in Pol (A92a) 

The Pol language divides the past into recent and remote, with the distinction being 

the previous night. The present refers to events that a lieu en même temps que le moment 

d’élocution ‘take place at the same time as the utterance time’ (Wega Simeu 2016: 189). 

The future is divided into the imminent, near, and remote. Wega Simeu (2016: 192) hinted 

that a distinction of certainty existed with the future markers, saying, le futur éloigné sert 

à décrire les actions qui se dérouleront dans plusieurs années et dont le locuteur juge la 

                                                 

7 According to Heath (2003: 343) the Makaa verbal unit has two parts: the inflection (subject and tense 

markers) and the macrostem (rest of the verbal unit). She gives two reasons for this division: 1) “an 

inflectional clitic…may be attached to the first morpheme of the Macrostem, but it is never attached to a 

morpheme of the Inflection,” and 2) “a floating high tone, labeled Macrostem High (MacH) occurs in certain 

TAM constructions.” 
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réalisation incertaine ou hypothétique ‘the remote future serves to describe actions which 

will occur in several years and those for which the speaker judges their fulfillment to be 

uncertain or hypothetical’. His discussion of tense is brief, however, and he makes no other 

comments in this regard. Table 6 represents the data listed by Wega Simeu and notes the 

position of the tense markers: past and present are marked with verbal suffixes or high tone 

(-H), future is marked by prefixes, except for the remote marker which occurs as a 

circumfix. 

Table 6: Tense in Pol (A92a) 

Tense Time frame Tense marker Relationship to root 

Remote past Earlier than today -má Suffix 

Recent past Earlier today -ím Suffix 

Present Now -H Suprasegmental 

Imminent future Very soon sǐ- Prefix 

Certain/Near future Yesterday to several 

weeks 

ɛ́- Prefix 

Remote future Years in the future á-…-ŋgɛ́ Circumfix 

2.3.3 Tense in Kakɔ (A93) 

Kakɔ is in many ways the simplest of the selected languages. The language has only 

three distinctions in tense: past, present, and future. Past is marked by a suffix on the root. 

The future is marked by a particle that occurs before the verb root. These tense markers 

can be seen in Table 7 which is based on Ernst’s review of tense in Kakɔ (Ernst 1991).  

Table 7: Tense in Kakɔ (A93) 

Tense Time frame Tense marker Relationship to root 

Past Before now -má Suffix 

Present Now Ø N/A 

Future After now tá Before root 
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2.3.4 Tense in Baka (Ubangian) 

As mentioned above, the Kwakum people reside in the East Region in Cameroon 

and are surrounded by other Bantu A languages and Ubangian languages. The Kwakum 

have a historically symbiotic relationship with the Baka, a pygmy tribe. The Kwakum own 

fields and hire out work to the Baka. Some villages are split 50/50, Baka/Kwakum. With 

this in mind, I decided to look into the Baka tense system as well. As can be seen in Table 

8, the past tense markers are inflectional suffixes on the verb root. The present tense is 

unmarked. The three forms of the future are variant in distribution: near and distant futures 

occur as particles after the verb, whereas the “general” future occurs before the verb. 

Kilian-Hatz (2000: 22) does not consider these markers to be “synchronic nor diachronic 

‘auxiliaries,’ but…verbal suffixes -ɛ, -ngi, and -o for the past and…temporal adverbs 

kɔ̀mbe, là/lànɛ̀ and bike for the future.” As with Pol, there seems to be some distinction in 

the future related to the degree of certainty, but this is not expounded upon by Kilian-Hatz. 

Table 8: Tense in Baka 

Tense Time frame Tense marker Relationship to root 

Distant past A long time ago -o Suffix 

Near past Yesterday/not long ago -ngi Suffix 

Recent past A short time ago/just now -ɛ Suffix 

Present Now Ø N/A 

Near future Soon, in a short time la/ lane After root 

General future General future kɔmbe Before root 

Distant future Sometime in the future bike After root 

2.3.5 Tense in Gbaya Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ (Ubangian) 

Finally, I consider the tense system in Gbaya Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀, an Ubangian language of 

eastern Cameroon. According to Boyd (1997: 99), in this language “only two tenses, past 
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and future are overtly coded.” The past occurs in several different forms, but the distinction 

is aspectual, not temporal. Interesting in its comparison to Kwakum, the past perfective 

marker má occurs as a particle before the verb, whereas the other two past markers are 

verbal suffixes. When the verb is unmarked for tense in an independent clause, it has a 

present sense. However, when the verb is unmarked in a dependent clause, “it has no tense 

and derives its tense from its context” (Boyd 1997: 99). The future is marked by tá when 

it precedes an active verb, and the form bé encodes the future tense in predicate nominal 

and other copular constructions. Table 9 lists all these tense markers.  

Table 9: Tense in Mbódɔ̀mò 

Tense Time frame Tense marker Relationship to root 

Simple past Before now -à Suffix 

Past perfective Before now má Before root 

Past imperfective Before now -ú Suffix 

Past perfect Before now sɔ́ After root 

Present Now Ø N/A 

Future After now tà / bé Before root 

2.3.6 Observations of languages from eastern Cameroon 

Table 10 compares the above-mentioned tense systems with that of Njantcho’s 

perspective on Kwakum. I have shaded the markers that occur before the verb, whether 

prefixes or preverbal particles. For greater consistency, I have labelled the tenses according 

to my analysis of Kwakum. In the discourse literature review below, I reference these tense 

markers using these labels. 
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Table 10: Comparative tense marking 

 Makaa (A83) Kwakum 

(A91) 

Pol 

(A92a) 

Kakɔ 

(A93) 

Baka Mbódɔ̀mò 

Remote past (P4) a + H me -má -má -o má/sɔ́ -à/-ú 

Middle past (P3)  koo   -ngi  

Near past (P2) ámə̀ + MACH mē -ǐm  -ɛ  

Immediate past (P1)  mè     

Present (PRS) H + MACH m= -H Ø Ø Ø 

Near future (F1) e + H + MACH fɛ sǐ-  la/ lane  

Middle future (F2)  ʃɔɔ ɛ́-  kɔmbe  

Remote future (F3) bá + MACH ʃɔɔŋgɛ á-  -ŋge tá bike tà/ bé 

One of the more striking observations is Kwakum has more tense markers than any 

of the other languages surveyed. This supports Guthrie’s (1953: 54) claim regarding the 

A90 languages, that Kwakum “is clearly more complex than the others.” Also, it is not 

uncommon in these languages to have tense markers both preceding and following the 

verbal root. While the influence of the Ubangian languages’ tense system seems evident 

with Kakɔ and likely with Pol, it is less evident with Kwakum. In fact, there is basically no 

similarity between Kwakum and Baka, except they both have robust tense systems. 

Regarding Bantu languages, there also does not seem to be much similarity with Makaa. 

One unique aspect of Kwakum is allomorphy for P1, P2, and F1 which is based on the form 

of the subject (see §3.5.3.1).   

2.4 Use of tense in discourse 

Comrie (1985: 29) says that seeking to define the meaning of tenses independently 

of their contexts does not “mean that the study of tenses in discourse is not a relevant study, 

indeed it is often the case that the investigation of the meaning of a tense…can best be 
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approached by studying its use in discourse.” Regarding the language Kɔnzime (A84), 

Beavon (1984: 243) makes the claim: 

Descriptions of the semantics of verbal systems which do not begin with a typology 

of discourse and an analysis of discourse constituents must, I would conclude, end 

up with gross inaccuracies in languages such as Kɔnzime. If Narrative and 

Procedural texts are included in the database, the resulting grammatical 

descriptions will reflect that fact, even at the level of the verb. 

Beavon would lead us to believe that one cannot understand the verbal system of a 

language without having analyzed the discourse structure. As an example of the types of 

errors that might occur without such analysis, Beavon (1984: 243) mentions that in 

procedural discourse, “present progressives are used contrastively with unmarked 

[tenseless] verbs to raise the target procedure to prominence.” If one were to try to write a 

grammar stating that sentences could be well-formed in Kɔnzime without tense marking, 

it would be, in Beavon’s words, “deceitful” (Beavon, p.c.). Therefore, in order to develop 

a thorough understanding of tense in Kɔnzime, he included an analysis of their functions 

in discourse. He makes the following claims: 

• In Kɔnzime, the present perfect construction can be used in conversation and dramatic 

discourse to refer to a present state in relation to its past cause. “The use of this tense 

is seen in passages of Narrative discourse with a past meaning” (Beavon 1984: 241).  

• The general past time morpheme is used for background information (Beavon 1984: 

242). 

In a search for similar functions, I surveyed the languages described above to try to 

understand the use of tense in discourse. There is no such data for every language, but I 
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was able to find data on: Makaa, Kakɔ, Baka, and Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀. The data below show that 

tense often distinguishes storyline from background information in narrative discourse.  

2.4.1 Makaa, Kakɔ, Baka, and Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ 

In Makaa, the storyline of the narrative is presented with the present perfective verb 

form. This form is unmarked for tense and sometimes referred to as “narrative tense” 

(Heath & Heath 2005: 5). In contrast, verbs with tense, aspect, and perfect markers occur 

in secondary events. “Verbs relating secondary events occur in the distant past or perfect 

form. Clauses that give background information are usually in the distant past” (Heath & 

Heath 2005: 6). While not much has been written on Kakɔ discourse analysis, Ernst (1991: 

26-27) mentions a passé narratif ‘narrative past’ tense marker -ɛ, which is distinct from 

those tense markers listed above. He says the past tense a pour fonction de marquer le 

début d’un narrative ainsi que le début d’un nouveau paragraphe ‘functions to mark the 

beginning of a narrative or the beginning of a new paragraph’ while the “narrative past” 

carries the storyline of the story. There is no mention in Ernst’s work regarding background 

information. 

In regard to the Ubangian languages, Léonard (2003: 24) claims that the remote 

past is used in the introduction of the story (and usually the closing as well) in Baka 

narrative. The storyline is carried along by the “narrative tense,” which is the unmarked 

present perfective form. Both the near past and middle past forms are used for background 

information. Léonard (2003: 24) mentions that the future tense can also be used “to set the 

background information in a time reference apart from the main event” particularly in 
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relative clauses. It seems that for Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀, being that there is only one past tense, 

storyline/background distinctions are made using aspect rather than tense. Boyd (1997: 

182-185) claims that the introduction for narrative discourses usually are marked by the 

imperfective past form. The storyline is carried along by the perfective past form and 

background information is communicated through the use of the simple past. She further 

notes that “[t]he verb unmarked for tense, which has a present sense when found as the 

main verb of an independent clause, also occurs at the peak…or very near the peak” (Boyd 

1997: 187). Table 11 lists the tense forms from the above four languages in one place. I 

have used the tense labels from Table 10 for ease of comparison. I have added the Narrative 

Tense (NAR) for Kakɔ as this is a distinct and separate tense marker not shown in Tables 5-

10.  

Table 11: Comparative tense functions in discourse 

 Makaa (A83) Kakɔ (A93) Baka Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ 

Introduction P4 P4 P4 P4 - Imperfective 

Storyline PRES NAR PRES P4 - Perfective 

Background P4  Various P4 - Simple 

Peak    PRES 

2.4.2 Discourse observations 

Several patterns can be observed in the data above. First, in each of these languages 

the temporal context of the narrative is established in the introduction using the remote past 

tense marker (for Kakɔ and Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ there is only one past tense). Second, there is 

commonly a narrative tense which occurs where one might expect a standard past tense 

marker. Nurse (2008: 120) says, “[M]any Bantu languages use a special device in 

narratives, where a string of situations happens in sequence. The time of the situation is 
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first established…All following verbs in the sequence are then marked by a special 

narrative marker, which replaces the tense marker appropriate to the time of the established 

first verb.” For Kakɔ, this narrative tense is a separate form not occurring outside of 

narrative discourse. For Makaa and Baka, the present tense is used as a narrative tense. The 

use of the present tense as a narrative tense is also attested in Kɔnzime (A84: Beavon 1984), 

as noted above. 

This “narrative tense” in these languages seems to act like a relative tense. Comrie 

(1985: 56) makes a distinction between absolute tenses, which relate the situation to the 

time of speaking, and relative tenses in which “the reference point for location of a 

situation is some point in time given by the context.” For example, in the case of Baka, the 

storyline of the narrative occurs in the present tense, events occurring anterior to the 

storyline are marked with a past tense marker, and the future is used for events that are 

posterior to the storyline (Léonard 2003). Thus, the past and future markers are not 

indicating the past and future in relation to the present, but in reference to the storyline of 

the narrative.  

Interestingly, Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ does not express time in narrative in this way, with nearly 

the entirety of such narratives marked by a past tense form. However, it can be observed 

that tense marking in Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ changes during peak episodes. According to Longacre 

(1996: 3), the peak in a narrative is “a zone of turbulence in regard to the flow of the 

discourse” and is characterized by, among other things, a shift in tense. Thus, it is not 

surprising to see that the Mbódɔ̀mɔ̀ data includes a different tense form in peak episodes. 

However, it is surprising that this shift in tense is not discussed in the other languages.  
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What is clearly seen in all these languages, though, is that one must consider the 

context of the tenses in order to make claims about their meaning. The use of tense is 

different in narrative discourse with new tense forms surfacing at times (Kakɔ), and at other 

times tenses being used to communicate temporal distance from a relative time, rather than 

the utterance time (Makaa and Baka). A shift in tense is also expected within the peak 

episode of a narrative. Thus, one must consider not only whether the data under observation 

occurs within a narrative discourse, but also the episode in which it occurs. These 

observations lead to the conclusion that an analysis of the use of tense in Kwakum narrative 

discourse is not only helpful, but necessary.
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3. Overview of the grammar of Kwakum 

Before presenting my analysis of tense in discourse in chapter 4, this chapter 

provides an overview of Kwakum grammar which includes the phonology, morphology, 

and syntax. Kwakum presents an interesting case in relation to its Bantu classification. In 

some ways its structures and systems seem undeniably Bantu. However, it lacks many 

different features one would expect from a Bantu language. In §3.1 and §3.2 I set the 

background explaining the phonology and syntax of Kwakum. Then, in §3.3 I discuss 

information structure, in §3.4 the nominal system, and in §3.5 the verbal system of 

Kwakum, comparing them to the Bantu criteria along the way.  

3.1 Phonology 

Before comparing the nominal and verbal systems of Kwakum to other Bantu 

languages, it is necessary to discuss the phonology and the syntax of the language. For a 

detailed description of Kwakum phonology, readers should consult Stacey Hare’s (2018) 

thesis, Tone in Kwakum (A91). Her thesis provides a thorough explanation of the 

phonology and tone system of Kwakum. Most of the information and tables in §3.1 are 

drawn directly from her overview of Kwakum segmental phonology (Stacey Hare 2018: 

34-73). Her analysis was based on a data corpus of 790 verbs and 1,426 nouns. Because of 

the thoroughness of her work, my discussion of the phonology and tone is brief, including: 
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segmental phonemes in §3.1.1, syllable types in §3.1.2, phonological processes in §3.1.3, 

and finally tone in §3.1.4.  

3.1.1 Segmental phonemes 

3.1.1.1 Consonant phonemes 

Kwakum is best analyzed as having thirty consonant phonemes at six different 

points of articulation: bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, postalveolar, velar, and labial velar. 

Table 12 displays the consonants with the left side of each cell containing the voiceless 

consonant and the right side of each cell containing the voiced consonant. The consonant 

inventory is mostly symmetrical, except for a lack of /ʒ/ (the voiced counterpart of the 

voiceless /ʃ/) and the prenasalized voiceless labial-velar ŋmkp. 

Table 12: Consonant phonemes 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar  Postalveolar Velar Labial-

velar 

Plosive p         b  t             d  tʃ             dʒ k     g kp        gb 

Nasal           m                n                 ŋ  

Prenasalized 

Consonants 

mp     mb ɱf            ɱv nt           nd ntʃ                  ndʒ  

nʃ 

ŋk  ŋg          ŋmgb 

Fricative  f               v   ʃ   

Approximant                     j               w 

Lateral                 l    

Apart from the discussion of the phonological data in §3.1, all the data in this thesis 

is presented using a phonetically-based orthography without marking tone. The consonants 

/kp/ and /gb/ are analyzed as doubly articulated plosives and should be considered a single 

consonant. Similarly, /tʃ/, and /dʒ/ are analyzed as affricates, and should also be considered 
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a single phoneme. Finally, for the prenasalized consonants, each letter combination (e.g. 

/mp/) should be considered a single phoneme. Kwakum has two different kinds of nasal 

consonant sequences: 1) prenasalized consonants which are listed above and are analyzed 

as a single segment, and 2) syllabic nasals which occur before a consonant and are analyzed 

as two segments. The difference between these two sequences is not immediately evident 

in this thesis. 

3.1.1.2 Vowel phonemes 

Table 13 displays the fourteen vowel phonemes in Kwakum: /i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u/ and 

their corresponding lengthened forms.  

Table 13: Vowel phonemes 

 Front Central Back 

Close i/ i:  u/ u: 

Close-mid e/ e:  o/ o: 

Open-mid ɛ/ ɛ:  ɔ/ ɔ: 

Open  a/ a:  

Phonemically long vowels are represented with a colon after the vowel, e.g. /ɛ:/. 

However, in this thesis they will be written as two separate vowels. Compare the final short 

vowel in [iʃɛ] ‘raffia’ in (2) with the contrastive long vowel in [iʃɛɛ] ‘sand’ in (3). 

(2) [iʃɛ] /iʃɛ/ ‘raffia’ (DH12 139.40) 

(3) [iʃɛɛ] /iʃɛ:/ ‘sand’ (DH12 139.41) 

3.1.2 Syllable types 

Kwakum has three types of syllables: V, C(G)V, C(G)VC. In these syllables, C 

stands for ‘consonant’ and V for ‘vowel’ including both long and short vowels. The V slot 
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can also be filled by syllabic nasals and syllabic laterals. The onset of a syllable can 

optionally include a glide (/j/ or /w/), which is referred to here by G. The maximal syllable 

template for Kwakum is [C(G)VC]. 

3.1.3 Phonological processes 

The phonological processes described in the sections below affect the forms of the 

data throughout the thesis. 

3.1.3.1 Free variation 

The consonants /f/ and /w/ are in free variation in function words. For instance, the 

locative adverb [fa] ‘there’ in (4) appears as [wa] ‘there’ in (5). Note that these two 

instances occur in the same discourse (Bosco), spoken by the same consultant, only five 

sentences apart, and in the same environment (clause initial, focus position). Other words 

that demonstrate this type of variation are: fɛnɛ ~ wɛnɛ ‘here’, fe ~ we ‘where?’, and foku ~ 

woku ‘certain’. When asked these words in isolation differing responses are received 

depending on the speaker. This makes it difficult to posit an underlying form.  

(4) fa ʃi a dʒokɔ me ʃɔŋ 

there FOC 3SG feel P4 anger 

‘That’s when he got angry.’ (Bosco 40) 

(5) wa ʃi a kɛ me mbɔki 

there FOC 3SG go P4 prison 

‘That was when he went to prison.’ (Bosco 45) 

Another type of free variation is found when alveolar/postalveolar consonants 

occur before the high front vowel /i/. Even with the same speaker, and in the same 

utterance, the copula is sometimes pronounced [dʒi] and at other times [di]. Likewise, the 
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word for ‘greens’ is sometimes pronounced [bɛtʃi] and sometimes [bɛti]. This even occurs 

with the first person singular pronoun, which can be pronounced [ni] or [ɲi]. Unlike the 

free variation between /f/ and /w/, with each of these three words, there is a clear underlying 

form: dʒi ‘COP’, bɛtʃi ‘greens’, and ni ‘1SG’. These three forms are attested in isolation, and 

the others are only found in context.  

3.1.3.2 Palatalization 

The velar consonant /k/ can be palatalized and surface as [tʃ] when followed by the 

glide /j/. When, for instance, the 3SG bound possessive pronoun is added to the word kɔka 

‘uncle’ in (6), the /k/ in the final syllable is realized as [tʃ] after the final vowel drops out 

(see §3.4.3.1 for a further description of this process).  

(6) ʃambu ŋkɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃje 

ʃambu m=kɛ le ʃaa kɔka=je 

god PRS=go then the.home.of uncle=3SG.POSS 

‘Then god went to the home of his uncle because his wives were not giving birth.’ 

(Wives 2) 

A similar velarization occurs with the postalveolar consonant /dʒ/, when occurring 

before /w/. For example, when ʃandʒe ‘father’ occurs with the bound possessive pronoun 

in (7), the /dʒ/ is realized as [g].  

(7) ʃaŋgwaambɔ a i moon paam [mo dʒi ne kaŋ bulawe]8 

ʃandʒe=waambɔ a i moonɔ paam  mo dʒi ne kaŋ bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS 3SG COP child man REL.PRO COP with courage a.lot 

‘My father, he is a very courageous man.’ (Bosco 1) 

                                                 

8 Throughout this thesis, complement clauses are marked by angle brackets (< >), adverbial clauses by curly 

brackets ({ }), relative clauses by square brackets ([ ]), and direct quotations are noted by double angle 

brackets (<< >>). 
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3.1.3.3 Nasal place assimilation 

A nasal consonant often assimilates to the place of articulation of the following 

consonant. Nasal assimilation is most evident with the present tense marker m= ‘PRS’ 

which is described in §3.5.3.1.4. 

3.1.3.4 Vowel weakening 

Tense vowels, such as /e/ or /i/ weaken to their lax counterpart [ɛ] or [ɪ] in closed 

syllables. This process of vowel weakening is called “laxing.” This is most evident in the 

data in this thesis when a pronoun, such as je ‘3PL’ becomes [jɛ] when followed by the 

present tense auxiliary m= ‘PRS’, as seen in the contrast between the two forms in (8). The 

nasal tense auxiliary resyllabifies to act as a coda for the pronoun syllable, laxing the /e/ to 

[ɛ].  

(8) je  bɛk  kaam  <naa  jɛ  ŋ=kuuʃɔ> 

je bɛk kaamɔ   naa je m=kuuʃɔ 

3PL NEG want COMP 3PL PRS=leave 

‘They did not want to leave.’ (Til 28) 

3.1.3.5 Apocope 

Apocope, or “the deletion of the final element in a word” (Crystal 2003: 28), occurs 

in Kwakum when the final vowel of a noun or verb deletes in certain environments. The 

final vowel of a noun deletes when modified by a determiner or possessive pronoun. In (9), 

the final vowel in iʃandʒɔ ‘clearing’ deletes before the demonstrative lje ‘DEM’. In (10), the 

final vowel of gwoomɔ ‘children’ deletes before the possessive pronoun. In part due to this 
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apocope, and in part due to tonological reasons, demonstratives and bound possessive 

pronouns are considered clitics.  

(9) [mo bɛmbe mè kɛ le kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ  iʃandʒɔ foku] iʃandʒ=lje te 

REL.PRO Bembe P1 go thus go arrive LOC clearing certain clearing=DEM in 

 

a n=nataa <naa  ʃei  mē dʒi njaamo [a dʒol i]> 

3SG  PRS=find COMP panther P2 eat animal 3SG kill REL 

‘When Bembe arrived at a certain clearing, in that clearing he found that a panther 

had eaten an animal (that) he had killed.’ (Bembe 5) 

(10) a=à kɛ kɔm  gwoom=je  ɔ  dʒal 

3SG=P1 go find people=3SG.POSS LOC village 

‘He went and found his people in the village.’ (Bembe 31) 

Verbal apocope occurs when the final vowel (see §3.5.2.3) deletes in non-utterance 

final position. In example (11), the final vowel of mɛlɛ ‘swallow’ is present utterance-

finally. However, when the same verb is used utterance-medially in (12), the final vowel 

has deleted. When asked to pronounce the words slowly, the final vowel is present, even 

in the middle of an utterance. The deletion of the final vowel seems to be related to the rate 

of speech.  

(11) a m=mɛlɛ 

3SG PRS=swallow 

‘She swallowed (it).’ (Wives 16) 

(12) [mo a=ā mel i] a ʃe bɛ ne bum 

REL.PRO 3SG=P2 swallow REL 3SG come COP with stomach 

‘When she had swallowed, she became pregnant.’ (literally: she came to be with a 

stomach) (Wives 17) 

3.1.4 Tone 

Kwakum is a tonal language in which both lexical and grammatical meaning are 

communicated not only by the consonants and vowels, but by the pitch of one’s voice. 
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Stacey Hare (2018) demonstrates that in Kwakum the mora is the tone bearing unit. She 

explains that there are three underlying levels of tone: Low, Mid, and High. These three 

tones can be seen in the comparison of various nouns in Table 14. On the left are low tone 

nouns, marked with a grave accent (è). In the middle are the mid tones, marked by a macron 

(ē). Finally, on the right are the high tones marked by an acute accent (é).  

Table 14: Tone contrast in nouns 

Low Mid High 

tʃèè ‘forest’ n-ʃēē ‘NC3-work’ ì-ʃéé ‘NC5-sand’ 

ì-ʃòò ‘NC5-tooth’ tʃōō ‘iron’ ì-tóó ‘NC5-house’ 

ʃà ‘heart’ i-ʃā ‘prune’ káá ‘savannah’ 

For the purposes of this thesis, tone is only marked when necessary to disambiguate 

forms.  

3.2 Syntax 

My analysis of the nominal and verbal systems of Kwakum is difficult to follow 

unless one understands the basic syntax of the language. Therefore, in this section I discuss 

basic constituent order in §3.2.1, copular constructions in §3.2.2, coordinate clauses in 

§3.2.3, subordinate clauses in §3.2.4, and serial verb constructions in §3.2.5. 

3.2.1 Basic constituent order 

3.2.1.1 Constituent order of main clauses 

Grammatical relations are indicated by word order and case marking on pronouns 

(see §3.4.8 Pronouns). The basic word order in simple declarative clauses is subject, verb, 
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object (SVO). For an intransitive verb, as in (13), the subject precedes the verb. When a 

single object is added, as in (14), the object follows the verb. When there are two objects, 

as in (15), the recipient/beneficiary occurs immediately after the verb followed by the 

theme/patient. This provides weak evidence that the recipient/beneficiary is the primary 

object in these ditransitive clauses and the theme/patient is the secondary object. The 

structure of a basic clause is visualized in (16). 

(13) momja n=ʃe 

woman PRS=come 

‘The woman comes.’ (Wives 6) 

(14) ʃei n=nɛmbɔ ɲjandʒe 

panther PRS=grab mother 

‘The panther grabs the mother.’ (Lizard 24) 

(15) kɔmbu ɱ=fe dʒakle ndʒi 

monitor.lizard PRS=give tortoise food 

‘The monitor lizard gives the tortoise the food.’ (Lizard 4) 

(16) S → SUBJ V OBJ1 OBJ2 

3.2.1.2 Prepositional/Postpositional phrases 

Kwakum has prepositional phrases. In (17) the locative preposition ɔ ‘LOC’ 

introduces a goal. This locative preposition is optional, as seen in (18), where the goal 

phrase does not include ɔ ‘LOC’. Regarding location, one can be more specific by including 

a postposition at the end of the phrase as well, as in (19). In this case, Bembe did not just 

arrive “at” a clearing, but “in” the clearing. With this construction, the preposition is still 

optional, as in (20). The construction with both the preposition and the postposition can be 

seen with the postposition kɔ ‘on’ in (21). 
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(17) dʒaklje  ŋ=kɛ  ɔ  ʃaa  nʃolaŋ 

tortoise PRS=go LOC home water.snail 

‘The tortoise goes to the water snail’s home.’ (Lizard 7) 

(18) ʃambu ŋ=kɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃ=je 

god PRS.go thus home uncle=3SG.POSS  

‘Thus god goes to his uncle’s home ...’ (Wives 2) 

(19) [mo bɛ mè kɛ le kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ  iʃandʒ=lje  te] 

REL.PRO Bembe P1 go thus go arrive LOC clearing=DEM in 

‘When Bembe arrived in that clearing…’ (Bembe 5) 

(20) a  ŋ=kɛ  kum ndetkɛle  kɔɔlɔ  ibum  te 

3SG PRS=go find large snail stomach in 

‘He found a large snail in (his) stomach.’ (Lizard 47) 

(21) ni  ʃi  wɛnɛ  teolɛŋ  ɔ  kɔl mɔtu kɔ 

1SG FOC here standing LOC leg one on 

‘“Do you see that I am here standing on one leg?”’ (Bembe 20) 

The presence of the postposition only occurs with phrases that can also include the 

preposition ɔ ‘LOC’. Other prepositions occur before the noun, such as ne ‘with’ in (22), 

and have no corresponding postposition. The structure of a prepositional or postpositional 

phrase is shown in (23) with either the preposition or the postposition being optional, but 

not both. 

(22) a n=dʒɔl abupa bulawe ne kal 

3SG PRS=kill animals a.lot with gun 

‘He killed a lot of animals with a gun.’ (Bosco 27) 

(23) PP → (P) NP (POST) 

3.2.1.3 Noun phrases 

Within noun phrases, the head noun often occurs before nominal modifiers, though 

not always. The nominal modifiers that always follow the head noun are as follows: bound 
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possessive pronouns,9 as in (24), demonstratives, as in (25), and the modifying noun in 

associative constructions (where a NP modifies another NP), as in (26). 

(24) agwal=je 

wife=3SG.POSS 

‘his wives’ (Wives 1) 

(25) ntʃiki=jɔɔ 

water=DEM 

‘this water’ (Panther 40) 

(26) akaŋ i-dʒambu 

warrior of-war 

‘warriors of war’ (Til 6) 

Some descriptive adjectives occur after the head noun, such as betawe ‘red’ in (27), 

however, others occur before the noun, as with ndɛtkele ‘large’ in (28). Numerals always 

follow the noun, as in (29). 

(27) ntʃiki betawe 

water red 

‘red water’ (Panther 43) 

(28) ndɛtkele kɔɔlɔ  

large snail 

‘large snail’ (Lizard 48) 

(29) mbomɔ buje 

families nine 

‘nine families’ (Til 4) 

In noun phrases with more than one modifier, possessive pronouns immediately 

follow the head noun with other modifiers following the possessive pronoun. For example, 

a possessive pronoun occurs before a demonstrative in (30) and a numeral phrase in (31). 

                                                 

9 See Table 18 in §3.4.3.1. 
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In (32), the numeral occurs after the head noun but before an associated noun which 

precedes a demonstrative. With this in mind, the structure of the NP can be seen in (33), 

where an NP can consist of an adjective before the head noun which is followed by the 

following optional constituents in this order: possessive pronoun, quantifier or numeral 

phrase, associated NP, and demonstrative which always occurs phrase-finally. All 

constituents are of course optional, except the head noun.  

(30) kɔtʃ=ja=we 

uncle=3PL.POSS=DEM 

‘this uncle of theirs’ (Bosco 30) 

(31) agwal=je kaamɔ ne iba 

wives=3SG.POSS ten  with two 

‘his twelve wives’ (Wives 1) 

(32) kɔndu iba mjã=nɛ 

month two year=DEM 

‘this February’ (DH8 35.5) 

(33) NP → (ADJ) N (POSS) (ADJ) (NumP) (NP) (DEM) 

3.2.2 Copular constructions 

Copula verbs act like normal CV root verbs (see §3.5) in all tenses other than the 

present tense. In the present tense the form of the copula is dʒi ‘COP’ as in (34), or its 

reduced form i as in (35). Generally, the full form dʒi occurs with a nominal subject and 

the reduced form i with a pronominal subject, but both forms are found with both types of 

subjects. I consider this free variation. In all other tenses, the copula in equative clauses is 

bɛ ‘COP’ as in (36). All three of these examples demonstrate the copula in equative clauses.  
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(34) manepoka dʒi ibomɔ=ljaambɔ 

Manepoka COP family=1SG.POSS 

‘Manepoka is my family.’ (Origins 41) 

(35) a i mbɔʃɔ dʒaʃi 

3SG COP bad thing 

‘It is a bad thing.’ (Til 19) 

(36) ʃe bɛ me mbomɔ  

1PL COP P4 families 

‘We were families.’ (Origins 40) 

The copula in attributive clauses behaves exactly like it does in equative clauses. 

The present tense copula is dʒi ‘COP’ as in (37), or its reduced form i as in (38). In all other 

tenses, the copula is bɛ as in (39). The copula in locative clauses mirrors these forms with 

dʒi in (40), i in (41), and bɛ ‘COP’ in (42). 

(37) njundʒe dʒi dʒilɛŋ 

mother.2SG.POSS COP seated 

‘Your mother is seated.’ (Panther 92) 

(38) a  i  daalɛŋ 

3SG COP laying.down 

‘He is laying down.’ (Simon 56) 

(39) ʃaal bɛ me bulaawe 

famine COP P4 a.lot 

‘The famine was severe.’ (Bembe 4) 

(40) nʃolaŋ  dʒi  ɔ  mbak  dʒiki 

water.snail COP LOC side river 

‘The water snail was on the bank of the river.’ (Lizard 8) 

(41) gwe i awela ko 

2SG COP hour on 

‘You are on time.’ (DH9 49.3) 

(42) ntʃiki=nɛ bɛ ta pjaawɔ 

water=DEM COP like blood 

‘The water was like blood.’ (Panther 34) 
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Possessive clauses are structurally similar to locative clause. In locative clauses, the 

copula is followed by a prepositional phrase (e.g. (40) and (42)) or a postpositional phrase 

(e.g. (41)), whereas in possessive clauses, the copula is followed by a prepositional phrase 

which begins with the preposition ne ‘with’. For instance, in (43), God is indicated as 

having power with the copula followed by ne kul ‘with power’. In tenses other than the 

present, the copula in possessive clauses is bɛ ‘COP’ as in (44).  

(43) ʃambu dʒi  ne  kul 

God COP with power 

‘God has power.’ (DH10 39.21) 

(44) ʃambu bɛ me10 ne agwal=je kaamɔ ne iba 

god COP P4 with wives=3SG.POSS ten with two 

‘God had twelve wives.’ (Wives 1) 

Existential clauses consist of an indefinite subject and the copula: dʒi ‘COP’ in the 

present tense, as in (45), and bɛ ‘COP’ in all other tenses, as in (46). 

(45) ʃei dʒi 

panther COP 

‘There is a panther.’ (Panther 65) 

(46) adʒambu dʒi me11 bɛ 

wars IPFV P4 COP 

‘There were wars.’ (Origins 21) 

3.2.3 Coordinate clauses 

Juxtaposition is the primary means of combining simple clauses without 

subordination. All throughout the discourses, two clauses are juxtaposed with no 

                                                 

10 This intervening word is the remote past tense auxiliary which is discussed in §3.5.3.1.8. 
11 Here the remote past auxiliary follows the aspectual auxiliary instead of the verb. This distribution is 

discussed in §3.5.3.2.2. 
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coordinating conjunction, as seen in (47). In this sentence, the two clauses ɔ n=dewtaa 

moomɔ ‘you call out to someone’ and a bɛl baŋlɛ ‘he does not respond’ are juxtaposed 

within the conditional clause. Though there is no conjunction, the idea of temporal 

succession is clear.  

(47) <<{ke ɔ n=dewtaa moomɔ a bɛk baŋlɛ} ɔ m=a ʃindʒaa>> 

      if 2SG PRS=call.out someone 3SG NEG respond 2SG PRES=NEG shame.oneself 

‘“If you call out to someone (and) he does not respond, are you not shaming 

yourself?”’ (Simon 50) 

At other times, a coordinating conjunction can be used to combine two clauses. 

Example (48) demonstrates a coordinate construction where two clauses are joined by the 

conjunction ija ‘and’. Contrast is communicated with the conjunctions dɔŋa ‘however’ in 

(49) and le ‘but’ in (50).  

(48) mon mè bo detɔ bum te ija a n=ʃe dʒaljɛ 

child P1 PRF mature stomach in and 3SG PRS=come be.born 

‘…the child had matured in the womb and he was born…’ (Wives 26) 

(49) ni n=dʒe ʃi a i daalɛŋ dɔŋa a ā bo kɛ 

1SG PRS=see FOC 3SG COP laying.down however 3SG P2 PRF go 

‘I thought that he was sleeping, however he had already gone.’ (Simon 56) 

(50) kɔl dʒi tatl tɔɔmbɔ le dʒe=aambɔ a à kɛ gwonl loku ija 

leg IPFV begin heal but grandma=1SG.POSS 3SG P1 go drink alcohol and 

 

a n=tatl ʃe ke naa 

3SG PRS=being come say COMP 

‘His leg was beginning to heal, but my grandma, she drank alcohol and began 

saying…’ (Bosco 19-20)12 

                                                 

12 I have simplified this sentence significantly to make this point clear.  
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3.2.4 Subordinate clauses 

Three types of subordinate clauses are found: complement clauses, adverbial 

clauses, and relative clauses.  

3.2.4.1 Complement clauses 

Many verbs that allow simple clauses with object complements expressed as NPs 

also allow clausal complements which function as the object of the matrix verb. For 

instance, the verb kumɔ ‘find’ in (51) has an NP object; however, in (52), the same verb 

takes a complement clause. Complement clauses are often introduced with the 

complementizer naa ‘COMP’, whether the subject of the complement clause is different 

from that of the matrix clause as in (52), or the same as in (53). 

(51) a kum ʃi ndee 

3SG find only nothing 

‘She only found nothing.’ (Wives 14) 

(52) a ŋ=kɛ kum ʃi <naa a i gwo-gwoonɔ nʃɔlɔŋ> 

3SG PRS=go find only COMP 3SG COP small-children water.snail  

‘He only found that it was the small children of the water snail.’ (Lizard 5) 

(53) a n=len  <naa a n=dʒɔl je> 

3SG PRS=want COMP 3SG PRS=kill 3SG 

‘He wanted to kill her.’ (Bosco 20) 

Speech verbs such as kaʃɔ ‘speak’ in (54), and ke ‘say’ in (55) can be used to 

introduce either direct or indirect speech when used with naa ‘COMP’. However, most direct 

speech acts are introduced with a verbless clause, like in (56), where the name of the 

speaker is immediately followed by the complementizer. In these verbless clauses, if the 

hearer is also mentioned in the quote formula, he is introduced with a prepositional phrase: 
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ne ‘with’ + name, as in (57). Note that the general object pronoun dʒe ‘3SG’ (see §3.4.8.7) 

is used to refer to the speaker in (57) and the hearer in (58). 

(54) a  kɛ  kaʃi  kɔɔl  naa  <<kɔɔlɔ  ɡwoon=jɔ jɔkɔ  maalɔ>> 

3SG go speak snail comp      snail children=2SG.POSS PROG be.finished 

‘He said to the snail, “Snail, your children are being finished.”’ (Lizard 27) 

(55) a n=tatl ʃe ke naa… 

3SG PRS=begin come say COMP 

‘She started to say that…’ (indirect speech) (Bosco 20) 

(56) pɔmbɔ naa <<maŋ kuʃu pɛŋ gwe>> 

pɔmbɔ COMP      NEG.1SG come.out side over.there 

‘Pɔmbɔ (said,) “I am not coming out of there.”’ (Wives 31) 

(57) dʒe ne kɔmbu  naa  <<nʃolaŋ  mē  tɔkaa  ɡwe>> 

3SG with monitor.lizard COMP water.snail P2 insult.V 2SG 

‘He (said) to the monitor lizard, “The water snail insulted you.”’ (Lizard 18) 

(58) njandʒ=e ne dʒe  naa 

mother=3SG.POSS with 3SG COMP 

‘His mother (said) to him…’ (Wives 30) 

3.2.4.2 Adverbial clauses 

Thompson, Longacre & Hwang (2007: 238) define adverbial clauses as 

subordinate clauses “which function as modifiers of verb phrases or entire clauses.” 

Adverbial clauses in Kwakum are introduced by subordinating morphemes such as: ke ‘if’, 

in (59); pɛpɛl ‘before’, in (60); and ija ‘since/because’, in (61). Example (60) demonstrates 

that these subordinating morphemes can co-occur with the complementizer naa ‘COMP’. 

Adverbial phrases can also occur after the independent clause as in (62). 

(59) {ke  ɡwoomɔ  n=dɔ} ɔ  bɛk  kɛ  ne  kaʃi  bɪŋ  

 if people PRS=live 2SG NEG go with talk.N low 

‘If people live, don’t bring low talk.’ [i.e. don’t gossip] (Lizard 61) 
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(60) {pɛpɛl <naa gwe dombu>} paa ɲje boŋlaa tambje 

before  COMP 2SG speak first ? think well 

‘Before you speak, first think well.’ [i.e. think before you speak] (DH7 23.22) 

(61) {ija  dʒaklje  ʃaa  me  abulabɔŋ}  kɔmbu moon=e  [mo  dʒe  me 

 since tortoise do P4 disorder monitor.lizard child=3SG.POSS  REL.PRO see P4 

 

tʃak=ɔɔ i ]  ŋ=kɛ  le 

thing=DEM REL PRS=go thus 

‘Since the tortoise caused disorder, the monitor lizard’s child, who saw this thing, 

went therefore.’ (Lizard 49) 

(62) ni n=lɛn <naa ŋ=kaʃ> {ija a i pa nlakʃa} 

1SG PRS=want COMP PRS=speak  because 3SG COP good question 

‘I want to speak, because it is a good question. (Bosco 1) 

3.2.4.3 Relative clauses 

While adverbial clauses can express time, locative, and manner relationships (see 

(60) above), Kwakum tends to use relative clauses to communicate these ideas. As I discuss 

relative clauses, I rely upon the following definition: 

A relative clause (RC) is a subordinate clause which delimits the reference of an NP 

by specifying the role of the referent of that NP in the situation described by the RC. 

(Andrews 2007: 206) 

Andrews’ definition permits the two types of relative clauses in Kwakum: headed 

RCs and headless RCs (what Andrews calls “Free RCs”). In both types, the RC occurs within 

an NP, and restricts the reference of the noun phrase, even if the head noun is not overtly 

present in the NP. 

3.2.4.3.1 Headed RCs 

The head noun can be overt, and in this case, always precedes the RC. I refer to 

these RCs as headed. In (63), the head noun is in boldface and the RC is bracketed. The 
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head noun, paam ‘man’ is restricted by the RC; of the men in sight, we are speaking of the 

one who ‘wears red clothing’.  

(63) paam  [mo  lɛŋaa kidɛlo bɛtɛŋ  i] n=dombɔ 

man REL.PRO wear clothing red REL PRS=speak 

‘The man who wears red clothing speaks.’ (DH5 75.5) 

3.2.4.3.2 Headless RCs 

A second and more common relative clause structure is a headless relative clause. 

In contrast to the headed RC in (63), headless RCs have no head noun within the NP. In (64), 

the RC modifies an understood head noun that functions as the subject of the matrix clause. 

(64) [mo jɛ n=dowaa <naa ʃia ɔ ʃaa=ʃi> i] dʒi ndɛtɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=call COMP expert LOC home=1PL.POSS REL COP big 

‘The one who they call the expert in our place is important.’ (DH6 113.1) 

In (64), the RC occurs in the same position as in (63), except it is missing a head 

noun. 

3.2.4.3.3 Relative pronouns and the postrelative marker 

Kwakum has four relative pronouns: mo ‘REL.PRO’, ndɔɔ ‘REL.PRO’, tʃak ‘REL.PRO’, 

and bɔku ‘REL.PRO.’ Each of these pronouns is derived from a noun: mo is a reduced form 

of the word moomɔ ‘person’, ndɔɔ ‘place’, tʃak ‘thing’, and bɔku ‘time.period’. The relative 

pronoun is clause initial and occurs immediately after the head noun in headed RCs. These 

relative clauses conclude with a postrelative marker ji ‘REL’ which is frequently realized as 

i ‘REL’. 
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3.2.4.3.3.1 mo 

The relative pronoun mo ‘REL.PRO’ is illustrated in (63) and (64). Relative pronouns 

tend to “mark nominal properties such as gender, number, and case” (Keenan 1985: 149). 

The relative pronoun in question agrees with the head noun in number, as can be seen in 

(65) where the relative pronoun has the form gwo, as the (omitted) antecedent is plural. 

This follows the Noun Class Gender 1/2 format: mo-/gwo- (see §3.4.2.1). Interestingly, and 

uncharacteristically for a Bantu language, this relative pronoun does not agree with the 

noun class of the head noun. Rather than a form for each noun class, it has only two forms: 

singular (mo) and plural (gwo). It is the most widely used relative pronoun, and can be used 

to relativize animate nouns, as in (63), and inanimate nouns, as in (66). This relative 

pronoun is even used in headless temporal RCs, as in (67). 

(65) [gwo tʃɪndi ndʒal i] je bɛ tʃilaŋ  

REL.PRO all give.birth REL 3PL COP signed.up 

‘All of (the people) who give birth (would) be signed up.’ (DH8 49.2-3) 

(66) moʃe ni=ā  tʃilɛ pɔmbu kidɛlɔ [mo je lɛŋaa ɔ miʃɔn ji] 

today 1SG=P2 write for clothing REL.PRO 3PL wear LOC church REL 

‘Today I wrote about the clothing we wear to church’ (DH5 155.2-3) 

(67) [mo j=ā kɛ dʒɔl ji] jɛ n=dʒɔl=je tambje tambje 

REL.PRO 3PL=P2 go wash REL 3PL PRS=wash=3SG well well 

‘When they go wash, they wash it very well.’ (DH8 65.2) 

3.2.4.3.3.2 ndɔɔ 

The relative pronoun ndɔɔ ‘place’ has a locative meaning. This pronoun does not 

agree with the head noun in number, but it does agree with the semantic idea (in this case 

locative). Example (68) shows that the bracketed clause is a relative clause (as opposed to 

an adverbial clause). The head noun, idɔŋ ‘room’, is delimited by the relative clause: 
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‘where our father sleeps’. Example (69) demonstrates that ndɔɔ can be used in headless 

RCs as well. This analysis follows that of Heath (2003: 348) who claims that in Makaa 

(A83), “subordinate clauses that express time, location, or manner are not adverbial 

clauses, but RCs.” Note that though the sense is adverbial, the relative clause in (69) follows 

the locative preposition ɔ, a position that is filled by the NP; compare ‘Bamenda’ in (70). 

This is more evidence that ndɔɔ clauses should be analyzed as RCS and not adverbial 

subordinate clauses. 

(68) tʃɪndi wuʃu ʃɛ ntʃɪmʃɛ idɔŋ [ndɔɔ papa=wuʃu n=daal  i] 

all 1PL.POSS 1PL honor room REL.PRO father=1PL.POSS PRS=sleep REL 

‘All of us, we honor the room where our father sleeps.’ (Simon 52) 

(69) jɛ ŋ=kɛ dʒamʃɛ  le ɔ [ndɔɔ gw=à taakɛ mbambu i] 

3PL PRS=go pour  then LOC REL.PRO  2SG=P1 put boards REL 

‘Then they go pour (the cement) in (the place) where you put the boards.’ (DH5 

35.16) 

(70) a m=i kɛ ɔ bamɛnda 

3SG PRS=IPFV go LOC Bamenda 

‘He is going to Bamenda (name of a city).’ (DH4 67.5) 

3.2.4.3.3.3 tʃak 

As mentioned above, mo ‘REL.PRO’ can be used to relativize inanimate head nouns. 

The relative pronoun tʃak ‘REL.PRO’ also relativizes inanimate head nouns, but only in 

headless RCs. In fact, if no head noun is overtly expressed and the referent of the NP is 

inanimate, tʃak ‘REL.PRO’ must be used instead of mo ‘REL.PRO’, as in (71). In this sentence, 

the omitted head noun is an inanimate object, ŋko kal ‘bullet’. 

(71) [tʃak jɛ n=dʒe i] a i mbɔʃɔ tʃaʃi 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=see REL 3SG COP bad thing 

‘(The bullet) that they see is a bad thing.’ (Til 15) 
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3.2.4.3.3.4 bɔku 

The relative pronoun bɔku ‘time.period’ has a temporal meaning. Like tʃak 

‘REL.PRO’, bɔku ‘REL.PRO’ only occurs in headless RCs. This is the case in (72), where bɔku 

‘REL.PRO’ modifies some omitted temporal noun. One of the strongest pieces of evidence 

that this clause should be considered an RC is the relative marker i ‘REL’ which is discussed 

in the next section. 

(72) [bɔku jɛ n=dʒe bupa i] jɛ n=dokɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=see animal REL 3PL PRS=throw 

‘(At the time) when they see an animal, they throw (it).” (Bembe 23) 

3.2.4.3.3.5 Postrelative marker 

By now the reader will have noticed that every relative clause in the above data 

contains a final ji or i. Heath (2003: 347) calls this a “relative marker/relativizer”, when it 

occurs in Makaa relative clauses. This marker does not occur in complement clauses, as in 

(73), nor in adverbial clauses, as in (74). Both of these types of subordinate clauses contain 

an invariant complementizer naa, but have no final marker.  

(73) ʃambu m=e kam <naa a kawaaŋ tʃimja=we ne ivikla> 

God PRS=NEG like COMP 3SG share glory=3SG.POSS with statues 

‘God does not like to share his glory with statues.’ (DH6 25.30) 

(74) {pɛpɛl <naa gwe dombu>} paa ɲje boŋlaa tambje 

 before   COMP 2SG speak first ? think well 

‘Think before you speak.’ (DH7 23.22) 

The ji marker is only found at the end of a clause when one of the above relative 

pronouns is present. Kwakum is one of the few languages that take both a relative pronoun 

and a relativizer. In this case, the two relative markers bracket the relative clause within 
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the matrix clause: one at each end. The main reason for claiming this is a relativizer (as 

opposed to a relative pronoun) is it does not change form. Kroeger (2005: 235) says that a 

relativizer “is normally an invariant particle (one that doesn’t change shape).” While this 

relativizer does alternate between ji and i, this difference is phonological or idiosyncratic.  

In Makaa “a high tone that replaces the first tone of the subject NP, and another 

high tone that replaces the tones on the first morpheme of the verb mark the RC” and a 

relative marker terminates the clause (Heath 2003: 347). Interestingly, when this relative 

marker occurs in Makaa it receives the noun class concord of the head noun. This 

agreement can be seen in (75) where the relative marker accords with NC2, but with NC7 in 

(76).  

(75) mə́ cɛ̀ɛ̀l b-àŋg [bwó dɨ ́   ́ bùl   ́ sɛ̄y wá] 

I want NC2-those NC2:they HAB MacH work MacH work NC2:REL 

‘I like those who work hard.’ (Heath 2003: 347) 

(76) mì-njów [L-kɨ́l bwó ŋgə́ wúl ø-cúdú yí] 

NC4-houses NC7-place they PROG boil NC1-meat NC7:REL 

‘The houses, (the place) where they are boiling meat.’ (Heath 2003: 347) 

In the even more closely related language, Kakɔ (A90), when a noun is to be 

delimited by a relative clause, the noun is first followed by an obligatory determiner. This 

determiner is immediately followed by a relative pronoun. The form of this pronoun agrees 

with the head noun in animacy and number.13 Then, a demonstrative appears at the end of 

the relative clause. This demonstrative also agrees with the head noun as can be seen in 

                                                 

13 Ernst (1991: 32) does not consider Kakɔ to have a noun class system. Nouns are classified by animacy and 

number. 
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(77), where the head noun gwàlɔ̀ ‘hoe’ and the postrelative demonstrative are inanimate 

and singular in form.  

(77) mí mǎ kwèɗyà gwàlɔ̀ té [yī Yélè ɗǐmbìɗyá kɛ̀] 

1SG P4 find.INF hoe DET REL Yélé lose DEM 

‘I found the hoe that Yélé lost.’ (Ernst 2002: 104) 

This leads me to believe that historically this particle, probably a form of the 

demonstrative, did agree with the head noun. However, as Kwakum is in a state of reduced 

Bantu properties, it is not surprising that the expected concord is missing. Frajzyngier 

(1983: 444) claims that the postrelative marker in Chadic languages historically was a form 

of the definite marker. However, in modern language states, where the postrelative is 

obligatory, definiteness is not always communicated, and in some cases the form has 

changed. It is possible that a similar process occurred in Kwakum, resulting in an invariant 

form of the marker that no longer resembles the demonstrative. I have been unable to find 

any other language like Kwakum that uses two relative markers where the first is a relative 

pronoun, and the second an invariant relativizer.14  

3.2.5 Serial verb constructions 

Though serial verb constructions are found in many West African languages, they 

are not common among Bantu languages. However, Heine (1971: 19) says “the ‘semi-

Bantu’ languages still serialize verbs.” According to Kroeger (2004), a serial verb 

construction (SVC) is “one in which a single clause contains two or more verbs, neither of 

                                                 

14 For a more thorough examination of relative clauses in Kwakum see David Hare (2018). 
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which is an auxiliary” (2004: 222) but “together express a single event” (2004: 230). In 

§3.2.5.1, I demonstrate that Kwakum has multi-verb constructions within a single clause. 

In §3.2.5.2 I show that neither verb is an auxiliary, and in §3.2.5.3 I show how these multi-

verb constructions describe a single event. Then, I discuss the composition and semantics 

of SVCs in §3.2.5.4, and the process of verb copying in §3.2.5.5.  

3.2.5.1 Serial verb constructions as a single clause 

The first characteristic property of SVCs is that they comprise a single clause. Note 

the contrast between the SVC in (79) and the successive actions described in (78). Even 

though no coordinating conjunction is present, the clauses in (78) are clearly sequentially 

related, since both clauses contain a subject, and tense marking occurs before both verbs. 

In contrast, in (79), only one subject (in this case the 3PL pronoun because it is describing 

all of the wives) and one tense auxiliary occur. In fact, as (80) demonstrates, tense marking 

for both verbs would be considered ungrammatical. Kroeger (2004: 235) says, “It is 

generally not possible for the two (or more) verbs in an SVC to have independent marking 

for tense and aspect.” 

(78) mo-mja [mo pɛl] n=ʃe a n=taakɛ ndaki 

NC1-woman REL.PRO first PRS=come 3SG PRS=take tulip 

‘The first woman came (and then) she took the tulip.’ (Wives 6-7) 

(79) j=ā ʃe taak ndaki 

3PL=P2 come take tulip 

‘They came to take the tulip.’ (Wives 10) 

(80) *je ʃe me taak me ndaki  

 3PL come P4 take P4 tulip (DH14 231.1) 
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Aikhenvald (2006: 4) says, “[V]erbs which form an SVC cannot take separate 

markers of syntactic dependency.” For instance, in (81), the presence of the 

complementizer naa ‘COMP’ renders (79) ungrammatical. There is a construction that uses 

the complementizer to express purpose, seen in (82). However, when the complementizer 

is present, both clauses have a subject. This is another indication that the construction in 

(79) is a serial verb construction.  

(81) *j=ā ʃe {naa taak ndaki} 

3PL=P2 come COMP take tulip 

‘They came to take the tulip.’ (DH14 231.2) 

(82) je kɛ me ɔ dʒiki {naa jɛ ŋ=kɛ toko} 

3PL go P4 LOC river  COMP 3PL PRS=go dam.fish.V 

‘They went to the river to go dam fishing.’ (Daughters 1) 

3.2.5.2 Serial verbs are not auxiliaries 

While Kwakum does have clauses that contain auxiliaries (see §3.5.3), the verbs in 

SVCs are not auxiliaries. Perhaps the clearest indication of this fact is that auxiliaries 

“typically cannot appear as the only verb in an independent clause” (Kroeger 2004: 251). 

In an SVC, the first verb in the construction is often called the “minor verb” (see Aikhenvald 

2006: 22). The two minor verbs that are found in Kwakum SVCs are: kɛ ‘go’ and ʃe ‘come’. 

Not only are these verbs able to appear in independent clauses, they are two of the most 

productive verbs in the language. I submit the following examples: kɛ ‘go’ in (83), ʃe 

‘come’ in (84). 

(83) ʃambu ŋ=kɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃ=je 

god PRS=go then home uncle=3SG.POSS 

‘Thus god goes to his uncle’s home.’ (Wives 2) 
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(84) momja [mo pɛl] n=ʃe 

woman REL.PRO first PRS=come 

‘The first woman came.’ (Wives 6) 

3.2.5.3 Serial verb constructions as a single event 

Kroeger (2004: 230) says that a third property of prototypical SVCs is “that the two 

verbs together express a single event.” One clear “indication that the two serialized verbs 

express a single event is that we cannot negate one verb while asserting the truth of the 

other” (Kroeger 2004: 230). Compare the SVC in (85), where the result of the action cannot 

be negated, with the corresponding biclausal construction (86) where this negation is 

perfectly acceptable: 

(85) j=ā ʃe taak ndaki (#le j=ā taak we) 

3PL=P2 come take tulip    but 3PL=P2 take NEG 

‘They came to take the tulip, but they did not take it.’ (DH14 231.3) 

(86) j=ā ʃe {naa je taak ndaki} (le j=ā taak we) 

3PL=P2 come COMP 3PL take tulip  but 3PL=P2 take NEG 

‘They came in order to take the tulip, but they did not take it.’ (DH14 231.4) 

3.2.5.4 Composition and semantics of serial verb constructions 

Aikhenvald (2006: 3) claims that SVCs fall into two broad classes: asymmetrical 

and symmetrical. The latter “consist of two or more verbs each chosen from a semantically 

and grammatically unrestricted class.” Asymmetrical constructions “include a verb from a 

grammatically or semantically restricted class.” The SVCs in Kwakum are asymmetrical 

according to these definitions, with the minor verb in the construction being selected from 

the closed class of motion verbs: kɛ ‘go’ in (88) and ʃe ‘come’ in (87). This type of 

construction “is extremely common in most productively serializing languages” 
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(Aikhenvald 2006: 22). While in SVCs “[t]he two (or more) verbs in a serial verb 

construction normally function together to express a single event” (Kroeger 2004: 227) 

both verbs contribute to the meaning of the clause. Therefore, the new verb construction is 

more complex semantically than either of the two verbs in isolation. In the following 

sentences, the minor verb contributes directional information to the event. In (87), god goes 

to his uncle’s house to get the tulip, and then in (88) the wives come to take the tulip.  

(87) a kɛ me kɛ taakɛ ndak=je ʃaa kotʃ=je koko 

3SG go P4 go take tulip=DEM home uncle=3SG.POSS Koko 

‘He (god) went to get the tulip (at) the his uncle’s home, Koko.’ (Wives 8) 

(88) je ʃe taak ndaki 

3PL come take tulip 

‘They came to take the tulip.’ (Wives 10) 

3.2.5.5 Verb copying in SVCs 

The distribution of tense markers is described in §3.5.3.1. Briefly, some tense 

markers occur before the verb and others after. In a serial verb construction, tense is 

distributed around the minor verb. Present tense always occurs before the verb. In SVCs, 

present tense occurs before the minor verb as in (89). However, remote past tense (P4) 

always comes after the verb. In SVCs, it occurs after the minor verb and the minor verb is 

copied immediately before the main verb, as in (87) and (90).  

(89) jɛ ŋ=kɛ kɛk=je kɔl  

3PL PRS=go cut=3SG leg 

‘They cut off his leg.’ (Bosco 23) 

(90) a ʃe me ʃe dʒokɔ ʃɔŋ  

3SG come P4 come feel anger 

‘They did not want to give him the car, to the point that he was angry.’ (Bosco 42) 
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Verb copying occurs not only when a tense marker follows the minor verb, but also 

when an adverb follows the minor verb. In (91), the adverb le ‘thus’ follows the minor 

verb. Therefore, the minor verb is copied with the copy appearing immediately before the 

main verb. Though in some languages verb copying can have semantic significance,15 it 

appears to be a purely grammatical requirement in Kwakum. 

(91) a ŋ=kɛ le kɛ lakʃɛ ntua <naa je fe=je> 

3SG PRS=go thus go ask car COMP 3PL give=3SG 

‘When they let him go, he went and asked for a car, that they would give it to him.’ 

(Bosco 38) 

3.2.6 Verbless clauses 

Some clauses in Kwakum do not contain verbs. Example (92) is an equative clause 

that has an omitted copula. These examples are exceedingly rare, occurring only a few 

times in the discourses used for this thesis. There are, however, many examples of clauses 

introduced by the relative pronoun mo ‘REL.PRO’ and the complementizer naa ‘COMP’ 

which do not contain a verb. Regarding the relative pronoun, some clauses occur within an 

NP immediately following a head noun, such as in (93). Headless clauses of this sort can 

be found as well, as in (94). The simplest answer for headless clauses would be to consider 

the word mo to be a noun. As mentioned above, mo is a reduced form of the noun moomɔ 

‘person’. However, in context, it is clear in (94), that the head noun is not a person, but 

kakan ‘folktale’. Therefore, it seems best to consider this to be a type of verbless relative 

clause. These types of clauses are always lacking the postrelative marker, however.  

                                                 

15 See for instance verb copying in Nupe, which Kandybowicz (2002: 61) calls “emphatic verb doubling.”  
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(92) mjaŋ=e Ø  mbolai  

brother=3SG.POSS (COP) Mbolai  

‘His brother (was) Mbolia.’ (Origins 73) 

(93) momja [mo pɛl] n=ʃe 

woman REL.PRO first PRS=come 

‘The first woman came.’ (Wives 6) 

(94) [mo=jɔɔ] paa  me  ʃukl  kati=jɔɔ 

REL.PRO=DEM first P4 finish like=DEM 

‘This one (folktale) now comes to an end right here.’ (Bembe 64) 

The complementizer naa ‘COMP’ can also introduce a type of verbless clause. In the 

discourses, the most common example is with the verb dowaa ‘call’, as in (95). In these 

cases, there is a clause introduced by the complementizer, but again, without a verb.  

(95) jɛ n=dowaa ni <naa eboŋge onezim> 

3PL PRS=call 1SG COMP Ebongué Onésime 

‘They call me Ebongué Onésime.’ (Story 2) 

Another very common type of verbless clause has already been mentioned in 

§3.2.4.1, where the verbless clause with the complementizer introduces a quotation.  

3.3 Information structure 

When analyzing the appended discourses, it becomes evident that variant word 

order and various particles are chosen by the narrator in order to convey a certain message 

to the hearer. The encoding of these instructions is what has been referred to as 

information structure. Following Kroeger (2017a: 1), I proceed with the following 

definition of information structure:  

Information structure is a subfield of linguistic research dealing with the ways 

speakers encode instructions to the hearer on how to process the message relative 

to their temporary mental states. To this end, sentences are segmented into parts 

conveying known and yet-unknown information, usually labeled ‘topic’ and 
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‘focus.’ Many languages have developed specialized grammatical and lexical 

means of indicating this segmentation. (Matić 2015: 95) 

Specifically, I focus on the means by which the Kwakum encode topic and focus 

and what the narrator is wishing to communicate through those structures. 

3.3.1 Topic 

As mentioned in §3.2.1, Kwakum is an SVO language. However, when sorting 

through the attached discourses, one quickly finds exceptions to this rule. For instance, in 

(96), the object of the sentence, kɔlwaambɔ foku ‘my other leg’, is fronted, occurring before 

the subject.  

(96) <<kɔl=waambɔ  foku j=à bo  tokl>> 

  leg=1SG.POSS other 3PL=P1 PRF take 

‘“… my other leg, they took.”’ (Bembe 20) 

This fronting of the object is what has been referred to as topicalization. Lambrecht 

(1994: 150) defines topic as, “the established ‘matter of current concern’ about which new 

information is ADDED in an utterance.” In the question/answer formula found in the Stage 

of Story, the narrator asks the question: ‘Who was Tchimbuta?’ in (97), and then answers 

‘Tchimbuta was a son of Adel’ in (98). In the latter sentence, the topic is unmarked and in 

the normal subject position.  

(97) tʃimbuta bɛ me le ta i 

Tchimbuta COP P4 then who INTERR 

‘Who was Tchimbuta?’ (Story 6) 

(98) tʃimbuta bɛ me mon adɛl 

Tchimbuta COP P4 child Adel 

‘Tchimbuta was a son of Adel.’ (Story 7) 
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However, Kroeger (2017a: 7) claims that “[o]ur default expectation is that the topic 

of discussion will not change without some explicit signal to that effect,” and that “most 

languages have special constructions or particles to indicate a change in topic.” Kwakum 

utilizes left-fronting in order to indicate when the topic of discussion has changed. This is 

evident in (100), where the topic of discussion is changing from ʃambu ‘god’ to his wives. 

The fact that there are wives is not new information, as the hearer learns that god has twelve 

wives in (99). However, the narrator needs to signal to the hearer that the topic is changing, 

which he achieves by topicalizing agwal je ‘his wives’ in (100). When the topicalized 

constituent is the subject of the following clause, it occurs in left dislocated position with 

a resumptive pronoun occurring in the subject position.  

(99) ʃambu bɛ me ne agwal=je kaamɔ ne iba  

god COP P4 with wives=3SG.POSS ten with two 

‘God had twelve wives.’ (Wives 1) 

(100) ʃambu ŋ=kɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃ=je {ija agwal=je je 

god PRS=go then the.home.of uncle=3SG.POSS because wives=3SG.POSS 3PL 

 

bɛ me bɛk dʒaalɔ} 

COP P4 NEG give.birth 

‘Then god went to the home of his uncle because his wives were not giving birth.’ 

(Wives 2) 

Occasionally constructions referred to by Kroeger (2004: 148) as “dangling topics” 

occur.  Dangling topics “do not bear any grammatical relation to the clause that follows; 

rather, the link between the topic and its comment seems to be purely semantic or 

conceptual” (Kroeger 2004: 148). In (101), the left dislocated NP ndaki jɔɔ ‘this tulip’, does 

not play a role in the syntax of the clause. However, semantically it keys the hearer into 

the fact that it is the topic of the sentence itself.  
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(101) ndaki=jɔɔ a n=dowaa le mɔtu mɔtu {naa je ʃe taak ndaki 

tulip=DEM 3SG PRS=call then one one COMP 3PL come take tulip 

 

{bee  je dʒal}}  

so.that  3PL give.birth 

‘This tulip, he (god) called (his wives) one-by-one, such that they came to take the 

tulip so that they (would) give birth.’ (Wives 5) 

3.3.2 Focus 

Kwakum also has a means for focalization. Clopper & Tonhauser (2011: 249) 

define focus as “that part of the utterance that answers the Question under Discussion.” 

Using the question/answer formula from Story, we can see how Kwakum deals with focus. 

In (102), the focus of the question is the question word fe ‘where’, which occurs 

immediately after the copula. The answer to that specific question is the focus of (103), 

dʒilɛŋ ɔ kɔmbɔ te ‘living in the forest’. The focus is unmarked, occurring after the verbal 

complex.  

(102) ija ŋgwal kɔndɛl je i me le bɛ fe  i 

together.with wife Kondel 3PL IPFV P4 then COP where INTERR 

‘Together with his wife Kondel, where were they?’ (Story 8) 

(103) je bɛ me dʒilɛŋ ɔ kɔmbɔ te 

3PL COP P4 staying LOC forest in 

‘They were living in the forest.’ (Story 9) 

Some clauses in Kwakum, however, mark the focus for a particular reason. For 

instance, in (104), Bembe has discovered a large dead animal in the story Bembe. He asks 

a parrot who killed the animal and the parrot responded that it was he who killed the animal. 

In this construction, the general object pronoun (see §3.4.8) is followed by the focus 

particle ʃi ‘FOC’. The Kwakum will translate using the cleft construction in French: c’était 

lui qui a tué l’animale ‘it was he who had killed the animal.’ 
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(104) koʃu  <naa  dʒe  ʃi  mɛ̀  dʒòl  bupa=jɔɔ> 

parrot COMP 3SG FOC P1 kill animal=DEM 

‘The parrot (said) that (it was) he who killed that animal.’ (Bembe 13) 

More often than not, the ʃi ‘FOC’ is translated in French as seulement ‘only/just’. 

This is an indication that this focus particle has an exhaustive meaning, at least in some 

circumstances. In (105), in the story Daughters, several of the wise girls are convincing 

the foolish girl that they are only going to catch worms. This exhaustive meaning is 

achieved by the fronting of the object ŋkaŋ ‘worms’ which is then immediately followed 

by the ʃi ‘FOC’ particle. Focus can also be applied to verbs as in (106). This comes from the 

story Wives, where Atatawe has become pregnant and her stomach has grown absurdly 

large. So much so that god’s brothers had to spend their time just following her around. 

Later we learn they are cutting the brush away so that her stomach can pass.  

(105) <<ʃe m=e nɛmbu kɛɛ {ija ŋkaŋ ʃi ʃe kɛ ne ɔ ndʒia i}>> 

     1PL PRS=NEG catch fish since worms FOC 1PL go with loc meal REL 

‘“We are not going to catch fish since we are only going to bring worms to the 

meal.”’ (Daughters 6) 

(106) gwomɔ dʒi bee ʃi 

person IPFV follow FOC 

‘People were just following (her).’ (Wives 19) 

3.4 Nominal system 

Having laid a phonological and syntactic foundation, I now consider the nominal 

system in regards to what we have learned about the criteria for Bantu languages. The first 

of the principal criteria for Bantu languages according to Guthrie (1948: 11) is: “A system 

of grammatical genders, usually at least five.”  
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Kwakum presents a unique challenge within the Bantu family of languages. Unlike 

many Bantu language speakers, the Kwakum do not appear to be consciously aware of 

their noun class system. In surveys among approximately 20 Kwakum villages, elicitation 

of nouns in their plural form has been unfruitful and delivered varied results. One issue is 

that the Kwakum seem to believe that the à- prefix is what pluralizes their nouns (the prefix 

that I have labeled NC2a below in Table 9). Thus, in elicitation, the plural of fjɛti ‘tree’ is 

often presented as à-fjɛti ‘NC2a-tree’ and sometimes as ki-fjɛti ‘NC7-tree’. However, when 

used in discourse, this noun is always pluralized as i-fjɛti ‘NC8-tree’. In a tone workshop, 

over 400 nouns were elicited with over 80% elicited with an à- prefix for the plural form, 

frequently preceding the singular prefix (i.e. ki-tondu ‘NC7-charm’ is pluralized using a-ki-

tondu ’NC2a-NC7-charm’. Participating in this workshop were young and old, male and 

female, representing six villages. Their data is consistent with that obtained through 

surveys throughout all villages. 

On top of a lack of conscious noun classes, there is also confusion leading to 

differing concord being used for the same noun, at times even within a single phrase. 

Another practice is to use the singular form of a noun when coupled with a number to 

indicate the plural, rather than the plural prefix. These facts indicate an overall breakdown 

of the noun class system in Kwakum. It also makes it extremely difficult to analyze their 

current system. I have resorted to seeking plural forms and concord in discourse, rather 

than just through elicitation, which has proved an arduous task (cf. McLaughlin & Sall 

(2001)).   
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3.4.1 Noun classes 

In spite of the confusion, it is clear that nouns in Kwakum are marked by class. 

Table 15 lists seven unique class prefixes in Kwakum with examples. The numerical 

system used here draws from the traditional reconstruction of the original proto-Bantu 

system. Because of the relationship of the noun class prefixes to proto-Bantu “information 

about noun class belonging is deducible from the noun class affixes” (Maho 1999: 56). 

However, there is a problem with this method, in that there is at times homophony, for 

instance, in nouns belonging to NC3 and NC6, which both have a nasal consonant prefix. 

Maho (1999: 56) states that “if we take into account the noun class prefix as well as the 

concords, that is, the entire set of affixes associated with any given noun class, the problem 

vanishes.” Thus, I begin by listing and describing the nominal affix system and then the 

concord system for these nouns.  

Table 15: Noun classes 

Noun class Noun prefix Example 

1 mo- 

N- 

mo-omɔ ‘NC1-person’ 

ŋ-gwal ‘NC1a-woman’ 

1a á- á-bulabɔŋ ‘NC1a-disorder’ 

2 gwo- gwo-omɔ ‘NC2-people’ 

2a à- à-bulabɔŋ ‘NC2a-disorders’ 

3 Ø- 

N- 

Ø-fjɛti ‘NC3-tree’ 

n-ʃɔlɔŋ ‘NC3-snail’ 

5 i- i-bomɔ ‘NC5-family’ 

6 N- m-bomɔ ‘NC6-families’ 

7 ki- ki-dɛlɔ ‘NC7-clothing’ 

8 i- i-dɛlɔ ‘NC8-clothes’ 

Some nouns that take NC1 concord begin with mo-, like mo-omɔ ‘NC1-person’, and 

others with only a nasal consonant, like ŋ-gwal ‘NC1-wife’. A second type of noun that 
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receives the same concord as NC1 begins with an á-, as with á-bulabɔŋ ‘NC1a-disorder’. 

My decision to label this as NC1a comes from the reasoning below: 

The reason for sublabelling this class '1a', instead of giving it a digit of its own, is 

due to the fact that, in many (most?) of those languages where it occurs, it employs 

concords that are identical to those of class 1…However, while the noun prefix of 

class 1 usually contains a nasal consonant, the noun prefix of class 1a is either a 

zero-prefix or a single vowel. (Maho 1999: 74) 

This choice of labelling is applied to NC1a and NC2a (cf. Maho 1999, Welmers 

1974: 163), but to none of the other noun classes. The nasal consonant prefix in NC1 and 

NC3 could be separated into subclasses with NC1b and NC3a. Since this is not done in the 

literature, this subdivision is not made here either. However, it is important to note that 

these subclasses relate to the prefixes only, while the concord for NC1 and NC1a remains 

the same. 

3.4.2 Singular and plural nouns 

As mentioned above, it is common for Bantu languages to have “a regular 

association of pairs of classes to indicate the singular and plural of genders” (Guthrie 1948: 

11). The plural marking process in Kwakum is what has been referred to as “‘substitutive’ 

since the plural prefix substitutes for the singular one” (Maho 1999: 58). The seven noun 

classes in Kwakum are grouped into ten pairs, or genders: 1/2, 1/2a, 1a/2a, 3/2a, 3/6, 3/7, 

3/8, 5/6, 7/6, and 7/8.16 That is, some NC1 nouns take the NC2 prefix in their plural form, 

and some the NC2a prefix. NC1a only takes NC2a as a plural prefix, and so on. In Table 16, 

                                                 

16 This differs from both Belliard (2005: 85): 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 3/6, 3/8, 3/12, and 7/6, and Guthrie (1971: 

33): 1/2; 3/4; 5/6; .51.8; 519.4.9; 7/8; 8/9; 9/4; 9/9; 19/7; INF:5. 
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I have listed the prefixes with lines indicating which classes can be paired. Note that ki- 

‘NC7’ is repeated because speakers sometimes indicate that it can be used as a plural class 

as well as a singular.  

Table 16: Noun class genders 

Class 1 
mo- 

N- 

 
Class 2 

gwo- 

Class 1a á-  Class 2a à- 

Class 3 
Ø- 

N- 

 
Class 7 

ki- 

Class 5 i-  Class 6 N- 

Class 7 ki-  Class 8 i- 

3.4.2.1 Noun class gender 1/2 

Example (107) shows the prefix mo- ‘NC1’ on mo-mja ‘NC1-woman’ with (108) as 

the plural gwo-mja ‘NC2-women’. Words that fall into this category are associated with 

human beings, such as: mo-omɔ ‘NC1-human’, mo-onɔ ‘NC1-child’.  

(107) mo-mja  

NC1-woman 

‘woman’ (Wives 6) 

(108) gwo-mja  

NC2-woman 

‘women’ (Wives 9) 

3.4.2.2 Noun class gender 1/2a 

As mentioned above, certain nouns take NC1 concord but do not have a mo- prefix. 

In the first case, in the place of this prefix, there is a nasal consonant which occurs as ŋ- in 

example (109), and m- in example (111). The nasal consonant for NC1 (as well as NC3 and 

NC6) is written in Table 16 as an archiphoneme N-. The nasal consonant assimilates to the 
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place of the following consonant and appears phonetically as ŋ- in (109), but m- in example 

(111). These nouns tend to take their plural form in NC2a, which is à-. Other nouns that fall 

into this category are: n-dom ‘NC1-husband’ and n-dodombu ‘NC1-old.person.’ 

(109) ŋ-gwal 

NC1-wife 

‘wife’ (Bembe 2) 

(110) à-gwal 

NC2a-wife 

‘wives’ (Wives 1) 

The plural form of m-jaŋ ‘NC1-brother’ seems to combine additive and substitutive 

processes, where the plural prefix à- ‘NC2a’ is added to the substitute plural gw- ‘NC2’ 

marker as seen in (112). This combination of processes is rare, and at this point I do not 

have an explanation for it.  

(111) m-jaŋ 

NC1-brother 

‘brother’ (Origins 72) 

(112) à-gw-jaŋ  

NC2a-NC2-brother 

‘brothers’ (Wives 25) 

3.4.2.3 Noun class gender 1a/2a 

The only plural class for NC1a is NC2a, as seen in (114), and follows the concord 

patterns of NC2. However, as mentioned above, NC2a is the plural marking for a number of 

other classes. In fact, surveys throughout the Kwakum area demonstrate that NC2a is the 

default plural noun class in the mind of Kwakum speakers.  
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(113) á-bulabɔŋ 

NC1a-disorder 

‘disorder’ (Lizard 39) 

(114) à-bulabɔŋ 

NC2a-disorder 

‘disorders’ (Lizard 32) 

3.4.2.4 Noun class genders: 3/2a, 3/6, 3/7, 3/8  

NC3 is pluralized withː 1) à- ‘NC2a’ as in (116) and (118) (cf. the singular forms in 

(115) and (117)); 2) N- ‘NC6’ as in (120) and (122) (cf. the singular forms in (119) and 

(121)); 3) ki- ‘NC7’ as in (124) (cf. the singular form in (123)), or 4) i- ‘NC8’ as in (126) 

(cf. the singular form in (125)). 

However, the 3/7 gender is suspect. Though it occurs occasionally during 

elicitation, I have never found the NC7 plural in discourse. Though the plural form ki-fjɛti 

‘NC7-tree’ in (124) has been elicited, the form i-fjɛti ‘NC8-tree’ is the only one that has been 

discovered in discourse. Only once in a language session did I notice this form during a 

conversation, when the plural form ki-ʃɛni ‘NC7-coin’ was used when describing an image 

of a man begging. Borrowed words always fall into the 3/2a gender, as in dʒaman ‘NC3-

German’ in (117) and à-dʒaman ‘NC2a-German’ in (118). 

(115) Ø-bupa 

NC3-animal 

‘animal’ (Bosco 7) 

(116) à-bupa 

NC2a-animal 

‘animals’ (Bosco 27) 

(117) Ø-dʒaman 

NC3-German 

‘German (person)’ (Origins 52) 
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(118) à-dʒaman 

NC2a-German 

‘German (people)’ (Origins 60) 

(119) Ø-ʃɔndɔ  

NC3-Sunday 

‘Sunday’ (DH5 109.3) 

(120) n-ʃɔndɔ 

NC6-Sunday 

‘Sundays’ (DH5 109.3) 

(121) n-ʃɔlɔŋ 

NC3-snail 

‘snail’ (Lizard 27) 

(122) n-ʃɔlɔŋ 

NC6-snail 

‘snails’ (Lizard 29) 

(123) Ø-fjɛti 

NC3-tree  

‘tree’ (DH7 21.17) 

(124) ki-fjɛti 

NC7-tree  

‘trees’ (DH7 21.17) 

(125) Ø-tɛl 

NC3-dimension 

‘dimension’ (DH5 31.8) 

(126) i-tɛl 

NC8-dimension 

‘dimensions’ (DH5 31.8) 

3.4.2.5 Noun class gender 5/6 

NC5 is pluralized using NC6 as illustrated in (127) and (128). Infinitives are prefixed 

like nouns, using NC5, as in (129). Maho (1999: 78) says, “Infinites are grammatically 

treated as nouns in Bantu languages and in most languages they are found in noun class 15. 
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In the northern Bantu area, however, we find a whole range of infinite classes other than 

15, most notably class 5.” Further, Maho (1999: 77) claims that, for Bantu languages, 

“liquids are most often found in a class that ordinarily functions as a plural class, namely 

class 6.” This is true for many liquids in Kwakum, including n-tʃiki ‘NC6-water’, n-loku 

‘NC6-alcohol’, n-ʃandla ‘NC6-urine’, ŋ-gutɔ ‘NC6-oil’, and m-pjaŋ ‘NC6-soup.’ 

(127) i-bomɔ 

NC5-family 

‘family’ (Origins 39) 

(128) m-bomɔ  

NC6-family 

‘families’ (Origins 39) 

(129) i-tokɔ 

NC5-fish 

‘to fish’ (Daughters 4) 

3.4.2.6 Noun class genders: 7/6, 7/8 

Some NC7 words are pluralized using NC6 as illustrated in (130) and (131), but 

others with NC8 as illustrated in (132) and (133). Table 17 provides a summary list of noun 

class genders with examples.  

(130) ki-bɛkɔ 

NC7-shoulder 

‘shoulder’ (DH7 19.9) 

(131) m-bɛkɔ 

NC6-shoulder 

‘shoulders’ (DH7 19.9) 

(132) ki-bɔkɔ 

NC7-kidney 

‘kidney’ (DH7 19.8) 
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(133) i-bɔkɔ 

NC8-kidney 

‘kidneys’ (DH7 19.8) 

Table 17: Noun class gender examples 

Singular Plural Example: Singular Example: Plural 

NC1 (mo-) NC2 (gwo) mo-omɔ ‘NC1-person’ gwo-omɔ ‘NC2-people’ 

NC1 (N-) NC2a (à-) ŋ-gwal ‘NC1-wife’ à-gwal ‘NC2a-wives’ 

NC1a (á-) NC2a (à-) á-bulabɔŋ ‘NC1a-disorder’ à-bulabɔŋ ‘NC2a-disorders’ 

NC3 (Ø-) NC2a (à-) Ø-bupa ‘NC3-animal’ à-bupa ‘NC2a-animals’ 

NC3 (Ø-) NC6 (N-) Ø-ʃɔndɔ ‘NC3-Sunday’ n-ʃɔndɔ ‘NC6-Sundays’ 

NC3 (Ø-) NC7 (ki-) Ø-fjɛti ‘NC3-tree’ ki-fjɛti ‘NC7-trees’? 

NC3 (Ø-) NC8 (i-) Ø-tɛl ‘NC3-dimension’ i-tɛl ‘NC8-dimensions’ 

NC5 (i-) NC6 (N-) i-bomɔ ‘NC5-family’ m-bomɔ ‘NC6-families’ 

NC7 (ki-) NC6 (N-) ki-bɛkɔ ‘NC7-shoulder’ m-bɛkɔ ‘NC6-shoulders’ 

NC7 (ki-) NC8 (i-) ki-bokɔ ‘NC7-kidney’  i-bokɔ ‘NC8-kidneys’ 

3.4.3 Noun class concord 

Regarding its classification as a Bantu language, there is nothing more troubling in 

Kwakum than its system of concord. I have given above the following criterion of such a 

classification: “When a word has an independent prefix as the sign of its class, any other 

word which is subordinate to it has to agree with it as to class by means of a dependent 

prefix” (Guthrie 1948: 11). Thus, when looking at the concord system of a Bantu language, 

one would expect to see concord on: locatives, adjectives, numerals, connectives, 

possessives, demonstratives, and determinatives (Katamba 2003: 111). However, in 

Kwakum concord occurs only on: possessive pronouns, some demonstratives, and in some 

associated noun constructions.  
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3.4.3.1 Bound possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are greatly impacted by noun classes. Possessive pronouns 

occur immediately after the possessed noun. In some cases, as with mo-on=aambɔ 

‘NC1-child=1SG.POSS’ in (134), phonemic processes indicate that these pronouns cliticize 

to the noun, specifically, the deletion of the final vowel on the noun. In this thesis, I mark 

all possessive pronouns as clitics.  

For NC1 nouns, the concord marker for possessive pronouns is null. The processes 

that produce the forms in (134) are: 1) the final vowel on the noun deletes, and 2) the 

possessive pronoun cliticizes to the noun. This process is visualized in (135). 

(134) mo-on=aambɔ mo-on=ɔ mo-on=e 

NC1-child=1SG.POSS NC1-child=2SG.POSS NC1-child=3SG.POSS 

‘my child’ ‘your child’ ‘his child’ 

 

mo-on=uʃu mo-on=un mo-on=a 

NC1-child=1PL.POSS NC1-child=2PL.POSS NC1-child=3PL.POSS 

‘our child’ ‘your (PL) child’ ‘their child’ (DH5 71.6) 

(135) mo-onɔ  +  ø-aambɔ = moonaambɔ 

NC1-child  NC1.AGR-1SG.POSS 

In the other noun classes, a concord prefix is added to the possessive pronoun. Table 

18 is a modification of Belliard’s (2005: 98) analysis and presents the pronominal prefixes 

that agree with each noun class.  
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Table 18: Bound possessive pronoun concord 

 1/1a (mo-) 2/2a (gwo-) 3 (Ø-) 5 (i-) 6 (N-) 7 (ki-) 8 (i-) 

1SG Ø-aambɔ j-aambɔ w-aambɔ (l)j-aambɔ m-aambɔ tʃ-aambɔ j-aambɔ 

2SG Ø-ɔ j-ɔ w-ɔ (l)j-ɔ m-ɔ tʃ-ɔ j-ɔ 

3SG Ø-e j-e w-e (l)j-e m-e tʃ-e j-e 

1PL Ø-uʃu j-iʃi w-uʃu (l)j-iʃi m-iʃi tʃ-iʃi j-iʃi 

2PL Ø-un j-in w-un (l)j-in m-in tʃ-in j-in 

3PL Ø-aa j-aa w-aa (l)j-aa m-aa tʃ-aa j-aa 

Examples of bound possessive pronouns cliticizing to nouns are illustrated as 

follows: 

(136) à-gwal=j-e 

NC2a-wife=NC2a.AGR-3SG.POSS 

‘his wives’ (Wives 1) 

(137) Ø- kumbɔ=w-ɔ 

NC3-hill=NC3.AGR-2SG.POSS 

‘your hill’ (Lizard 50) 

(138) i-bomɔ=lj-aambɔ 

NC5-name=NC5.AGR-1PL.POSS 

‘my family’ (Origins 41) 

(139) m-bɔ=m-aambɔ 

NC6-arms=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS 

‘my arms’ (Simon 9) 

(140) ki-toku=tʃ-e 

NC7-hat=NC7.AGR-3SG.POSS 

‘her basket’ (singular) (Daughters 8) 

(141) i-dɔŋ=j-aambɔ 

NC8-cadaver=NC8.AGR-1SG.POSS 

‘my cadavers’ (DH11 99.13) 

3.4.3.2 Free possessive pronouns 

Free possessive pronouns are shown in Table 19.  
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Table 19: Free possessive pronouns 

1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL 2PL 3PL 

gwaambɔ gwɔ gwe gwuʃu gwun gwa 

These possessive pronouns can function independently, as in (142), where the 

speaker’s wife had given the speaker’s father his portion of the breakfast meal.  

(142) ʃɛ ɱ=fe je gwe 

1PL PRS=give 3SG 3SG.POSS 

‘We gave him his.’ (Simon 40) 

Free possessive pronouns can also be used with the copula. In (143), the possession 

of a bottle is in question. The response in (144) is that it belongs to me, using the relative 

pronoun mo coupled with the independent possessive pronoun gwaambɔ ‘1SG.POSS’.  

(143) lɔmbɔ=nɛ dʒi [mo ta] i 

bottle=DEM COP REL.PRO who INTERR 

‘Whose bottle is this?’ (DH5 151.3) 

(144) a i [mo gwaambɔ] 

3SG COP REL.PRO 1SG.POSS 

‘It is mine.’ (DH5 151.4) 

There is also a special emphatic construction using the independent possessive 

pronoun to head a noun phrase. In example (145), in Story, Ebongué relates that he had 

heard from his own father that their grandfather’s name was Tchimbuta. For this he 

employs the emphatic gwaambɔ ʃaŋgwe ‘my own father’. In this construction, the 

possessed noun is always followed by the demonstrative.  
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(145) baw=iʃi {kɛki ni dʒɔkɔ me ne gwaambɔ ʃang=we} 

grandfather=1PL.POSS  like 1SG hear P4 with 1SG.POSS father=DEM 

 

idʒinɔ=lje bɛ me <naa tʃimbuta> 

name=3SG.POSS  COP  P4   COMP Tchimbuta 

‘Our grandfather, like I heard from my own father, his name was Tchimbuta.’ 

(Story 5) 

Though slightly obscured by the subordinate clause, example (145) demonstrates 

the manner in which possession is attributed to specific people. This sentence without the 

subordinate clause would read baw=iʃi idʒinɔ=lje ‘father=1PL.POSS name=3SG.POSS’ or 

‘our father, his name’. Example (146) is taken from Bembe and is referring to the character 

Ladjishi. Again, the name of the individual is listed first, then the possessed noun with the 

possessive pronoun.  

(146) bɛmbe moon=e 

Bembe child=3SG.POSS 

‘Bembe’s child’ (Bembe 63) 

3.4.4 Demonstratives 

Demonstratives occur noun phrase finally. In the case of a simple noun, the 

demonstrative occurs immediately after the noun, as in (147). However, other constituents 

can occur between the head noun and a demonstrative, such as a relative clause, as in (148), 

an associative noun phrase, 17  as in (149), and a possessive pronoun, as in (150). 

Phonological and tonological processes indicate that all demonstratives cliticize to 

whatever word terminates the noun phrase (see Stacey Hare (2018)). 

                                                 

17 See §3.4.5 for a description of associative noun phrases. 
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(147) ntʃiki=nɛ 

water=DEM 

‘this water’ (Panther 34) 

(148) ʃɔŋ [ŋ=kɛ ɔ mbata]=nɛ 

road  PRS=go LOC Mbata=DEM 

‘this road (that) goes to Mbata’ (Origins 23) 

(149) jɔŋ gwomɔ tɪl=jɔɔ 

tribe people Til=DEM 

‘This tribe of Til people’ (Til 13) 

(150) kɔtʃ=ja=we  idʒinɔ=lje 

uncle=3PL.POSS=DEM name=3SG.POSS 

‘this uncle of theirs’ name’ (Bosco 30) 

3.4.4.1 Conversational demonstratives 

Three deictic demonstratives regularly occur in conversation. Both Belliard (2005: 

97) and Njantcho (2018: 121) list a series of concord prefixes for these demonstratives. In 

language sessions, I have been able to elicit concord prefixes by asking directly, but I have 

never heard them in conversation and they do not occur in any of my texts. Thus, I consider 

these demonstratives to be invariable and offer this as another indication that the noun class 

system is deteriorating. The differentiation between the demonstratives in Table 20 is 

distance from the speaker with nɛ indicating an object or person close to the speaker, kɛ 

more distant, and jiikɛ even farther and, according to my consultants, usually out of sight. 

Table 20: Demonstratives 

Near demonstrative nɛ 

Far demonstrative kɛ 

Farther demonstrative jiikɛ 
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3.4.4.2 Discourse demonstratives 

Two other demonstratives, jɔɔ ‘DEM’ and we ‘DEM’, occur rarely in conversation, 

but frequently in discourse. Their usage in conversation and discourse seems to be 

contrastive, as seen in (151) and (152) which are two lines from Panther. In (151), the 

narrator is intruding into the story and explaining that when you squeeze this type of fruit 

into water, the water looks like blood. He uses the near demonstrative nɛ ‘DEM’ here. Then, 

when the narrator has reentered the eventline, he describes how the tortoise does just that. 

However, this time, he uses the demonstrative jɔɔ ‘DEM’, as can be seen in (152). In both 

situations the demonstrative is functioning to indicate previous mention, the way we use 

the definite article in English. However, in the author intrusion nɛ ‘DEM’ is used, and jɔɔ 

‘DEM’ is used in the discourse proper.  

(151) [bɔku ɔ n=tupl je ntʃiki te i] ntʃiki=nɛ bɛ ta pjaawɔ 

REL.PRO 2SG PRS=squeeze 3SG water in REL water=DEM COP like blood 

‘When you squeeze it in the water, this water becomes like blood.’ (Panther 34) 

(152) a ɲje paa tupl ntʃiki=jɔɔ 

3SG ? first mix water=DEM 

‘He mixed that water.’ (Panther 40) 

The texts that I have analyzed for this thesis contain only one case of jɔɔ ‘DEM’ in 

a direct quotation, illustrated below in (153). In this case, the authorities are commanding 

their messenger to return to the Til people and threaten them with a bullet. Njantcho (2018: 

121) claims that the function of jɔɔ ‘DEM’ in conversation is also deictic, representing 

something near to the hearer. This is a possible interpretation in (153), assuming that the 

authorities were communicating with their messenger from afar. This would mean that the 
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Til people were closer to the messenger than the authorities. Until other evidence proves 

this incorrect, I will proceed with this analysis.  

(153) kɛ  kɛ  dʒe  jɔŋ  gwɔmɔ  tɪl=jɔɔ  

go go see tribe people Til=DEM 

‘‘Go, go see that tribe of Til people.’’ (Til 13) 

Regardless of their use in conversation, the demonstratives jɔɔ ‘DEM’ and we ‘DEM’ 

are unique in that there are many clear cases in which they receive concord agreement. 

Being that they occur much more often in discourse, I refer to these demonstratives as 

discourse demonstratives. Their concord agreement is listed in Table 21.  

Table 21: Discourse demonstratives 

Noun Class 1/1a 2/2a 3 5 6 7 8 

near j-ɔɔ j-ɔɔ j-ɔɔ lj-ɔɔ m-ɔɔ tʃ-ɔɔ j-ɔɔ 

far w-e j-e (w)-e lj-e m-e tʃ-e j-e 

The near discourse demonstrative occurs most often as jɔɔ, and can be found in this 

form for: NC1 as in (154), NC2 as in (155), NC3 as in (156), and NC8, as in (157).  

(154) mo-mja=j-ɔɔ 

NC1-woman=NC1.AGR-DEM 

‘this woman’ (Story 32) 

(155) gwo-on  kɔndu=j-ɔɔ 

NC2-child girl=NC2.AGR-DEM 

‘these girls’ (Daughters 4) 

(156) Ø-ndaki=j-ɔɔ 

NC3-tulip=NC3.AGR-DEM 

‘this tulip’ (Wives 5) 

(157) i-bumɔ=j-ɔɔ 

NC8-grain=NC8.AGR-DEM 

‘these grains’ (DH14 167.9) 
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Other forms of the near discourse demonstrative are lj-ɔɔ ‘NC5.AGR-this’ as in 

(158), m-ɔɔ ‘NC6.AGR-this’ as in (159), and tʃɔɔ ‘NC7.AGR-this’ as in (160). The concord 

distinctions are by no means consistent. Throughout the appended narratives, one will see 

forms such as ntʃiki=j-ɔɔ ‘water=NC3.AGR-DEM’ where one would expect ntʃiki=m-ɔɔ 

‘water=NC6.AGR-DEM’. 

(158) i-bimbɔ=lj-ɔɔ 

NC5-quantity=NC5.AGR-DEM 

‘this quantity’ (DH8 63.29) 

(159) n-tum=m-ɔɔ 

NC6-day=NC6.AGR-DEM 

‘these days’ (Bosco 19) 

(160) ki-dʒa=tʃ-ɔɔ 

NC7-armchair=NC7.AGR-DEM 

‘this armchair’ (DH11 133.1) 

The far discourse demonstrative is we ‘DEM’ for noun classes 1, 1a, and 3 as 

illustrated by w-e ‘NC1.AGR-DEM’ in (161),  w-e ‘NC1a.AGR-DEM’ in (162), and w-e 

‘NC3.AGR-DEM’ in (163). The w- concord prefix often deletes with NC3, as in (164). 

(161) mo=w-e 

NC1-person=NC1.AGR-DEM 

‘that person’ (Story 32) 

(162) á-bulabɔŋ=w-e 

NC1a-disorder=NC1a.AGR-DEM 

‘that disorder’ (Lizard 39) 

(163) m-bɛmbɔ=w-e 

NC3-camp=NC3.AGR-DEM 

‘that camp’ (Story 52) 

(164) Ø-ndak=e 

NC3-tulip=DEM 

‘that tulip’ (Wives 8) 
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Other forms of the far discourse demonstrative include je ‘DEM’ for with noun 

classes 2, 2a, and 8 as illustrated by j-e ‘NC2.AGR-DEM’ in (165) and j-e ‘NC8.AGR-DEM’ in 

(168), lj-e ‘NC5.AGR-DEM’ in (166), and tʃ-e ‘NC7.AGR-DEM’ in (167).  

(165) gwo-om=j-e 

NC2-person=NC2.AGR-DEM 

‘those people’ (Origins 64) 

(166) i-ʃadʒ=lj-e 

NC5-clearing=NC5.AGR-DEM 

‘that clearing’ (Bembe 5) 

(167) ki-toku=tʃ-e 

NC7-basket=NC7.AGR-DEM 

‘that basket’ (Daughters 8) 

(168) i-bumɔ=j-e 

NC8-grain=NC8.AGR-DEM 

‘those grains’ (DH14 167.9) 

There is an independent form of the we demonstrative, which can be seen 

throughout all of the texts. In (169), the demonstrative occurs as gwe ‘over there’ and has 

a locative meaning. The idea is that the authorities fought with the Til people “over there” 

in that place we have been talking about.  

(169) je kɛ  me  le  kɛ  lo  ne  tɪl  gwe 

3PL go P4 then go fight with Til over.there 

‘They then went to fight with Til over there.’ (Til 38) 

3.4.5 Associative noun phrases 

In Makaa, “an associative noun phrase usually consists of a head noun and its 

modifying noun plus the associative marker (or connective) between the two nouns” (Heath 

& Heath 2005: 341). This system of concord is only partially realized in Kwakum. There 
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is no associative marker in classes 1-3, as can be seen in examples (170) for Class 1, (171) 

for Class 2, and (172) for Class 3. The prefix for some Class 3 nouns is a null morpheme 

(see Table 16).  

(170) mo-on  Ø-ʃambu 

NC1-child NC3-God 

‘child of God’ (DH11 215.11) 

(171) gwo-on  Ø-ʃɔlɔŋ 

NC2-child NC3-snail 

‘the child of the snail’ (Lizard 23) 

(172) Ø-jɔŋ  gwo-omɔ 

NC3-tribe NC2-people 

‘the tribe of people’ (Til 7) 

The Noun Class 7 word ki-bumɔ ‘NC7-fruit’ has concord in example (173) and 

(174). In example (173) it appears the concord is additive, adding the ki- ‘NC7.AGR’ prefix 

to the already existing n- ‘NC3’ prefix. Noun Class 5 is inconsistent, with concord occurring 

in certain situations, as in (175), but not others, as in (176). Noun Class 6 shows concord 

in (177) and (178), but not in (179). 

(173) ki-bumɔ  ki-n-daki 

NC7-fruit NC7.AGR-NC3-tulip 

‘fruit of the tulip’ (Wives 14) 

(174) ki-bumɔ ki- Ø-poŋgo 

NC7-fruit NC7.AGR-NC3-corn 

‘grain of corn’ (DH9 25.6) 

(175) i-ʃukɔ  i- Ø-gumɔ 

NC5-foot  NC5.AGR-NC3-baobab 

‘the foot of the baobab’ (DH8 31.29) 

(176) i-tɔɔ  Ø-makiti 

NC5-house NC3-market 

‘market stall’ (DH1 87.5) 
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(177) ŋ-kambu ŋ- Ø-kɔɔlɔ 

NC6-strap NC6.AGR-NC3-basket 

‘the straps of the basket’ (DH5 153.10) 

(178) n-tɔ m- Ø-pi 

NC6-ear NC6.AGR-NC3-dog 

‘the dog’s ears’ (DH11 233.34) 

(179) m-pɛŋ Ø-jesus18 

NC6-wound NC3-Jesus 

‘Jesus’ wounds’ (DH11 233.33) 

Noun Class 8 concords in certain circumstances, as in (180), but not others, as seen 

in (181). 

(180) i-pɔl  i-ndaki  

NC8-leaf  NC8.AGR-tulip 

‘leaves of the tulip’ (Wives 11) 

(181) i-buʃe  Ø-kɔ 

NC8-ash  NC3-type.of.tree 

‘the ashes of a (type of) tree’ (DH6 143.19) 

 The concord marker i- is added to the modifying noun in associative NPs when the 

head noun belongs to NC2a, as seen in (182), (183), and (184). Table 22 shows the prefixes 

expected to be added to the modifying noun with the different Noun Classes. With Classes 

1-3 as null, 4 and 7 with the concord marker ki-, 5 and 8 have an optional concord marker 

i-, 6 has an optional nasal concord marker, and 2a has an i- marker. 

(182) à-kaŋ  i-dʒambu 

NC2a-warrior NC2a.AGR-war 

‘warriors of war’ (Til 6) 

                                                 

18 Note that the lack of concord here is not due to the presence of a personal name. Concord can be present 

on personal names. 
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(183) à-ɲjal  i-gɔmna 

NC2a-friend NC2a.AGR-government.official 

‘the friends of the government official’ (DH11 237.41) 

(184) à-paam  i-ʃaa 

NC2a-man NC2a.AGR-village 

‘the men of the village’ (DH11 237.42) 

Table 22: Associative noun phrase concord 

Noun Class 1/1a 2/2a 3 5 6 7 8 

Concord Prefix Ø- Ø-/i- Ø- Ø-/i- Ø-/N- ki- Ø-/i- 

3.4.6 Adjectives 

As mentioned in §3.2.1.3, some adjectives occur before the noun, as in (185),  and 

others after the noun, as in (186). There is no concord marking on the adjective in either 

case. 

(185) ndetkele  Ø-ʃaa 

big  NC3-village 

‘big village (Til 5) 

(186) n-tʃiki  betawe  

NC6-water red 

‘red water’ (Panther 43) 

Maho (1999: 90) claims that “Some Bantu languages have developed innovative 

diminutive prefixes… Commonly in these languages, a word for ‘child’ has 

grammaticalized into a diminutive marker; sometimes the entire word is used, sometimes 

only the initial syllable.” A similar process happens in Kwakum, where the word mo-onɔ 

‘NC1-child’ occurs before nouns as a diminutive. At times the entire noun (minus the final 

vowel) occurs before the modified noun, as with moon kɔndu ‘very young girl’ in (187). 
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The plural of this, gwoon kɔndu ‘very young girls’ is seen in (188). With this construction, 

then, there is a type of concord, though with number and not noun class.  

(187) mo-on kɔndu 

NC1-child young.woman 

‘very young woman’ (Daughters 37) 

(188) gwo-on  kɔndu 

NC2-child young.woman 

‘very young women’ (Daughters 2) 

At times, as in (189) and (190), just the first syllable of the word marks the 

diminutive. At other times, both the first syllable and the entire noun mo-onɔ ‘NC1-child’ 

occur before the modified noun, as in (191). This seems to mark a stronger diminutive.  

(189) mo-mo-onɔ 

NC1.AGR -NC1-child 

‘small child’ (DH8 81.30) 

(190) gwo-gwo-onɔ 

NC2.AGR -NC2-child 

‘small children’ (Daughters 1) 

(191) mo-mo-on  kipɛto 

NC1.AGR- NC1-child time 

‘a very short time’ (Simon 46) 

3.4.7 Numerals 

There is no noun class concord marking on numerals. In the ten narratives I have 

used for this thesis, numerals did not occur often. In (192), the number buje ‘nine’ is 

unaffected by the plural NC6 on the noun m-bomɔ ‘NC6-families.’ In (193), there is no 

concord on the number kaamɔ ne iba ‘twelve,’ though the noun ngwal ‘wife’ has received 

the plural prefix à- ‘NC2a’.  
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(192) m-bomɔ  buje 

NC6-family nine 

‘nine families’ (Til 4) 

(193) à-gwal=je kaamɔ ne iba 

NC2a-wife=3SG.POSS ten with two 

‘his twelve wives’ (Wives 1) 

3.4.8 Pronouns 

Besides the possessive pronouns shown in Table 18, Kwakum has three sets of 

personal pronouns which are listed in Table 23 and explained with examples in §3.4.8.1-

§3.4.8.7. The nominative (NOM) pronoun only occurs in the subject position (before the 

verb), the accusative (ACC) in the primary object position (immediately after the verb 

complex), and the general (GNRL) occurs: in the secondary object position (following the 

primary object), in quote formulas and as the object of a preposition (see §3.4.8.7), and in 

focus position (see §3.3.2). 

Table 23: Personal pronouns 

 Nominative Object Pronouns 

 Pronoun(s) Accusative General 

1SG niN ɛɛ ni 

2SG gwe/ɔ ɔɔ gwe 

3SG a je dʒe 

1PL ʃe ʃe ʃe 

2PL ne dʒine dʒine 

3PL je ja dʒa 

3.4.8.1 First person singular 

The first person singular NOM pronoun is niN ‘1SG.NOM’, where the final consonant 

is an archiphoneme. This final nasal consonant assimilates to the position of the following 

consonant and is optional. In (194), this final consonant is realized phonetically as [ŋ] 
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because the next word in the clause begins with a velar consonant. The final nasal 

consonant deletes before other nasal consonants, as in (195). At times, both the first nasal 

consonant and the following vowel /i/ delete leaving only the final nasal consonant which 

cliticizes to the following word, as in (196). Note that the nasal in this example cannot be 

the present tense marker, as there is already a tense marker in this clause: me ‘P4’ which 

occurs after the verb. 

(194) <<niŋ kaʃ  koo  wa  dʒine>> 

     1SG.NOM say P3 NEG 2PL.ACC 

‘“Didn’t I tell you (PL)?”’ (Bembe 62) 

(195) <<ni ŋ=gwaa kuʃɔ>> 

     1SG.NOM PRS=want come.out 

‘“I want to come out!”’ (Wives 28) 

(196) <<n=dʒal  me  ʃ=ɔɔ  nlo=mambɔ  te>> 

     1SG.NOM=give.birth P4 FOC=2SG.ACC intestines=1SG.POSS in 

‘“I gave birth to you in my intestines.”’ (Bembe 45) 

There are two first person singular object pronouns, ɛɛ for the ACC and ni for the 

GNRL. In (197), the accusative object is cliticized to the preceding verb. In (198), the 

primary object is dʒine ‘2PL.ACC’ and the secondary object is ni ‘1SG.GNRL’. 

(197) <<jɛ ŋ=kɛk=ɛɛ  dʒe >> 

     3PL.NOM PRS=cut=1SG.ACC 3SG. GNRL 

‘“They cut it (from) me.”’ (Bembe 22) 

(198) amɛli n=tewʃɛ dʒine ni 

Amélie PRS=show 2PL.ACC 1SG. GNRL 

‘Amélie introduced me to you.’ (DH14 231.5) 
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3.4.8.2 Second person singular pronoun 

The second person singular nominative pronoun has two allomorphs: gwe 

‘2SG.NOM’, as in (199) and ɔ ‘2SG.NOM’, as in (200). These pronouns occur in 

phonologically similar environments, so I consider this to be free variation. The ACC 

pronoun is ɔɔ ‘2SG.ACC’ which cliticizes to the verb, as in (201). There is an exception to 

this rule, which can be seen in (202), where the GENRL pronoun is used in the primary 

object position. I have noticed the GNRL pronoun where one would expect the ACC pronoun 

only with the verb fe ‘give’. The GNRL second person singular pronoun is gwe ‘2SG.GNRL’, 

as in (203). 

(199) <<gwɛ ŋ=kɛ ne gwɔ>>  

     2SG.NOM PRS=go with 2SG.POSS 

‘“You bring yours.”’ (Panther 12) 

(200) <<ɔ  n=dʒol=je  i>>  

     2SG.NOM PRS=kill=3SG.ACC INTERR 

‘“You kill him?”’ (Bembe 18) 

(201) {ke ɲjal=ɔ mē kaʃ=ɔɔ tʃafoku} 

  if friend=2SG.POSS P2 say=2SG.ACC something 

‘If your friend tells you something...’ (Daughters 41) 

(202) <<a fɛ fe gwe  tundʒe>> 

     3SG F1 give 2SG.GNRL mushroom 

‘“It will give you mushrooms.”’ (Panther 69) 

(203) amɛli n=tewʃɛ patris gwe 

Amélie PRS=show Patrice 2SG.GNRL 

‘Amélie introduced you to Patrice.’ (DH14 231.6) 
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3.4.8.3 Third person singular 

The nominative pronoun for the third person singular is a ‘3SG.NOM’, as in (204). 

The accusative object 3SG pronoun is je ‘3SG.ACC’ and cliticizes to the verb, as in (205). 

The general third person pronoun is dʒe ‘3SG.GNRL’, as seen in (206). 

(204) a  n=dʒe  tɔl 

3SG.NOM PRS=see bow 

‘He saw his bow.’ (Til 24) 

(205) koʃu  m=baŋl=je   naa… 

parrot PRS=respond=3SG.ACC COMP 

‘The parrot responded to him that…’ (Bembe 20) 

(206) a n=ʃe fe ʃandʒ=e dʒe ɔ mbɔ 

3SG.NOM PRS=come give father=3SG.POSS 3SG.GNRL LOC hand 

‘He came and gave it to my father on (his) hand.’ (Bosco 18) 

3.4.8.4 First person plural 

The nominative pronoun for the first person plural is ʃe ‘1PL’, as in (207). Both the 

accusative in (208) and the general object pronoun as in (209) are also ʃe ‘1PL’. 

(207) <<ʃe m=biʃlaa kɛɛ>>  

     1PL.NOM PRS=leave.alone fish 

‘“We are leaving the fish alone.”’ (Daughters 7) 

(208) ʃaŋg=waamɔ tɛʃi a dʒi koo kam ʃe bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS also 3SG.NOM IPFV P3 love 1PL.ACC a.lot 

‘My father loved us a lot too.’ (Bosco 30) 

(209) ameli n=tewʃɛ patris ʃe 

Amélie PRS=show Patrice 1PL.GNRL 

‘Amélie introduced us to Patrice.’ (DH14 231.7) 
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3.4.8.5 Second person plural 

The nominative pronoun for the second person plural is ne ‘2PL.NOM’, as in (210). 

The accusative, as in (211), and the general object pronoun, as in (212), are dʒine ‘2PL’. 

(210) <<nɛ n=dʒe ne>>  

     2PL.NOM PRS=see thusly 

‘“You (PL) see like this.”’ (Daughters 4) 

(211) <<n=teuʃu  dʒine  kɔ  kal=nɛ>> 

     1SG.NOM=show 2PL.ACC bullet gun=DEM 

‘“I should show you this bullet.”’ (Til 18) 

(212) ameli  n=tewʃɛ patris  dʒine 

Amélie PRS=show Patrice 2PL.GNRL 

‘Amélie introduced you (PL) to Patrice.’ (DH14 231.9) 

3.4.8.6 Third person plural 

The nominative pronoun for the third person plural is je ‘3PL.NOM’, as in (213). The 

accusative pronoun is ja ‘3PL.ACC’ as in (214) and (215), and the general pronoun is dʒa 

‘3PL.GNRL’, as in (216). 

(213) je bɛ  me kundu  

3PL.NOM COP P4 infertile 

‘They (the wives) were infertile.’ (Wives 3) 

(214) jɛ  n=toml=ja  tom 

3PL.NOM PRS=sent=3PL.ACC message  

‘They sent them a message.’ (Til 10) 

(215) taŋ dʒi me nɛmbɛ ja 

white.man IPFV P4 catch 3PL.ACC 

‘The white man was catching them.’ (Origins 79) 

(216) jɛ n=toml david dʒa 

3PL.NOM PRS=send David 3PL.GNRL 

‘They sent them to David.’ (DH14 231.8) 
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3.4.8.7 General object pronoun usage 

As mentioned in §3.2.4.1, the general pronoun is used to introduce both direct and 

indirect discourse in conjunction with the complementizer naa ‘COMP’. The general 

pronoun is used for the speaker: ni ‘1SG.GNRL’, as in (217); gwe ‘2SG.GNRL’, as in (218); 

dʒe ‘3SG.GNRL’, as in (219); and dʒa ‘2PL.GNRL’, as in (220). And it is also used to describe 

the hearer, as in dʒe ‘3SG.GNRL’ in (217), and ni ‘1SG.GNRL’ in (219), which occur as the 

object of the presposition ne ‘with’. In fact, when a pronoun occurs as the object of a 

preposition, it is always in the general object form. In (221), the general object 2SG form 

gwe ‘2SG.GNRL’ is used after the preposition ne ‘with’ and in (222), dʒe ‘3SG.GNRL’ is used. 

(217) ni ne dʒe naa <<na le>> 

1SG.GNRL with 3SG.GNRL COMP    how then 

‘I (said) to him, “What’s up?”’ (Simon 26) 

(218) gwe <naa mot=e n=nembɔ dʒowɔ> 

2SG.GNRL COMP head=3SG.POSS PRS=touch sky 

‘You (could) say that his head touched the sky.’ (Wives 34) 

(219) dʒe ne ni naa <<simɔ̃ biʃl=ɛɛ>> 

3SG.GNRL with 1SG.GNRL COMP     Simon leave.alone=1SG.ACC 

‘He (said) to me, “Simon, leave me alone.”’ (Simon 27) 

(220) dʒa naa <<fɔʃ-kin>> 

3PL.GNRL COMP    pour.out-2PL 

‘They (said), “Pour (them) out.”’ (Daughters 36) 

(221) <<mon kɔndu=nɛ ʃɛ n=tatl ne gwe>> 

  child girl=DEM 1PL PRS=begin with 2SG 

‘“That girl there, we are beginning with you.”’ (Daughters 37) 

(222) a  n=ʃe  ne  dʒe  dʒal 

3SG PRS=come with 3SG village 

‘He brought him to the village.’ (Lizard 58) 
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3.5 Verbal system 

Bantu languages are traditionally considered to be agglutinating (Guthrie 1948: 11), 

or at least on the agglutinating side of the spectrum (Nurse 2008: 28). In agglutinating 

languages, we expect “major word classes, such as noun and verb, consist of a stem and 

inflectional morphemes.” As opposed to inflectional languages, “in agglutinating 

languages the strings of morphemes are longer and the morphemes are relatively 

transparent, having a single shape (no or few allomorphs, often phonologically 

conditioned) and one meaning” (Nurse 2008: 28). Nurse (2008: 40) suggests that the 

expected structure of a Bantu verb is linear and inflected as in (223). 

(223) Pre-SM + SM + NEG + TA + OM + root + extension + FV + post-FV 

This structure is based on a “single-word” analysis of Bantu verbs. The components 

include a pre-initial position which can be used for negation or the bound object relative 

(Nurse 2008: 32). This precedes the Subject Marker (SM), which is almost always 

considered a subject agreement prefix (Nurse 2008: 33). There is a need for a secondary 

negation (NEG) place holder being that “many Bantu languages have two (or three) 

negatives” (Nurse 2008: 23) which generally follow the subject marker. Nurse (2008: 40) 

unifies the tense and aspect slot (TA) which can contain more than one morpheme, and 

almost always with the aspect marker occurring after the tense marker. The Object Marker 

(OM) follows the TA slot, occurs immediately before the verb root, and is again generally 

seen as agreement (Nurse 2008: 36). Verb roots in Bantu languages typically “have the 

shape of C1VC2, where C2 may be a regular consonant, a prenasalized consonant, or null” 

(Nurse 2008: 36). The “extension” slot is reserved for “valency-changing derivational 
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categories” (Nurse 2008: 37). Typical extensions are: applicative, causative, extensive, 

impositive, passive, positional, reciprocal, separative, stative, and tentive (Schadeberg 

2003: 72).19 The final vowel (FV) in Bantu languages tends to be limited to a small closed 

set of morphemes, including: -a, -ɪ/-e, -ile, -a(n)g-a. Normally this final morpheme 

communicates aspect or mood (Nurse 2008: 37-38). The post-final vowel slot is filled 

almost exclusively in Bantu languages by a morpheme indicating the “plural imperative” 

(Nurse 2008: 39). As an example of the single-word verb analysis, (224) is a Standard 

Swahili sentence from Nurse (2008: 39). 

(224) ni-ta-ku-let-e-eni 

1SG-FUT-2SG-bring-APP-FV-2PL 

‘I will bring to you (PL).’ 

3.5.1 Kwakum verbal structure 

This standard Bantu analysis has clearly influenced that of Njantcho who has 

analyzed some tense markers and some pronouns as affixes. Example (225) comes from 

Njantcho’s analysis (2018: 202), though I have modified the labelling to match my own 

and ignored tone. It is clear here, though, that both the 1SG subject marker and the remote 

past tense marker are verb affixes in her analysis. 

(225) ni n-dʒɔʃɛ-me fjal 

1SG 1SG-judge-P4 daughter.in.law 

‘I judged the daughter-in-law.’ (Njantcho 2018: 221) 

                                                 

19 Schadeberg (2003: 77) says that tentive extensions add the notion of “actively making firm contact.”  
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I have included this overview of the single-word verb analysis for typological 

purposes, and to help the reader understand Njantcho’s analysis. However, I do not 

consider Kwakum to be agglutinating due to the distribution of tense and aspect markers. 

Nurse (2008: 40ff.) claims that often, though not always, tense and aspect affixes occur 

before the verb, and generally tense before aspect. Kwakum has two past tense markers 

that precede the verb and two that follow. The remote past marker is one of the morphemes 

that follows the verb, as in (226). However, when an aspect marker like dʒi ‘IPFV’ is 

present, the tense marker moves in front of the verb to follow the aspect marker. This 

displacement alone is enough to suggest that me ‘P4’ is not an affix.  

(226) taalo  fɛm me bupa 

grandson detest P4 animal 

‘The grandson detested the animal.’ (remote) (DH12 139.36) 

(227) taalo  dʒi me fɛm bupa 

grandson IPFV P4 detest animal 

 ‘The grandson was detesting the animal.’ (remote) (DH12 141.46) 

This is not, however, completely unexpected. Nurse (2008: 126) claims that, “while 

Bantu languages in general, including some Zone A languages have agglutinating 

structures, others (A40, A60, A80-90, some A20) are analytic, as are all Grassfields 

languages.” In fact, of the languages mentioned in my literature review, both Makaa (Heath 

2003: 342) and Kakɔ (Ernst 1991) have been analyzed as analytic languages. Based on the 

above evidence, I consider Kwakum to be more on the analytic side of the language 

spectrum. Pronouns, tense markers, and aspect markers are usually separate words with 

some forms behaving phonologically like clitics. Specifically, I refer to tense and aspect 
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markers as auxiliaries. Steele (1978: 11-15) claims three criteria for an element to be 

considered an auxiliary, here summarized by Kroeger (2004: 251): 

The auxiliary is an element of the clause which: 

i. is separate from the verb (i.e., it is a clitic or independent word, rather than an 

affix); 

ii. expresses the categories of tense, aspect and/or mood; and  

iii. does not subordinate the main verb (i.e., the auxiliary and main verb occur 

within the same minimal clause). 

I demonstrated above that tense and aspect markers should be considered free 

morphemes, rather than affixes, which indicates that they fulfill the first criterion. These 

markers also fulfill the other two criteria for auxiliaries as they (clearly) express tense and 

aspect and occur within the same minimal clauses. 

Heine (1993: 28) describes auxiliaries as having formed through a process. That is 

to say, “such expressions do not emerge ex nihilo; rather, they are almost invariably derived 

from the domain of concrete concepts; grammatical morphology tends to develop out of 

lexical structures, especially out of such categories as nouns and verbs.” This process has 

no doubt taken place in Kwakum, where, for instance, the verb gwaa ‘want’ has become a 

type of auxiliary with the meaning of ‘almost’. This can be seen in the present tense in 

(228), where it acts almost like an immediate future tense marker. However, when used in 

the past, as in (229), one can see that it does not imply that the action took place, as the 

speaker is clearly not dead. In both cases, gwaa is not referring to the will, but instead to 

the imminence of the action.  
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(228) a ŋ=gwaa dʒaalɔ 

3SG PRS=almost give.birth 

‘She is about to give birth.’ (DH7 163.7) 

(229) ni=ā gwaa gwi 

1SG=P2 almost die 

‘I almost died.’ (DH14 231.10) 

Givón (1971) suggests that all tense, aspect, modality markers (and even 

derivational suffixes) in Bantu languages have derived from one-time verbs. Heine (1993: 

53-70) describes what he calls the “Verb-to-TAM chain” in which morphemes evolve from 

verbs with full lexical meaning (Stage A) to auxiliaries (Stage D) to affixes (Stage F). 

Regarding tense markers in Bantu languages, Nurse (2008: 252-253) notes that many of 

the languages used in writing his book on tense and aspect have a morpheme of the shape 

ma, me, or maa. He claims that this “morpheme clearly derives from the verb *-mala 

‘finish’” and that “the grammaticalization path from ‘finish’ to anterior/past is well attested 

worldwide.” It is not surprising, then, that three of the four past tense auxiliaries in 

Kwakum have the form me and the word for finish in Kwakum is maalɔ. I propose that the 

process of grammaticalization is taking place in Kwakum. However, whereas this process 

has resulted in affixes for most Bantu languages, Kwakum is still in Stage D where the 

markers occur as auxiliaries. 

3.5.2 Verbal morphology 

As noted above, the Kwakum language does not fit neatly within Guthrie’s criteria 

for defining Bantu languages. However, there are aspects of each criterion that do apply to 

Kwakum. For instance, the first of Guthrie’s Subsidiary Criteria states that a Bantu 

language will possess “[a] set of invariable cores, or radicals, from which almost all words 
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are formed by an agglutinative process” (Guthrie 1948: 11). In Kwakum, verbs are 

composed of roots which then receive some (though not nearly as many as expected) 

affixes which contribute to the overall meaning. Following the structure in (223), Kwakum 

allows for derivational morphology and a final vowel to be suffixed to the verb root. 

3.5.2.1 Verb root 

According to Nurse (2008: 36), the typical Bantu verb root is C1VC2, “where C2 

may be a regular consonant, a prenasalized consonant, or null.” There are common Bantu 

words which tend to “have a CV shape, including common verbs such as ‘eat, die, drink, 

fall, give’.” 

Several Kwakum verbs have a CV shape, including some of those mentioned by 

Nurse. They include: dʒi ‘eat’, gwi ‘die’, and fe ‘give’. The vowel in these roots, however, 

can be lengthened and is contrastive. For instance, kɛ ‘go’ contrasts with kɛɛ ‘shave’. I 

consider these lengthened vowels to belong to the same nucleus, thus, not changing the CV 

analysis. CVC roots are also common, as with tʃin- ‘refuse, det- ‘harden’, and fiʃ- ‘cover.’ 

Vowel length is also contrastive with this category of root, with dʒol- meaning ‘kill’ and 

dʒool- meaning ‘wash’. There are also roots with consonant clusters in the onset, such as: 

kwel- ‘fail’, bjandʒ- ‘scorn’, gwonl- ‘drink’, mjandʒ- ‘water.V’, and pjal- ‘check’. 

3.5.2.2 Extensions 

According to the linear-one-word view of Bantu verbs, the slot available 

immediately after the verb root is for extensions, or “valency changing derivational 
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categories” (Nurse 2008: 37). I have identified two derivational suffixes, -ŋʃ ‘VAL.INC’ and 

-ŋaa ‘VAL.DEC’, which fit in this slot. 

3.5.2.2.1 Valency increasing 

Some verb roots are inherently intransitive (INTR), while others are inherently 

transitive (TR) or ditransitive (DITR). The suffix -ŋʃ ‘VAL.INC’ can be added to intransitive 

and transitive roots to increase the verb valency. For simple CV roots, the suffix attaches 

directly to the root, as with dʒaa ‘get lost’ becoming dʒaŋʃɛ ‘lose’ in (230). The difference 

between these two verb forms can be seen in (231), where there is only one constituent 

(iʃɛŋ ‘ring’) and (232), where there are two constituents (ni ‘1SG’ and kidʒuka ‘keys’).  

(230) dʒaa + -ŋʃ + -ɛ = dʒaŋʃɛ 

get.lost  VAL.INC FV  lose.TR 

(231) iʃɛŋ=we kɔ me kɔ dʒaa 

ring=DEM again P4 again get.lost 

‘That ring disappeared.’ (Bosco 21) 

(232) ni=à  dʒa-ŋʃ kidʒuka 

1SG=P1 get.lost-VAL.INC keys 

‘I lost the keys.’ (DH7 151.2) 

The suffix -ŋʃ ‘VAL.INC’ also affects transitive verbs. In (233), the verb de ‘throw’ 

is transitive with an agent a ‘he’ and a theme pongo ‘corn’. However, in (234), when -ŋʃ 

‘VAL.INC’ is added to the verb root, it functions as an applicative licencing the goal, ʃaakɔ 

‘chicken’, as the new primary object. 

(233) a n=de pongo 

3SG PRS=throw corn 

‘He throws the corn.’ (DH14 231.11) 
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(234) a n=de-ŋʃ ʃaakɔ pongo 

3SG PRS=throw-VAL.INC chicken corn 

‘He throws the corn at the chicken.’ (DH14 233.12) 

The verb tʃinɔ ‘refuse’ is also transitive, allowing an agent to refuse someone 

something, as in (236). There are several morphophemic processes that occur, when the 

verb root ends in a coronal consonant. First, the [ŋ] deletes from the valency increasing 

suffix. Second, the nasal consonant deletes from the root. Third, the root vowel experiences 

compensatory lengthening. This process is visualized in (235). The suffix in this case 

allows the agent to refuse the food for someone else, as in (237), with the idea of forbidding 

the person to have the food. The valence increasing suffix is also needed in (238), where a 

complement clause functions as the secondary object.  

(235) tʃin- + -ŋʃ + -ɛ = tʃin-ŋʃ-ɛ → tʃiiʃɛ 

refuse  VAL.INC  FV     forbid 

(236) ni m=i tʃin ndʒi  

1SG PRS=IPFV refuse food 

‘I am refusing the food.’ (DH11 93.12) 

(237) ni m=i tʃii-ʃ moonɔ ndʒia 

1SG PRS=IPFV refuse-VAL.INC child food 

‘I am forbidding the child food.’ (DH14 233.13) 

(238) paam=nɛ m=i tʃii-ʃ momja <naa a ta fetɔ> 

man=DEM PRS=IPFV refuse-VAL.INC woman   COMP 3SG NEG pass 

‘This man is forbidding the woman to pass.’ (DH11 155.5) 

CVC roots prove fertile ground for consonant deletion when these roots are suffixed 

by this valance increasing morpheme. This process might indicate that, as Belliard 

proposes (2005: 104ff.), the deleted consonants are not actually a part of the verb root, but 

themselves derivational. In examining around 800 verbs, I was unable to determine any 

sort of derivational meaning change for these consonants. Further, in CVC verb roots, the 
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final consonant deletes whenever its place of articulation is coronal, as with (235) above. 

When the final consonant in a CVC root is not coronal it does not delete, as with (239).  

(239) dʒik- + -ŋʃ + -ɛ = dʒik-ŋʃ-ɛ → dʒikʃɛ 

burn.INTR VAL.INC FV     burn.TR 

Examples of various verbs are found in Table 24.20 

Table 24: Valency increasing examples 

 Verb root Gloss Verb Gloss 

CV root 

-ŋʃ added 

directly to 

root 

de throw (something) deŋʃɛ throw. DITR 
dʒaa get lost dʒaŋʃɛ lose.TR 
kɛɛ hurt.INTR kɛŋʃɛ hurt.TR 
li become black liŋʃɛ make black 

ʃe move.INTR ʃeŋʃɛ move.TR 
CVC root 

No root 

deletion 

dʒik- burn.INTR dʒikʃɛ burn.TR 
dʒom- dry.INTR dʒɔmʃɛ dry.TR 
dʒim- go out dʒimʃɛ put-out.TR 
paam- heat-up.INTR paamʃɛ heat.TR 

CVC/CGVC 

root 

Root final C 

deleted and 

vowel 

lengthened  

dʒɔɔt- boil.INTR dʒɔɔʃɛ boil.TR 
det- become hard deeʃɛ make hard 

faat- move.INTR faaʃɛ make move 

fɔɔl- calm.INTR fɔɔʃɛ calm.TR 
kwe1- fail.INTR kweʃɛ drop.TR 
lɛl- become weak lɛɛʃɛ make weak 

ʃɔɔl- drip.INTR ʃɔɔʃɛ water.TR 
tʃin- refuse.TR tʃiiʃɛ forbid.DITR 

3.5.2.2.2 Valence decreasing 

As mentioned above, some verbs are inherently transitive. For instance, the verb 

lɛɛ ‘clothe’ in (241) requires a patient (moonɔ ‘child’). It is possible to decrease the valency 

of some verbs by adding the derivational suffix, -ŋaa ‘VAL.DEC’. For CV roots, the suffix 

                                                 

20 The roots in Table 24 that end in a consonant are bound roots because they require a final vowel in isolation. 

Final vowels do not attach to verb roots/stems that end in a vowel, so CV roots are not bound. 
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attaches directly to the root, as demonstrated in (240). The result is an intransitive verb 

with a reflexive meaning, as in (242). 

(240) lɛɛ + -ŋaa = lɛŋaa 

clothe.TR VAL.DEC  clothe.INTR 

(241) ni m=i lɛɛ moonɔ 

1SG PRS=IPFV clothe child 

‘I am clothing the child.’ (DH7 153.10) 

(242) ni m=i lɛ-ŋaa 

1SG PRS=IPFV clothe-VAL.DEC 

‘I am getting dressed.’ (DH7 153.11) 

In the case of CVC roots, the initial consonant of the suffix (i.e. /ŋ/) deletes, and 

/aa/ attaches to the root, illustrated in (243). Table 25 provides a list of examples of verbs 

that share this derivational process.  

(243) fiʃ- + -ŋaa  = fiʃ-ŋaa  → fiʃaa 

cover.TR  VAL.DEC     cover.INTR 
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Table 25: Valence decreasing examples 

 Verb Root Gloss Verb Gloss 

CV Root kɛɛ shave.TR keŋaa shave.INTR (reflexive) 

lɛɛ clothe.TR lɛŋaa clothe.INTR (reflexive) 

maa pile-up.TR maŋaa pile-up.INTR (reflexive) 

CVC/ CGVC 

Root 

biw- hit.TR biwaa hit.INTR (reciprocal) 

duj- appologize dujaa forgive, excuse 

dʒool- wash.TR dʒoolaa wash.INTR (reflexive) 

fet- pass-by.TR fetaa happen.INTR 

fiʃ- cover.TR fiʃaa cover.INTR (reflexive) 

gwoʃ- gather.TR gwoʃaa gather.INTR (reciprocal) 

kaaw- share.TR kaawaa share.INTR 

keʃ- send keʃaa complete 

njaaw- plunge.TR njaawaa plunge.INTR (reflexive) 

pew- search pewaa get lost (reflexive) 

ʃek- sift ʃekaa differentiate 

tʃil- write tʃilaa register 

The derivational suffix -ŋaa ‘VAL.DEC’ can also reduce a ditransitive verb to a 

simple transitive verb. For instance, in (244) the verb jɛklɛ ‘teach’ has a primary object 

gwoonaambɔ ‘my children’ and a secondary object iŋgliʃi ‘English’. However, when the 

valency decreasing suffix is applied in (245), there is only one object: kwakum ‘Kwakum.’ 

In the first case, the clause is ditransitive and the teacher is teaching children English. In 

the second, the clause is transitive and has a reflexive meaning of teaching oneself or 

learning.  

(244) a ɲ=jɛkl gwoon=aambɔ iŋgliʃi 

3SG PRS=teach children=1SG.POSS English 

‘She teaches my children English.’ (DH3 91.12) 

(245) ʃe dʒi gwoom jɛkl-aa kwakum 

1PL COP people teach-VAL.DEC Kwakum 

‘We are people who study Kwakum.’ (DH3 169.4) 
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3.5.2.3 Final vowel 

Nurse (2008: 37-38) says, “A small closed set of morphemes occurs across Bantu 

in the final (or, final vowel) position. Some are frequent: -a neutral or indicative; -ɪ/-e 

subjunctive (it and the accompanying initial are high-toned); -ile anterior/past…-a(n)g-a 

imperfective.” Kwakum inflects the verb with a final vowel suffix which encodes mood. 

However, the choice of final vowels does not follow these common patterns.  

3.5.2.3.1 Final vowel in indicative mood 

In indicative mood, the final vowel is -ɔ, or -ɛ. The final vowel does not attach to 

roots or stems that end in a vowel. The lack of FV can be seen in (246) and (247) where the 

root kɛ ‘go’ occurs without a final vowel in its lexical form and in context. Stems which 

end with the valency decreasing suffix -ŋaa, also do not receive the final vowel, as seen in 

(248). 

(246) kɛ 

‘go’ (DH7 47.1) 

(247) ni m=i kɛ ʃaa ɲal=aambɔ 

1SG PRS=IPFV go home friend=1SG.POSS 

‘I am going to my friend’s house.’ (DH2 29.15) 

(248) ni ŋ=kokl-aa pɔmbu=jɔɔ 

1SG PRS=pray-VAL.DEC for=2SG 

‘I pray for you.’ (DH4 71.5) 

For verb roots and stems ending in a consonant, the final vowel attaches directly. 

There does not seem to be any variation in meaning in indicative forms with -ɔ or -ɛ. The 

two verbs listed below (tʃilɔ ‘write’ in (249) and dʒoolɛ ‘wash’ in (251)) are transitive verbs 
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and their final vowels delete in almost all environments other than utterance finally (which 

can be seen in (250) and (252), respectively).  

(249) tʃil-ɔ 

write-FV 

‘write’ (DH3 21.16) 

(250) j=à tʃil kaata pɔmbu baw=ja 

3PL=P1 write book for grandfather=3PL.POSS 

‘They drew a picture for their grandparents.’ (DH12 129.6) 

(251) dʒool-ɛ 

wash-FV 

‘wash’ (DH3 29.1) 

(252) je m=i dʒool iʃua 

3PL PRS=IPFV wash dishes 

‘They are washing the dishes.’ (DH3 29.1) 

Njantcho (2018: 176) considers -a to be a third option for the final vowel. There 

are several reasons that I reject this analysis. The first reason has to do with distribution. 

Of the nearly 800 verbs that I analyzed, only 74 end with -a. Of these verbs, 15 are 

accounted for in Table 25 as derived from transitive roots (and at least 30 others can be 

accounted for similarly). Second, unlike the other final vowels, every one of these verbs 

ends not with -a, but with -aa; that is, it has a long vowel every time (short vowels average 

.077 seconds and these vowels averaged .135 seconds). Being that the valency decreasing 

suffix often occurs as a long -aa, it seems likely that the other 29 verbs not already 

accounted for are somehow the result of the derivational process. Third, in my corpus 76% 

of the -aa verbs are intransitive, and the majority of these are either reflexive or reciprocal, 

which also coincides with a view that they are the result of the valency decreasing process. 
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Finally, the -aa suffix does not act like a final vowel in that it does not delete in 

environments where the other final vowels delete, as in (254). 

3.5.2.3.2 Final vowel in imperative mood 

Imperatives have a final vowel -ɛ. This final vowel attaches to the end of verb roots, 

such as dʒaandɔ ‘walk’ in (253). Corresponding with my analysis above, there is no final 

vowel attached to verbs with the -ŋaa derivational suffix, as in (254). Also as expected 

from my analysis above, the final vowel in the imperative deletes when not utterance final, 

as in (255), where the final vowel -ɛ deletes before the object of the verb mbel ‘door’. The 

final vowel does not always delete before the post-FV suffix -kiŋ ‘PL’, as in (256), but can 

as in (262). 

(253) dʒaand-ɛ  

walk-IMP 

‘Walk slowly.’ (DH12 129.7) 

(254) paml-aa- Ø 

‘jump-VAL.INC-IMP’ (DH7 101.49) 

(255) pɛt   mbɛl 

close  door 

‘Close the door.’ (DH12 129.8) 

(256) dok-ɛ-kin taaŋge  

throw-IMP-PL ball 

‘Throw (PL) the ball.’ (DH7 137.19) 

3.5.2.3.3 Final vowel in subjunctive mood 

The subjunctive is marked by the final vowel -u. The indicative final vowel for 

bund- ‘sprout’ is -ɔ, as in (257). Givón (1971: 61) claims that subjunctives of coercion are 

“found in all Bantu languages.” Thus, one would expect to find a subjunctive in a sentence 
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with a coercive meaning. Kwakum has a construction using the verb ʃaa ‘do/make’ which 

renders a causative or coercive meaning. In (258), the verb for sprouting is used again, but 

this time in a ʃaa construction, and it receives the final vowel -u. The subjunctive mood 

has a phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorph -ŋ, which occurs after verb roots 

and stems that end in a vowel, as in (259). This construction can be contrasted to (260), 

where the verb lɛnɔ ‘want’ does not require the verb in the complement clause to be in 

subjunctive mood. 

(257) a m=i bund-ɔ  

3SG PRS=IPFV sprout-FV 

‘It is sprouting.’ (DH9 25.8) 

(258) ni=à ʃaa <naa a bund-u > 

1SG=P1 make   COMP 3SG sprout-SBJV 

‘I made it sprout.’ (DH9 25.9) 

(259) a n=ʃaa <naa ni m=bonlaa-ŋ> 

3SG PRS=make   COMP 1SG PRS=think-SBJV 

‘That makes me think.’ (DH9 107.17) 

(260) ʃe lɛn <naa nɛ n=tandʒ-ɛ kidumbɔ ki-kwakum> 

1PL want   COMP 2PL PRS=read-FV language of-kwakum 

‘We want you to read the Kwakum language.’ (DH3 171.8-9) 

3.5.2.4 Post-final position 

Nurse (2008: 39) says that “[t]he only morpheme occurring widely at post-final 

across Bantu is *-ni…It has the alternative shapes -Vni, -(V)nu, and -Vna, where the final 

vowel is mostly high-toned, and it is related to pronominal shapes for the second person 

plural.” This position is filled by a similar morpheme in Kwakum: -kiŋ, which indicates 

the second person plural for imperatival forms. It is also used for first person plural forms, 

such as the hortative, which Nurse (2008: 39) says is common. 
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(261) dɔk-ɛ-kiŋ taŋge 

throw-IMP-PL ball 

‘Throw the ball.’ (DH7 89.7) 

(262) ʃe dʒil-kiŋ ʃi 

1PL sit-PL down 

‘Let’s sit down.’ (DH7 137.21) 

3.5.3 Auxiliaries  

As mentioned in §3.5.1, I analyze Kwakum tense and aspect markers as auxiliaries. 

In §3.5.3.1, I offer my analysis of the tense auxiliaries. In §3.5.3.2, I discuss aspect 

auxiliaries, and in §3.5.3.3, I discuss negation. While negation does not adhere strictly to 

the criteria previously listed for auxiliaries (i.e. negation does not express the categories of 

tense, aspect, and/or mood), Heine (1993: 22) says, “other domains exhibiting 

‘auxiliarylike’ properties in a number of languages are negation and voice.” One such 

property of auxiliaries is that they behave in some ways like verbs (Heine 1993: 23). As 

discussed below, negation markers are partially inflected for subject agreement, and also 

have a variable distribution, like the tense and aspect auxiliaries. Therefore, I also consider 

negation markers to be auxiliaries. 

3.5.3.1 Tense 

Comrie (1985: 9) defines tense as “grammaticalised expression of location in time.” 

For this overview of the grammar, I am looking at the tense auxiliary in Kwakum as a 

grammatical category which locates a situation in time, specifically as it relates to the 

utterance time (absolute tense). In this section, I describe and illustrate the tense auxiliaries. 

For the most part I follow Njantcho’s analysis of the time constraints on these auxiliaries, 
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unless otherwise noted. I have, however, selected a different set of labels, which I used in 

the first column of Table 10 in §2.3.6. The labels, abbreviations, forms, and time 

constraints are repeated in Table 26. The form column indicates tense distribution with 

respect to the verb (V). I include tone information when necessary to explain particular 

forms, or to disambiguate forms, but the content on tone is far from exhaustive. 

Table 26: Tense auxiliaries 

Tense label Abbreviation Form Time constraint 

Remote past P4 V me Not “recent” 

Middle past P3 V koo Yesterday to one year 

Near past P2 mē V Today 

Immediate past P1 mè V Just ended 

Present PRS m=V Present 

Near future F1 fɛ V Immediate future 

Middle future F2 ʃɔɔ V One day to one year 

Remote future F3 ʃɔɔŋgɛ V Distant future 

3.5.3.1.1 Near future (F1) 

The near future tense auxiliary occurs before the verb and has two suppletive 

allomorphs. The form fɛ̄ ‘F1’, as seen in (263), with nominal subjects and has an underlying 

mid tone. With pronominal subjects, the near future occurs as only a floating mid tone, 

which docks on the pronoun, as in (264). Njantcho (2018: 236) claims that this auxiliary 

“refers to a short time after the time of utterance... However, it can be extended to the 

following day and even go to some months later.”  

(263) taalɔ fɛ̄ fɛm mboku 

grandchild F1 dance prison 

‘The grandchild will hate prison.’ (in the immediate future) (DH12 141.42) 
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(264) ā fɛm bupa 

à-M fɛm bupa 

3SG-F1 cut.up meat 

‘He will hate prison.’ (in the immediate future) (DH12 141.43) 

Examples (265) through (267) are a part of a conversation between the tortoise and 

the panther in the story Panther. In direct quotation in discourse, we expect to see absolute 

tense, just like we would see in normal conversation. Here, the tortoise is giving the panther 

instructions on how they are going to kill their mothers for their meat. He says: “You will 

(near future) go over there with your mother. I will (present) take my mother upstream. 

When you see (near future) that the water is red, you will (present) know that I killed 

(immediate past) my mother.” The timeframe has already been established in the story, 

they are going to kill their mothers on the following day. This agrees with the time limits 

placed on the tense by Njantcho (2018). However, the alternation between the near future 

and the present tense is perplexing. In a later dialogue in this text, the tortoise warns the 

panther that turning over his packet will result in the meat becoming mushrooms. In 

contrast to (267), in this utterance in (268), the present tense is used in the preposed clause, 

and the future in the independent clause. As I mention in chapter 0, there is a need for a 

thorough semantic analysis of the tense auxiliaries, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

(265) <<gwe gwɔ ɔ fɛ kɛ ne gwɔ ɲjaŋg=we >> 

     2SG 2SG.POSS 2SG F1 go with 2SG.POSS mother=DEM 

‘“You with yours, you will bring your own mother.”’ (Panther 15) 

(266) <<ni ni ŋ=kɛ ne ɲjaŋ=gwaamɔ pɛŋ dʒiki keki>> 

    1SG 1SG PRS=go with mother=1SG.POSS side river upstream 

‘“I, I (will) bring my mother upstream.”’ (Panther 16) 
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(267) <<[bɔku  gwe fɛ dʒe ntʃiki min betawe i] ɔ n=ʃiŋl <naa 

      REL.PRO 2SG F1 see water become red REL 2SG PRS=know   COMP 

 

ni=à  dʒol  ɲjaŋ=gwaambɔ> >> 

1SG=P1 kill  mother=1SG.POSS 

‘“When you see (that) the water is red, you (will) know that I killed my mother.”’ 

(Panther 17) 

(268) <<{ke ɔ n=dʒa piml dʒombɔ=jɔɔ} a fɛ fe gwe tundʒe>> 

      if 2SG PRS=too.much turn.over packet=DEM 3SG F1  give 2SG mushroom 

‘“If you turn over that packet too much, it will give you mushrooms.”’ (Panther 

69) 

3.5.3.1.2 Middle future (F2) 

The middle future auxiliary is realized as ʃɔɔ ‘F2’, and occurs before the verb, as in 

(269). The form is invariable, occurring also with a pronominal subject in (270). Njantcho 

(2018: 238) claims that the middle future refers to events that will happen “from the 

following day…to one year after the time of utterance.” In her analysis, ʃɔɔ ‘F2’ has 

overlapping meaning with fɛ ‘F1’, as both can refer to events that occur from tomorrow to 

some months in the future. In example (270), a dying man is foretelling that his son will 

work hard in life, as he has. He chose the middle future for this and is referring to the entire 

future life of his son. This does not fit the “next day to a year” analysis well and leaves 

room for further examination. 

(269) taalɔ ʃɔɔ bee bupa 

grandchild F2 follow animal 

‘The grandchild will follow the animal.’ (tomorrow or up to one year) (DH12 

141.44) 

(270) <<ɔ ʃɔɔ dɛt mbɔ>> 

     2SG F2 make.hard hands 

‘“You will make (your) hands hard.”’ [You will work hard.] (Simon 11) 
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3.5.3.1.3 Remote future (F3) 

The remote future is marked by ʃɔɔŋgɛ ‘F3’ and occurs before the verb, as in (271). 

This form is also invariable, occurring with the pronominal subject in (272). Njantcho 

(2018: 240) claims that this tense auxiliary refers to events which start “from one year after 

the time of utterance and can be extended to a remote period.” The remote future only 

occurs once in the narratives appended to this thesis, when Simon’s dying father tells 

Simon that he will never again cross in front of the church to go to the field, in (272). The 

heightened irrealis nature of this statement makes it difficult to draw any conclusions.  

(271) taalɔ ʃɔɔŋgɛ dʒi bupa 

grandchild F3 eat animal 

‘The grandchild will eat the animal.’ (beyond one year) (DH12 141.45) 

(272) <<ni ʃɔɔŋgɛ w-aambɔ kɔ dɛlkaa {naa ni ŋ=kɛ ɔ tambu te}>> 

    1SG F3 NEG-1SG again cross COMP 1SG PRS=go LOC  field in 

‘“I will never again cross (in front of the church) to go to the field.”’ (Simon 31) 

I mentioned in §2.2.3.2 that Belliard (2005: 110) considers the middle and remote 

future to be two allomorphs of the same morpheme. He gives example (273) as evidence 

for this claim. Both tense auxiliaries are used here to refer to the same upcoming event: 

namely, death. My language consultant Ndengué confirmed that this sentence is felicitous. 

Stacey Hare (2018: 131) claims, “The difference in meaning between these two forms is 

uncertain and yet their tonal characteristics are identical.” While I am keeping Njantcho’s 

analysis for this thesis, this evidence leads me to believe they may be a single morpheme.  

(273) momɔ n=ʃɛŋl <naa a ʃɔɔ gwi  a ʃɔɔŋgɛ kɛ ɔ bɔndaki> 

person PRS=know   COMP 3SG F2 die 3SG F3 go LOC earth 

‘The person knows that he will die, he will go to the earth.’ (Belliard 2005: 110 – 

reformatted to fit my analysis) 
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3.5.3.1.4 Present tense 

Kwakum has a simple present tense auxiliary which I analyze as a nasal proclitic 

m=, as can be seen in (274). Whenever the proclitic immediately precedes a consonant, the 

process of nasal place assimilation occurs with this auxiliary. Thus, phonetically it appears 

as [n] in (274), but [ŋ] in (277). Although no verbs begin with a vowel, this proclitic can 

attach to adverbs, negation auxiliaries, and the imperfective auxiliary i ‘IPFV’, as in (275). 

In the latter case, the present tense auxiliary is unable to assimilate to a consonant and 

remains in its underlying form m=. This phonologically conditioned allomorphy may seem 

to be a sign that the present tense auxiliary should be considered a prefix, rather than a 

proclitic. However, this auxiliary attaches not only to verbs, but also to aspect auxiliaries, 

as in (275) and even to adverbs, as in (276). I thus consider the present tense auxiliary to 

be a proclitic that occurs on the left edge of the verb complex. 

(274) jã n=dʒembo 

jã m=dʒembo 

Jean PRS=dance 

‘Jean dances.’(DH14 217.5) 

(275) a m=i bundɔ 

3SG PRS=IPFV sprout 

‘It is sprouting.’ (DH9 25.8) 

(276) je  n=le  kɛ  totu  ne  kɔl  dʒal 

3PL PRS=then go go.home with leg village 

‘They then went home with the leg, (to the) village.’ (Bembe 58) 

Present tense can be used to expressed habitual events, as in (274) where the idea 

is that Jean dances regularly. When the present tense auxiliary is used with the imperfective 

aspect auxiliary, one gets the idea of an event overlapping the utterance time, as in (275). 
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Njantcho (2018: 234) notes that the present perfective 21  can be used to encode those 

contexts where “English will use the simple future tense or the present continuous tense.” 

So, for instance, if my family were in our house and started gathering our things to leave, 

someone might ask us where we were going. I would respond by saying ʃɛ ŋkɛ makiti ‘we 

are going to the market’, as in (277). Whereas in English we would use a form of the present 

imperfective, in Kwakum the present perfective is used.  

(277) ʃɛ ŋ=kɛ makiti 

1PL PRS=go market 

‘We are going to the market.’ (DH1 57.6) 

3.5.3.1.5 Immediate past (P1) 

The immediate past auxiliary has two suppletive allomorphs. The first is mè ‘P1’ 

(with a low tone), which is used when the subject is a full NP: either a proper name, as in 

(278), or a common noun, as in (279). The second allomorph is à ‘P1’ (also with a low 

tone), as in (280), and occurs when the subject is a pronoun. Both allomorphs occur before 

the verb and have a low tone. These suppletive allomorphs are lexically conditioned with 

the choice of allomorph depending upon the syntactic category of the subject. The 

immediate past describes events that ended “immediately before the time of utterance” 

(Njantcho 2018: 230), as reflected in the parenthetical statements that follow the free 

translation.  

(278) taalɔ mè fɛm bupa 

grandchild P1 hate animal 

‘The grandchild hated the animal.’ (he just stopped) (DH12 137.30) 

                                                 

21 In §3.5.3.2.1 I mention that the perfective aspect is not marked. 
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(279) maʃiʃi  mè  bo  maalɔ 

match P1 PRF finish 

‘The matches are finished.’ (i.e. we just ran out of matches) (DH5 25.6) 

(280) a=à fɛm bupa 

3SG=P1 hate animal 

‘He hated the animal.’ (he just stopped) (DH12 137.29) 

3.5.3.1.6 Near past (P2) 

The near past auxiliary also has two suppletive allomorphs which are lexically 

conditioned based on the syntactic category of the subject. The first is mē ‘P2’ (with a mid 

tone) which occurs when the subject is a full NP: either a proper noun, as in (281), or a 

common noun, as in (282). When the subject is a pronoun, the near past auxiliary occurs 

as ā ‘P2’ (also with a mid tone) and cliticizes to the pronoun as in (283). The only difference 

between the immediate past and the near past is tone. The immediate past auxiliary occurs 

in (278) as mè ‘P1’ with a low tone. The near past auxiliary in (281) occurs as mē ‘P2’ with 

a mid tone. The near past refers to events that ended within the same day, usually from 

waking time, but do not fall into the category of having ended “immediately before the 

time of utterance.” 

(281) taalɔ mē fɛm bupa 

Jean P2 hate animal 

‘The grandchild hated the animal.’ (within the same day) (DH12 137.31) 

(282) ŋkutu  mē bɔmbɔ  dʒɔwɔ  

cloud P2 cover sky 

‘Clouds were covering the sky.’ (within the same day) (DH5 63.7) 

(283) a=ā fɛm bupa 

3SG=P2 hate animal 

‘He hated the animal.’ (within the same day) (DH12 137.32) 
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3.5.3.1.7 Middle past (P3) 

The final two tense auxiliaries (middle and remote past) are unique among the other 

past auxiliaries in two ways: 1) they occur post-verbally, and 2) they are invariable. The 

middle past auxiliary occurs as koo ‘P3’ and can be seen in (284) occurring after the verb. 

The form of this auxiliary is invariable and can be seen as koo ‘P3’ when the subject is a 

full NP, as in (284), and when the subject is a pronoun, as in (285).  

(284) taalɔ fɛm koo bupa 

grandchild hate P3 animal 

‘The grandchild hated the animal.’ (yesterday up to a year) (DH12 137.33) 

(285) a  fɛm koo bupa 

3SG hate P3 animal 

‘He hated the animal.’ (yesterday up to a year) (DH12 137.34) 

The middle past is used to describe events that occurred “recently,” but before the 

current day. Njantcho (2018: 223) claims a boundary beginning “from the previous day 

and it can be extended to a year before the time of utterance.” The beginning of this 

boundary is well-attested, with no occurrences of the middle past auxiliary describing an 

event that took place in the same day. However, the placement of the limit on one year is 

arbitrary. I have determined that the far boundary on the middle past auxiliary depends on 

the speaker, and the conversation. This limit has more to do with whether the speaker 

considers the event to be “recent” in relation to the conversation. So, in the story Bembe, 

Ladjishi uses the middle past to describe an event that occurred at most a few days before, 

seen in (286). However, in Simon, when the speaker’s father discusses his father’s life, he 

uses the middle past to say that his father worked hard (‘made his hands hard’) using the 

middle past. Simon’s grandfather died 79 years before the UT. Both of these events could 
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be referred to by the middle past, not because they were in the same timeframe, but because 

they described events that were related to the current conversation. 

(286) <<niŋ kaʃ koo wa dʒine>> 

     1SG speak P3 NEG 2PL 

‘“Didn’t I tell you?”’ (Bembe 62) 

(287) papa=waambɔ a det koo tɛʃi mbɔ bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS 3SG make.hard P3 also hands a.lot 

‘My father, he made his hands hard too.’ (Simon 13) 

3.5.3.1.8 Remote past (P4) 

Finally, like the middle past, the remote past auxiliary is both post-verbal and 

invariable. The form is me ‘P4’ and it occurs with both a full NP subject, as in (288), and 

pronominal subjects, as in (289).  

(288) taalɔ fɛm me bupa 

grandchild hate P4 animal 

‘The grandchild hated the animal.’ (remote) (DH12 139.35) 

(289) a  fɛm me bupa 

3SG hate P4 animal 

‘He hated the animal.’ (remote) (DH12 139.36) 

Njantcho (2018: 219) claims that this tense auxiliary is used to describe “events 

located in the furthest past,” though she does not attempt to define this specifically. Belliard 

(2005: 112) says that this auxiliary indicates the event took place de quelques années, 

jusqu’aux temps immemoriaux ‘from several years [ago] to time immemorial’. However, 

these time constraints are not sufficient. When Ndengué began to tell the story of his 

grandfather’s and then his father’s death, he chose the remote past to frame the story in the 
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past,22 as can be seen in (290). However, the life of his grandfather is referred to in 

conversation using the middle past (above in (287)). The difference here is not quantifiable 

temporally. The father in the story was speaking in 2006, and Ndengué was speaking in 

2016, but the event occurred in and before 1927. It is unsatisfactory to try to make the 

distinction between the two tenses based on the distance from the utterance time (as though 

middle past refers to events 1-79 years in the past but cannot be used for an event 89 years 

ago).  

Instead, I believe that the remote tense exists in a different cognitive plane which 

Botne (2012: 549) refers to as “the dissociated domain.” This is reserved for information 

that is construed as epistemically remote. In contrast to the middle past, which describes 

events that are considered to be related to the current conversation, remote events are those 

that occurred far enough in the past to seem to the speaker to be dissociated from the 

conversation. 

(290) [bɔku baw=jambɔ gwi me i]  

REL.PRO grandfather=1SG.POSS die P4 REL 

‘When my grandfather died…’ (Simon 1) 

3.5.3.2 Aspect 

This section describes aspectual auxiliaries. By “aspect” I refer to what has been 

called “grammatical aspect” or “viewpoint aspect.” Comrie (1976: 3) claims that aspects 

                                                 

22 In discourse, the beginning of the story sets the timeframe using the appropriate tense auxiliary. This will 

be further discussed in §4.1.3.1. 
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are “different ways of viewing the internal constituency of a situation.” I have found the 

analogy from Porter (1992: 24) of a parade to be helpful: 

If I am a television correspondent in a helicopter flying over a parade, I view the 

parade in its immediacy from the vantage point outside the action as ‘perfective’; 

that is, in its entirety as a single and complete whole. If I am a spectator standing 

with others alongside of the road watching the parade pass by in front of me, I view 

the action immersed within it as ‘imperfective’; that is, as an event in progress. 

Thus, with aspect we are not considering the location in time of the situation, but 

the perspective of the speaker on that situation. Regarding distribution, Nurse (2008: 131) 

says, “In nearly all cases, aspect is encoded to the right of tense” for the Bantu languages 

analyzed in his book Tense and aspect in Bantu. As noted above, Kwakum has the 

uncommon feature of a tense auxiliary distribution which is sometimes before the verb and 

sometimes after. When an aspectual auxiliary is present, the tense auxiliary precedes or 

follows the aspect auxiliary, as though it was the verb. For instance, in (291), the remote 

past auxiliary me ‘P4’ occurs after the verb. However, when the imperfective auxiliary dʒi 

‘IPFV’ is present as in (292), the remote past auxiliary occurs immediately after the aspect 

auxiliary and before the verb. Note that this contradicts the normal order of tense before 

aspect presented by Nurse (2008: 131).  

(291) jã dʒembɔ me 

Jean dance  P4 

‘Jean danced.’ (remote past) (DH14 217.4) 

(292) je dʒi me do 

3PL IPFV P4 live 

‘They were living.’ (remote past) (Panther 3) 

Nurse (2008: 132) calls the use of auxiliaries in Bantu languages “compound 

constructions” and states that “[e]xamination of the matrix languages…shows that certain 
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aspects predominate in compound constructions. They are, in order of frequency: 

progressive, persistive, anterior, and imperfective” (Nurse 2008: 134). I have observed all 

of these aspects in Kwakum, except for persistive. Table 27 lists these aspects, their 

abbreviation, and form(s) (note that I refer to “anterior” as “perfect”). Each aspect is then 

described in detail below. 

Table 27: Aspectual auxiliaries 

Aspect label Abbreviation Form(s) 

Perfective PFV unmarked 

Imperfective IPFV dʒi/i 

Perfect PRF bo/o 

Progressive PROG joko 

3.5.3.2.1 Perfective 

Perfective aspect can be defined “semantically, as representing a situation as 

complete, as a single bounded whole, without regard to its internal structure or its 

constituent phrases” (Nurse 2008: 134). Nurse (2008: 94) claims that perfective aspect is 

"typically unmarked in Bantu,” which proves to be the case in Kwakum. Most of the above 

example sentences fall into this category, unless specifically marked by one of the above 

listed aspect auxiliaries.  

3.5.3.2.2 Imperfective 

Imperfective aspect contrasts with perfective aspect in that, rather than seeing the 

situation as complete, imperfective represents “any situation that the speaker wants to show 

as lasting over a period of time” (Nurse 2008: 136). In English, this distinction could be 

made in the sentences: “I ate” and “I was eating,” the latter being progressive aspect which 
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is a subtype of imperfective aspect. This auxiliary has two forms: a full form dʒi ‘IPFV’, as 

in (293), and a reduced form: i ‘IPFV’, as in (295). Note that these two forms are exactly 

the same as the present tense copula. Like the copula, the dʒi ‘IPFV’ form occurs after a 

noun, as in (294), and the i ‘IPFV’ form after a pronoun, as in (295). This is by far not always 

the case, as (293) demonstrates. Because I have not been able to determine any discernable 

pattern in usage, I consider this free variation.  

(293) je dʒi me do 

3PL IPFV P4 live 

‘They were living.’ (Panther 3) 

(294) ibum dʒi gwɔlɔ23 

stomach IMPV swell 

‘the stomach was swelling’ (Wives 19) 

(295) a  i gwɔlɔ 

3SG IMPV swell 

‘It was swelling.’ (Wives 20) 

3.5.3.2.3 Perfect 

Perfect aspect denotes “a situation that started in the past but continues into the 

present” (Comrie 1976: 52). The distribution of this auxiliary follows the same pattern as 

the imperfective: occurring after the P1 auxiliary in (296) and before the P3 auxiliary in 

(297). Also like the imperfective, the perfect aspect has a full form bo ‘PRF’, as in (296) 

and a reduced form o ‘PRF’, as in (298). Unlike the imperfective, I have no examples of the 

reduced form occurring after a noun, but only after a pronominal subject. Thus, I consider 

                                                 

23 The absence of tense in these two examples is due to discourse features. This is addressed and explained 

in §4.1.4.2. 
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this to be lexically conditioned suppletive allomorphy, like we have seen with the 

immediate and near past tense auxiliaries. Example (296) occurs in the story Wives. God 

has passed out leaves to eleven of his wives, but now, when his twelfth wife comes, the 

leaves had already run out. This is what Comrie (1976: 56) would call the “perfect of result” 

in which “the present state is referred to as being the result of some past situation.” 

(296) ipɔl i-ndaki mè bo maalɔ 

leaf of-tulip P1 PRF be.finished  

‘The leaves of the tulip were finished.’ (idea: he ran out of leaves) (Wives 11) 

(297) taalɔ bo koo fɛm bupa 

grandchild PRF P3 hate animal 

‘The grandchild already hated the animal.’ (DH12 139.37) 

Example (298) describes a situation “where the present relevance of the past 

situation referred to is simply one of temporal closeness,” which Comrie (1976: 60) calls 

the “perfect of recent past.” This example is taken from the story Bosco. Here, Bosco’s 

father has just emptied the house out after being fired, and then was going to confront his 

employers. 

(298) {dʒaʃi tʃɪndi [ʃe bɛ me ne to te] tɪŋ a o koʃɛ} a ŋ=kɛ 

things all 1PL COP P4 with house in when 3SG PRF remove 3SG PRS=go 

‘All the things we had in the house, when he had removed them, he went.’ (Bosco 

41) 

3.5.3.2.4 Progressive 

Nurse (2008: 139) claims that “[p]rogressives are the commonest subtype of 

imperfective and attested from general imperfective in some 66 per cent of the languages 

surveyed.” Kwakum has a specific auxiliary for progressive aspect: jɔkɔ ‘PROG’. Kroeger 

(2017b: 391) says that the “term progressive is generally applied to non-habitual 
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imperfective markers that are used only for describing events, and not for states.” The 

progressive aspect is seen in (299) as the cut-off leg was beginning to spoil. In (300), the 

young daughters of Bembe were moving along the shore of the river searching for fish. 

And in (301), the children of the snail were progressively being eaten. In each of these 

examples, the idea is non-habitual, and is describing events, not states.  

(299) kɔl  jɔkɔ  tatl  bɔɔlɔ 

leg PROG begin spoil 

‘The leg was starting to spoil.’ (Bembe 57) 

(300) [bɔku j=à ʃe lɛn <naa jɛ n=tatl kpandʒ i ] je jɔkɔ  

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 come want  COMP 3PL PRS=begin search REL 3PL PROG 

 

kpaandʒɔ 

search 

‘When they decided to begin searching (for fish), they were searching.’ (Daughters 

19) 

(301) a  kɛ  kaʃi  kɔɔl  naa  <<kɔɔlɔ  ɡwoon=jɔ ne  nʃolaŋ  ɡwoon   

3SG go talk snail COMP      snail children=2SG.POSS with water.snail children  

 

jɔkɔ   maalɔ>> 

PROG  finish 

‘He went to talk to the snail (saying), “Snail, your children and (those of) the water 

snail, the children are coming to an end.”’ (Lizard 27) 

3.5.3.3 Negation 

Kwakum has four negation methods: tensed clause negation, biased negated yes/no 

questions (YNQ), tenseless clause negation, and present copula negation. Special forms of 

the negation auxiliaries occur when the subject of the negated clause is a first person 

singular pronoun. The negation auxiliaries are listed in Table 28. 
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Table 28: Negation auxiliaries 

Negation type Form 

Tensed clause negation we 

Tensed clause negation (1SG subject) waambɔ 

Biased negated YNQ ma 

Tenseless clause negation bɛk 

Present negative copula fete 

Present negative copula (1SG subject) fetaambɔ 

3.5.3.3.1 Tensed clause negation 

The form of the negation auxiliary that co-occurs with tense auxiliaries is we ‘NEG’ 

except when the subject is a first person singular pronoun in which case w-aambɔ ‘NEG-

1SG.AGR’ occurs (e.g. (308)). In tensed clauses, the distribution of the negation auxiliary is 

variable. It occurs immediately after the tense auxiliary for every tense except the 

immediate and near past tenses where the negation auxiliary follows the verb as in (312) 

and (313). In (302), the remote past auxiliary me ‘P4’ occurs immediately after the verb, 

followed by the negation auxiliary we. The same distribution can be seen for the middle 

past auxiliary koo, in (304). 

(302) taalo fɛm me we bupa 

grandchild hate P4 NEG animal 

‘The grandchild did not hate the animal.’ (DH12 131.16) 

(303) taalo dʒi me we fɛm bupa 

grandchild IPFV P4 NEG hate animal 

‘The grandchild was not hating the animal.’ (DH10 199.23) 

(304) taalo fɛm koo we bupa 

grandchild hate P3 NEG animal 

‘The grandchild did not hate the animal.’ (DH10 131.14) 

(305) taalo fɛ we fɛm bupa 

grandchild F1 NEG hate animal 

‘The grandchild will not hate the animal.’ (DH10 129.10) 
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(306) taalo ʃɔɔ we fɛm bupa 

grandchild F2 NEG hate animal 

‘The grandchild will not hate the animal.’ (DH10 131.12) 

(307) taalo ʃɔɔŋgɛ we fɛm bupa 

grandchild F3 NEG hate animal 

‘The grandchild will not hate the animal.’ (DH10 133.18) 

The first person singular version of the negation auxiliary, w-aambɔ ‘NEG-1SG.AGR’ 

can be seen in (308), following fɛ ‘F1’. First person singular subject agreement is marked 

on the negation auxiliary and the root vowel /e/ has been lost. Note that the copula in (308) 

acts like a normal verb, with no special form of negation. This is true of the copula in every 

tense other than the present tense. A special negative copula form is used in the present 

tense (see §3.5.3.3.4). 

(308) ni fɛ w-aambɔ bɛ ne afola 

1SG F1 NEG-1SG.AGR COP with time 

‘I will not have the time.’ (DH3 155.2) 

In the present tense, the negation auxiliary occurs immediately after the tense 

auxiliary. The present tense auxiliary cliticizes to the negation auxiliary, and the first 

consonant of the negation auxiliary deletes yielding the surface form me ‘PRS=NEG’, as 

seen in (309). The first person singular version of the negation auxiliary can be seen in the 

present tense in (310) as m=aambɔ ‘PRS=NEG.1SG.AGR’. The first person negation auxiliary 

often reduces to the form maN, where the final consonant is a nasal that assimilates to the 

place of the consonant that follows. Thus, in (311) it occurs as m=an ‘PRS=NEG.1SG.AGR’. 

(309) taalo  m=e fɛm bupa 

taalo m=we fɛm bupa 

grandchild PRS=NEG hate animal 

‘The grandchild does not hate the animal.’ (DH12 133.17) 
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(310) ni m=aambɔ ʃiŋlɛ 

ni m=waambɔ ʃiŋlɛ 

1SG PRS=NEG.1SG.AGR know 

‘I do not know.’ (DH1 17.15) 

(311) ni  m=an  dɛnɛ 

ni m=waambɔ dɛnɛ 

1SG PRS=NEG.1SG.AGR want 

‘I don’t want it.’ (DH5 67.2) 

When the immediate past (P1) or near past (P2) tense auxiliaries are used, the 

negation auxiliary follows the verb. This is true for both the me and the a allomorphs of 

these tense auxiliaries as illustrated in (312) and (313).24 

(312) davidi mè ke we nɔ̃ 

David P1 say NEG that 

‘David did not say that.’ (DH4 69.6) 

(313) a=ā fɛm we bupa 

3SG=P2 hate NEG animal 

‘He did not hate the animal.’ (DH12 133.19) 

The near future has a variant form of negation which can be observed in examples 

(314) and (315). In both of these situations, the negation occurs where it is expected, but 

the future tense auxiliary is absent. As mentioned in §3.5.3.1.1, there is an allomorph of 

the near future that is a floating mid tone. It is possible that in these cases that floating tone 

is present on the subject pronoun. This would need to be examined further to make a 

definitive statement.  

(314) je we kɔ dʒɔl ja 

3PL NEG again kill 3PL 

‘They will no longer kill them.’ (Origins 86) 

                                                 

24 See §3.5.3.1.5 and §3.5.3.1.6 for a description of these allomorphs. 
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(315) ni w-aambɔ kɛ ne naŋnaŋ bulawe  

1SG NEG-1SG.AGR go with far a.lot 

‘I will not go too far.’ (Story 20) 

3.5.3.3.2 Biased negated YNQ 

There is a separate negation auxiliary when the speaker is expecting a positive 

response to a yes/no question. In example (316), which occurs in the story Bembe, the 

character Ladjishi warned the village not to cut off Bembe’s foot. Now, at the end of the 

story, when the foot cutting experiment was proven a failure, she says: “Didn’t I tell you?” 

The answer is obvious. In example (317), from the story Wives, the character Atatawe 

speaks to the child in her womb. He has just said that he wants to be born. There seems to 

be an implicit idea that if he was going to come out normally, he would have just come out. 

So, she asks: “Won’t you come out at the place where all children are born?” Atatawe 

clearly was expecting a normal birth and was confused as to why he was not progressing 

with this idea. He is later born from a hole in her thigh. Note that this negation auxiliary 

does not have a variant form for the 1SG subject. 

(316) <<ni  ŋ=kaʃ  koo  wa  dʒine>> 

     1SG PRS=say P3 NEG 2PL 

‘“Didn’t I tell you (PL)?”’ (Bembe 62) 

(317) << ɔ m=a le kuʃu [ndɔɔ gwon tʃɪndi  je n=dʒaljɛ]>> 

  ɔ m=wa le kuʃu  ndɔɔ gwon tʃɪndi je n=dʒaljɛ 

  2SG PRS=NEG thus come.out  REL.PRO  children all 3PL PRS=be.born 

‘‘Won’t you come out at the place where all children are born?’’ (Wives 30) 

3.5.3.3.3 Tenseless clause negation 

The negative auxiliary bɛk ‘NEG’ occurs in all clauses that do not contain a tense 

auxiliary. One such tenseless environment is when the verb is in the imperative mood, as 
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with the singular imperative in (318) and the plural imperative in (319). The plural example 

reveals that rather than adding the -kiŋ suffix to the verb, they use the 2PL nominative 

pronoun. While the nominative pronoun is not obligatory in imperative constructions, it is 

obligatory for the 2PL negative imperative. The negative existential imperative in (320) 

reveals that the copula can be used with bɛk ‘NEG’. 

(318) <<ɔ bɛk leʃaa miʃɔn>>  

     2SG NEG forget church 

‘“Do not forget the church.”’ (Simon 44) 

(319) <<ne  bɛk  kɔ kɛ ne ni ɔ dɔkta>> 

     2PL NEG again go with 1SG LOC hospital 

‘“Do not bring me back to the hospital.”’ (Simon 4) 

(320) <<ɔ bɛk bɛ atatawe>> 

     2SG NEG COP Atatawe 

‘“Don’t be Atatawe.”’ (Wives 13) 

Within discourse, it is possible to have tenseless clauses which would normally be 

tensed (see §5.1). When the clause contains no tense auxiliary, negation is accomplished 

with the bɛk ‘NEG’ auxiliary. Examples (321) and (322) both occur in the story Til and are 

tenseless due to the fact that they belong to Band 7: Irrealis (see §4.1.4.5). 

(321) je  bɛk  kaamɔ naa  jɛ  ŋ=kuʃu  ʃaandɔŋ ɔ  ʃɔŋ  ko 

3PL NEG accept COMP 3PL PRS=leave outside LOC road on 

‘They did not accept that they (should) leave for the road.’ (Til 11) 

(322) je  bɛk  kaamɔ   ɔ  kɛlo  itati 

3PL NEG accept LOC time three 

‘They rejected for a third time.’ (Til 13) 

There is a difference of meaning between bɛk ‘NEG’ in (323) and the indicative 

negation m=e ‘PRS=NEG’ in (324). Example (323) could be said during the dry season, in 

which it does not rain for long periods of time. Example (324) could be said during the 
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rainy season when it often rains, but at the utterance time it is not raining. The reason for 

the difference in negation choice is that the first does not have tense, whereas the second 

is in the present tense. At this point, I am not sure why the first sentence is tenseless.  

(323) pulɔ bɛk nɔ  

rain.N NEG rain.V 

‘It does not rain.’ (DH10 155.5) 

(324) pulɔ m=e nɔ  

rain.N PRS=NEG rain.V 

‘It is not raining.’ (DH10 155.6) 

3.5.3.3.4 Present negative copula 

In the present tense, the form of the negative copula is: fete ‘NEG.COP’. This form 

of negation replaces the copula in the clause, and does not vary when the subject is nominal, 

as in (325), or pronominal, as in (326).  

(325) idʒino=ljaambɔ fete kaɾin 

name=1SG.POSS NEG.COP Carine 

‘My name is not Carine.’ (DH3 103.7) 

(326) je  fete  niaalɔ 

3pl NEG.COP friend 

‘They are not friends.’ (DH10 25.8) 

The present negative copula in attributive and locative clauses behaves exactly like 

it does in equative clauses, occurring as fete ‘NEG.COP’ in (327) and (328) respectively. 

(327) a fete tambje 

3SG NEG.COP good 

‘That is not good.’ (DH2 99.11) 

(328) moomɔ  fete tɔɔ  te 

person NEG.COP house in 

‘No one is in the house.’ (DH10 29.25) 
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As seen in §3.2.2, the possessive clauses act like locative clauses, when the 

semantic predicate is a prepositional phrase with the preposition ne ‘with’. For instance, in 

(329), God is indicated as having power with the copula followed by ne kul ‘with power’. 

This construction is negated in the same way as the previous clauses with fete, as in (330). 

(329) ʃambu dʒi  ne  kul 

God COP with power  

‘God has power.’ (DH10 39.21) 

(330) a fete ne piawɔ 

3SG NEG.COP with blood 

‘He does not have blood.’ (DH9 85.2) 

Existential clauses in the present tense take the same form of the copula, as in (331) 

and are negated using fete ‘NEG.COP’ as in (332). 

(331) duku  dʒi 

cold COP 

‘It is cold.’ (DH5 99.12) 

(332) a fete 

3SG NEG.COP 

‘There are none.’ (DH2 23.14) 

There is one variant form of the negation auxiliary for the present copula, which 

only occurs when the subject of the clause is first person singular. The form of the negation 

auxiliary in this case is fetaambɔ ‘NEG.COP-1SG.AGR’ as in (333). Note that this 1SG suffix 

is the same as the 1SG possessive on nouns (see §3.4.3.1).  

(333) ni fet-aambɔ ne ʃaŋ 

1SG NEG.COP-1SG.AGR with zome 

‘I do not have zome.’ (DH1 103.38) 
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4. Tense in narrative 

One of the main reasons for confusion in the previous analyses of the Kwakum 

tense system is a disregard for the distinction between the use of tense auxiliaries in 

conversation and the use of these auxiliaries in discourse. Following the methodology in 

§1.4, I have examined the narratives appended to this thesis. Though direct and indirect 

quotations impact the understanding of the segmentation of the texts, I have not included 

these sentences in my analysis of the use of tense. This is because tenses found in 

quotations reflect their function in conversation rather than in discourse, and this function 

of tense has already been discussed in §3.5.3.1.  

Section 4.1 covers climactic narrative, through a peak and profile analysis (in 

§4.1.3), using the notional structure and surface structure to segment the text. Then, in 

§4.1.4 I summarize the salience scheme for all Kwakum narratives. I discuss episodic 

narrative in §4.2. I refer to the narratives in this chapter following the labelling in Table 4 

of §1.3. I have repeated this table here as Table 29 for ease of reference.  
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Table 29: Analyzed narrative discourses 

Number Story Title Abbreviation 

001 God and his wives Wives 

002 Bembe thoughtlessly cuts off his foot Bembe 

003 The history of Til Til 

004 The young daughters of Bembe go fishing Daughters 

005 Bosco’s father goes to prison Bosco 

006 Monitor lizard, snails, and tortoise Lizard 

007 Panther and tortoise kill their mothers Panther 

008 Story of Simon’s father’s death Simon 

009 Kwakum origins Origins 

010 Story of the Kwakum Story 

4.1 Climactic narrative 

Longacre (1996: 8-11) presents a method by which all possible discourses can be 

classified according to two basic etic parameters: contingent temporal succession and agent 

orientation. These two basic parameters divide discourses into: narrative, procedural, 

behavioral, and expository. To this he adds two further parameters: projection and tension. 

Projection relates to “a situation or action which is contemplated, enjoined, or anticipated, 

but not realized” (Longacre 1996: 9) and does not particularly relate to this thesis. 

However, tension “has to do with whether a discourse reflects a struggle or polarization of 

some sort” (Longacre 1996: 10). Most of the narratives used for this thesis clearly fall into 

what would be considered plus tension in that a clear climax can be perceived notionally 

which is marked by peak features. The story Daughters presents an excellent example of a 

climactic narrative and is used as a template below. 

However, my corpus also contains specific narratives, or sections of narrative, 

which would be considered minus tension, that is to say, they do not involve any sort of 

struggle or polarization. Following Longacre (1996: 10), I refer to those narrative which 
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are plus tension as “climactic narrative” and those which are minus tension as “episodic 

narrative.” The narrative which best demonstrates episodic features is The Story of the 

Kwakum (Story), though the majority of Origins and Bosco would fall into this category as 

well. Story is used as a template for discussing episodic narrative in §4.2. 

4.1.1 Text background 

As I mentioned, in analyzing climactic narrative, I use the story The Young 

Daughters of Bembe Go Fishing (Daughters) as a template. This story was told by Simon 

Charles Ndengué Ndengué on February 3, 2016. I recorded the story on that day, then 

transcribed it, and in the following few days Ndengué and I listened to the recording and 

edited my transcription being sure to understand the forms and the content. 

4.1.2 Summary of the text 

Daughters is one of the traditional folktales that Ndengué has told me would be 

recounted at night around the fire. The main characters are young girls and, though it is not 

mentioned in the story, they are the daughters of Bembe. Bembe is a central character in 

many Kwakum folktales and is usually causing some type of trouble (for an example, see 

Appendix 2: Bembe Thoughtlessly Cuts Off His Leg). In this story Bembe’s daughters are 

going down to the river to fish. Traditionally Kwakum men fish with hooks and lines, but 

the women fish by building a dam, scooping out the water, and gathering any fish into 

baskets. One of Bembe’s daughters is particularly foolish and is often deceived by her 

sisters. In this story, the wise sisters have conspired together to fool her into fishing only 

for worms, saying that all of the girls were only bringing worms to dinner. So, they go out, 
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make a dam, empty the water, and this foolish girl gathers a basket full of worms. When it 

comes time to empty their baskets together, it is revealed that all the other girls actually 

caught fish, and the foolish girl is greatly ashamed. She returns to the village empty-

handed. As with many Kwakum folktales, the moral of the story is to be wise, and to avoid 

being tricked.  

4.1.3 Macrosegmentation and profile 

My discussion of the macrosegmentation and profile for Daughters follows 

Longacre’s (1996) concepts of notional and surface structure. Table 30 provides an 

overview of the segmental divisions. The following subsections explain the surface and 

notional structure slots, with specific examples from the texts. The sentence numbers in 

Table 30 correspond to the interlinear text in Appendix 4: The Young Daughters of Bembe 

Go Fishing. 

Table 30: Discourse profile of Daughters – Climactic narrative 

Surface 

Structure 

Notional 

Structure 

Sentences Content 

Stage Exposition S1-3 There were several girls that were going 

fishing. Some were wise, one was foolish. 

Prepeak 

Episode 1 

Inciting 

Incident 

S4-7 The wise girls got together and persuaded the 

foolish girl to only fish for worms.  

Prepeak 

Episode 2 

Developing 

Conflict 

S8-18 Once they had dammed the river, they all 

went and fished.  

Peak 

Episode 

Climax S19-39 The foolish girl only caught worms, the wise 

girls all caught fish. They all showed each 

other what they had caught. The foolish girl 

only had worms and the rest had fish. 

Postpeak 

Episode 

Denouement S40 The foolish girl returned to the village 

empty-handed.  

Closure Conclusion S41-43 The moral of the story: do not listen to 

people who try to fool you. 
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4.1.3.1 Stage: Exposition (S1-3) 

The surface structure slot “Stage” corresponds often to the notional structure slot 

“Exposition” (Longacre 1996: 35). Longacre & Hwang (2012: 54) suggest that what is 

expected when setting the stage of a narrative is “crucial information of time, place, local 

color, and participants.” For Daughters, we are given in Sentences 1-3 the information that 

there were several young girls that were going fishing. Most of these girls are wise, but 

there is one who is particularly foolish and is often deceived by her sisters. 

In §2.4.2 I quoted Nurse (2008: 120) as saying, “[M]any Bantu languages use a 

special device in narratives, where a string of situations happens in sequence. The time of 

the situation is first established… All following verbs in the sequence are then marked by 

a special narrative marker, which replaces the tense marker appropriate to the time of the 

established first verb.” This formula proves true in Kwakum narratives, where the time of 

the situation is established in the Stage. In all ten of the narratives analyzed for this thesis, 

the time of situation is set in the remote past, by using the me ‘P4’ tense auxiliary in this 

Stage slot. For many of them, the remote past marker occurs in the first line of the Stage: 

Wives in (334), Bembe in (335), Daughters in (336), and Panther in (337). 

(334) ʃambu bɛ me ne agwal=je kaamɔ ne iba 

god COP P4 with wives=3SG.POSS ten with two 

‘God had twelve wives.’ (Wives 1) 

(335) bɛ  me  le  <naa  bɛmbɛ  dʒi  me dʒaandɔ ɔ  kipɛtɔ  kidɔm> 

COP P4 thus   COMP Bembe IPFV P4 walk LOC time dry.season  

‘So it was that Bembe was walking during the dry season...’ (Bembe 3) 

(336) gwo gwoonɔ gwoon kɔndu je kɛ me ɔ dʒiki 

small children children girl 3PL go P4 LOC river 

‘Some small children, girls, they went to the river...’ (Daughters 1) 
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(337) kakan=am bɛ me <naa ʃei ija dʒaklje je bɛ me ɲjaalɔ> 

folk.tale=1SG.POSS COP P4 COMP panther and tortoise 3PL COP P4 friend 

‘My folktale is such: the panther and the tortoise were friends.’ (Panther 1) 

It may be tempting to think that the remote past, then, is typical for all narratives. I 

tested this hypothesis by asking my language consultants to share stories with me of a 

known timeframe in the past at various intervals. In the Stage slot for each brief narrative, 

the time situation is established using the past tense auxiliary predicted by the grammar 

observations above: immediate past for an event that just ended, as in (338); the near past 

for an event early in that day, as in (339); the middle past for an event that took place three 

days prior, as in (340); and the remote past for an event that occurred in his childhood, as 

in (341). This provides evidence that Nurse’s hypothesis applies to Kwakum in that the 

Stage of a narrative sets the timeframe for that story. In other words, in the Stage, the tense 

auxiliaries mark the temporal relation of those clauses to the UT, which is what Comrie 

(1985: 56) refers to as absolute tense (see §2.4.2).  

(338) ni=à kaaʃ=ɔɔ ndɔŋ [mo gwaambɔ] 

1SG=P1 speak=2SG life REL.PRO 1SG.POSS 

‘I spoke to you about my life.’ (DH8 137.1) 

(339) ɔ duŋɛŋ=nɛ [bɔku ni=ā dʒɛmjɛ i] ni=ā paa ɲje kokolaa 

LOC morning=DEM REL.PRO 1SG=P2 get.up REL 1SG=P2 first ? pray 

‘This morning, when I got up, I prayed.’ (DH8 131.1) 

(340) ɔ mɔndi ŋ=kɛ koo ɔ gbaja 

LOC Monday 1SG=go P3 LOC Baya 

‘On Monday, I went to Baya.’ (DH8 163.1) 

(341) [bɔku nim bɛ me ne mjã kaam i] 

REL.PRO 1SG COP P4 with year ten REL 

‘When I was ten years old...’ (DH8 157.1) 
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Though I list Stage as the first surface structure slot in climactic narrative, the story 

Bembe contains several lines of information before the exposition begins. The narrator first 

gives us a summary of the story in (342) and (343). These two sentences could be 

considered the surface structure slot “Title” which does not have a corresponding notional 

slot (Longacre 1996: 36). 

(342) kakan [ni  n=ʃe  ʃaa]=nɛ dʒi  kakan  bɛmbɛ  ʃeklaa  me 

folktale 1SG PRS=come do=DEM COP folktale Bembe be.thoughtless P4 

 

ne  <jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  kɛk=je   kɔl  tuku> 

with    3PL PRS=go  cut.off=3SG leg in.vain 

‘The folktale (that) I am coming to tell is the tale of when Bembe thoughtlessly let 

someone cut off his leg in vain.’ (Bembe 1) 

(343) a ŋ=kɛ ʃekʃ  ŋgwal  ne  gwoonɔ 

3SG PRS=go deceive wife with child 

‘He went to deceive his wife and children.’ (Bembe 2) 

Immediately after these lines, at the beginning of sentence 3, there is the phrase bɛ 

me le naa, which could roughly be translated ‘It was such that…’ and seen in (344). This 

short phrase introduces the Stage and falls into the category of aperture, a formulaic 

opening found in many Kwakum narratives. This is another surface structure slot that does 

not appear in the notional structure. 

(344) bɛ  me  le  <naa  bɛmbɛ  dʒi  me dʒaandɔ ɔ  kipɛtɔ  kidɔm> 

COP P4 thus COMP Bembe IPFV P4 walk LOC time dry.season  

‘So it was that Bembe was walking during the dry season…’ (Bembe 3) 

4.1.3.2 Prepeak episode 1: Inciting Incident (S4-7) 

The transition from the Stage to the prepeak episodes is distinguished principally 

by a change of tense system: from absolute to relative tense. After the situation time is set 
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in the Stage, (in relation to the UT) the storyline, or “the chain of clauses that refer to story-

advancing happenings” (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 72), becomes the relative present. The 

present tense auxiliary is used as the narrative tense in Kwakum narratives. The use of the 

present tense for the storyline is discussed in §4.1.4.1.  

Other than the shift in tense system, the transition to the prepeak episode is 

introduced by an expression of time/place. Chafe (1987: 43) notes that in oral discourse, 

“one finds certain places where the speaker pauses longer than normally” which coincide 

with paragraph breaks in written texts. Furthermore, “[w]hen one looks at the content of 

the narrative at such places, one usually discovers a significant change in scene, time, 

character configuration, event structure, and the like.” Dooley & Levinsohn (2001: 38) 

claim “expressions of time are commonly associated with the beginning of narrative 

groupings, especially when they are sentence-initial.” The expression of time in Daughters 

is seen in (345), where both the time and the place of the storyline are set by the preposed 

dependent temporal expression ‘When they arrived at the river to fish… .’ 

(345) [mo j=à kwaljɛ dʒiki i-toko ji] 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 arrive river INF-fish REL 

‘When they arrived at the river to fish…’ (Daughters 4) 

The transition into the first prepeak episode is accomplished through an expression 

of time and/or place in each of the other narratives, though by varied methods. Wives jumps 

directly into the storyline with Shambu (the creator god) going to the home of his uncle, 

seen in (346). In Bembe, a preposed dependent clause places Bembe in a clearing, seen in 

(347). And in Panther, a simple NP dʒo woku ‘one day’ transitions the story into the first 

prepeak episode.  
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(346) ʃambu ŋ=kɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃ=je  

god PRS=go then the.home.of uncle=3SG.POSS 

‘Then god goes to the home of his uncle...’ (Wives 2) 

(347) [mo bɛmbe mè kɛ le kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ  iʃandɔ foku] 

REL.PRO Bembe P1 go then go arrive LOC clearing certain 

‘When Bembe arrived at a certain clearing...’ (Bembe 5) 

(348) dʒo woku dʒaklje n=ʃue 

day certain tortoise PRS=go.out 

‘One day, the tortoise went out.’ (Panther 6) 

This first prepeak episode corresponds to a notional structure slot known as 

“Inciting Incident.” In the inciting incident, “[t]he planned and predictable is broken up in 

some manner” (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 49). In Daughters this is exactly what takes 

place as the wise girls conspire together and persuade the foolish girl to fish for worms 

instead of fish. 

The inciting incident typically contains dialogue, and in Daughters dialogue takes 

up three of the four sentences. The inciting incident in the story Bembe contains an 

extensive dialogue between Bembe and the parrot (S12-28). In Panther, the inciting 

incident is dominated by the tortoise persuading the panther that they must kill their 

mothers (S8-21). In each of these three stories, there is a character that is seeking to deceive 

another character into believing something that is totally unexpected: fishing for worms 

instead of fish, cutting off one’s leg to use as a tool for hunting, and killing one’s mother 

for food. In Wives, the dialogue is implicit, but the uncle has persuaded Shambu that a tulip 

will solve the problem of his wives’ infertility.  
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4.1.3.3 Prepeak episode 2: Developing conflict (S8-18) 

The second prepeak episode in Daughters is introduced by another preposed 

dependent clause that expresses a temporal discontinuity. The continuation of the surface 

prepeak episodes encodes the notional structure of “Developing Conflict” in which “the 

situation intensifies” (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 49). The use of the storyline tense/aspect 

continues as the tension mounts. The story has now advanced in time to the point where 

they had dammed the river, as seen in (349). All of the girls began to fish and continued to 

do so, both fishing and emptying their basins.  

(349) [mo j=ā dʒɛkɛ dʒiki ji] 

REL.PRO 3PL=P2 dam.V river REL 

‘When they had dammed the river...’ (Daughters 8) 

The successive action in the developing conflict episodes is communicated through 

perfective aspect and juxtaposition. Examples (350) through (357) are a large portion of 

this section from Daughters. The verbs are all punctiliar (without reference to duration),25 

perfective (unmarked) aspect, and juxtaposed without any coordinating conjunctions. This 

particular episode is unique in that there is a significant amount of repetition. Repetition is 

one of the indicators of peak; however, the present tense auxiliary here identifies these 

clauses as being a part of the storyline. The repetition here is due to the process of dam 

fishing. There are several repeated sequential actions involved in this type of fishing. The 

water is removed little-by-little from the dammed area by basin with the basin being 

                                                 

25 The translation of the verb tokɔ ‘fish’ does not seem punctiliar in English. However, this is a very specific 

action in which water is removed from the dammed area of the river. 
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repeatedly emptied. This type of repetition is not characteristic of prepeak episodes, but in 

this situation, is present due to the repetitive nature of the task.  

(350) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ (Daughters 11) 

(351) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ (Daughters 12) 

(352) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ (Daughters 13) 

(353) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ (Daughters 14) 

(354) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ (Daughters 15) 

(355) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ (Daughters 16) 

(356) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ (Daughters 17) 

(357) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ (Daughters 18) 

4.1.3.4 Peak episode: Climax (S19-39) 

In Daughters the transition to the peak episode is also introduced with a preposed 

dependent expression of time, seen in (358). The girls had all taken water into their basins 
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and then emptied out the water. Now was the time to start searching their basins for their 

catch.  

(358) [bɔku j=à ʃe lɛn naa jɛ n=tatl kpandʒ i] 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 come want COMP 3PL PRS=begin search REL 

‘When they decided to begin searching (for fish)...’ (Daughters 19) 

The notional structure for the peak in this story is climax, as is often the case 

(Longacre 1996: 37). Matters have reached a stage in which confrontation is unavoidable. 

Longacre & Hwang (2012: 49) claim that climax “is where everything comes to a head.” 

The foolish daughter in this story fills her basket with worms and is no doubt very proud. 

However, at the end of the peak episode, in S38-39 her folly became evident as she poured 

out her worms in front of her sisters, and she cries.  

Peak episodes in Kwakum climactic narratives have certain features that cause them 

to be easily distinguished from other episodes. The features include: (1) authorial intrusion, 

(2) few punctiliar verbs, (3) a variety of tense/aspect markers (and usually several tenseless 

clauses), and (4) the pace is slowed with background information and repetition. 

The first of these elements, authorial intrusion, appears within the peak episode of 

Daughters as an embedded procedural paragraph, in which the narrator explains the 

process of dam fishing. The embedding is evident by the change from the 3SG nominative 

pronoun a ‘3SG’ to the 2SG pronoun ɔ ‘2SG’ in (359). I have added the entire embedded 

paragraph in examples (359) through (361). Longacre (1996: 39) considers this a type of 

“rhetorical underlining” in which the narrator “employs extra words” so that the hearer will 

not miss the important point of the story. In this case, the type of fishing spoken of is only 
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done by women. The narrator felt the need to explain how one goes about dam fishing to 

allow the hearer to have a visual image of what is happening. 

(359) ɔ i fe gwɔ kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

2SG IPFV put 2SG.POSS basket=DEM in 

‘You are putting your (fish) into that basket.’ (Daughters 21) 

(360) ɔ i nɛm ʃi kɛɛ 

2SG IPFV catch FOC fish 

‘You catch the fish.’ (Daughters 22) 

(361) ɔ i fe gwɔ kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

2SG IPFV put 2SG.POSS basket=DEM in 

‘You put your (fish) into that basket.’ (Daughters 23) 

In prepeak episodes the verbs tended to be: marked by the present tense, punctiliar, 

and in the perfective aspect. In peak episodes, there are very few, if any, punctiliar verbs. 

In Daughters the verbs include: fundlɛ ‘stir’, pewɔ ‘search’, and fɔktɛ ‘listen’. Table 31 

compares the percentage of punctiliar verbs in each macrosegment from Daughters. Note 

that, in the prepeak episodes, 94% of the verbs are punctiliar; whereas, in the peak episode, 

only 11% are punctiliar.  

Table 31: Percentage of punctiliar verbs per macrosegment 

Surface structure # of punctiliar verbs % /structure 

Stage 0 0% 

Prepeak episodes 15 94% 

Peak episode 3 11% 

Postpeak episodes 1 100% 

Closure 3 27% 

Furthermore, nearly all of the verbs are either tenseless, or marked by some tense 

other than the present. In fact, of the 28 verbs in the peak section of Daughters, only seven 
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are marked by present tense, only three of those occur in the independent clause. Regarding 

aspect, the peak section of Daughters is introduced by a verb with progressive aspect 

auxiliary jɔkɔ ‘PROG’, shown in example (362). The peak episode is also introduced by the 

progressive aspect in the story Lizard (S39). 

(362) [bɔku j=à ʃe lɛn naa jɛ n=tatl kpandʒ i] je jɔkɔ  

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 come want COMP 3PL PRS=begin search REL 3PL PROG 

 

kpaandʒɔ 

search 

‘When they decided to begin searching (for fish), they were searching.’ (Daughters 

19) 

Peak episodes are also characterized by a much higher incidence of imperfective 

aspect. Table 32 compares the percentage of perfective (PFV) verses imperfective (IPFV)26 

clauses in each macrosegment in Daughters. There are no instances of the imperfective 

aspect in the stage, prepeak episodes, or postpeak episodes. In contrast, 46% of the clauses 

in the peak have imperfective aspect.  

Table 32: Percentage of PFV and IPFV 

Surface structure 

Clauses 

with PFV %/structure 

Clauses 

with IPFV %/structure 

Stage 6 100% 0 0% 

Prepeak episodes 16 100% 0 0% 

Peak episode 15 54% 13 46% 

Postpeak episodes 1 100% 0 0% 

Closure 10 91% 1 9% 

                                                 

26 Progressive aspect was included in the percentages for imperfective aspect.  
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Furthermore, there is often at least one string of tenseless, durative verbs with the 

imperfective aspect, seen in (363) through (368). A similar string appears in the peaks of 

Wives (S40-45), Bembe (S54-57), and Panther (S45-52).  

(363) i fundlɛ ɲɛn27  

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ (Daughters 25) 

(364) i fundlɛ ɲɛn 

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ (Daughters 26) 

(365) i fundlɛ ɲɛn 

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ (Daughters 27) 

(366) a i pewɔ ʃi ndee ŋkɔŋ 

3SG IPFV search FOC only worms 

‘She was finding only worms.’ (Daughters 28) 

(367) a i nɛmbɔ  ŋkɔŋ 

3SG IPFV grab  worms 

‘She was grabbing the worms.’ (Daughters 29) 

(368) a i dʒɔndʒɛ 

3SG IPFV fill 

‘She was filling (the basket).’ (Daughters 30) 

In Daughters, at the height of the tension, the foolish girl is called to pour out her 

net. The pouring action is demoted to a preposed dependent clause, and the independent 

clause is verbless, containing the participle tundɛŋ ‘filling’, as seen in (369). The final 

sentence in the peak is also extremely complicated, as seen in (370). The main thrust of the 

sentence is communicating that the foolish girl realized her folly and burst into tears. 

                                                 

27 Sentences (363) through (365) are missing the subject pronoun. Such prodrop is exceedingly rare in 

Kwakum and I believe that in this situation it is just a result of the repetition and quick speech.  
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However, it begins with a repetition of the preposed dependent clause: ‘When that girl 

poured it out…’. Following this is another authorial intrusion, a conditional clause in which 

the author inserts some information: ‘…if you see how fish are, how they pile up…” 

causing the hearer to get a visual image of worms falling into a pile like fish do when 

emptied from a basin. Then two juxtaposed sentences communicate the reaction of the 

foolish girl.   

(369) [mo a=à ʃe fɔʃ i] ŋkɔŋ ne ŋkɔŋ tundɛŋ tandʒe kɔ 

REL.PRO 3SG=P1 come pour.out REL worms with worms filling net on 

‘When she came and poured (her net) out, (there was) nothing but worms, the net 

(was) full.’ (Daughters 38) 

(370) [mo moon=nɛ ɱ=fɔʃ  i] {ke ɔ n=dʒe kɛki [kɛɛ 

REL.PRO child=DEM PRS=pour.out REL  if 2SG PRS=see manner fish 

 

dʒi]=nɛ  kɛki  [kɛɛ  maŋaa]=nɛ} moon kɔndu ne idumla 

COP=DEM  manner fish pile.up=DEM child  girl with idiocy 

 

fɔktu nʃikʃa   aɲal=je   a n=ʃumaa  kibɔmbu 

listen trickery  friends=3SG.POSS 3SG PRS=cry  tears 

‘When that girl poured (it) out, if you see how fish are, how fish pile up, the stupid 

girl listened to the trickery of her friends, (and) she cried tears.’ (Daughters 39) 

As mentioned in §1.4, this turmoil in the surface forms is expected in the peak 

episode. Longacre (1996: 38) says that the peak is a “zone of turbulence.” The short, 

repetitive sentences (especially those with the imperfective aspect) slow the story down, 

building the tension. The long and complicated sentences contribute to the same effect, 

building the tension. And then, her folly is revealed, and she responds. 

Longacre (1996: 48) says, “It is not uncommon to find onomatopoetic expressions 

restricted to or occurring with special frequency at Peak.” Though this does not occur in 
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Daughters, such onomatopoeia can be seen in the peak episode of Bembe, seen in (372). I 

have included the two sentences in (371) and (373) for context.  

(371) [mo  jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  kum  abupa  i ] jɛ  n=dɔkɛ  kɔl  nɛnɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=go find animals REL 3PL PRS=throw leg like.so 

‘When they found animals, they would throw the leg like so.’ (Bembe 52) 

(372) kpukuluku 

sound.of.falling 

‘Thump.’ (Bembe 53) 

(373) kɔl  dʒi  dumaa  ʃi  dumaaŋ 

leg IPFV fall FOC falling 

‘The leg falls, only falling. (Bembe 54) 

4.1.3.5 Postpeak episode: Denouement (S40) 

The postpeak episode is introduced by a simple locative noun ndɔɔ ‘place’, situating 

the following sentence not in geographic place, but place in time. This same noun 

introduces the postpeak episode in Bembe (S58). 

(374) ndɔɔ a n=ʃe kɛ dʒal mbo ne mbo dʒe jɔɔ 

place 3SG PRS=come go village hand with hand 3SG DEM 

‘At that point, she came to the village, with empty hands, that’s it.’ (Daughters 40) 

In this story the postpeak episode corresponds to the notional structure slot 

“Denouement.” In the denouement “a crucial event happens which makes resolution 

possible…we see a way out – even if it is not a happy ending” (Longacre 1996: 35). There 

is no happy ending for the foolish girl. Her folly is clear to all of her sisters and she returns 

to the village empty-handed. This particular story has a very short denouement (only one 

sentence). Though this is shorter than usual, the denouement episodes in all of the texts are 

relatively brief.  
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The denouement often involves returning to the original site or state. In Wives (S35-

45), the baby that had grown up to the sky shrinks back to normal size. In Bembe (S58-61), 

the hunters return to the village and bury Bembe’s ineffectual leg. In Panther (S53-64) the 

tortoise and the panther bring their packets together, put them on the fire, and talk. 

The story Panther (S65-85) has an extra postpeak episode which corresponds to the 

notional structural slot “Final Suspense” which “works out the details of the resolution” 

(Longacre 1996: 35). In this case, the final suspense involves the switching of the packets 

on the fire, and the tortoise reaping the rewards of his trickery.  

4.1.3.6 Closure: Conclusion (S41-43) 

In §4.1.3.1, in discussing the Stage, I mentioned the formulaic beginning of many 

Kwakum narratives: bɛ me le naa… ‘So it was that…’. The closure episode in Daughters 

is marked by a similar introduction clause: dʒi le naa, which could be translated as ‘So it 

is that…’, seen in (375). This marks an exit out of relative tense bringing the discourse 

back into absolute tense, with the tense auxiliaries marking temporal distance from the UT, 

rather than the storyline.  

(375) dʒi le naa {ke ɲjal=ɔ mē kaʃ=ɔɔ tʃafoku} bɛk paa ɲje 

COP thus COMP   if friend=2SG.POSS P2 say=2SG something NEG first ? 

 

ʃaa  [tʃak  a  ke i] 

do  REL.PRO 3SG  say REL 

‘So it is that, if your friend tells you something, do not begin to do that which he 

said…’ (Daughters 41) 

The closure corresponds in all of the stories to the notional structure slot 

“Conclusion.” Longacre (1996: 35) says that the conclusion “brings the story to some sort 
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of decent – or indecent – end.” In each of these narratives the story is resolved, often with 

some sort of moral: Daughters reminds the listener not to believe everything they hear, 

Bembe explains why people learned to trust Ladjishi, and Panther explains why the panther 

and the tortoise are no longer friends.  

Though not present in Daughters, there is a formulaic closure (or finis) at the end 

of many Kwakum narratives. There is generally a summary of what has happened, and then 

a verbless clause similar to tʃindi kiʃi dʒe jɔɔ, which could be translated as ‘that is all’, or 

less literally ‘the end’. This finis can take several forms, including tʃindi jɔɔ, as in (377); 

dʒe jɔɔ, as in (378); or even a combination of those two, as in (379). 

(376) {tɪŋ dʒaklje a=à dʒi ʃei ɲjandʒ=e} tʃindi kiʃi  dʒe jɔɔ 

when tortoise 3SG=P1 eat panther mother=3SG.POSS all FOC 3SG DEM 

‘When the tortoise ate the panther’s mother, that (is) all.’ (Panther 95) 

(377) tʃɪndʒi  jɔɔ 

all DEM 

‘That (is) all.’ (Til 40) 

(378) dʒe jɔɔ 

3SG DEM 

‘That (is) it.’ (Story 77) 

(379) dʒe jɔɔ tʃɪndi jɔɔ 

3SG DEM all DEM 

‘That’s it. That’s all.’ (Bosco 54) 

One notable aspect of closures in Kwakum narrative is that they are often extremely 

brief. The most extreme example of this brevity is in Wives, where the closure is only one 

sentence (S46). The closure in Bembe (S62-64) is only three sentences, in Til (S39-40) two 

sentences, and in Panther (S93-95) three sentences. Combined with the frequently brief 

denouement episodes, Kwakum narratives often seem to just “drop off” after the climax.  
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4.1.3.7 Summary observations 

There are two primary observations from this profile analysis regarding the use of 

tense in climactic narratives. First, absolute tense characterizes the Stage and Closure of 

each story, situating the narrative in time relative to the utterance time. This is important 

because, as will be seen in the next section, this is not how tense auxiliaries are used in the 

episodes. Second, a wider range of tense markers is found in peak episodes, giving more 

background information and summarization. Thus, the present tense, which is prominent 

in prepeak episodes often has a minimal role in peak.  

Other observations include: 1) episode boundaries in Kwakum climactic narrative 

are often marked by an expression of time or place; 2) progressive and imperfective aspect 

occur at much higher rates in peak; 3) the slowing of the narrative in peak is achieved in 

part through: authorial intrusion, a near absence of punctiliar verbs, and the presence of 

short, repetitive sentences; 4) at peak there is often a string of short sentences with durative 

verbs and imperfective aspect; and 5) Kwakum narratives tend to have brief denouement 

and closure episodes. 

4.1.4 Salience scheme for narrative discourse 

Returning now to the issues of cohesion and coherence of a text, I propose that it is 

possible to distinguish different bands or types of information within a narrative. The first 

major distinction is between the storyline information, and other information which 

supports the storyline. Storyline is defined as “story-advancing happenings.” Many 

languages have a means of clueing in the reader/listener to which happenings are within 

the storyline, and often this involves the use of particular forms of tense/aspect (Longacre 
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& Hwang 2012: 71). All other forms, then, of tense/aspect would serve to provide 

“background, supportive and depictive material” (Longacre 2003: 63).  

In this section I distinguish different types of supportive information in the story 

Daughters including: background, flashback, setting, irrealis, evaluation/intrusion, and 

cohesive information. Table 33 summarizes this salience scheme for narratives with 

examples from Daughters, unless otherwise noted. 

Table 33: Salience scheme for narrative discourse 

Notional Structure Surface Structure Example(s) 

Band 1 Storyline Present tense & punctiliar verbs & 

perfective aspect 

S4, 8, 11, 16, 

20, 40 

Band 2 Background Tenseless & durative verbs (& 

imperfective aspect)  

S3, 10, 25-34 

Band 3 Flashback Relative past tense (& perfect aspect) S3, 5 | Wives 

S8-11 

Band 4 Setting Absolute tense S1-2 

Band 5 Irrealis Tenseless & bɛk S3, 41, 42 

Band 6 Evaluation Absolute tense (& shift out of 3SG) S39, 41-43 

Band 7 Cohesive Preposed dependent: Relative past tense 

Tail-Head Linkage: Relative past tense 

Summary: Tenseless  

S4, 19, 35, 38 

Wives 16-17 

Bembe 43 

4.1.4.1 Storyline 

In the literature on discourse analysis, storyline is sometimes referred to as 

eventline, timeline, or mainline. The storyline is made up of events or happenings “which 

extend the basic structure of the mental representation” (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001: 81). 

The events that take place in the storyline are often referred to as foreground events (as 

opposed to background events) or simply events (as opposed to non-events). Following the 

concept of transitivity described in Hopper & Thompson (1980), Dooley & Levinsohn 
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(2001: 79) claim that “[h]igh transitivity correlates with foreground in narrative, low 

transitivity with background.” Following this line of thinking, an event in the storyline is 

more likely to involve more than one participant, be an action, be telic, be punctiliar, 

volitional, affirmative, realis, and high in potency (Hopper & Thompson 1980: 252). In 

Daughters verbs included in the storyline include: balaa ‘conspire together’, taakɔ ‘take’, 

tokɔ ‘dam fish’, tɔkʃɛ ‘empty’, nɛmbɛ ‘catch’, and fɔʃɔ ‘pour out’.  

Longacre & Levinsohn (1977: 107) claim that “each discourse type has its favored 

tense/aspect for the mainline of its development.” In Kwakum narratives, the favored 

tense/aspect is present perfective, that is, with the m= ‘PRS’ (see §3.5.3.1.4) and aspect 

unmarked (see §3.5.3.2.1). These forms are unsurprising. Regarding tense, as mentioned 

above, Nurse (2008: 120) claims that Bantu languages typically establish the time of 

situation in the beginning of a narrative, and “[a]ll following verbs in the sequence are then 

marked by a special narrative marker, which replaces the tense marker appropriate to the 

time established by the first verb.” In the region surrounding the Kwakum, both the Makaa 

and Baka languages use present tense as the narrative tense (see §2.4.1). Regarding aspect, 

Longacre & Hwang (2012: 71) claim that storyline verbs are often marked by perfective 

aspect. 

The use of present tense is the first indication that, unlike in conversation, once the 

situation time is established in the Stage, there is a shift in narrative discourse from absolute 

tense to relative tense. In the words of Nurse (2008: 24) “the narrative is a relative tense, 

that is, it takes as its deictic centre a point other than the present.” The relative nature of 

this use of the present tense is most clearly seen in §4.1.4.3 Flashback. The clauses of the 
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storyline band yield a rough abstract of the story Daughters, as seen in Table 34. As 

mentioned in §4.1.3.3, there is much repetition in S11-18. This repetition is not a rhetorical 

device, but indicative of the actual acts involved in this type of fishing. I consider each of 

these clauses to be punctiliar, sequential events. Much of the information missing from this 

abstract is provided by the backgrounded bands. Note that some of the crucial content of 

the story (for instance the fishing for worms) is omitted from this outline due to peak 

features. 

Table 34: Storyline of Daughters 

Sentence Content 

S4 The wise girls conspired together. 

S8 All the girls took their own basins.  

S11-15 They fished, over and over.  

S16-18 They emptied their basins, over and over.  

S20 All the wise girls caught fish.  

S39 The foolish girl cried. 

S40 She returned to the village empty-handed. 

4.1.4.2 Background 

All of the bands lower than Band 1: Storyline could be considered “backgrounded” 

or even “background” following Hopper & Thompson (1980). For the salience scheme 

here, those events in the “Background” slot are those “prolonged occurrences that are 

simultaneous with one or more happenings on the storyline” (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 

73). These events “do not move the story forward” (Longacre 1989: 417) but give the 

hearer/reader “information about non-punctiliar activities that clues us into the tension at 

climax” (Hwang 1997: 309).  
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The clearest example of background information comes from the story Wives. The 

storyline follows Shambu who goes to his uncle, Koko, to find a remedy for his wives’ 

infertility. Koko gives Shambu a tulip and then Shambu feeds the leaves to his wives. 

Sentence 12 and 13 let us know what is happening in the background, where Atatawe 

(Shambu’s twelfth wife) is dawdling, as seen in (380) and (381). The independent clauses 

in both of these sentences are tenseless. The information in these two sentences is not a 

part of the storyline but does provide information as to why she received only the bulb of 

the flower, which is what makes her pregnancy different. The climax of the story, in S26-

34, occurs because the child is much taller than a normal person. Thus, the tension in the 

climax is an indirect result of the background information in these two sentences. Based 

on the salience scheme in English, it might be more appropriate here to translate this as 

“Atatawe had been dawdling.” 

(380) atatawe dʒi ʃi meŋlaa dʒi ʃi meŋlaa 

Atatawe IPFV FOC dawdle IPFV FOC dawdle 

‘Atatawe was dawdling, (she) was dawdling.’ (Wives 12) 

(381) [mo atatawe mè ʃe kwaljɛ i ] a kum ʃi ndee kibumɔ 

REL.PRO Atatawe P1 come arrive REL 3SG find FOC nothing fruit 

 

ki-ndaki 

of-tulip 

‘When Atatawe arrived, she found nothing but the fruit of the tulip.’ (Wives 14) 

Merely observing the use of tense/aspect in narrative discourse, it would be easy to 

believe that imperfective aspect never occurs with the present tense in Kwakum. In fact, 

the combination of the present tense and imperfective aspect is never seen in discourse, 

except in direct quotation (see Panther 27 for an example). The reason for this becomes 
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clear when examining the salience scheme: the present perfective marks storyline. Thus, 

imperfective aspect is only going to be used for clauses that do not occur on the storyline. 

Background events, which occur at the same time as the storyline, but do not belong to it, 

are thus understandably tenseless. Though these clauses do not always contain the 

imperfective aspect, it is extremely common.  

4.1.4.3 Flashback 

A second type of backgrounded information in Kwakum narratives is what has been 

referred to as “Flashback” which is “a happening which is recounted out of chronological 

order” (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 73). Various past tenses are used in flashback, and 

especially the immediate past (P1) and near past (P2). One particular flashback scene in 

Wives provides the motivation for specific tense forms. In S2, Shambu went to his uncle’s 

house. In S4 he brought home the tulip. In S5 he called his wives to come one-by-one to 

take the tulip. In S6 the first woman comes. In S7 she takes the leaf. Suddenly, in S8 

Shambu’s trip to his uncle’s house is repeated. Sentences 8-11 are copied below in (382) 

through (385). These four sentences serve to summarize the previous events, the most 

remote event marked by the remote past, in (382). Then, the women passing by and taking 

the tulip is marked by the near past in (383) and (384). Finally, the immediate past tense 

auxiliary is used of the tulip leaves running out in (385). Thus, the tense auxiliaries are 

chosen to mark degrees of remoteness relative to the storyline, demonstrating that one use 

of the P1-P4 past tense auxiliaries is to characterize the flashback band. However, these 

past tenses do not appear to operate within the relative tense schema in the same way they 
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do in absolute tense. For instance, though the remote past is used in (382) to indicate the 

most remote event in this series, it is unlikely that it refers to an event that took place “from 

one year ago to time immemorial.” This indicates that either this linear temporal idea is 

incorrect, or that the remote past functions differently in narrative discourse.  

(382) a kɛ me kɛ taakɛ ndak=e  ʃaa kotʃ=je koko 

3SG go P4 go take tulip=DEM home.of uncle=3SG.POSS Koko 

‘He (god) went to get the tulip (at) the home of his uncle, Koko.’ (Wives 8) 

(383) gwomja tʃɪndi j=ā fetɛ  ɛɛ 

woman all 3PL=P2 pass.by succession 

‘All of the women passed by (in succession).’ (Wives 9) 

(384) j=ā ʃe taakɛ ndaki 

3PL=P2 come take tulip 

‘They came to take the tulip.’ (Wives 10) 

(385) ipɔl i-ndaki mè bo maalɔ 

leaf of-tulip P1 PRF be.finished 

‘The leaves of the tulip were finished.’ (idea: he ran out of leaves) (Wives 11) 

Flashback sentences often contain the perfect aspect bo ‘PRF’, which occurs in its 

reduced form o ‘PRF’ in (386). 

(386) dʒaklje tɛʃi a=ā o nɛmbu ɲjandʒ=e 

tortoise also 3SG=P2 PRF grab mother=3SG.POSS 

‘The tortoise also, he had already grabbed his mother.’ (Panther 28) 

4.1.4.4 Setting 

Another type of information in narrative discourse is what is referred to as “Setting” 

information which includes “descriptive or expository setting information” (Longacre & 

Hwang 2012: 73). Most of the setting information in Kwakum narratives occurs in the 

initial stage of the story. As mentioned in §4.1.3.1, setting information is marked using the 
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absolute tense system. Setting information can also be found throughout the text. One such 

example of this is in the story Panther, where in the middle of the inciting incident the 

hearer is told in (387) that there was a very large river. Longacre & Hwang (2012: 73) 

mention that in English the copula verb is frequently used for setting information. This also 

seems to be true of Kwakum.  

(387) {ija je dʒi me bɛ ne dʒiki woku [dʒi me bɛ te nenawe]} 

since 3PL IPFV P4 COP with river certain IPFV P4 COP in large 

‘Since they had a certain river that was very large...’ (Panther 14) 

4.1.4.5 Irrealis28 

Another type of information in narrative is what is called “Irrealis.” In describing 

this information, Longacre & Hwang (2012: 74) claim that “[s]ometimes a storyteller goes 

out of the way to mention what didn’t happen.” In the story Daughters, the speaker tells 

the listener in (388) that, among the wise girls, there is one who was not wise. In the story 

Panther, the tortoise eats the meat in the panther’s packet and the storyteller tells us in 

(389) that he did not give the panther even one thing. In both of these cases, the clause is 

tenseless and the tenseless negation bɛk ‘NEG’ is used.  

(388) a foku kiʃi bɛk dʒa bɛ ʃɔmtu [mo dʒi <naa je mē ʃikʃɛ 

3SG other FOC NEG very COP wise  REL.PRO COP   COMP 3PL P2 deceive 

 

je kipɛtɔ  tʃindi>] 

3SG  time  all 

‘Another (daughter) was not very wise, (the one) who was such that they would 

deceive her all the time.’ (Daughters 3) 

                                                 

28 Irrealis in other contexts refers to mood/tense (usually including the future, subjunctive, conditional, etc.). 

Here it is not a grammatical category, but an information type. 
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(389) a bɛk fe tɔ ʃei tɔ tʃak mɔtu  

3SG NEG give nothing panther even thing one 

‘He did not give the panther anything, not even one thing.’ (Panther 83) 

4.1.4.6 Evaluation 

Still another type of information in narrative is called “Evaluation” and refers to 

times in which the author intrudes into the story. Such intrusion often occurs in the closure 

in which the speaker clues in the hearer to the moral of the story. Two characteristics are 

evident in authorial intrusions: 1) use of absolute tense, and 2) often a shift out of the 3SG 

perspective.  

In Daughters, the evaluation information in the conclusion is introduced by dʒi le 

naa, which could be translated as “And so it is that…”. The word dʒi ‘COP’ is the present 

tense copula. The main independent clause is an imperative with an implied 2SG subject, 

as seen in (390). This verb is in the present tense because the narrator is speaking directly 

to the hearer. He thus is using the tenses appropriate to that conversation. In the subordinate 

conditional clause, the near past is used to refer to something that has been told to the 

hearer. The idea is, if someone has told you something recently, do not listen to them. The 

use of the near past (and the present) is not in relation to the relative storyline, but to the 

UT. 

(390) dʒi le <naa {ke ɲjal=ɔ mē kaʃ=ɔ tʃafoku} bɛk paa ɲje 

COP thus COMP   if friend=2SG.POSS P2 say=2SG something NEG first ? 

 

ʃaa  [tʃak  a  ke i]> 

do  REL.PRO 3SG say REL 

‘It is thus that, if your friend tells you something, do not begin to do that which he 

said...’ (Daughters 41) 
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Authorial intrusion can occur in other locations throughout narratives as well. In 

(391), a sentence occurs within the inciting incident where the author lets the hearer know 

that it is common for the Kwakum to say, “Don’t be Atatawe.” Again, note the use of the 

present tense and the shift into the 1PL in the preposed dependent clause, and 2SG in the 

direct quotation. 

(391) {kɛki ʃɛ ŋ=ke} kwakum naa <<ɔ bɛk bɛ atatawe>> 

  like 1PL PRS=say Kwakum COMP 2SG NEG COP Atatawe 

‘Like we say, the Kwakum (say), “Don’t be Atatawe...”’ (Wives 13a) 

4.1.4.7 Cohesive 

Longacre & Hwang (2012: 74) claim that “[s]till another element that is certainly 

not part of the basic story-telling function is the use of adverbial clauses, participles, and 

noun phrases in backreference–which is used as a kind of cohesion or mortar in the text.” 

There are three types of cohesive information in Kwakum narratives: 1) unconnected 

preposed adverbial clauses, 2) tail-head linkage, and 3) summary information. The first 

type of cohesive information, unconnected preposed adverbial clauses, is often found at 

episode boundaries. I refer to these as “unconnected” in that they do not belong in a tail-

head linkage construction (see below for a description of tail-head linkage). In (392) the 

narrator is transitioning between the stage and the first prepeak episode. He told the hearers 

that the girls were going fishing in the stage and now says: mo ja kwaljɛ dʒiki itoko ji… 

‘When they arrived at the river to fish…’. The immediate past auxiliary is used in the 

preposed clause, which clearly is not referring to a time that occurred “immediately before 

the UT.” Rather, it is speaking of a time that occurred immediately before the current 
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storyline. Thus, like flashback, these cohesive units contain tense auxiliaries relative to the 

storyline.  

(392) [mo  j=à kwaljɛ dʒiki i-toko  ji]  gwon  kɔndu=jɔɔ je ɲje ʃi 

 REL.PRO 3PL=P1 arrive river INF-fish REL children girl=DEM 3PL ? FOC 

 

ɲje  tatl   balaa   dʒa  ne dʒa naa <<biŋ nɛ n=dʒe ne>> 

? begin give.instructions 3PL  with 3PL COMP therefore 2PL PRS=see thusly  

‘When they arrived at the river to fish, these young girls (the wise ones) began to 

give each other instructions (saying), “You all must see like this.”’ (Daughters 4) 

The second type of cohesive information, tail-head linkage, consists of the 

repetition in a subordinate clause, at the beginning (‘head’) of a new sentence, of at least 

the main verb of the previous sentence (the ‘tail’)” (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001: 16). An 

example of this type of cohesive information is seen in examples (393) and (394), from 

Wives. When tail-head linkage occurs in Kwakum narrative, the preposed dependent clause 

is marked by a past tense marker indicating its relative temporal distance from the storyline, 

just like the preposed clauses mentioned above, and flashback.  

(393) a  m=mɛlɛ 

3SG PRS=swallow 

‘She swallowed (it).’ (Wives 16) 

(394) [mo a=ā mel i] a ʃe bɛ ne bum 

REL.PRO 3SG=P2 swallow REL 3SG come COP with stomach 

‘When she had swallowed, she became pregnant.’ (literally: she came to have a 

stomach) (Wives 17) 

The third type of cohesive information is summary information. Sentences of this 

type occur immediately after a portion of storyline events or dialogue. In the story Bembe, 

there is often a summary statement after dialogue. In (395), Ladjishi had just spoken out 

against Bembe’s idea of cutting off his leg. The summary statement which essentially 
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means “That is what she was saying” is tenseless. This is characteristic of summary 

statements.  

(395) moon  dʒi  kaʃ=ja  nɔ 

child IPFV speak=2PL thusly 

‘The child spoke to them thusly.’ (Bembe 43) 

4.1.4.8 Summary of observations 

Tense plays a key role in the salience scheme for Kwakum climactic narratives. 

Specifically, after the time of situation is set in the stage of the story, the storyline is 

indicated by the present tense. The reference point for the other tenses used becomes this 

storyline, and thus the present tense acts like a relative tense. Flashback, events that occur 

out of sequence, are marked by a past tense marker selected based on its distance from the 

storyline. Adverbial clauses indicating temporal or locative boundaries, as well as those in 

tail-head linkage formulas, also permit other past tenses in relation to the storyline. 

Tenseless clauses can occur in background information (i.e. events that occur 

simultaneously with the storyline, but not belonging to it), irrealis negatives, and summary 

information. 

These observations, together with the observations based on macrosegmentation in 

§4.1.3.7, demonstrate that the simple graded-tense description is insufficient to describe 

the Kwakum tense system. Rather, in narrative, the tense auxiliaries can be used in a 

number of ways that have nothing to do with the distance of an event from the UT. With 

this understanding, all analyses of tense in Kwakum must take into account the context. It 

is not that the present tense, for instance, carries a semantic range that includes past events. 
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Rather, the present tense operates within narrative discourse as a locus for a relative tense 

system with a center on the storyline instead of the UT. 

4.2 Episodic narrative 

As mentioned in §4.1, some Kwakum narratives do not have a notional climax, nor 

a peak episode. In my corpus, two stories are episodic rather than climactic: Origins29 and 

Story. Also, the story Simon is really two separate accounts, the first being episodic and the 

second climactic. In this section, I focus on the Story of the Kwakum as a template to better 

understand the structure of Kwakum episodic narrative.  

4.2.1 Text background and summary 

This particular story was told as a means to explain the current name and divisions 

among the Kwakum. The narrator was Onésime Ebongué Ebongué, who is the president 

of the Kwakum Language Committee. Ebongué’s father was a deputy mayor of Dimako 

and seen as one of the keepers of the Kwakum tradition. Story is the history of the Kwakum 

taught from Ebongué’s father to him. The essence of the story is that there was a man of 

the people Adel that ran into a man named Tchimbuta and his family, also members of the 

Adel, in the forest. He marries one of Tchimbuta’s daughters and from this union come all 

of the Kwakum people. This ancestor is somewhat mysterious in that he does not have a 

name before meeting this family. They decided to name him after the process of making 

                                                 

29 In Origins, there is an embedded climactic narrative (S54-89), but the overall structure is episodic.  
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salt which he first interrupted, which is known as kwal ku,30 this then became Kwakum 

throughout the years.  

4.2.2 Macrosegmentation 

Longacre & Hwang (2012: 54) indicate that the way in which the analyst can 

determine the macrosegmentation is by first identifying the peak, then tracing out the other 

elements from this zone of turbulence. Without a peak, the overall structure of the text is 

less evident. However, I have visualized a macrosegmentation of the text in Table 35, 

followed by a brief discussion of the segments.  

                                                 

30 There is not an easy way to gloss these words. The word kwalɔ refers to the ash of a specific type of tree, 

ku. Also, note that Njantcho (2018: 1) reports that the name comes from a combination of kwaj ‘generosity’ 

and kum ‘fame/prosperity’. Ebongué was aware of this explanation and rejected it.  
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Table 35: Discourse profile of Story – Episodic narrative 

Surface 

Structure 

Notional 

Structure 

Sentences Content 

Introduction  S1-4 Ebongué identifies himself and the subject of 

the narrative.  

Stage Exposition S5-30 Tchimbuta is introduced along with his wife 

and young daughter (both named Kondel). 

They lived in the forest and they made salt 

through a process of burning a tree called ku 

and filtering its ashes through water.  

Episode 1  S31-38 The wife and daughter are making Kwakum 

salt when they run into this Del man.     

Episode 2  S39-48 They go back to the camp where they meet 

Tchimbuta and give this man the name 

Kwalku.  

Episode 3  S49-54 Tchimbuta’s daughter became a woman. They 

were all living in the same camp, so 

Tchimbuta and his wife told Kwalku to build 

his own camp. 

Episode 4  S55-57 Tchimbuta encourages his daughter to move in 

with Kwalku, and she does. 

Episode 5  S58-68 Kwalku and his new wife birthed three 

children: Benge, Kingkoma, and Kongandi. 

Closure Conclusion S69-76 The family tree is filled out: Benge is the 

father of the Dimako district, Kingkoma is the 

father of Kempong and Goumbérgérong, 

Kongandi is the father of the other Doumé 

district villages.  

4.2.2.1 Introduction (S1-4) 

This particular text begins with an introduction to the location of the telling (S1 – 

Beul), the narrator (S2 – Ebongué), and the topic (S3-4 – the creation of the Kwakum 

people). This section does not have the characteristics of a Title, or Aperture, like we see 

in Bembe. However, it does provide important context, and so I have left it in the text 

proper. 
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4.2.2.2 Stage: Exposition (S5-30) 

This text has an extended Stage in which the narrator gives the hearer important 

information that is needed to understand the narrative. Specific characters are introduced: 

Tchimbuta (S5); the Adel people (S7); Kondel, Tchimbuta’s wife (S8); and another 

Kondel, Tchimbuta’s daughter (S11). The following important information is 

communicated: they lived in the forest (S9); all women of the Adel people were called 

Kondel (S11); and of extreme importance, they had to make salt through a rigorous process 

of filtering the ash of a particular tree called ku (S14-30). In fact, S14-30 is essentially an 

embedded procedural discourse which sets the stage for: 1) the location of the women when 

they meet Kwaku, and 2) how Kwalku’s name was derived.  

Ebongué employs a rhetorical device in this stage portion of the text not seen 

elsewhere in my texts: he asks and answers questions. There are four main questions that 

guide the exposition: ‘Who was Tchimbuta?’, as in (396); ‘Where were they?’, as in (397), 

‘What did they do?’, as in (398), and ‘How did we do (that)?’, as in (399). As expected in 

the Stage, the majority of the clauses have the remote past auxiliary, indicating the use of 

absolute tense and setting the story in the remote past.31  

(396) tʃimbuta bɛ me le ta i 

Tchimbuta COP P4 then who INTERR 

‘Who was Tchimbuta?’ (Story 6) 

                                                 

31 A substantial number of present tense forms occur in this section, but nearly all of them occur within the 

embedded procedural discourse. The main thread of procedural discourse is carried by the present tense, just 

like the storyline in narrative discourse.  
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(397) ija ŋgwal kɔndɛl je i me le bɛ fe  i 

together.with wife Kondel 3PL IPFV P4 then COP where INTERR 

‘Together with his wife Kondel, where were they?’ (Story 8) 

(398) jɛ i me le ʃaa ke i 

3PL IPFV P4 then do what INTERR 

‘What did they do?’ (Story 13) 

(399) ʃe i me ʃaa na i  

1PL IPFV P4 do how INTERR 

‘How did we do (that)?’ (Story 19) 

4.2.2.3 Episodes (S31-68) 

After the completion of the Stage, the text mainly consists of five episodes, tracing 

the story of a new character (who will come to be known as Kwalku), his marriage, and 

the birth of his children. As mentioned above, there is no tension in these episodes. There 

is no episode with peak features, or a point in the story where the tension comes to a head. 

However, the other two parameters listed in §4.1 result in a categorization of this story as 

a narrative. First, there is contingent temporal succession (or just contingent succession) 

which “refers to a framework of temporal succession in which some (often most) of the 

events or doings are contingent on previous events or doings” (Longacre 1996: 8-9). The 

clearest indication of the presence of contingent succession is the presence of preposed 

adverbial temporal clauses such as in (400). Kwalku has just been introduced, and we are 

told that he was watching the women as they were cutting down the tree. Then, when the 

women saw him they called out to him. Other such preposed temporal clauses are found in 

S42, 53, 57, 58, and 59. 

(400) [mo j=à dʒe=je i] jɛ n=dowaa=je 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 see=3SG REL 3PL PRS=call=3SG 

‘When they saw him, the called him.’ (Story 35) 
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The second parameter fulfilled by this story is agent orientation which “refers to 

orientation towards agents…with at least a partial identity of agent reference running 

through the discourse” (Longacre 1996: 9). Specifically, Longacre & Hwang (2012: 36) 

say we should be looking for “a slate of participants who engage in voluntary actions as 

well as things happening to them.” The description above should be enough evidence that 

this is true. This story is a supposed factual account of the origins of the Kwakum people. 

Its importance is found not in its drama, but its historical value.  

These episodes are most akin to the prepeak episodes in the climactic narratives. 

Each episode is characterized by punctiliar verbs, present tense, and perfective aspect. The 

present tense in the episodes operates like a relative tense, just as in climactic discourse. 

Transitions between episodes are marked by a change in the participants, scene, or time of 

the episode. For Episode 1, it is the introduction of Kwalku, in (401). Episodes 2 and 3 are 

introduced by the locative noun ndɔɔ ‘place’, in (402) and (403). Another locative fa ‘there’ 

introduces Episode 4 in (404), and the preposed temporal clause in (405) introduces 

Episode 5.  

(401) mon dɛl32 tɛʃi [mo le dʒal kwakum tʃɪndi] a i dʒandɛ tɛʃi  

child Del also REL.PRO thus father.V Kwakum all 3SG IPFV walk also 

 

kombɔ te 

forest  in 

‘The son of Del also, he who fathered all the Kwakum, he was also walking in the 

forest.’ (Story 31) 

                                                 

32 Note that Ebongué called the individual Del, and the name of the people group is a-dɛl ‘NC2a-dɛl’. At times 

people refer to the Kwakum as the a-kwakum ‘NC2a-kwakum’. This is just the pluralization of the NC3 words 

ø-dɛl and ø-kwakum. 
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(402) ndɔɔ je le tɔkɔl=e 

place 3PL then take=3SG 

‘At that point, then, they took him.’ (Story 39) 

(403) ndɔɔ dʒe tʃimbuta kɔndʒ=je min [mo kɔndu] 

place 3SG Tchimbuta young.girl=3SG.POSS become REL.PRO young.woman 

‘At that point, she, the daughter of Tchimbuta became a woman.’ (Story 49) 

(404) fa ʃi a ŋ=ke ne kɔndʒ=je  naa <<a ɔ 

there FOC 3SG PRS=say with young.girl=3SG.POSS COMP   Ah 2SG 

 

tɔ  ne  paam [kɛki  paam mē tʃaan  fɛne i]>> 

NEG.COP with  man  like  man P2 arrive  here REL 

‘At that point, he [Tchimbuta] said to his daughter, “Ah, you don’t have a man like 

the man who arrived here.”’ (Story 55) 

(405) [mo kɔndu ne [mo ŋgwandʒɔ] j=ā dʒil momɔn ntu]  

REL.PRO young.girl with REL.PRO young.man 3PL=P2 stay small day 

 

bum  mè deŋaa 

stomach  P1 enter 

‘When the young girl and young man had lived (there) for a short time, she became 

pregnant.’ (Story 58) 

4.2.2.4 Closure: Conclusion (S69-76) 

The closure for this particular story begins and ends with very similar sentences. 

S69, listed here in (406) is a verbless clause with the formulaic dʒe jɔɔ ‘that (is) it’. After 

this in S70-75, Ebongué explains which groups came from which children. Then, in S76, 

the independent clause is again verbless and ends in dʒe jɔɔ ‘that (is) it’, seen in (407). 

Finally, there is another summary statement (summarizing the fact that this is all the 

narrator knows on the subject), with the formulaic dʒe jɔɔ ‘that (is) it’, seen in (408).  

(406) iʃuku kwakum tʃɪndi dʒe jɔɔ 

stem Kwakum all 3SG DEM 

‘The stem of all the Kwakum, that (is) it.’ (Story 69) 
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(407) iʃuku kwakum tʃɪndi dʒe [ni=à kaʃ i] dʒe jɔɔ 

stem Kwakum all 3SG 1SG=P1 speak REL 3SG DEM 

‘The stem of all the Kwakum that I talked about, that (is) it.’ (Story 76) 

(408) gwaambɔ [ʃiŋglɛ dʒi ne i] dʒe jɔɔ 

1SG.POSS knowledge COP with REL 3SG DEM 

‘All of the knowledge that I have, that (is) it.’ (Story 77) 

4.2.3 Salience scheme applied to Story 

As I have mentioned, there is no “zone of turbulence” in this story, which one would 

expect in climactic narrative. However, the salience scheme presented in Table 33 applies 

perfectly to this story, and therefore to episodic narrative as well.  

4.2.3.1 Storyline 

Like the climactic narrative described in §4.1, the main storyline of the text is 

communicated by: punctiliar verbs in present tense and perfective aspect. Through this 

storyline, the basic events and actions can be traced, as seen in Table 36. 
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Table 36: Storyline of Story of the Kwakum 

Sentence Content 

S32 A man meets Tchimbuta’s wife and daughter in the forest. 

S35 The women call out to him.  

S36 He comes.  

S37 They question him.  

S40 They all go back to the camp. 

S43 Tchimbuta comes back to the camp.  

S44 He finds this man with his wife and daughter. 

S45 They tell him that they met him in the forest, while cutting down the ku. 

S46 They decided to call him Kwalku. 

S52 They told Kwalku to make his own camp. 

S55 They told the daughter to go live with Kwalku. 

S59 She gave birth to their first child. 

S60 They named him Benge. 

S64 She gave birth to a second boy. 

S65 They named him Kingkoma. 

S68 They named the third child Kongandi. 

4.2.3.2 Background 

As with climactic narrative, background information is tenseless and often with 

imperfective aspect. Background information indicates those actions that are occurring 

simultaneously with the storyline, but do not belong to it. In Episode 1, Kwalku runs into 

Kondel and her daughter in the forest. This punctiliar action is in the present tense seen in 

(409). The narrator tells us, though, what was going on in the background. In (410), we 

find that when he ran into them, they were cutting down the ku ‘tree.type’ and the clause 

is tenseless with imperfective aspect. Then, in (411), we find out that he was watching 

them, again tenseless and imperfective. When they see him, in (412), they call out to him 

and we are back in the storyline with the present tense and perfective aspect.  
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(409) a ŋ=kɛ bɔmaa ne momja=jɔɔ ija kɔndʒ=je i 

3SG PRS=go meet with woman=DEM and young.girl=3SG.POSS REL 

‘He ran into that woman [Kondel, the wife of Tchimbuta], and her daughter.’ (Story 

32) 

(410) je i kwɛl ku 

3PL IPFV cut.down tree.type 

‘They were cutting down the ku.’ (Story 33) 

(411) a jɔkɔ le naŋwaa=ja 

3SG PROG thus watch=3PL 

‘He was watching them.’ (Story 34) 

(412) [mo j=à dʒe=je i] jɛ n=dowaa=je 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 see=3SG REL 3PL PRS=call=3SG 

‘When they saw him, they called him.’ (Story 35) 

4.2.3.3 Flashback 

There is not much flashback in this story. However, in Episode 2, the women have 

brought Kwalku back to their camp. Then we are told in (413) that during this time, 

Tchimbuta had left to find something to eat. This short sentence is a flashback, telling the 

hearer why Tchimbuta was not at the camp when they arrived. The verb is marked by the 

remote past, indicating the temporal distance between the present storyline and the anterior 

event of his going out to find food. Then, in the next sentence, the storyline picks back up 

with his return to the camp in (414) in the present tense. Again, this demonstrates the use 

of relative tense in the episodes. However, it also reiterates the difference in function of the 

remote past within relative tense. Though the event of Tchimbuta going out to find 

something to eat is remote from the storyline, it is not several years removed. From the 

perspective of absolute tense, one would expect to see the near past auxiliary used here, 

rather than the remote past. This is more evidence that the tense auxiliaries function 

differently in narrative discourse.  
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(413) tʃimbuta ndɔɔ a kɛ me kɛ  pewɔ dʒaʃi [jɛ n=ʃe dʒi] 

Tchimbuta place 3SG go P4 go search something 3PL PRS=come eat 

‘Tchimbuta, that was when he had gone to find something for them to eat.’ (Story 

42) 

(414) a n=le bimtaa 

3SG PRS=then return 

‘He  then returned.’ (Story 43) 

4.2.3.4 Setting 

The majority of the setting information for this story occurs in the Stage, which is 

what we would expect based on our observations in the above sections. The first line of the 

Stage, in (415), introduces the earliest known ancestor of the Kwakum (Tchimbuta) with 

the copula marked by the remote past. The usage of the remote past auxiliary coincides 

with the salience scheme listed for narrative discourse, as this setting information is marked 

with absolute tense.  

(415) baw=iʃi {kɛki ni dʒɔkɔ me ne gwaambɔ ʃang=we} 

grandfather=1PL.POSS   like 1SG hear P4 with 1SG.POSS father=DEM 

 

idʒinɔ=lje bɛ me <naa tʃimbuta> 

name=3SG.POSS COP P4   COMP Tchimbuta 

‘Our grandfather, like I heard from my own father, his name was Tchimbuta.’ 

(Story 5) 

4.2.3.5 Irrealis 

There are no clear examples of negation irrealis in Story, like what we have seen 

with the climactic narrative. In Origins, there is one line of negation irrealis, listed here in 

(416). This particular sentence, though, falls within what I have analyzed as an embedded 

climactic narrative. For now, this is the best evidence that I have that episodic narrative 
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follows the same pattern for negation irrealis: tenseless clauses with negation using bɛk 

‘NEG’. 

(416) a bɛk kaw=ja ʃɔku [a dʒol me i ] 

3SG NEG share=3PL elephant 3SG kill P4 REL 

‘He did not share the elephant he killed with them.’ (Origins 67) 

A type of irrealis seen in Story, and nowhere else, is that of interrogative. As 

mentioned in in §4.2.2.2, interrogatives are used in the Stage of this story in order to address 

all of the necessary setting information. 

4.2.3.6 Evaluation 

Authorial intrusion occurs in Story in several places. In the Stage, the narrator 

introduces Tchimbuta with the clause: ‘Our grandfather…his name was Tchimbuta.’ 

However, in the middle of this clause there is a parenthetical statement: kɛki ni dʒɔkɔ me 

ne gwaambɔ ʃangwe ‘...like I heard from my father…’, seen here in (417). The remote past 

marker me ‘P4’ is used in this clause, indicating the temporal relationship to the utterance 

time. Ebongué had heard this from his father many years ago.  

(417) baw=iʃi  {kɛki ni dʒɔkɔ me ne gwaambɔ ʃang=we} 

grandfather=1PL.POSS   like 1SG hear P4 with 1SG.POSS father=DEM 

 

idʒinɔ=lje bɛ me <naa  tʃimbuta> 

name=3SG.POSS COP P4   COMP Tchimbuta 

‘Our grandfather, like I heard from my own father, his name was Tchimbuta.’ 

(Story 5) 

The entire Closure is evaluation as well, updating the hearer on the current state of 

affairs. The narrator describes which of the current people groups are descended from the 
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children of Kwalku. The present tense dominates this section, as the narrator is now using 

the absolute tense to refer to modern realities.  

4.2.3.7 Cohesive 

Of the three types of cohesive information mentioned in regard to climactic 

narrative, two can be found in Story. The first is unconnected preposed dependent clauses, 

as seen in (418). While the independent clause carries the storyline, the preposed clause 

gives the cohesive information needed to understand it. In the previous sentence, Kwalku 

was watching them cut down the tree. Here, when they saw him, they called out. The 

preposed clause contains the immediate past auxiliary, indicating an event that occurred 

immediately before the relative storyline. 

(418) [mo j=à dʒe=je i] jɛ n=dowaa=je 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 see=3SG REL 3PL PRS=call=3SG 

‘When they saw him, the called him.’ (Story 35) 

Tail-head linkage also occurs in Story, as in (419) and (420). The storyline (in the 

present tense) brings the hearer to the camp. Then, beginning a new episode, a preposed 

dependent clause repeats this return to the camp with the immediate past tense auxiliary. 

This again follows the patterns presented in the salience scheme.  

(419) jɛ ŋ=kɛ ne ɔ mbɛmbɔ=wa ji dʒe jɔɔ 

3PL PRS=go with LOC camp=3PL.POSS REL 3SG DEM 

‘They brought (him) to their camp, that (is) it.’ (Story 40-41) 

(420) [mo  j=à kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ mbɛmbɔ=wa ji] 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 go arrive LOC camp=3PL.POSS REL  

‘When they arrived at their camp...’ (Story 42) 
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4.2.4 Summary of observations 

In Table 37, I compare the bands of salience which occur in each macrosegment of 

the two stories (Daughters and Story) and the frequency in which they are used. The left 

column of each chart lists each type of surface structure identified in the profiles of these 

two stories. The right column (“Bands of Salience”) gives three types of information: 1) 

the bands of salience found in each macrosegment, 2) the total number of clauses within 

that particular band (N#), and 3) the percentage (%) of clauses used by this particular band 

out of all of the clauses in that macrosegment. For instance, in Daughters, the postpeak 

episode contains only one clause, which belongs to the storyline band. Thus, one hundred 

percent of clauses in the postpeak episode are used for storyline. 
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Table 37: Comparison of bands of salience between Daughters and Story 

Bands of salience in Daughters  Bands of salience in Story 

Surface 

Structure 

Bands of Salience  Surface 

Structure 

Bands of Salience 

Bands N# %  Bands N# % 

Stage 

Flashback 1 17%  Introduction Evaluation 9 100% 

Setting 2 33%  

Stage33 

Setting 9 60% 

Irrealis 1 17%  Irrealis 3 20% 

Evaluation 2 33%  Evaluation 3 20% 

Prepeak  

Storyline 10 63%  

Episode 1 

Storyline 4 44% 

Background 3 19%  Background 4 44% 

Flashback 1 6%  Cohesive 1 11% 

Cohesive 2 13%  

Episode 2 

Storyline 6 55% 

Peak 

Storyline 4 14%  Background 1 9% 

Background 11 39%  Flashback 2 18% 

Flashback 1 4%  Setting 1 9% 

Evaluation 8 44%  Cohesive 1 9% 

Cohesive 4 14%  

Episode 3 

Storyline 3 50% 

Postpeak  Storyline 1 100%  Background 1 17% 

Closure 

Background 1 9%  Flashback 1 17% 

Evaluation 8 73%  Setting 1 17% 

Cohesive 2 18%  Episode 4 Storyline 2 100% 

     

Episode 5 

Storyline 6 43% 

     Setting 1 7% 

     Evaluation 2 14% 

     Cohesive 5 36% 

     
Closure 

Evaluation 4 80% 

     Cohesive 1 20% 

The numbers in Table 37 confirm that, non-peak episodes in both stories are 

characterized by a high percentage of storyline clauses. The peak episode in Daughters, 

                                                 

33 For the purposes of this chart, I have removed the clauses that contained the embedded procedural 

discourse. Procedural discourse uses the present tense auxiliary to carry the main instructions, which is what 
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however, contains a much smaller percentage of storyline (only 14% of the clauses), and a 

much higher percentage of background (39%) and evaluation (44%). Of the five episodes 

in Story, none exhibit this decrease in storyline, nor increase in evaluation. None of these 

episodes contain the same repetition, or other methods of slowing the discourse that were 

seen in Daughters. The conclusion is clear: episodic narrative, though different in 

macrostructure, follows the same salience scheme as climactic narrative. The difference 

between these two types of narrative is not the surface forms used to indicate salience 

bands. Rather, the difference is in a lack of notional climax and peak episode. 

                                                 

is present in this case. The embedded discourse is authorial intrusion and would probably fit best in the 

category of Evaluation, but the use of the present tense would skew the analysis.  
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5. Conclusion 

5.1 Summary of tense in narrative discourse 

I have mentioned above the need to consider the discourse context when analyzing 

tense in Kwakum. While this is true, the above analysis has demonstrated that even within 

narrative discourse there are two different systems of tense operating in Kwakum. First, in 

conversation (as well as several different salience bands of discourse), Kwakum people use 

an absolute tense system, tethering the tense auxiliaries to the utterance time. However, 

during the episodes of a narrative, a narrator will switch to a relative tense system, tethered 

to the storyline of the narrative. 

5.1.1 Absolute tense 

Absolute tense, tethered to the UT, manifests itself in two main salience bands of 

Kwakum narrative: setting and evaluation. Setting information is chiefly found in the Stage 

of the narrative, where the characters, location, and timeframe are established. The narrator 

uses the tense auxiliaries appropriate to locate the narrative in time relative to the time of 

speaking. Because narrative describes events that take place in the past, or in the perceived 

past, the four past tense auxiliaries (immediate past, near past, middle past, and remote 

past) are selected to encode the setting information. The remote past is the tense auxiliary 

found in the setting for all of the narratives appended to this thesis, as they describe events 
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that occurred in the remote past (more than several years ago), or folktales perceived to 

have occurred in the remote past.  

The second type of information that is situated using absolute tense is evaluation. 

This is where the narrator inserts himself into the story. It is also known as authorial 

intrusion. This type of intrusion often occurs in the closure and peak but can be interspersed 

throughout. Any tense auxiliary is available to the narrator in these portions of the text, as 

they relate to the UT. Thus, when giving more information about aspects of the time period 

to which they are addressing, the narrator uses the same tense auxiliary he used in the 

setting. When the narrator is exhorting the hearer to listen to the moral of the story, he uses 

the present tense. The future tenses also occur in the evaluation band portions, as is 

appropriate to explain future implications of the narrative.   

5.1.2 Relative tense 

Immediately after the Stage, the narrator delinks the tense system from the utterance 

time. The storyline of the narrative becomes the present tense, both in form and as a relative 

tether point for the narrative.  The immediate past now refers not to things that happened 

immediately before the retelling of the story, but that which has happened immediately 

before the progressively advancing storyline. The relative nature of the tense system in the 

episodes is most apparent in flashback information where each tense auxiliary is used to 

describe the event’s remoteness from the storyline. The P1, P2, and P4 tense auxiliaries are 

also used in cohesion information, generally within preposed dependent clauses. However, 

within relative tense portions of the narrative, the meaning of the tense auxiliaries is not 
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predictable based on their meaning in conversation. They indicate remoteness from the 

storyline, and this remoteness is not bound to the same temporal constraints. 

Regarding different tense forms, in the ten narratives analyzed here, koo ‘P3’ 

middle past tense is never used outside of setting, quotation, or authorial intrusion. That is 

to say, when operating within a relative tense system, the narrator never chooses to use the 

middle past. Pending further analysis, I consider the middle past to be ornithorynque.34 

Likewise, future tenses are also not found in any of these narratives within the bands which 

involve relative tense. 

During the episodes, when the narrator is using the relative tense system, he will at 

times choose to leave a clause tenseless. Tenseless clauses occur in three different 

environments: background, negation irrealis, and summary information. Background 

information is those events or actions which occur at the same time as the storyline, but do 

not belong to storyline. To encode such information, the narrator cannot access the present 

tense auxiliary, as that would promote the clause into the storyline. In such cases, the 

narrator chooses to allow the clause to be tenseless. This explains why, outside of 

quotation, the present tense auxiliary never co-occurs with imperfective aspect. Perfective 

aspect is also characteristic of the storyline. Thus, most background information is 

tenseless and imperfective. 

                                                 

34 The word ornythorynque is the French word for ‘platypus’. In this context, it refers to any and all data that 

defies classification. 
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5.2 Application to translation 

As was mentioned in the introduction, this thesis serves the larger purpose of aiding 

a translation project in the future among the Kwakum. To that end, I take a moment here 

to apply the principles learned above by demonstrating how one would seek to choose tense 

auxiliaries for clauses in a translation. I have chosen a passage from a short story called 

Hans, found in Longacre & Hwang (2012: 50ff). I have selected lines 7-13 of the story, 

according to their divisions, which belong to the prepeak episode which corresponds to the 

notional slot of Inciting Incident. I chose this portion because it is an episode, and therefore 

would require the relative tense in Kwakum, and because it is not a peak episode.  

In order to determine which tense markers would be used, I compared the salience 

scheme for Kwakum narrative (see Table 33) to the salience scheme for English, presented 

in Longacre & Hwang (2012: 63), which I have copied here as Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Salience scheme for English 

Comparing the two salience schemes, I looked for verbs marked by the simple past 

tense in the story, such as ‘left’ and ‘ran’ in (422). I considered these to belong to the 

storyline and marked them with the present tense in Kwakum. For background information, 
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such as ‘came up’ in the same sentence, I marked as tenseless (and it would probably 

receive imperfective aspect as well). Setting information was marked in the remote past, 

as ‘were’ is in (425). I considered the clause in that same sentence ‘the service had begun’ 

to be flashback and marked it with the immediate past and perfect aspect. The best example 

of irrealis was the negative clause in (426), which I marked with tenseless plus the bɛk 

‘NEG’ negation auxiliary. The sentences are as follows, with the correct Kwakum 

tense/aspect marking listed below each relevant verb: 

(421) Suddenly a little girl left her mother as she came up the steps, ran towards him (all 

                                  PRS                              tenseless    PRS 

 

loveliness as she smiled) and thrust a big rosy apply into his hands. 

     tenseless      PRS  

(422) “That’s for you, little boy,” she said. 

         PRS                                    verbless quote formula 

(423) Then she and her mother went in at the great west door, and Hans stared at the 

apple. 

       PRS                                                    PRS  

(424) He thought at first he would eat it there and then, but he wanted to keep it for a 

time, so 

     tenseless                tenseless          tenseless 

 

he held it in his hands, and went timidly to the door of the cathedral. 

     PRS                                 PRS 

(425) Most of the folk were in; and the service had begun.  

  P4 P1 + PRF 

(426) No one turned him away. 

            tenseless + bɛk 

(427) He plucked up the courage and crept inside, slinking into a pew at the back. 

  PRS  PRS            tenseless 
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This is a very rough attempt to begin to think about the use of tense in translation 

into Kwakum. But I believe that efforts like this will be vital to the translation effort. I 

recommend the facilitators of the translation project work through narrative texts in their 

source language and then mark each clause for the expected tense in Kwakum, as I have 

done here. Then, when a draft of the translation is completed, the expected tense marker 

can be compared to the drafted tense auxiliary. If there is inconsistency, the facilitator can 

work with the translators to understand which auxiliary would be the most felicitous.  

5.3 Areas for further study 

From the outset of this study, the goal was to come to a better understanding of 

tense in Kwakum. I have demonstrated that tense functions in two different manners: 

absolute and relative, with relative tense occurring in the episodes of narrative discourse. 

What became clear, however, is that a survey of narrative discourse is not sufficient to 

understand the Kwakum tense system.  

5.3.1 An analysis of tense in other discourse types 

I have mentioned briefly that in procedural discourse, the main instructions are 

carried by the present tense. In this, the present tense is acting like a relative tense as well. 

What is uncertain is how the other tenses operate in relation to the present tense in 

procedural discourse and other types of discourse (behavioral and expository).  

Future tenses do not occur in any of these narratives in bands with relative tense. 

This is understandable, being that none of these discourses were plus projection, such as 
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prophecy. This is another area of discourse analysis that will need to be explored to have a 

comprehensive understanding of the Kwakum tense system. 

5.3.2 A semantic analysis  

A second analysis that will need to be done is a semantic analysis of the tense 

auxiliaries to determine the range of their meaning. In §3.5.3.1, I discussed the forms and 

the semantics of the tense auxiliaries within the absolute tense system. Frequently, though, 

I was forced to hedge, allowing for exceptions to the temporal constraints of the tense 

auxiliaries. For instance, I mention above that absolute tense occurs in the Stage of each 

story. Thus, we expect to find the immediate past auxiliary in the Stage of a story that 

occurred immediately before the utterance time. For a story that occurred yesterday, we 

would expect to see the middle past, and so on. However, I recorded one story (Story of the 

Wasps, DH8 119-129), where the event occurred the day before the UT, but the near past 

was used. The near past is purported to be a “today” past, meaning it should only refer to 

events that occurred within the same day as the UT. However, in this case (and others), the 

speaker chose the near past to refer to events that occurred the day before.  

I discussed briefly in regards to the middle and remote past auxiliaries, a probable 

need to expand the analysis from a mere linear timeline to something multidimensional. 

Botne (2012) presents some analyses particularly interesting in this regard, attempting to 

allow for separate cognitive planes. I believe that a complete understanding of the Kwakum 

tense system will need to take into account ideas such as these.  

The semantics of the future tenses in particular has proven to be illusive. Due to the 

fact that the future tense is not often used in narrative, and not at all in the relative portions 
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of the discourses that I analyzed. I was not able to make much headway in that area. There 

needs to be a full semantic analysis of the future tenses as well, including research into 

whether or not the middle and remote future should be considered a single morpheme. 
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APPENDIX 1: 

GOD AND HIS WIVES (WIVES) 
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Story: God and his wives 

Recorded: 2016.04.29 

Transcribed: DH13 177-209 

Language consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) ʃambu bɛ me ne agwal=je kaamɔ ne iba 

god COP P4 with wives=3SG.POSS ten with two 

‘God had twelve wives.’ 

(2) ʃambu ŋ=kɛ le  ʃaa kɔtʃ=je ija agwal=je 

god PRS=go then the.home.of uncle=3SG.POSS because wives=3SG.POSS  

 

je  bɛ me bɛk dʒaalɔ 

3PL  COP P4 NEG give.birth 

‘Then god went to the home of his uncle because his wives were not giving birth.’ 

(3) je bɛ  me kundu 

3PL COP P4 infertile 

‘They (the wives) were infertile.’ 

(4) a  ɲjɛ ʃi le ʃe ne ndaki 

3SG ? FOC then come with tulip 

‘He (god) then carried a tulip (from the home of his uncle).’ 

(5) ndaki=jɔɔ a n=dowaa le mɔtu mɔtu naa je ʃe taak ndaki 

tulip=DEM 3SG PRS=call then one one COMP 3PL come take tulip 

 

bee  je dʒal 

so.that  3PL give.birth 

‘This tulip, he (god) called (his wives) one-by-one, such that they came to take the 

tulip so that they (would) give birth.’ 

(6) momja mo pɛl n=ʃe 

woman REL.PRO first PRS=come 

‘The first woman came.’ 

(7) a n=taakɛ ndaki 

3SG PRS=take tulip  

‘She took the tulip.’ 

(8) a kɛ me kɛ taakɛ ndak=e ʃaa kotʃ=je koko 

3SG go P4 go take tulip=DEM home.of uncle=3SG.POSS Koko 

‘He (god) had gone to get the tulip (at) the home of his uncle, Koko.’ 
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(9) gwomja tʃɪndi j=ā fetɛ ɛɛ 

woman all 3PL=P2 pass.by succession 

‘All of the women had passed by (in succession).’ 

(10) j=ā ʃe taakɛ ndaki 

3PL=P2 come take tulip 

‘They had come and taken the tulip.’ 

(11) ipɔl i-ndaki mè bo maalɔ 

leaf of-tulip P1 PRF be.finished 

‘The leaves of the tulip were finished.’ (idea: he ran out of leaves) 

(12) atatawe dʒi ʃi meŋlaa dʒi ʃi meŋlaa 

Atatawe IPFV FOC dawdle IPFV FOC dawdle 

‘Atatawe was dawdling, (she) was dawdling.’ 

(13) kɛki ʃɛ ŋ=ke kwakum naa ɔ bɛk bɛ atatawe bɛk meŋlaa 

like 1PL PRS=say Kwakum COMP 2SG NEG COP Atatawe NEG dawdle 

 

i-ʃaa tʃaʃi 

to-do something 

‘Like we say, the Kwakum (say), ‘Don’t be Atatawe. Don’t be slow to do 

something.’’ 

(14) mo atatawe mè ʃe kwaljɛ i a kum ʃi ndee kibumɔ 

REL.PRO Atatawe P1 come arrive REL 3SG find FOC nothing fruit 

 

ki-ndaki aɲɔʃu ndaki ne ndaki   

of-tulip bulb tulip  with tulip 

‘When Atatawe arrived, she found nothing but the fruit of the tulip, only the bulb of 

the tulip.’ 

(15) a n=tɔkl kiʃi 

3SG PRS=take 3SG.POSS 

‘She (Atatawe) took hers.’ 

(16) a  m=mɛlɛ 

3SG PRS=swallow 

‘She swallowed (it).’ 

(17) mo a=ā mel i a ʃe bɛ ne bum 

REL.PRO 3SG=P2 swallow REL 3SG come COP with stomach 

‘When she had swallowed, she became pregnant.’ (literally: she came to be with a 

stomach) 
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(18) ibum dʒi nenɔ 

stomach IPFV grow.big 

‘(Her) stomach was growing.’  

(19) ibum dʒi gwɔlɔ  

stomach IPFV swell.  

‘(Her) stomach was swelling.’ 

(20) a i gwɔlɔ  

3SG IPFV swell 

‘It was swelling.’ 

(21) a i gwɔlɔ 

3sg IPFV swell 

‘It was swelling.’ (the stomach) 

(22) ibum mi lawawe mo ʃue ne wɛne kwaljɛŋ ne 

stomach become large REL.PRO go.from with here reaching with 

 

tɔɔ dume 

even Doumé 

‘(Her) stomach became large, such that (it) went from here to Doumé.’ 

(23) gwomɔ dʒi bee ʃi 

person IPFV follow FOC 

‘People were just following (her).’ 

(24) ʃambu agwiaŋ=je i bee ʃi 

god brothers=3SG.POSS IPFV follow FOC 

‘God’s brothers were just following (her).’ 

(25) je i  tɛm ŋkɔmbɔ ɱpɛŋ ne ɱpɛŋ pɔmbu naa ibum  feti 

3PL IPFV clear bush side by side so.that COMP stomach  pass 

‘They were clearing the bush from each side so that (her) stomach (might) pass 

through.’ 

(26) mo mè ʃe le bɛ naa mon mè bo detɔ bum te ija 

REL.PRO P1 come thus COP COMP child P1 PRF mature stomach in and 

 

a  n=ʃe  dʒaljɛ i 

3SG  PRS=come be.born REL 

‘The time came that it the child had matured in the womb (and) he was being born.’  
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(27) atatawe n=dʒɔk ʃi naa ai ni ŋ=gwaa kuʃɔ 

Atatawe PRS=hear FOC COMP mom 1SG PRS=want come.out 

‘Atatawe hears, “Mom, I want to come out!”’ 

(28) ni ŋ=gwaa kuʃɔ 

1SG PRS=want come.out 

‘“I want to come out!”’ 

(29) ni ŋ=gwaa dʒaljɛ 

1SG PRS=want be.born 

‘“I want to be born!”’ 

(30) njandʒ=e  ne dʒe  naa ɔ m=a  le kuʃu ndɔɔ 

mother=3SG.POSS to 3SG COMP 2SG PRS=NEG thus come.out REL.PRO 

 

gwon  tʃɪndi  jɛ n=dʒaljɛ 

children all 3PL PRS=be.born 

‘His mother (said) to him, “So why don’t you come out at the place where all 

children are born?”’ 

(31) pɔmbɔ naa m=aŋ kuʃu pɛŋ gwe 

Pɔmbɔ COMP PRS=NEG.1SG come.out side over.there 

‘Pɔmbɔ (said), “(I am) not coming out of there.”’ 

(32) a ɲje ʃi dʒika tʃan njandʒ=e ɔ bɛl 

3SG ? FOC himself arrive mother=3SG.POSS LOC thigh 

‘He himself came out of his mother at the thigh.’ 

(33) a ŋ=kɔ peti ndɔɔ=we 

3SG PRS=again close place=DEM 

‘He reclosed that place (the thigh).’ 

(34) kɛki a kuʃu nɪne a n=lawɔ kwaljɛŋ ne mot=e 

since 3SG come.out like.so 3SG PRS=grow until with head=3SG.POSS 

 

ŋ=kɛ   gwe naa mot=e n=nembɔ  dʒowɔ 

PRS=go  2SG COMP head=3SG.POSS PRS=touch sky 

‘Since he came out like this, he grew until his head went…you could say that…his 

head touched the sky.’ 

(35) ʃambu mē dʒe nɔ 

god P2 see thusly 

‘God saw this.’ 
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(36) ʃambu ne kotʃ=je naa  ndaki ɔ fe ni i 

god to uncle-3SG.POSS COMP tulip 2SG give 1SG REL 

‘God (said) to his uncle, “The tulip you gave me…”’ 

(37) ĩ 

yes 

‘“Yes.”’ 

(38) dʒe mon mo mē dʒaljɛ i 

look child REL.PRO P2 born REL 

‘“Look at the child that was born.”’ 

(39) kɔtʃ=je koko ʃe le tatl tul pɔmbɔ  dʒɔʃɔ 

uncle=3SG.POSS Koko come thus start sing Pɔmbɔ  song 

‘His uncle, Koko, starts singing a song for Pɔmbɔ.’  

(40) pɔmbɔ i le kɔ ʃutlɛ 

Pɔmbɔ IPFV thus again shrink 

‘Pombo was shrinking.’ 

(41) a i ʃilɔ 

3SG IPFV go.down 

‘He was going down.’ 

(42) a i ʃilɔ 

3SG IPFV go.down 

‘He was going down.’ 

(43) a i ʃutlaa 

3SG IPFV shrink 

‘He was shrinking.’ 

(44) a i ʃutlaa 

3SG IPFV shrink 

‘He was shrinking.’ 

(45) a i ʃutlaa 

3SG IPFV shrink 

‘He was shrinking.’ 

(46) a i ʃutlaa kwaljɛŋ ne naa a ʃe bɛ tɛl kati momɔ 

3SG IPFV shrink until with COMP 3SG come COP size like person 

‘He was shrinking until he came to be the size of a person.’ 
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APPENDIX 2: 

BEMBE THOUGHTLESSLY CUTS OFF HIS LEG (BEMBE) 
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Story: Bembe thoughtlessly cuts off his leg 

Recorded: 2016.02.03 

Transcribed: DH13 77-105 

Language consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) kakan ni  n=ʃe  ʃaa=nɛ  dʒi  kakan  bɛmbɛ  ʃeklaa  me  ne 

folktale 1SG PRS=come do=DEM COP folktale Bembe be.thoughtless P4 with 

 

jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  kɛk=je   kɔl  tuku 

3PL  PRS=go cut.off=3SG leg in.vain 

‘The folktale (that) I am coming to tell is the tale of when Bembe thoughtlessly let 

people cut off his leg in vain.’ 

(2) a ŋ=kɛ ʃekʃ  ŋgwal  ne  gwoonɔ 

3SG PRS=go deceive wife with child 

‘He went and deceived his wife and children.’ 

(3) bɛ  me le  naa  bɛmbɛ  dʒi  me dʒaandɔ ɔ  kipɛtɔ  kidɔm kɛki ʃe 

COP P4 thus COMP Bembe IPFV P4 walk LOC time dry.season like 1PL  

 

dʒi ne   kidɔm  nunɛ=nɛ 

COP with  dry.season now=DEM 

‘So it was that Bembe was walking during the dry season (like we are in the dry 

season right now).’ 

(4) ʃaal bɛ me bulaawe ɔ ʃaandɔŋ 

famine COP P4 a.lot LOC outside 

‘There was much famine everywhere.’ 

(5) mo  bɛmbe mè kɛ le kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ  iʃandʒɔ foku iʃandʒ=lje  

REL.PRO Bembe P1 go thus go arrive LOC clearing certain clearing=DEM 

 

te a  n=nataa  naa  ʃei  mē dʒi njaamo a dʒol i 

 in 3SG PRS=find COMP panther P2 eat animal 3SG kill REL 

‘When Bembe arrived at a certain clearing, in that clearing he found that a panther 

had eaten an animal (that) he killed.’ 

(6) a ɲje ʃi tʃiki mbukɔ=me ɔ te 

3SG ? FOC leave remains=3SG.POSS LOC in 

‘He left its remains in (the clearing).’ 

(7) koʃu n=ʃe le tɛʃi gwe 

parrot PRS=come then also over.there 

‘Then, the parrot also came over there.’ 
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(8) koʃu n=tatl ʃe gboml naamɔ=me  

parrot PRS=begin come peck maggots=3SG.POSS 

‘The parrot began to come peck at its (the remains’) maggots.’ 

(9) bɔku koʃu  mè  dʒokotaa  naa  bɛmbe  fjaa i  koʃu  ŋ=kɛ  kawl 

REL.PRO parrot P1 hear COMP Bembe arrive REL parrot PRS=go perch 

 

ɔ  fjɛti  ne  ikɔɔlo 

LOC  tree with high 

‘When the parrot heard Bembe arrive, the parrot went and perched up high in the 

tree.’ 

(10) bɛmbe mè kwaljɛ 

Bembe P1 arrive 

‘Bembe arrived.’ 

(11) a dʒe  kitʃil  kidɔŋ  kibupa=jɔɔ 

3SG see portion cadaver animal=DEM 

‘He saw the portion of the cadaver of that animal.’ 

(12) dʒe ne koʃu naa ta le mē nɔndʒɛ kidɔŋ ki-bupa=nɛ i 

3SG with parrot COMP who then P2 keep cadaver of-animal=DEM INTERR 

‘He (Bembe) (said) to the parrot, “Who then left this animal cadaver here?”’ 

(13) koʃu  naa  dʒe  ʃi  mè  dʒol  bupa=jɔɔ 

parrot COMP 3SG FOC P1 kill animal=DEM 

‘The parrot (said) that it was he who killed that animal.’ 

(14) a=à  bo le dutɔ 

3SG=P1 PRF thus be.satisfied 

‘He had eaten to his satisfaction.’ 

(15) a=à  kaatɔ 

3SG=P1 have.enough 

‘He had enough.’ 

(16) a tʃiki  mo=jɔɔ 

3SG leave REL.PRO=DEM 

‘He left that (part).’ 

(17) na  ndetkele  ɲam  ibimbu=nɛ 

how big meat quantity=DEM 

‘“How!? This big quantity of meat!?”’ (Bembe talking) 
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(18) ɔ  bɛ  ne  kanɛta  kul  naa  ɔ  n=dʒol  je  i 

2SG COP with type strength COMP 2SG PRS=kill 3SG INTERR 

‘“You had the type of strength to kill him?”’ 

(19) bɛmbe  lakʃɛ  koʃu  nɛn 

Bembe ask parrot thusly 

‘Bembe asked the parrot this.’ 

(20) koʃu   m=baŋl=je   naa  ɔ  mē  dʒe  naa  ni  ʃi  wɛnɛ  teolɛŋ 

parrot  PRS=respond=3SG COMP 2SG  P2 see COMP 1SG FOC here standing 

 

ɔ  kɔl mɔtu kɔ  ija   kɔl=waambɔ  foku j=à  bo  tokl 

LOC leg one  on because leg=1SG.POSS other 3PL=P1 PRF take 

‘The parrot responded, “Do you see that I am here standing on one leg? (It is) 

because the other leg, they took.”’ 

(21) gwoomɔ  je  kɛ  ne  ikɔmbɔ  te 

people 3PL go with forest in 

‘“Some people took (it) into the forest.”’ 

(22) jɛ  ŋ=kɛk=ɛ  dʒe 

3PL PRS=cut=1SG 3SG 

‘“They cut it (from) me.”’ 

(23) bɔku  jɛ  n=dʒe  bupa  i  jɛ  n=dokɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=see animal REL 3PL PRS=throw 

‘“When they see an animal, they throw (it).”’ 

(24) bupa  ʃi  i ʃutʃjɛ  ndee  ʃutʃjɛŋ  ʃutʃjɛŋ  ne  ʃɔŋ 

animal FOC IPFV fall only falling falling with  death 

‘“The animal just falls, only falling, falling with death.”’ 

(25) gwɔmɔ  je  baplɛ  ʃi  baplɛŋ  baplɛŋ  

people 3PL carry FOC carrying carrying 

‘“The people just carry (away the animals), carrying, carrying.”’ 

(26) bɛmbe  naa  nɔ 

Bembe COMP thusly 

‘Bembe (said), “Like that?”’ 

(27) ĩ 

yes 

‘(The parrot said) “Yes.”’ 
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(28) ni=à  dʒokɔ 

1SG=P1 understand 

‘(Bembe said), “I understand.”’ 

(29) bɛmbe  mè  tɔkl  bupa 

Bembe P1 take animal 

‘Bembe took the animal.’ 

(30) a=à kɛ ne ɔ  dʒal 

3SG=P1 go with LOC village 

‘He took (it) to the village.’ 

(31) a=à kɛ kɔm  gwoom=je  ɔ  dʒal 

3SG=P1 go find people=3SG.POSS LOC village 

‘He went and found his people in the village.’ 

(32) dʒe  naa  nɛmb-kiŋ=ɛɛ 

3SG COMP take.hold-2PL=1SG 

‘He (said), “Take hold of me.”’ 

(33) ʃe-kiŋ wɛnɛ 

come-2PL here 

‘“Come (PL) here.”’ 

(34) kek-kiŋ  kɔl=nɛ 

cut-2PL leg=DEM 

‘“Cut (PL) this leg.”’ 

(35) ʃe  we  kɔ  gwi  ʃaalo  kidɔm 

1PL NEG again die hunger dry.season 

‘“We will never again die of hunger (during) the dry season.”’ 

(36) mo=nɛ ladʒiʃi  mē ʃwe 

REL.PRO=DEM Ladjishi P2 leave 

‘One of them, Ladjishi, left (the gathering).’ 

(37) a kɛ ke ne njaandʒ=e  apiki naa apiki tʃak  be  jɔkɔ 

3SG go say with mother=3SG.POSS Apiki COMP Apiki REL.PRO Bembe PROG 

 

gwaa  kɛ  ʃaa=kɛ da  ʃi jɔɔ wɔ 

want  go do=DEM lie.N FOC DEM there 

‘She went to say to her mother, Apiki, “Apiki, that which Bembe wants to go do 

over there, (it is) only a lie.”’ 
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(38) be  dʒi  ne  da 

Bembe COP with lie 

‘“Bembe is lying.”’ 

(39) a  ʃe  dʒil  wa  ne  kɔl  kitʃɪl 

3SG come remain there with leg half 

‘“He is going to remain there with half of a leg.”’ 

(40) ʃe  dʒika  gwi  ʃaalo 

1PL ? die famine 

‘“We will die of famine.”’ 

(41) ne  bɛk kɛk=jɛ  kɔl 

2PL NEG cut=3SG leg 

‘“Do not cut off his leg.”’ 

(42) be  n=ʃekʃɛ  dʒine 

Bembe PRS=deceive 2PL 

‘“Bembe is deceiving you.”’ 

(43) moon  dʒi  kaʃ=ja  nɔ 

child IPFV speak=2PL thusly 

‘The child was speaking to them thusly.’ 

(44) be  naa  ɔ  m=e  pɛt  mɔmbu 

Bembe COMP 2SG PRS=NEG close mouth 

‘Bembe (said), “Won’t you shut your mouth?”’ 

(45) n=dʒal  me ʃi=ɔɔ nlo=mambɔ  te 

1SG=give.birth P4 FOC=2SG intestines=1SG.POSS in 

‘“I gave birth to you in my intestines.”’ 

(46) bɔku  ni  n=dɔmbu  tʃaʃi  ɔ  m=e  kam  dʒokɔ  ija  ke 

REL.PRO 1SG PRS=speak something 2SG PRS=NEG want listen because what 

 

i 

INTERR 

‘“When I say something, you don’t want to listen, why?”’ 

(47) pɛt  mɔmbu 

close mouth 

‘“Shut (your) mouth.”’ 
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(48) moon  mè dʒjúʃ  mɔmbu 

child P1 close mouth 

‘The child shut her mouth.’ 

(49) j=à  ʃe  ʃɛkl  bɛmbe  kɔl 

3PL=P1 come cut Bembe leg 

‘They came and cut the leg from Bembe.’ 

(50) mo  j=à ʃɛkl  bɛmbe  kɔl  i  gwoom  mē  tokl  kɔl  ija  jɛ  ŋ=kɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 cut Bembe leg REL people P2 take leg because 3PL PRS=go  

 

ne  ibjɛmɔ 

with  hunting 

‘When they had cut the leg from Bembe, the people took the leg in order to take (it) 

hunting.’ 

(51) ibjɛmɔ  naa  ija  jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  nɛmbɔ  ne  bupa 

hunting COMP because 3PL PRS=go catch with animal 

‘The (type of) hunting in which they trap game.’ 

(52) mo  jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  kum  abupa  i  jɛ  n=dɔkɛ  kɔl  nɛnɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=go find animals REL 3PL PRS=throw leg like.so 

‘When they found animals, they would throw the leg like so.’ 

(53) kpukuluku 

sound.of.falling 

‘Thump.’ 

(54) kɔl  dʒi  dumaa  ʃi  dumaaŋ 

leg IPFV fall FOC falling 

‘The leg falls, only falling.’ 

(55) kɔl  dʒi  dumaa  ʃi  dumaaŋ 

leg IPFV fall FOC falling 

‘The leg falls, only falling.’ 

(56) bupa  i  putaa 

animal IPFV flee 

‘The animal was fleeing.’ 

(57) kɔl  jɔkɔ  tatl  bɔɔlɔ 

leg PROG begin spoil 

‘The leg was starting to spoil.’ 
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(58) ndɔɔ  jɛ  n=le  kɛ  totu  ne  kɔl  dʒal 

place 3PL PRS=thus go go.home with leg village 

‘That is where they thus went home with the leg, (to the) village.’ 

(59) jɛ  n=ʃe  ne  bɛmbe  kɔl 

3PL PRS=come with Bembe leg 

‘They brought Bembe’s leg.’ 

(60) jɛ  ɲje  ʃi  ʃe  mbumbu  kɔl 

3PL ? FOC come bury leg 

‘Thus they came and buried the leg.’ 

(61) bɛmbe  ɲje  ʃi  tʃikl  kɔl  kitʃil 

Bembe ? FOC stay leg half 

‘Bembe lived with half a leg.’ 

(62) fa  le  ʃi  mon  ʃe  ke  naa  niŋ kaʃ  koo  wa  dʒine 

there then FOC child come say COMP 1SG say P3 NEG 2PL 

‘It was there that the child said, “Didn’t I tell you (PL)?”’ 

(63) ɔ  tɛl=ɛtɛ  gwoom  m=bɛŋ  we  kɔ  kam  ʃaʃa  tʃak  bɛmbe 

2SG time=DEM people PRS=often NEG again want doubt REL.PRO Bembe 

 

moon=e  jɛ  n=dowaa  naa   ladʒiʃi  kaʃi  me=ja  i 

child=3SG.POSS 3PL PRS=call COMP Ladjishi say P4=3PL REL 

‘To this day, people no longer want to doubt that which Bembe’s child, (whom) we 

call Ladjishi, said to them.’ 

(64) mo=jɔɔ  paa  me  ʃukl  kat=jɔɔ 

REL.PRO=DEM first P4 finish like=DEM 

‘This one (folktale) comes to an end right here.’ 
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APPENDIX 3: 

THE HISTORY OF TIL (TIL) 
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Story: The history of Til 

Recorded: 2016.11.15 

Transcribed: DH8 173-191 and DH13 11-15 

Consultant: Jean Bosco Titiké 

(1) ne  ʃɔɔmbɔ  tɪl  je  dʒi  me dʒil  ɔ  kɔmbɔ  te 

with formerly Til 3PL IPFV P4 live LOC forest in 

‘Formerly, the Til were living in the forest. 

(2) bɔku  je  dʒi  me  dʒil  ɔ  kɔmbɔ  te  i  awela=jɔɔ  agomna  je 

REL.PRO 3PL IPFV P4 live LOC forest in REL time=DEM prefects 3PL 

 

dʒi  me  ful  ɔ  dume 

IPFV  P4 leave LOC Doumé 

‘When they were living in the forest, at that time the prefects came out from 

Doumé.’ 

(3) je  dʒi  me  le  len  naa  gwɔmɔ  tʃindi  kuʃu  ɔ  ʃɔŋ  ko 

3PL IPFV P4 thus want COMP people all leave LOC road on 

‘So they wanted everyone to leave (the forest) (to live) on the road.’ 

(4) tɪl  bɛ  me  ʃaa  bɛ  me  ne  mbomɔ  buje 

Til COP P4 village COP P4 with family nine 

‘Til was a village (which) had nine families.’ 

(5) a  bɛ  me  ndetkele  ʃaa 

3SG COP P4 large village 

‘It was a large village.’ 

(6) a  bɛ  me  tɛʃi  ne  akaŋ  i-dʒambu 

3SG COP P4 also with warriors of-war 

‘There were also a lot of warriors (in Til).’ 

(7) ɔ  te te  ija  tɪl  lo  me  bulaawe  je  lo  me  dʒambu  ne  jɔŋ 

LOC in in because Til fight P4 a.lot 3PL fight P4 war with tribe 

 

gwoomɔ  tʃindi 

people   all 

‘There within, since the Til fought a lot, they fought wars with the tribes of all the 

people.’ 

(8) ndɔɔ  je  dʒi  me  fet  i  je  biwɔ 

REL.PRO 3PL IPFV P4 pass REL 3PL strike 

‘Wherever they went they conquered.’ 
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(9) jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  le  kɛ dʒil  ɔ  kɔmbɔ  te  ɔ  ndɔɔ  woku  jɛ  n=dowaa 

3PL PRS=go thus go live LOC forest in LOC place certain 3PL PRS=call 

 

naa   kwomõmõ 

COMP  Kwomomo 

‘They therefore went to live in the forest, in a certain place we call Kwomomo.’ 

(10) bɔku  je  kɛ  me  kɛ  dʒil  gwe  i   ɔ   pɛŋ  kwomõmõ  ne 

REL.PRO 3PL go P4 go live over.there REL LOC side Kwomomo with 

 

aleŋkwombu  dʒo  woku  jɛ  n=toml=ja   tom   naa  je  kuʃu  ʃandoŋ  

Aleŋkwombu day certain 3PL PRS=sent=3PL message COMP 3PL leave outside 

‘When they went to live over there, on the side of Kwomomo and Aleŋkwombu, on 

a certain day, they sent a message (saying) they (must) exit (the forest).’ 

(11) je  bɛk  kaamɔ naa  jɛ  ŋ=kuʃu  ʃaandɔŋ ɔ  ʃɔŋ  ko 

3PL NEG accept COMP 3PL PRS=leave outside LOC road on 

‘They did not accept that they (should) leave for the road.’ 

(12) jɛ  ŋ=kɔ  kɛʃɛ  ŋgliʃi  mo  iba 

3PL PRS=again send messenger REL.PRO two 

‘They sent again a second messenger.’ 

(13) je  bɛk  kaamɔ ɔ  kɛlo  itati 

3PL NEG accept LOC time three 

‘They rejected for a third time.’ 

(14) jɛ  n=toml  ŋgliʃi  ne  kɔ  kal  naa  kɛ  kɛ  dʒe  jɔŋ  gwoomɔ 

3PL PRS=send messenger with bullet gun COMP go go see tribe people 

 

tɪl=jɔɔ 

Til=DEM 

‘They sent the messenger with a bullet (saying) “Go, go see that tribe of Til 

people.”’ 

(15) teoʃɛ=ja  naa  tʃak  jɛ  n=dʒe  ne  kɔ  kal  i  jɛ  n=dʒe 

show=3PL COMP REL.PRO 3PL PRS=see with bullet gun REL 3PL PRS=see 

 

ne  a  i  mbɔʃɔ dʒaʃi 

with  3SG COP bad  thing 

‘“Show them that, that which they see, the bullet (that) they see, is a bad thing.”’ 
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(16) bɔku  je  kwaljɛ  me  gwe   bɔku   ŋgliʃi  kwaljɛ  me  ɔ 

REL.PRO 3PL arrive P4 over.there REL.PRO messenger arrive P4 LOC 

 

ndɔɔ  tɪl  bɛ  me  dʒilɛŋ  ɔ  kɔmbo  te   i a  ŋ=ke  

REL.PRO  Til COP P4 staying LOC forest in REL 3SG PRS=say 

 

naa   gɔmna mē  ke  naa  kuʃ-kin ʃaandɔŋ 

COMP prefect P2 say COMP leave-2PL outside 

‘When they arrived over there, when the messenger arrived at (the place) where the 

Til were staying in the forest, he said, “The prefect said, ‘Exit (the forest).’”’ 

(17) kuʃ-kin  ʃɔŋ  ko 

leave-2PL road on 

‘“‘Leave (to live) on the road.’”’ 

(18) ke  ne  bɛk  kuʃɔ  naa  n=teuʃu  dʒine  kɔ  kal=nɛ 

if 2PL NEG leave COMP PRS=show 2PL bullet gun=DEM 

‘“If you do not leave, I should show you this bullet.”’ 

(19) a  i  mbooʃo  dʒaʃi 

3SG COP bad thing 

‘“It is a bad thing.”’ 

(20) mon  tɪl  a  ŋ=keʃɛ mbɔ 

child Til 3SG PRS=send hand 

‘A Til man reached out his hand.’  

(21) a  n=tokl  kɔ  kal 

3SG PRS=take bullet gun 

‘He took the bullet.’ 

(22) a  m=bɛndo  kɔ  kal  

3SG PRS=look bullet gun 

‘He looked at the bullet.’ 

(23) bɔku  a  m=pɪm  pɔmbu  a  m=bɛndi  ʃimɔ 

REL.PRO 3SG PRS=turn face 3SG PRS=look behind 

‘When he turned his head, he looked behind him.’ 

(24) a  n=dʒe  tɔl 

3SG PRS=see bow 

‘He saw his bow.’ 
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(25) a  n=dʒe  paane=we  i 

3SG PRS=see crossbow=3SG.POSS REL 

‘He saw his crossbow.’ 

(26) a  n=dʒe  kɔ=je   i  

3SG PRS=see spear=3SG.POSS REL 

‘He saw his spear.’ 

(27) dʒe  naa  ke  le  ne  tʃak=nɛ  ʃi  dʒi  a  n=dʒɔl  momɔ  i 

3SG COMP what then with thing=DEM FOC COP 3SG PRS=kill person INTERR 

‘He (said), “What then with this thing alone can kill a person?”’ 

(28) je  bɛk  kaam  naa  jɛ  ŋ=kuuʃɔ 

3PL NEG want COMP 3PL PRS=leave 

‘They did not want to leave.’ 

(29) dʒo  woku  le  gɔmna  mē  tɔmlɛ  aʃimbe  bulaawe 

day certain then prefect  P2 send soldiers a.lot 

‘Then, one day, the prefect sent a lot of soldiers.’ 

(30) je i ɲje  kɛ  kiti  tɪl  ndɔɔ  je  bɛ  me  i 

3PL IPFV ? go surround Til REL.PRO 3PL COP P4 REL 

‘They were going to surround Til, where they [the Til people] were.’ 

(31) fa  ʃi  je  kɛ  me  kɛ dʒol  gwɔn  tɪl 

LOC FOC 3PL go P4 go kil people Til 

‘(It was) there that they went to kill the people of Til.’ 

(32) je  dʒol  me=ja  bulaawe 

3PL kill P4=3PL a.lot 

‘They [the Til] also killed a lot of them [the soldiers].’ 

(33) gwɔmɔ  tɛʃi  gwi  me  bulaawe 

people also die P4 a.lot 

‘A lot of people [soldiers] died too.’ 
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(34) ija  gwon  tɪl  bɛ  me  akaŋ  idʒambu  bulaawe  je  dʒol me  tɛʃi 

since people Til COP P4 warrior of.war a.lot  3PL  kill P4 also 

 

bjɛtmɛ ne  aʃɪmbe  kwalijɛŋ  ne awela  je  ʃe   me  ʃe  kuʃu 

a.lot  with  soldiers reaching with hour  3PL come P4 come leave 

 

ɔ  ʃɔŋ  ko  kat  ʃe  dʒi  ɔ  dʒɔwɔ  ne   moʃe   i 

LOC road on like 1PL COP  LOC day   with today  REL 

‘Since the people of Til were great warriors, they killed a lot of soldiers until the 

hour (in which) they came to leave (the forest to live) on the road, like we are to 

this day, today.’ 

(35) tɪl  bɛ  me  ndetkele  ʃaa  ta  kati  ni=à  i  ke  i  ne 

Til COP P4 great village like REL.PRO  1SG=P1 IPFV say REL with 

 

mbomo  buje 

family  nine 

‘Til was a large village, like how I was saying, with nine families.’ 

(36) a  bɛ  me  tɪl  te  takɔklje 

3SG COP P4 Til in evening 

‘It happened at Til in the evening.’ 

(37) ke  gwe  m=bɛ  mo  te    dʒilɛŋ   ɔ  ndetkele  ʃaa   ɔ   bɛ  me 

if 2SG ?=COP REL.PRO NEG.COP staying  LOC large  village 2SG COP P4 

 

we  ɔ  n=dʒandi  ʃaa    tɪl  te  ija   ʃɔn   fɛ ʃaa  gwe  ija  ɔ 

NEG 2SG PRS=walk  village Til in because shame F1 give 2SG since 2SG 

 

fɛ  dʒe  gwogwono   gwoon  kɔndu  gwoon   gwaandʒo  adete 

F1 see little.children children   girl  children  boys    old.men 

 

adodombu  aʃilo   mbjɛtmɛ  ne   gwoomo 

older.men  old.women a.lot  with people 

‘If you were (the type of person) that did not live in a large village, you would not 

walk in the village of Til, because it would shame you, since you would see little 

children, young women, young men, old men, older men, old women, a lot of 

people.’ 

(38) tɪl  bɛ  me  bulaawe 

Til COP P4 a.lot 

‘The Til were numerous.’ 
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(39) fa  le  ʃi  tɪl bɔku   je kɛ  me  le  kɛ  lo   ne  tɪl   gwe 

there thus FOC Til REL.PRO 3PL go P4 then go fight with Til over.there 

 

i gomna  tol   me aʃimbe  je  kɛ  me  kɛ  ʃaa  dʒambu ne 

REL  prefect send  P4 soldiers 3PL go P4 go  do  war  with 

 

tɪl  i  ʃi  je  kuʃu  me le  jɛ  n=ʃe    le   ʃe    dʒil  ɔ 

Til REL FOC 3PL leave P4  thus 3PL PRS=come thus come  live LOC 

 

ʃandɔŋ  kat   ʃe  dʒil  nune   ɔ   ʃandɔŋ=jɔɔ 

outside like 1PL  live now  LOC outside=DEM 

‘(It was) thus there (that) the Til, when they [the soldiers] went to fight with Til 

over there, (and) the prefect sent soldiers, they went to do war with Til, they [Til] 

thus left (the forest), they came to live outside (the forest) like we live now, on the 

outside.’ 

(40) tʃɪndʒi   jɔɔ 

all  DEM 

‘That (is) all.’ 
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APPENDIX 4: 

THE YOUNG DAUGHTERS OF BEMBE GO FISHING (DAUGHTERS) 
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Story: The young daughters of Bembe go fishing 

Recorded: 2016.02.03 

Transcribed: DH13 119-141 

Consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) gwo gwoonɔ gwoon kɔndu je kɛ me ɔ dʒiki naa jɛ ŋ=kɛ tokɔ 

small children children girl 3PL go P4 LOC river COMP 3PL PRS=go fish.V 

‘Some small children, girls, they went to the river to go dam fishing.’ 

(2) gwoon kɔndu ɔ pakla gwoon kɔndu jɛ aʃɔmtu bɛ me ɔ te 

children girl LOC among children girl 3PL wise COP P4 LOC in 

‘The young girls, among the young girls, some were wise.’ 

(3) a foku kiʃi bɛk dʒa bɛ ʃɔmtu mo dʒi naa je mē ʃikʃɛ 

3SG other FOC NEG very COP wise REL.PRO COP COMP 3PL P2 deceive 

 

je  kipɛtɔ  tʃindi 

3SG  time  all 

‘Another (daughter) was not very wise, (the one) who was such that they would 

deceive her all the time.’ 

(4) mo  j=à   kwaljɛ dʒiki i-toko ji gwoon  kɔndu=jɔɔ je ɲ=ɲje 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 arrive river INF-fish REL children girl=DEM 3PL PRS=? 

 

ʃi  ɲje  tatl  balaa   dʒa ne dʒa naa  biŋ  nɛ n=dʒe ne 

FOC ? begin  give.instructions 3PL with 3PL COMP therefore 2PL PRS=see thus 

‘When they arrived at the river to fish, these young girls (the wise ones) began to 

give each other instructions (saying), “You all must see like this.”’ (They were 

getting on the same page.) 

(5) j=ā  kaʃi mo kiʃɛkl=jɔɔ mo  n=dumlaa=jɔɔ    naa 

3PL=P2 say REL.PRO idiot=DEM REL.PRO PRS=do.stupid.things=DEM COMP 

 

mo   ʃɛ  ŋ=kɛ i-toko=nɛ  ʃe n=ʃe tok ʃi wɛne  ŋkɔŋ 

REL.PRO 1PL  PRS=go INF-fish=DEM 1PL PRS=come fish FOC here  worms 

‘They said to that idiot, that (one) who does stupid things, “When we go to fish 

here, we come to fish only for worms.”’ 

(6) ʃe m=e nɛmbu kɛɛ ija ŋkaŋ ʃi ʃe kɛ ne ɔ ndʒia i 

1PL PRS=NEG catch fish since worms FOC 1PL go with LOC meal REL 

‘“We are not going to catch fish since we are only going to bring worms to the 

meal.”’ 
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(7) ʃe m=biʃlaa kɛɛ 

1PL PRS=leave.alone fish 

‘“We are leaving the fish alone.”’ 

(8) mo j=ā dʒɛkɛ dʒiki ji ta ɲune mon=nɛ kɔndu a ɲ=ɲje 

REL.PRO 3PL=P2 dam.V river REL like now child=DEM girl 3SG PRS=? 

 

taakɔ  gwe kitoku=tʃe 

take  3SG basin=DEM 

‘When they had dammed the river, each girl she took for herself her basin.’ 

(9) mo=jɔɔ dʒe naa a ŋ=kɛ 

REL.PRO=DEM 3SG COMP 3SG PRS=go 

‘This one (the idiot) (said) that she will go.’ 

(10) a taak gwe kitoku=tʃe 

3SG take 3SG basin=DEM 

‘She took for herself her basin.’ 

(11) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ 

(12) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ 

(13) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ 

(14) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ 

(15) jɛ n=tokɛ 

3PL PRS=fish.V 

‘They fished.’ 

(16) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ 
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(17) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ 

(18) jɛ n=tokʃɛ 

3PL PRS=emptied 

‘They emptied (the water out of the basin).’ 

(19) bɔku j=à ʃe lɛn naa jɛ n=tatl kpandʒ i je jɔkɔ  

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 come want COMP 3PL PRS=begin search REL 3PL PROG  

 

kpaandʒɔ 

search 

‘When they decided to begin searching (for fish), they were searching.’ 

(20) moomɔ n=nɛmbɛ ʃi kɛɛ 

person PRS=catch FOC fish 

‘(Each) person only caught fish.’ 

(21) ɔ i fe gwɔ kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

2SG IPFV put 2SG.POSS basket=DEM in 

‘You are putting your (fish) into his basket.’ 

(22) ɔ i nɛm ʃi kɛɛ 

2SG IPFV catch FOC fish 

‘You catch the fish.’ 

(23) ɔ i fe gwɔ kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

2SG IPFV put 2SG.POSS basket=DEM in 

‘You put your (fish) into his basket.’ 

(24) mo momja=nɛ a i ʃi gwe wɛne 

child woman=DEM 3SG COP FOC 3SG here 

‘This girl (the idiot), she was (by) herself over here.’ 

(25) i fundlɛ ɲɛn 

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ 

(26) i fundlɛ ɲɛn 

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ 
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(27) i fundlɛ ɲɛn 

IPFV stir vase 

‘(She) was stirring the vase.’ 

(28) a i pewɔ ʃi ndee ŋkɔŋ 

3SG IPFV search FOC only worms 

‘She was finding only worms.’ 

(29) a i nɛmbɔ ŋkɔŋ 

3SG IPFV grab worms 

‘She grabbed the worms.’ 

(30) a i dʒɔndʒɛ 

3SG IPFV fill 

‘She filled (the basket).’ 

(31) a i dʒiki ɔ gwe kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

3SG IPFV pile.up LOC 3SG basket=DEM in 

‘She piled (them) up for herself in her basket.’ 

(32) gwon kɔndu kɛkiʃi  

children girl FOC 

‘Now, regarding the (other) girls.’ 

(33) aʃele aʃu i-ninɛŋ pa i-kɛɛ tʃindi je i nɛmbu 

catfish catfish large good fish all 3PL IPFV catch 

‘Catfish, large catfish, all good fish, they caught.’ 

(34) je i fe ɔ gwa kiʃɔkl=tʃe te 

3PL IPFV put LOC 3PL.POSS basket=3SG.POSS in 

‘They put (them) each one in their own basket.’ 

(35) kipɛtɔ je maaʃ me tokɔ i j=ā kɛ ɲje ʃi kɛ ɲɔndʒɛ 

time 3PL finish P4 fish.V REL 3PL=P2 go ? FOC go put.up 

 

atandʒe=ja   bɔndaki 

nets=3PL.POSS  ground 

‘When they had finished fishing, they went to put away their nets on the ground.’ 
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(36) dʒa naa fɔʃ-kin ʃe n=le fɔʃu akɛɛ be ʃe dʒen 

3PL COMP pour.out-2PL 1PL PRS=then pour.out fish so.that 1PL see 

 

bimbu  moomɔ  mē tɔkʃɛ mē dʒol kɛɛ i 

quanity  person  P2 fish.V P2 kill fish REL 

‘They (said), “Pour (them) out, we will pour (them) out so that we can see the 

amount (of fish) that each person fished, killed the fish.”’ 

(37) mon kɔndu=nɛ ʃɛ n=tatl ne gwe 

child girl=DEM 1PL PRS=begin with 2SG 

‘“That girl there, we are beginning with you.”’ 

(38) mo a=à ʃe fɔʃ i ŋkɔŋ ne ŋkɔŋ tundɛŋ tandʒe kɔ 

REL.PRO 3SG=P1 come pour.out REL worms with worms filling net on 

‘When she came to pour (her net) out, (there was) nothing but worms, the net (was) 

full.’ 

(39) mo  moon=nɛ  ɱ=fɔʃ   i ke ɔ n=dʒe  kɛki kɛɛ dʒi ne 

REL.PRO child=DEM PRS=pour.out REL if 2SG PRS=see how fish COP with 

 

kɛki  kɛɛ  maŋaa=nɛ  moon kɔndu ne  idumla fɔktu  nʃikʃa 

how  fish  pile.up=DEM child girl with idiocy  listen trickery 

 

aɲal=je   a n=ʃumaa  kibɔmbu 

friends=3SG.POSS  3SG PRS=cry  tears 

‘When that girl pour (it) out, if you see how fish are, how fish pile up, the stupid 

girl listened to the trickery of her friends, she cried tears.’ 

(40) ndɔɔ a n=ʃe kɛ dʒal mbo ne mbo dʒe jɔɔ 

place 3SG PRS=come go village hand with hand 3SG DEM 

‘The place where she came to the village, with empty hands, that’s it.’ 
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(41) dʒi le naa  ke ɲjal=ɔ   mē kaʃ=ɔɔ  tʃafoku  bɛk paa ɲje 

COP thus COMP if friend=2SG.POSS P2 say=2SG something NEG first ? 

 

ʃaa  tʃak   a   ke i ija   gwoon kɔndu i-foku  ntum=nɛ 

do  REL.PRO 3SG say REL because children girl  certain days=DEM 

 

idɔŋ=lja    n=tɛklaa ija  jɛ   ɱ=fɔktu  tʃak   aɲal=ja 

life=3PL.POSS  PRS=spoil because 3PL  PRS=listen REL.PRO  friends=3PL.POSS 

 

gwom kɔndu  n=ʃikʃaa=ja   i 

children girl    PRS=deceive=3PL  REL 

‘It is thus that, if your friend tells you something, do not begin to do that which he 

said, because certain girls these days, their lives are spoiled because they listen to 

that which their friends, young girls, deceive them.’ 

(42) tɔ mo mè bɛ naa a kɛn ne ʃukul pɛl a we kɛ  

even REL.PRO P1 COP comp 3SG go with school in.front 3SG NEG go 

‘Even the one who succeeded in school, she does not go.’ 

(43) a jɔkɔ kɛ taakɛ ifitʃe idɔŋ aɲal=je foku dɔŋa jɛ 

3SG PROG go take example life friends=3SG.POSS certain however 3PL 

 

n=ʃikʃɛ=je 

PRS=deceive=3SG 

‘She takes the life example of certain of her friends, however, they deceive her.’ 
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APPENDIX 5: 

BOSCO’S FATHER GOES TO PRISON (BOSCO) 
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Story: Bosco’s father goes to prison 

Recorded: 2016.11.15 

Transcribed: DH13 257-285 

Consultant: Jean Bosco Titiké 

(1) ni n=lɛn naa ŋ=kaʃi ija a i pa nlakʃa 

1SG PRS=want COMP PRS=speak because 3SG COP good question 

‘I want to speak, because it is a good question.’ 

(2) ʃaŋg=waambo a i mon paam mo dʒi ne kaŋ bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS 3SG COP child man REL.PRO COP with courage a.lot 

‘My father, he is a very courageous man.’ 

(3) a i mon paam mo ʃandʒ=e kam me bulawe i ija 

3SG COP child man REL.PRO father=3SG.POSS love P4 a.lot REL because 

 

je  ne  ʃandʒ=e  ʃi dʒi me dʒil awela tʃɪndi 

3PL  with  father=3SG.POSS FOC IPFV P4 live hour all 

‘He was a boy whose father loved him a lot, since he and his father were together 

all the time.’ 

(4) gwoon tɔl dʒi me we taakɛ taŋ  ne ʃaŋg=wa 

children elder IPFV P4 NEG take consideration with father=3PL.POSS 

‘The elder children were not taking consideration of their father.’ 

(5) dʒe le ʃi dʒi me bɛ bɔku ʃandʒ=e ŋ=kombjɛ i 

3SG thus FOC IPFV P4 COP REL.PRO father=3SG.POSS PRS=be.sick REL 

‘He alone was there when his father was sick.’ 

(6) a ŋ=kɛ ɔ ndɛŋ 

3SG PRS=go LOC hunt.N 

‘He went to hunt.’ 

(7) a ŋ=kɛ dʒol bupa 

3SG PRS=go kill animal 

‘He goes to kill animals.’ 

(8) a n=ʃe  bomʃaa 

3SG PRS=come sell 

‘He comes to sell (the meat).’ 

(9) a n=tɔkl ʃandʒ=e 

3SG PRS=take father=3SG.POSS 

‘He takes his father.’ 
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(10) a ŋ=kɛ ne dɔkta 

3SG PRS=go with doctor 

‘He takes (him) to the doctor.’ 

(11) bawa=waambo mo dʒi ʃaŋg=waambɔ gwe ʃaŋg=we i 

grandfather=1SG.POSS REL.PRO COP father=1SG.POSS 3SG father=DEM REL 

 

a  bɛ  me  ne kɔn  

3SG COP  P4 with sickness  

‘My grandfather, who was my father’s father, he had a sickness.’ 

(12) a bɛ me ne kãsɛɾ ɔ ŋkɔl 

3SG COP P4 with cancer LOC feet 

‘He had cancer of the feet.’ 

(13) papa=waambɔ pewɔ me kat tʃɪndi naa bee kãsɛɾ=we kɔn 

father=1SG.POSS search P4 manner all COMP so.that cancer=DEM sickness  

 

jɛ  n=dowaa naa kãsɛɾ=we a maal 

3PL  PRS=call COMP cancer=DEM 3SG finish 

‘My father searched for every option such that this cancer, this sickness we call 

cancer, should be done.’ 

(14) a bandʒɛ me 

3SG practice.magic P4 

‘He practiced magic.’ 

(15) a bandʒɛ me iʃɛŋ 

3SG practice.magic P4 ring 

‘He practiced ring magic.’ 

(16) a bandʒɛ me iʃɛŋ ne jɛkle je dʒi me dowaa naa ɾaul 

3SG practice.magic P4 ring with teacher 3PL IPFV P4 call COMP Raul  

 

ɔ  pulaʃi 

LOC  France 

‘He practiced ring magic with a teacher (that) they call Raul in France.’ 

(17) jɛ n=toml=je ʃɛŋ 

3PL PRS=send=3SG ring 

‘They sent him a ring.’ 
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(18) bɔku je toml me le ʃeŋ i a n=ʃe fe ʃandʒ=e 

REL.PRO 3PL send P4 thus ring REL 3SG PRS=come give father=3SG.POSS 

 

dʒe  ɔ mbɔ 

3SG  LOC hand 

‘When they had sent the ring, he came and put it [the ring] on his father’s hand.’ 

(19) ɔ ntum=mɔɔ kɔl dʒi tatl tɔɔmbɔ 

LOC days=DEM leg IPFV begin heal 

‘In those days, his leg was beginning to heal.’ 

(20) le dʒe=aambɔ   kɛki a dʒi me gwonl loku  bulaawe i 

but grandma=1SG.POSS since 3SG IPFV P4 drink alcohol a.lot REL  

 

a=à   kɛ  gwonl  loku  ija  a  n=tatl   ʃe  ke naa 

3SG=P1 go  drink  alcohol and  3SG PRS=begin come  say COMP 

 

ʃaŋg=waambɔ mè  bàndʒɛ   ija    a  n=len  naa a 

father=1SG.POSS P1 practice.magic because 3SG PRS=want COMP 3SG 

 

n=dʒol=je 

PRS=kill=3SG 

‘But my grandma, since she was drinking alcohol a lot, she drank alcohol and then 

she began to say that my father had practiced magic because he wanted to kill her.’ 

(21) fa le ʃi iʃɛŋ=we kɔ me kɔ dʒaa 

there thus FOC ring=DEM again P4 again get.lost 

‘At that point, that ring disappeared.’ 

(22) kɔl ŋ=kɔ tatl jaakɔ bulawe kwaljɛŋ ne  awela a kɛ me ne 

leg PRS=again begin threaten a.lot reaching with hour 3SG go P4 with  

 

ʃandʒ=e  ɔ dɔkta 

father=3SG.POSS  LOC hospital 

‘The leg began to threaten (his health) a lot, until the hour (when) he took his father 

to the hospital.’ 

(23) jɛ ŋ=kɛ kɛk=je kɔl 

3PL PRS=go cut=3SG leg 

‘They cut off his leg.’ 

(24) ʃandʒ=e dʒi me le kam=je bulawe 

father=3SG.POSS IPFV P4 thus love=3SG a.lot 

‘His father was thus loving him a lot.’ 
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(25) dʒe tɛʃi a i momɔ mo n=ʃaa ndeŋ bulawe 

3SG also 3SG COP person REL.PRO PRS=do hunt.N a.lot 

‘He too, he was a person who hunted a lot.’ 

(26) ʃang=waambɔ n=ʃaa ndeŋ bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS PRS=do hunt.N a.lot 

‘My father hunted a lot.’ 

(27) a n=dʒɔl abupa bulawe ne kal 

3SG PRS=kill animals a.lot with gun 

‘He killed a lot of animals with a gun.’ 

(28) ɔ dʒal a i mo ʃiŋl dɔ kal dɛlkaŋ gwomɔ tʃɪndi 

LOC village 3SG COP REL.PRO know fire gun surpassing people all 

‘In the village, he was the person who knew how to fire a gun surpassing 

everyone.’ 

(29) ija ʃaŋg=waambɔ a dʒol tʃilɔ dɛlkaŋ tɛti  bɛk taŋ 

since father=1SG.POSS 3SG kill gorilla surpassing 100 NEG counting 

 

agwake   bek  taŋ  akemɔ  bɛk taŋ   akɔmbɔ  akwe 

chimpanzees  NEG  counting monkeys NEG counting porcupines hares  

 

agwogwon bupa=jɔɔ   a=à  dʒol=ja bulawe 

small  animal=DEM 3SG=P1  kill=3PL a.lot 

‘Since my father killed more than 100 gorillas, not counting chimpanzees, not 

counting monkeys, not counting porcupines, hares, and those small animals, he 

killed a lot of them.’ 

(30) ʃaŋg=waamɔ tɛʃi a dʒi koo kam ʃe bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS also 3SG IPFV P3 love 1PL a.lot 

‘My father loved us a lot too.’ 

(31) a lɛn naa ʃe bɛ gwoomɔ 

3SG want COMP 1PL COP people 

‘He wanted us to be somebody.’ 

(32) ija a dʒi koo tɛʃi tewɔ ʃe tambje a dʒi koo ke ne ʃe 

since 3SG IPFV P3 also counsel 1PL well 3SG IPFV P3 say with 1PL 

 

naa  dʒiwɔ te  tambje ntɔku te  tambje 

COMP theft  NEG.COP good insults NEG.COP good 

‘Since he was also counselling us well, he told us that theft was not good, insults 

were not good.’ 
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(33) tʃak ʃaŋg=wuʃu dʒi koo ʃaa i dʒe jɔɔ 

REL.PRO father=1PL.POSS IPFV P3 do REL 3SG DEM 

‘That which my father did, there it is.’ 

(34) a i bɛŋ paam 

3SG COP good man 

‘He is a good man.’ 

(35) le a i tɛʃi moomɔ bɔku a n=dʒokɔ ʃɔŋ i a i 

but 3SG COP also person REL.PRO 3SG PRS=feel anger REL 3SG COP 

 

bɔʃawe 

bad 

‘But he is also a person (who) when he gets angry, it is bad.’ 

(36) a ŋ=kɔ kɛ ɔ nʃe 

3SG PRS=again go LOC work.N 

‘He went back to work.’ 

(37) bɔku a ʃe me ɔ sɛbɛk bɔku a ʃe me gwe 

REL.PRO 3SG work.V P4 LOC SEBEC REL.PRO 3SG work.V P4 over.there 

 

i  jɛ ɱ=fuʃ   le=je 

REL  3PL PRS=let.go  thus=3SG 

‘When he came to work for SEBEC, when he came to work over there, they fired 

him.’ 

(38) bɔku je fuʃu me je i a ŋ=kɛ le kɛ lakʃɛ ntua naa 

REL.PRO 3PL let.go P4 3SG REL 3SG PRS=go thus go ask car COMP 

 

je  fe=je 

3PL  give=3SG 

‘When they let him go, he went and asked for a car, that they would give it to him.’ 

(39) jɛ m=bɛɲ=je ntua 

3PL PRS=refuse=3SG car 

‘They refused him the car.’ 

(40) fa ʃi a dʒokɔ me ʃɔŋ 

there FOC 3SG feel P4 anger 

‘That’s when he got angry.’ 
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(41) ʃɔndɔ mɔtu dʒaʃi tʃɪndi ʃe bɛ me ne tɔɔ te tɪŋ a o koʃɛ 

week one things all 1PL COP P4 with house in when 3SG PRF remove 

 

a  ŋ=kɛ 

3SG  PRS=go 

‘One week (later) all the things we had in the house, when we had removed (them), 

he [the father] went (to the offices of the former employers).’ 

(42) je m=e  kam naa jɛ ɱ=fe=je ntua kwaljɛŋ ne awela 

3PL PRS=NEG want COMP 3PL PRS=give=3SG car reaching with hour 

 

a  ʃe  me ʃe  dʒokɔ ʃɔŋ  

3SG  come P4 come  feel anger 

‘They did not want to give him the car, to the point that he was angry.’ 

(43) a ŋ=kɛ bɔm kwala  

3SG PRS=go buy machete 

‘He went to buy a machete.’ 

(44) a ŋ=kɛ kwɛtɔ gwoomɔ ne kwala 

3SG PRS=go cut people with machete 

‘He cut people with a machete.’ 

(45) wa ʃi a kɛ me mbɔki 

there FOC 3SG go P4 prison 

‘That was when he went to prison.’ 

(46) n=dʒe naa tʃak ʃaŋg=waambɔ ʃaa me i dʒe jɔɔ 

PRS=see COMP REL.PRO father=1SG.POSS do P4 REL 3SG DEM 

‘I see that, that which my father did, that’s it.’ 

(47) le bɔku a tot me mbɔk i a n=ʃindʒɛ 

but REL.PRO 3SG come.home P4 prison REL 3SG PRS=regret 

‘But when he came home from prison, he regretted (what he did).’ 

(48) a n=ʃindʒɛ 

3SG PRS=regret 

‘He regretted (it).’ 

(49) a n=tɔkl idɔŋ=lje 

3SG PRS=take life=3SG.POSS 

‘He took his life.’ 
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(50) a ɱ=fe ɔ mbɔ jesus kɔ 

3SG PRS=give LOC hand Jesus in 

‘He put (his life) in Jesus’ hands.’ 

(51) ni n=dʒe naa  dʒe tɛʃi a i moon ʃambu ija  a m=e 

1SG PRS=see COMP 3SG also 3SG COP child God  because 3SG PRS=NEG 

 

kɔ   dʒa   bɔŋlaa mbi mbɔŋla dʒi koo bɛ  ne  ʃɔmb  i 

again too.much  think types thoughts IPFV P3 COP with  formerly REL 

‘I think that he too is a child of God because he no longer thinks much the type of 

thoughts he had formerly.’ 

(52) nune a n=len naa a kaʃi gwoomɔ kibuku ki-ʃambu i 

now 3SG PRS=want COMP 3SG talk people word of-God REL 

‘Now, he wants to talk with people about God’s Word.’ 

(53) tʃak ɱ=fe ni ntaki bulawe   

this PRS=give 1SG joy a.lot  

‘This brings me great joy.’ 

(54) dʒe jɔɔ tʃɪndi jɔɔ 

3SG DEM all DEM 

‘That’s it. That’s all.’ 
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APPENDIX 6: 

MONITOR LIZARD, SNAILS, AND TORTOISE (LIZARD) 
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Story: Monitor lizard, snails, and tortoise (Lizard) 

Recorded: 2015.12.18 

Transcribed: DH6 81-111 

Consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) kakan bɛ me naa dʒaklje ne kɔɔlɔ je ne nʃɔlɔŋ ne 

folktale COP P4 COMP tortoise with snail 3PL with water.snail with 

 

kɔmbu    je bɛ  me  njaalo 

monitor.lizard  3PL COP P4 friend 

‘The folktale was that the tortoise, the snail, the water snail and the monitor lizard 

were friends.’ 

(2) dʒaklje  kɔɔlɔ  nʃolaŋ  kɔmbu  je  bɛ  me  njaalo 

tortoise snail water.snail monitor.lizard 3PL COP P4 friend 

‘The tortoise, snail, water snail, and monitor lizard were friends.’ 

(3) mo  dʒaklje  mē  kɛ  ɔ  ʃaa  kɔmb i  kɔmbu  n=tokl 

REL.PRO tortoise P2 go LOC home monitor.lizard REL monitor.lizard PRS=take 

 

ndʒi 

food 

‘When the tortoise went to the home of the monitor lizard, the monitor lizard took 

some food.’ 

(4) a  ɱ=fe je ndʒi 

3SG PRS=give 3SG food 

‘He [the monitor lizard] gave him [the tortoise] the food.’ 

(5) kɔmbu ɱ=fe dʒakle i  a ŋ=kɛ kum ʃi naa a i 

monitor.lizard PRS=give tortoise REL 3SG PRS=go find FOC COMP 3SG COP 

 

gwo-gwoonɔ  nʃɔlɔŋ  ne  gwo-gwoon kɔɔlɔ 

small-children  water.snail with  small-children snail 

‘When the monitor lizard gave the tortoise (the food), he [the tortoise] found only 

the small children of the water snail and the small children of the snail.’ 

(6) dʒaklje  n=totɛ 

tortoise PRS=go.home 

‘The tortoise went home.’ 

(7) dʒaklje  ŋ=kɛ  ɔ  ʃaa  nʃolaŋ 

tortoise PRS=go LOC home water.snail 

‘The tortoise went to the home of the water snail.’ 
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(8) nʃolaŋ  dʒi  ɔ  mbak  dʒiki 

water.snail COP LOC side river 

‘The water snail was on the bank of the river.’ 

(9) nʃolaŋ a  ɱ=fe  ʃi  je  ŋkumbaŋtɔŋ 

water.snail 3SG PRS=give FOC 3SG tadpoles 

‘The water snail only gave him tadpoles.’ 

(10) a i dʒi  ŋkumbaŋtɔŋ 

3SG IPFV eat tadpoles 

‘He [the water snail] eats tadpoles.’ 

(11) a i dʒi  ŋkumbaŋtɔŋ 

3SG IPFV eat tadpoles 

‘He [the water snail] eats tadpoles.’ (The repetition means: he only eats tadpoles.) 

(12) mo  dʒaklje  ŋ=kɔ  ʃue  ɡwe  a  ŋ=kɛ  ɔ  ʃaa  kɔɔlɔ 

REL.PRO tortoise PRS=again leave over.there 3SG PRS=go LOC home snail 

‘When the tortoise left there (the home of the water snail), he went to the home of 

the snail.’ 

(13) dʒe  ne  kɔɔl  naa  ɔ  m=a  ke  naa  d͜ʒin  kɔmbu  ne 

3SG with snail COMP 2SG PRS=NEG say COMP 2PL monitor.lizard with 

 

dʒi  njaalo 

COP friend 

‘She [the tortoise] (said) to the snail, “Didn’t you say that you and the monitor 

lizard were friends?”’ 

(14) ɡwoon=jɔ m=pewaa wɛnɛ  ŋ=ɡwi  bɔku  tʃɪndi  bɔku  tʃɪndi 

children=2SG.POSS PRS=disappear here PRS=die time all time all 

‘Your children (who) disappear here, are dying all the time, all the time.’ 

(15) ɔ  kipɛtɔ  ŋ=kɛ ɔ  ɡwe i  ɡwoon=jɔ  ʃi  a  n=dʒi ji 

LOC time PRS=go LOC over.there REL children=2SG.POSS FOC 3SG PRS=eat ? 

‘When I go over there [to the house of the monitor lizard], your children he is 

eating.’ 

(16) ɡwoon=jɔ  ʃi  a  m=maaʃi  dʒinɛŋ  ɡwe i 

children=2SG.POSS FOC 3SG PRS=finish eating over.there ? 

‘Your children he has finished eating over there.’ 

(17) mo  dʒaklje  mē kɔ  ʃue  fa ji  a  kɛ  kum  kɔmbu 

REL.PRO tortoise P2 again leave there REL 3SG go find monitor.lizard 

‘When the tortoise left there, he went to find the monitor lizard.’ 
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(18) dʒe ne kɔmbu  naa  nʃolaŋ  mè  tɔkaa  ɡwe  naa  ɔ 

3SG with monitor.lizard COMP water.snail P1 insult.V 2SG COMP 2SG 

 

n=dʒi  ʃi  kɔɔlɔ 

PRS=eat FOC  snail 

‘He (said) to the monitor lizard, “The water snail insulted you (saying) that you eat 

only snails.”’ 

(19) ai=ɛ 

mother=1SG.POSS 

‘“My mother!” (said the monitor lizard).’ 

(20) kɔmbu   mè  ninɡlɛ  ke   kɔmbu   m=bɛŋ  dɔ  tʃɪndi  a 

monitor.lizard P1 enter like monitor.lizard PRS=often live bank 3SG 

 

n=dɔ   dʒiki kɔmbu    mè  kɛ  a=à  kɛ  kwaljɛ  dʒiki 

PRS=live river monitor.lizard P1 go 3SG=P1 go arrive river 

‘The monitor lizard entered (since the monitor lizard often lives on the bank, he 

lives in the river) the monitor lizard went, he arrived at the river.’ 

(21) a  bɛk  kum  nʃolaŋ 

3SG NEG find water.snail 

‘He did not find the water snail.’ 

(22) a  n=ʃɔkutaa ɡwon  nʃolaŋ 

3SG PRS=grabbed children water.snail 

‘He grabbed the children of the water snail.’ 

(23) a  n=tatl  bɔm ɡwɔn  nʃolaŋ  tʃɪndi  bɔmɛŋ 

3SG PRS=begin break children water.snail all broken 

‘He began to break the children of the water snail, (until they were) all broken.’ 

(24) ɔ  mbak  dʒiki  ɔ  mbak  tʃɪndi  a=à  dʒi  ɡwon  nʃolaŋ 

LOC side river LOC side bank 3SG=P1 eat children water.snail 

‘On the side of the river, on the side of the bank, he ate the children of the water 

snail.’ 

(25) dʒaklje  dʒi  dʒe  

tortoise IPFV see 

‘The tortoise was watching.’ 

(26) mo dʒaklje  mɛ̄  ʃue i dʒaklje  mē kɔ  kɛ 

REL.PRO tortoise P2 leave REL tortoise P2 again go 

‘When the tortoise left, he went again.’ 
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(27) a  kɛ  kaʃi  kɔɔl  naa  kɔɔlɔ  ɡwɔn=jɔ ne  nʃolaŋ 

3SG go talk snail COMP snail children=2SG.POSS with water.snail 

 

ɡwoon  jɔkɔ  maalɔ 

children  PROG  finish 

‘He went to talk to the snail (saying), “Snail, your children and (those of) the water 

snail, the children are finished.”’ 

(28) kat  mɔtu  kɔmbu  ʃi  n=ʃaa 

like one monitor.lizard FOC PRS=do 

‘“(It is) the same thing, the monitor lizard did (it).”’ 

(29) nʃolaŋ  je  bɛ  me  le  ne  kɔtʃ=ja  je  ne  kɔɔlɔ 

water.snail 3PL COP P4 thus with uncle=3PL.POSS 3PL with snail 

‘The water snails had and uncle, them and the (big) snail.’ 

(30) kɔtʃ=ja=we  idʒinɔ=lje  bɛ  me  naa  be 

uncle=3PL.POSS=DEM name=3SG.POSS COP P4 COMP Bembe 

‘Their uncle, his name was Bembe.’ 

(31) mo  j=à  kɛ  kaʃ  kotʃ=ja  ji  na wa 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 go speak uncle=3PL.POSS REL how what 

‘When they went to speak with their uncle, (he said), “What’s up?”’ 

(32) dɔŋa  kɔmbu  ʃi  n=ʃaa ɱfɔ abulabɔŋ 

therefore monitor.lizard FOC PRS=do problems disorder 

‘Therefore, the monitor lizard caused problems.’ 

(33) kɛk  a  n=le  ʃaa abulabɔŋ ji ʃe m=paa  dʒe 

since 3SG PRS=thus do disorder REL 1PL PRS=first see 

‘Since he caused disorder, we are going to see.’ 

(34) a  ŋ=kɛ  le  kɛ  ʃaa iluŋɡa 

3SG PRS=go then go make fence 

‘He went and made a fence.’ 

(35) a  n=lewɔ kpɔkɔtɔ itaambɔ ɔ te 

3SG PRS=set fence.trap snare LOC in 

‘He set a fence trap with a snare inside.’ 

(36) a  n=tɔkl  ɡwon  kɔɔlɔ 

3SG PRS=take children snail 

‘He took the snail’s children.’ 
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(37) a  ɱ=fe  ɔ  te te 

3SG PRS=put LOC in in 

‘He put (them) inside.’ 

(38) a  ɱ=fiʃi  mpeŋ=me  tʃindi 

3SG PRS=cover sides=3SG.POSS all 

‘He covered all its sides.’ 

(39) mo   kɔmb  jɔkɔ  le  fet i  mbak  dʒiki  naa a  n=kɔ 

REL.PRO monitor.lizard PROG then pass REL side river COMP 3SG PRS=again 

 

kɛ  ne  abulabɔŋ=we i  a=à  kɛ  niŋʃi  kɔl  ɔ  kpɔkɔto  naa 

go  with  disorder=DEM REL 3SG=P1 go put foot LOC trap  COMP 

 

nɛmb=je   mɪl  tambje 

catch=3SG  throat well 

‘When the monitor lizard was passing beside the river (he was bringing his 

disorder), he put his foot in the trap such that his throat was caught well.’ 

(40) a  nɛmb  me=je  ɔ  kɔl 

3SG catch P4=3SG LOC foot 

‘It [the trap] caught him by the leg.’ 

(41) dʒaklje  mè  tɔt   mbaakɛ 

tortoise P1 go.home quickly 

‘The tortoise went home quickly.’ 

(42) a kɛ  kaʃi  be  naa  kɔmbu  mè  bjɛljɛ  itaambo 

3SG go speak Bembe COMP monitor.lizard P1 be.caught snare 

‘He spoke to Bembe, “The monitor lizard is caught in a snare.”’ 

(43) kɛ kum naa kɔmbu dʒi bjɛljɛŋ itaambɔ 

go find COMP monitor.lizard COP caught snare 

‘“Go find that the monitor lizard is caught in the snare.”’ 

(44) dɔŋa gwe ʃi m=bɛŋ maaʃe gwɔn i 

so 2SG FOC PRS=often finish children INTERR 

‘‘So, it is you who often finishes the children?’’ 

(45) ndɔɔ  be  ŋ=kɛ  tɔkl  kundɛ 

place Bembe PRS=go get club 

‘At that point Bembe went to get a club.’ 
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(46) kɛ bɔkl kɔmbu dʒe 

go knock.out monitor.lizard 3SG 

‘(He) went to knock the monitor lizard out (with) it [the club].’ 

(47) mo  a=à kɛ  ʃan  kɔmbu  ibum i  a  ŋ=kɛ  kum 

REL.PRO 3SG=P1 go split.open monitor.lizard stomach REL 3SG PRS=go find 

 

ndetkɛle  kɔɔlɔ  ibum  te 

large  snail stomach in 

‘When he split open the monitor lizard’s stomach, he found a large snail in (his) 

stomach.’ 

(48) tɛl etɛ kɔmbu  m=bɛŋ we kɔ  ʃaa pakambimbu naa 

since this.time monitor.lizard PRS=often NEG again do tricks  COMP 

 

a  n=ʃe   dʒaandɛ kunwawe ne  ntɔɔ  kekiʃi  naa 

3SG  PRS=come  walk  next  with houses or COMP 

 

a  tʃindʒaŋ  kunwanɛ  ne  dʒaklje 

3SG get.close  next with tortoise 

‘Since that time, the monitor lizard does not often do tricks, for instance when he 

walks next to the houses (or) or gets close to the tortoise.’ 

(49) ija  dʒaklje  ʃaa  me  abulabɔŋ  kɔmbu  moon=e  mo  dʒe 

since tortoise do P4 disorder monitor.lizard child=3SG.POSS REL.PRO see 

 

me  tʃak=ɔɔ  i  ŋ=kɛ  le 

P4 thing=DEM REL PRS=go thus 

‘Since the tortoise caused disorder, the monitor lizard’s child, who saw this thing, 

goes therefore.’ 

(50) a  ŋ=kɛ kaʃi  be  naa  kumbɔ=wɔ  ʃukɔ  m=bɛŋ  bɛ 

3SG PRS=go speak Bembe COMP hill=2SG.POSS mushroom PRS=often COP 

 

fake 

over.there 

‘He goes to speak to Bembe, (saying), ‘On your hill, the mushroom is often there.’’ 

(51) dʒaklje  ʃe  beŋ  maaʃ  dʒinɛŋ 

tortoise come often finish eating 

‘‘The tortoise often comes to finish eating them [i.e. to eat all of them].’’ 

(52) ke ɔ ŋ=kam naa i da kɛ iɲune ni=à  tʃik=je te 

if 2SG PRS=accept COMP COP lie go now 1SG=P1 leave=3SG in 

‘‘If you think that it is a lie, go now, I just left him there.’’ 
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(53) mo be ŋ=kɛ kwaljɛ i be mē kum dʒaklje te 

REL.PRO Bembe PRS=go arrive REL Bembe P2 find tortoise in 

‘When Bembe arrived, Bembe found the tortoise there.’ 

(54) a i dʒi tundʒe 

3SG IPFV eat mushroom 

‘He was eating mushrooms.’ 

(55) dʒaklje  ɔ  m=a  ke  naa  fe  ɡwe  ʃi m=bɛŋ  dʒi 

tortoise 2SG PRS=NEG say COMP NEG.COP 2SG FOC PRS=often eat 

 

tundʒe=waambɔ 

mushroom=1SG.POSS 

‘‘Tortoise, did you not say that (it) was not you who often eats my mushrooms?’ 

(56) ndɔɔ a ŋ=kɛ ʃɔktaa dʒaklje 

place 3SG PRS=go catch tortoise 

‘That’s when he caught the tortoise.’ 

(57) a ŋ=kɔl dʒaklje kɔɔlɛŋ ne fu 

3SG PRS=tie.up tortoise tied with vine 

‘He tied up the tortoise (bound!) with a vine.’ 

(58) a  n=ʃe  ne  dʒe  dʒal 

3SG PRS=come with 3SG village 

‘He brought him to the village.’ 

(59) ɡwɔn=je  jɛ  ŋ=kɛ  dʒi 

children=3SG.POSS 3PL PRS=go eat 

‘His [Bembe’s] children ate.’ 

(60) nɛn  dʒi  naa  abulabɔŋ  bɔʃu 

by.this COP COMP disorder bad 

‘By this (we see) that disorder is bad.’ 

(61) ke  ɡwoomɔ  n=dɔ ɔ  bɛk  kɛ  ne  kaʃi  bɪŋ  ɔ ŋ=kɛ  ne  kaʃi kɛki 

if people PRS=live 2SG NEG go with talk.N low 2SG PRS=go with talk.N high 

‘If people live, don’t bring low talk, you bring high talk.’ [i.e. don’t gossip] 
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APPENDIX 7: 

PANTHER AND TORTOISE KILL THEIR MOTHERS (PANTHER) 
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Story: Panther and tortoise kill their mothers 

Recorded: 2016.9.29 

Transcribed: DH13 211-247 

Consultant: Jean Bosco Titiké 

(1) kakan=am bɛ me naa ʃei ija dʒaklje je bɛ me ɲjaalɔ 

folk.tale=1SG.POSS COP P4 COMP panther and tortoise 3PL COP P4 friend 

‘My folktale is such: the panther and the tortoise were friends.’ 

(2) bɔku je bɛ me le ɲjal i je i le do 

REL.PRO 3PL COP P4 thus friend REL 3PL IPFV thus live 

‘When they were friends, they lived (together).’ 

(3) bɔku je dʒi me do i je i dʒilɔ 

REL.PRO 3PL IPFV P4 live REL 3PL IPFV stay 

‘When they were living together, they stayed.’ 

(4) je i dʒilɔ 

3PL IPFV stay 

‘They stayed.’ 

(5) je i dʒilɔ 

3PL IPFV stay 

‘They stayed.’ [Idea: they lived together a long time.] 

(6) dʒo woku dʒaklje n=ʃue 

day certain tortoise PRS=go.out 

‘One day, the tortoise went out.’ 

(7) a ŋ=kɛ dʒe ʃei 

3SG PRS=go see panther 

‘He went to see the panther.’ 

(8) a ŋ=ke ne ʃei naa ɲjalɔ n=lɛn naa ʃe dʒɔl  

3SG PRS=say with panther COMP friend PRS=want COMP 1PL kill 

 

aɲjandʒ=iʃi 

mothers=1PL.POSS 

‘He said to the panther, “I want us to kill our mothers.”’ 

(9) ʃei naa ni=à dʒokɔ 

panther COMP 1SG=P1 understand 

‘The panther (said), “I understand.”’ 
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(10) ʃe le dʒɔl=ja dʒowɔ  wɛ-ŋ 

1PL then kill=3PL day  when-INTERR 

‘‘We will kill them on what day?’’ 

(11) fa le ʃi dʒaklje ŋ=ke naa tɔɔ mɛnɔ ʃe i ne kul 

there then FOC tortoise PRS=say COMP even tomorrow 1PL COP with force 

 

ʃɛ  n=dʒɔl=ja 

1PL  PRS=kill=3PL 

‘At that point, the tortoise said, “Even tomorrow we can kill them.”’ 

(12) bɔku ʃe le pewɔ naa ʃe n=dʒɔl=ja i gwe gwɛ ŋ=kɛ ne 

REL.PRO 1PL thus seek COMP 1PL PRS=kill=3PL REL 2SG 2SG PRS=go with  

 

gwɔ   ɲjaŋg=we  pɛŋ  bɪŋ 

2SG.POSS   mother=DEM side  bottom 

‘“When we seek to kill them, you, you bring yours, your mother, toward the bottom 

(of the river).”’ 

(13) ni ŋ=kɛ ne ɲjaŋ=gwaambɔ pɛŋ dʒiki keki 

1SG PRS=go with mother=1SG.POSS side river upstream 

‘“I will go with my mother upstream.”’ 

(14) ija je dʒi me bɛ ne dʒiki woku dʒi me bɛ te nenawe 

since 3PL IPFV P4 COP with river certain IPFV P4 COP in large 

‘Since they had a certain river that was very large.’ 

(15) a=ā ke ne ʃei naa gwe gwɔ ɔ fɛ kɛ ne gwɔ 

3SG=P2 say with panther COMP 2SG 2SG.POSS 2SG F1 go with 2SG.POSS 

 

ɲjaŋg=we  pɛŋ dʒiki bɪŋ 

mother=DEM  side river bottom 

‘He said to the panther, “You with yours, you will bring yours, your mother, over 

there towards the bottom of the river [downstream].”’ 

(16) ni ni ŋ=kɛ ne ɲjaŋ=gwaamɔ pɛŋ dʒiki keki 

1SG 1SG PRS=go with mother=1SG.POSS side river upstream 

‘“I, I will bring my mother upstream.”’ 

(17) bɔku gwe fɛ dʒe ntʃiki min betawe i ɔ n=ʃiŋl naa ni=à  

REL.PRO 2SG F1 see water become red REL 2SG prs=know COMP 1SG=P1 

 

dʒol  ɲjaŋ=gwaambɔ 

kill  mother=1SG.POSS 

‘“When you see (that) the water is red, you will know that I killed my mother.”’ 
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(18) ɔ dʒɔkɔ 

2SG understand 

‘“Do you understand?”’ 

(19) ɛ ̃

yes 

‘“Yes.”’ 

(20) ɔ dʒɔkɔ 

2SG understand 

‘“Do you understand?”’ 

(21) ɛ ̃

yes 

‘“Yes.”’ 

(22) fa le ʃi j=ā daalɔ 

there then FOC 3PL=P2 sleep 

‘At that point they slept.’ 

 

(23) bɔku mɛnɔ paʃ me i je i ɲje nɛmbɔ aɲjandʒ=a 

REL.PRO tomorrow rise P4 REL 3PL IPFV ? grab mothers=3PL.POSS 

‘When the next day arose, they grabbed their mothers.’ 

(24) ʃei ɲ=ɲje nɛmbɔ ɲjandʒ=e 

panther PRS=? grab mother=3SG.POSS 

‘The panther thus grabbed his mother.’ 

(25) ɲjandʒ=e dʒi lakʃ=je naa ɔ n=le kɛ ne ni 

mother=3SG.POSS IPFV ask=3SG COMP 2SG PRS=thus go with 1SG 

 

wɛ-ŋ  moon=aambɔ 

where-INTERR child=1SG.POSS 

‘His mother asked him, “So, you are taking me where, my child?”’ 

(26) dʒe naa ʃe kɛn 

3SG COMP 1PL go 

‘He (said), “Let’s go.”’ 

(27) m=i gwaa kɛ teuʃ=ɔɔ tʃawoku 

PRS=IPFV want go show=2SG something 

‘“I want to show you something.”’ 
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(28) dʒaklje tɛʃi a=ā o nɛmbu ɲjandʒ=e 

tortoise also 3SG=P2 PRF grab mother=3SG 

‘The tortoise also, he had already grabbed his mother.’ 

(29) j=à kɛ le kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ dʒiki ndɔɔ mē bɛ naa jɛ n=dʒol 

3PL=P1 go then go arrive LOC river REL.PRO P2 COP COMP 3PL PRS=kill 

 

aɲjandʒ=ja   i 

mothers=3PL.POSS REL 

‘They arrived at the river, where they were to kill their mothers.’ 

(30) bɔku je kwaljɛ me le i ʃei dʒi pɛŋ bɪŋ 

REL.PRO 3PL arrive P4 then REL panther COP side bottom 

‘When they arrived, the panther was downstream.’ 

(31) dʒaklje dʒi pɛŋ keki 

tortoise COP side upstream 

‘The tortoise was upstream.’ 

(32) a i ne kibumɔ woku ɔ kɔmbɔ te i jɛ n=dowaa naa 

3SG IPFV with fruit certain LOC forest in REL 3PL PRS=call COMP 

 

kitʃilakɔŋ 

Kichilakong 

‘There is a certain fruit in the forest (that) we call Kichilakong.’ 

(33) a i nɔ betwawe 

3SG COP this red 

‘It is red like this.’ 

(34) bɔku ɔ n=tupl je ntʃiki te i ntʃiki=nɛ bɛ ta pjaawɔ 

REL.PRO 2SG PRS=squeeze 3SG water in REL water=DEM COP like blood 

‘When you squeeze it in the water, that water becomes like blood.’ 

(35) dʒaklje mè kɛ kɔmbɔ te 

tortoise P1 go forest in 

‘The tortoise went into the forest.’ 

(36) a kɛ nɔku 

3SG go pick 

‘He picked (the fruit).’ 

(37) a kɛ kpɔnl kibumɔ=jɔɔ bulaaaawe 

3SG go pick fruit=DEM a.lot! 

‘He picked a lot of that fruit.’ 
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(38) a ʃe le ne 

3SG come then with 

‘He brought (the fruit).’ 

(39) a dʒɛk momɔn mjeke 

3SG dam.V small dam.N 

‘He made a small dam.’ 

(40) a ɲ=ɲje paa tupl ntʃiki=jɔɔ 

3SG PRS=? first mix water =DEM 

‘He mixed that water.’ 

(41) a ɲ=ɲje paa tupl kitʃilakɔŋ=jɔɔ ɔ te te bulaawe 

3SG PRS=? first mix Kichilakong=DEM LOC in in a.lot 

‘He mixed in a lot of that Kichilakong.’ 

(42) a ɲ=ɲje ʃe bukɔ mjeke 

3SG PRS=? come break dam.N 

‘He broke the dam.’ 

(43) bɔku ntʃiki tatl me le kɛ bɪŋ i bɔku ʃei dʒe me le 

REL.PRO water begin P4 then go down REL REL.PRO panther see P4 then 

 

ntʃiki  betawe i  dʒe naa  o ɲjal=aambɔ a dʒɔl 

water  red REL  3SG COMPoh friend=1SG.POSS 3SG kill 

 

ɲjandʒ=e 

mother=3SG.POSS 

‘When the water began to go downstream, when the panther saw the red water, he 

(said) “Oh, my friend killed his mother.”’ 

(44) dɔŋa dʒaklje a=ā o dʒoʃɛ ɲjandʒ=e ʃei a dʒe 

even.though tortoise 3SG=P2 PRF hide mother=3SG.POSS panther 3SG see 

 

nɔ 

like.that 

‘Even though the tortoise had hidden his mother, the panther understood it like 

that.’ [I.e. he understood the red water to mean the tortoise had killed his mother.] 

(45) a n=nɛmbɔ ɲjandʒ=e 

3SG PRS=grab mother=3SG.POSS 

‘He grabbed his mother.’ 
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(46) a kɛk=je mɪl 

3SG cut=3SG neck 

‘He cut her neck.’ 

(47) a bandɔ ɲjandʒ=e ɔ dʒombɔ te 

3SG wrap mother=3SG.POSS LOC packet in 

‘He wrapped his mother in a packet.’ 

(48) a ʃe ne 

3SG come with 

‘He brought (the packet).’ 

(49) dʒaklje tɛʃi a kɛ nɔkɔ gwe atundʒe 

tortoise also 3SG go pick 3SG.POSS mushrooms 

‘The tortoise also, he picked for himself some mushrooms.’ 

(50) a kɛ nɔkɔ tundʒe kɔmbɔ te 

3SG go pick mushroom forest in 

‘He picked the mushrooms in the forest.’ 

(51) a ʃe 

3SG come 

‘He came.’ 

(52) a ʃaa ndɛtkele bɔmbɔ 

3SG make big packet 

‘He made a big packet.’ 

(53) j=à ʃe ne 

3PL=P1 come with 

‘They brought (their packets).’ 

(54) j=à ʃe le ʃe ʃaa beta 

3PL=P1 come then come make fire 

‘They made a fire.’ 

(55) dʒe naa ɔ dʒol ɲjundʒe-ŋ 

3SG COMP 2SG kill mother-INTERR 

‘He [panther] (said), ‘You killed the mother?’’ 

(56) dʒe naa ɛ ̃

3SG COMP yes 

‘He [tortoise] (replied), “Yes.”’ 
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(57) ɔ dʒe we kɛki pjawɔ mē kɛ ne bɪŋ i 

2SG see NEG how blood P2 go with down REL 

‘‘Didn’t you see how the blood went downstream?’’ 

(58) ʃɛ n=le paa tɔn=ja fɛne be ʃe dʒi ʃe n=du totɔ 

1PL PRS=then first grill=3PL here so.that 1PL eat 1PL PRS=before go.home 

 

tɔ   te 

house  in 

‘‘We are going to grill them first here, so that we can eat before we go home.’ 

(59) j=ā kɔmʃu le ndete beta 

3PL=P2 build then big fire 

‘They built a big fire.’ 

(60) j=ā fe le abɔmbɔ=jɔɔ ɔ beta 

3PL=P2 put then packets=DEM LOC fire 

‘They put the packets on the fire.’ 

(61) je i le dʒil 

3PL IPFV then stay 

‘They stayed (there).’ 

(62) je i fokutɛ 

3PL IPFV wait 

 ‘They waited.’ 

(63) je i kaaʃɔ 

3PL IPFV talk 

‘They talked.’ 

(64) je i kaaʃɔ 

3PL IPFV talk 

‘They talked.’ 

(65) ʃei dʒi  

panther COP 

‘The panther was (there).’ 

(66) a ŋ=kɛ piml dʒombɔ=lje 

3SG PRS=go turn.over packet=3SG.POSS 

‘He turned over his packet.’ 
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(67) a ŋ=ʃue 

3SG PRS=leave 

‘He left (the fire).’ 

(68) a ŋ=kɛ piml dʒombɔ=lje 

3SG PRS=go turn.over packet=3SG.POSS 

‘He turned over his packet.’  

(69) dʒaklje ne dʒe naa  ke ɔ n=dʒa  piml dʒombɔ=jɔɔ a fɛ 

tortoise with 3SG COMP if 2SG PRS=too.much turn.over packet=DEM 3SG F1 

 

fe  gwe  tundʒe  wa nune ija  je m=e dʒa  

give  2SG mushroom there now because 3PL NEG too.much 

 

piml    dʒombɔ  beta 

turn.over packet  fire 

‘The tortoise (said) to him, ‘If you turn over that packet too much, it will give you 

mushrooms, there now, (which is) why we don’t turn over the packets too much in 

the fire.’’ [Meaning it will turn into mushrooms.] 

(70) bɔku je ʃe me le ʃe kwaljɛ i ʃei naa a m=paa kɛ 

REL.PRO 3PL come P4 then come arrive REL panther COMP 3SG PRS=first go 

 

sandɾaa 

urinate 

‘When they [the packets] were ready, the panther (said) that he would first go 

urinate.’ 

(71) bɔku ʃei ŋ=kɛ sandɾa i dʒaklje n=tɔkl dʒombɔ mo 

REL.PRO panther PRS=go urinate REL tortoise PRS=take packet REL.PRO 

 

ʃei 

panther 

‘When the panther went to urinate, the tortoise took the panther’s packet.’ 

(72) a ɱ=fe gwe ndɔɔ gwe dʒombɔ=lje mē bɛ i 

3SG PRS=put 3SG.POSS REL.PRO 3SG.POSS packet=DEM P2 COP REL 

‘He put his [panther’s] (packet) in (the place) where his [tortoise], his packet, was.’ 

(73) a n=tɔkl gwe dʒombɔ=lje 

3SG PRS=take 3SG.POSS packet=DEM 

‘He took his [tortoise], his packet.’ 
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(74) a ɱ=fe ndɔɔ ʃei gwe mē bɛ i 

3SG PRS=put REL.PRO panther 3SG.POSS P2 COP REL 

‘He put [his own packet], in the place where the panther’s was.’ 

(75) a ŋ=kɔ totɔ 

3SG PRS=again go.back 

‘He went back (to his place).’ 

(76) a n=ʃe dʒi ʃi 

3SG PRS=come sit down 

‘He sat down.’ 

(77) bɔku bɛ me naa j=ā maʃ i a bɪl i  ija  je  n=le  bik 

REL.PRO COP P4 COMP 3PL=P2 finish REL 3SG cook REL and 3PL PRS=then stir 

 

kaandɔ 

fufu 

‘When it was such that they had finished, and it was cooked, they stirred the fufu.’ 

(78) bɔku jɛ n=le bik kaand i jɛ n=le ʃe bundɾ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=then stir fufu REL 3PL PRS=then come open 

 

adʒombɔ=jɔɔ 

packets=DEM 

‘When they had stirred the fufu, they opened the packets.’ 

(79) ʃei m=bɛndi gwe dʒombɔ=lje nene 

panther PRS=look 3SG.POSS packet=DEM like.this 

‘The panther looked at his, his packet like this.’ 

(80) a n=dʒe ʃi tɔndʒe 

3SG PRS=see FOC mushroom 

‘He saw only mushrooms.’ 

(81) mo dʒaklje ŋ=kɛ bundɾ gwe dʒombɔ=lje i a i 

REL.PRO tortoise PRS=go open 3SG.POSS packet=DEM REL 3SG COP 

 

daambɔ 

cooked.meat 

‘When the tortoise opened his, his packet, it was cooked meat.’ 

(82) a ŋ=dʒi kiʃi ʃei ɲjandʒ=e faaa 

3SG PRS=eat his.part panther mother=3SG.POSS there 

‘He ate his part, the mother of the panther there.’ 
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(83) a bɛk fe tɔ ʃei tɔ tʃak mɔtu 

3SG NEG give nothing panther even thing one 

‘He did not give the panther anything, not even one thing.’ 

(84) ʃei n=dʒi ʃi tundʒe dʒaklje nɔkɔ me i 

panther PRS=eat FOC mushroom tortoise pick P4 REL 

‘The panther only ate the mushrooms (that) the tortoise picked.’ 

(85) ʃe dʒilɔ 

1PL stay 

‘We stay.’  

(86) ija dʒo woku ʃei le kɔ kɛ ʃaa dʒaklje 

then day certain panther then again go home tortoise 

‘Then, one day, the panther went to the tortoise’s home.’ 

(87) a ŋ=kɛ kum dʒaklje ɲjandʒ=e 

3SG PRS=go find tortoise mother=3SG.POSS 

‘He found the tortoise’s mother.’ 

(88) dʒe naa na gwa dɔŋa ɔ ʃɛkʃi koo ni 

3SG COMP how friend so 2SG trick P3 1SG 

‘He (said), “How now friend, so you tricked me?!”’ 

(89) ɔ bɛk dʒol gwɔ ɲjundʒe 

2SG NEG kill 2SG.POSS mother.2SG.POSS 

‘“You didn’t kill your mother.”’ 

(90) ni n=dʒika dʒol gwaambɔ ɲjaŋg=we 

1SG PRS=? kill 1SG.POSS mother=DEM 

‘“Yet I killed mine, my mother.”’ 

(91) dʒe naa na bɔku ɔ dʒe koo mo=kɛ 

3SG COMP how REL.PRO 2SG see P3 REL.PRO=DEM 

‘He (replied), “What? (Remember) when you saw that [the blood].”’ 

(92) dʒe naa deje fa ɲjundʒe dʒi dʒilɛŋ=nɛ 

3SG COMP no there mother.2SG.POSS COP seated=DEM 

‘He (replied), “No, there, your mother is seated right there.”’ 

(93) je bɛ me le ne ntɔmbu nɔ 

3PL COP P4 thus with problems like.that 

‘They had problems like that.’ 
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(94) je i ɲje ʃi batʃɛ mo=nɛ ŋ=kɛ gwe peɲe 

3PL IPFV ? FOC separate REL.PRO=DEM PRS=go 3SG.POSS direction 

‘They thus separated, each one went in his own direction.’ 

(95) tɪŋ dʒaklje a=à  dʒi ʃei ɲjandʒ=e tʃindi kiʃi dʒe jɔɔ 

when tortoise 3SG=P1 eat panther mother=3SG.POSS all FOC 3SG DEM 

‘When the tortoise ate the panther’s mother, that’s all.’ 
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APPENDIX 8: 

STORY OF SIMON’S FATHER’S DEATH (SIMON) 
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Story: Story of Simon’s father’s death 

Recorded: 2016.07.04 

Transcribed: DH14 50-77 

Language consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) papa=waambɔ bɔku baw=jambɔ gwi me i a bɛ me te 

father=1SG.POSS REL.PRO grandfather=1SG.POSS die P4 REL 3SG COP P4 in 

 

daalɛŋ 

laying.down 

‘My father, when my grandfather died, he was inside laying down.’ 

(2) a=à kɔmbjɛ bulawe 

3SG=P1 be.sick a.lot 

‘He was very sick.’ 

(3) jɛ ŋ=ke naa jɛ ŋ=kɛ ne dʒe ɔ dɔkta 

3PL PRS=say COMP 3PL PRS=go with 3SG LOC hospital 

‘They said that they (would) take him to the hospital.’ 

(4) a ŋ=ke naa deje ne bɛk kɔ kɛ ne ni ɔ dɔkta 

3SG PRS=say COMP no 2PL NEG again go with 1SG LOC hospital 

‘He said, “No, don’t take me back to the hospital.”’ 

(5) a n=dowaa le papa=waambɔ  

3SG PRS=call then father=1SG.POSS 

‘He called my father.’ 

(6) a ŋ=ke ne papa=waambɔ naa a m=beʃl fjaakɔ nene 

3SG PRS=say with father=1SG.POSS COMP 3SG PRS=lift finger like.this 

 

fjaakɔ kɔl 

finger up 

‘He said to my father, he raised his finger, like this, his finger in the air.’ 

(7) dʒe naa ɔ n=dʒe buklaa ʃambu 

3SG COMP 2SG PRS=see believe God 

‘He (said), “You see, believe in God.”’ 

(8) ni nin dɛt koo mbɔ 

1SG 1SG make.hard P3 arms 

‘“Me, I made my arms hard.”’ [I.e. I worked hard.] 
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(9) nin ʃe koo ne mbɔ=mambɔ detawe 

1SG work P3 with arms=1SG.POSS hard 

‘“I worked hard with my hands.”’ 

(10) ni n=le te tʃik=ɔɔ 

1SG PRS=then also leave=2SG 

‘“I have left you (with a blessing).”’ 

(11) ɔ ʃɔɔ dɛt mbɔ 

2SG F2 make.hard hands 

‘“You will have hard hands.”’ [You will work hard.] 

(12) nɛn ʃi baw=jambɔ fe me papa=waambɔ nlɔl 

thusly FOC grandfather=1SG.POSS give P4 father=1SG.POSS saliva 

‘(It) was thus (that) my grandfather gave my father saliva [blessing].’ 

(13) papa=waambɔ a det koo tɛʃi mbɔ bulawe 

father=1SG.POSS 3SG make.hard P3 also hand a.lot 

‘My father, he made his hands hard too.’ 

(14) tʃatʃe dʒi tʃin 

that COP true 

‘That is true.’ 

(15) ɔ kipɛtɔ a maaʃ me kenɛŋ nɛn i a ɲ=ɲje ʃi daalɔ 

LOC time 3SG finish P4 saying thusly REL 3SG PRS=? FOC sleep 

‘When he finished saying that, he went to sleep.’ 

(16) dʒe naa ni m=paa fɛmɔ 

3SG COMP 1SG PRS=first rest 

‘He said, “I am going to rest.”’ 

(17) je dʒe naa a i dɔ dɔŋa a=ā bo kɛ 

3PL see COMP 3SG IPFV live however 3SG=P2 PRF go 

‘They thought that he was still alive, however, he had already gone.’ 

(18) a=à gwi 

3SG=P1 die 

‘He died.’ 

(19) papa=waambɔ tɛʃi ɔ mjã tɔʃɪn iba ne tɔwɔ 

father=1SG.POSS also LOC year 1000 two with six 

‘My father also, in 2006.’ 
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(20) papa=waambɔ te ne miʃi 

father=1SG.POSS also with eyes 

‘My father still had eyes.’ [He was still alive.] 

(21) a=ā kɛ ɔ tambu te duŋɛŋ 

3SG=P2 go LOC field in morning 

‘He went to the field in the morning.’ 

(22) a i me kɛ tambu te ŋkundabi kpi 

3SG IPFV P4 go field in early very 

‘He went to the field very early in the morning.’ 

(23) a=à kɛ tambu te 

3SG=P1 go field in 

“He went to the field.’ 

(24) ni n=dʒe ʃi a=à totɔ 

1SG PRS=see FOC 3SG=P1 go.home 

‘I saw that he came home.’ 

(25) a=à ʃe too te 

3SG=P1 come house in 

‘He came to the house.’ 

(26) ni ne dʒe naa na le 

1SG with 3SG COMP how then 

‘I (said) to him, “What’s up?”’ 

(27) dʒe ne ni naa simɔ̃ biʃl=ɛɛ 

3SG with 1SG COMP Simon leave.alone=1SG 

‘He (said) to me, “Leave me alone.”’ 

(28) ni=à totɔ 

1SG=P1 come.home 

‘‘I came home.’’ 

(29) kɛki ɔ dʒe ni=à totɔ=nɛ 

like 2SG see 1SG=P1 come.home=DEM 

‘“As you see, I came home.”’ 

(30) ni=à dumaa ne mbɔŋ fekɛ ɔ bɛ tɔ miʃɔn 

1SG=P1 fall with knees over.there LOC door house church 

‘“I fell on my knees over there, in front of the church.”’ 
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(31) kɛ́ki ni=à totɔ=nɛ ni ʃɔɔŋgɛ w-aambɔ kɔ dɛlkaa naa ni 

as 1SG=P1 come.home=DEM 1SG F3 NEG-1SG again cross COMP 1SG 

 

ŋ=kɛ  ɔ  tambu te 

PRS=go  LOC  field in 

‘“As I have come home like this, I will never again cross (in front of the church) to 

go to the field.”’ 

(32) a ɲje ʃi dʒil te 

3SG ? FOC stay in 

‘And he stayed there.’ 

(33) a bɛk kɔ kɛ tambu te 

3SG NEG again go field in 

‘He (would) never again go to the field.’ 

(34) a ŋ=ke ne ni 

3SG PRS=say with 1SG 

‘He spoke with me.’ 

(35) a i le fe ni teutʃe 

3SG IPFV thus give 1SG counsel 

‘He gave me counsel.’ 

(36) a i kaʃɛ dʒaʃi bulawe bulawe bulawe 

3SG IPFV speak things a.lot a.lot a.lot 

‘He told me a lot of things.’ 

(37) dʒo foku le bɛ me dʒo ʃɔndɔ ntum ni 

day certain then COP P4 day Sunday day four 

‘A certain day was a Wednesday.’ 

(38) ʃe ʃi bɛ me ateolja pɛl pakla gwom gwalɛŋ mjã=we 

1PL FOC COP P4 put.adj in.front among people married year=DEM 

‘We [Simon and his wife] were put forward (as leaders) of the married people.’ 

[They were put forward to be leaders of the group of married people at their 

church.] 

(39) duŋɛŋ ŋgwal=aambɔ ɲje ʃi daamb ndʒi ndʒi mo  duŋɛŋ  

morning wife=1SG.POSS ? FOC cook food food REL.PRO morning 

‘(That morning) my wife was cooking the meal, the morning meal.’ 

(40) ʃɛ ɱ=fe je gwe 

1PL PRS=give 3SG 3SG.POSS 

‘We gave him his.’ 
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(41) a n=dʒi 

3SG PRS=eat 

‘He ate.’ 

(42) ʃɛ n=dʒakwaa ne dʒe naa ʃ=à kɛ miʃɔn 

1PL PRS=say.goodbye with 3SG COMP 1PL=P1 go church 

‘We said goodbye to him (saying) that we were going to church.’ 

(43) a ŋ=ke naa ĩ kɛ miʃɔn 

3SG PRS=say COMP yes go church 

‘He said, “Yes, go to church.”’ 

(44) ɔ bɛk leʃaa miʃɔn 

2SG NEG forget church 

‘“Do not forget the church.”’ 

(45) ɔ kipɛtɔ ʃe totɔ me i ni n=dʒe a i daalɛŋ 

LOC time 1PL come.home P4 REL 1SG PRS=see 3SG IPFV laying.down  

 

tolo=we  kɔ  mbi a n=daal i 

bed=3SG.POSS on  like 3SG PRS=sleep REL 

‘When we came home, I saw (that) he was laying down on his bed like he was 

sleeping.’ 

(46) momon kipɛtɔ ni ne dʒe naa pɛɾ pɛɾ ʃ=à tòtɔ 

little time 1SG with 3SG COMP father father 1PL=P1 come.home 

 

miʃɔn 

church 

‘A little time (later) I (said) to him, “Father, Father, we have come home from 

church.”’ 

(47) a bɛk baŋlɛ 

3SG NEG respond 

‘He did not respond.’ 

(48) pɛɾ pɛɾ ʃ=à tòtɔ miʃɔn 

father father 1PL=P1 come.home church 

‘“Father, Father, we have come home from church.”’ 

(49) a i ne pi 

3SG COP with silence 

‘He was silent.’ 
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(50) ŋgwal=aambɔ ŋ=ke ne ni naa ke ɔ n=deutaa moomɔ a 

wife=1SG.POSS PRS=say with 1SG COMP if 2SG PRS=call.out someone 3SG 

 

bɛk  baŋlɛ  ɔ m=a  ʃindʒaa 

NEG  respond 2SG PRS=NEG shame.oneself 

‘My wife said to me, “If you call out to someone, and he does not respond, are you 

not shaming yourself?”’  

(51) kunwawe ɔ faʃɛ=je 

next.to 2SG shake=3SG 

‘“Shake him.”’ 

(52) ija ni ni mè waambɔ niŋl idɔŋ papa=waambɔ te 

since 1SG 1SG P1 NEG.1SG enter room father=1SG.POSS in 

‘Since I did not enter into my father’s room.’ 

(53) tʃɪndi wuʃu ʃɛ n=tʃimʃɛ idɔŋ ndɔɔ papa=wuʃu n=daal i 

all of.us 1PL PRS=respect room REL.PRO father=1PL.POSS PRS=sleep REL 

‘All of us, we respect the room where our father sleeps.’ 

(54) ni ŋ=kɛ ʃi gwe naa ʃɛ ŋ=kɛ gwɔmblɛ 

1SG PRS=go FOC over.there COMP 1PL PRS=go sweep 

‘I (would) only go in there to sweep.’ 

(55) ʃɛ ŋ=kɛ gwɔmbl=je 

1PL PRS=go sweep=3SG 

‘We go sweep it [the room].’ 

(56) ni n=dʒe ʃi a i daalɛŋ dɔŋa a=ā bo kɛ 

1SG PRS=see FOC 3SG COP laying.down however 3SG=P2 PRF go 

‘I thought that he was sleeping, but he had already gone.’ 

(57) nɔ ʃi papa=waambɔ gwi me 

thusly FOC father=1SG.POSS die P4 

‘That was how my father died.’ 
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(58) ni ni n=te  ke naa ke ʃambu n=dowaa ni ta papa=waambɔ 

1SG 1SG PRS=also say COMP if God  PRS=call 1SG like father=1SG.POSS  

 

tɔ  mama=waambɔ  kɛ me tɛʃi nɔ  ni ɱ=fe  ʃambu 

even mother=1SG.POSS go P4 also like.that 1SG PRS=give god  

 

tʃimja bulawe 

thanks a.lot 

‘Me, I say that if God calls me like my father (even my mother went also like that), 

I (would) thank God a lot.’ 

(59) a i nɔ 

3SG COP like.that 

‘It is like that.’  
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APPENDIX 9: 

KWAKUM ORIGINS (ORIGINS) 
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Story: Kwakum origins 

Recorded: 2016.05.06 

Transcribed: DH14 113-161 

Language consultant: Simon Charles Ndengué Ndengué 

(1) kwakum ɔ pɛŋ kwakum ɱ=ful ji je ful me ɔ 

Kwakum LOC side Kwakum PRS=come.out REL 3PL come.from P4 LOC 

 

pɛŋ  ʃaa  egipten  kunwawe 

side  home Egypt  near 

‘The Kwakum, regarding where the Kwakum came from, they came from near 

Egypt.’ 

(2) jɛ n=dowaa gwe naa o nil 

3PL PRS=call over.there COMP high Nile 

‘They call that area ‘High Nile’ over there.’ 

(3) gwe  ʃi kwakum ʃe ful me i 

over.there FOC Kwakum 1PL come.from P4 ? 

‘Over there (is) where the Kwakum came from.’ 

(4) ʃɛ n=dʒaand le-ŋ 

1PL PRS=walk thus-? 

‘We thus walked a long time.’ 

(5) ʃɛ n=ʃe kwaljɛ ɔ pɛŋ kɛnja ɔ kɛnja 

1PL PRS=come arrive LOC side Kenya LOC Kenya 

‘We then arrived in Kenya.’ 

(6) ija kɔl pɛŋ kɛnja foku gwe  ɔ gwe bɔku jɛ 

since people side Kenya certain over.there LOC over.there REL.PRO 3PL 

 

n=dɔmb   ɾadjo  te ʃɛ mbɛŋ te dʒokɔ ʃɛ n=ʃe  

PRS=speak  radio  in 1PL often also understand 1PL PRS=come 

 

le nɔ-ŋŋŋ 

thus thusly-? 

‘Since a certain people over in Kenya, when they speak on the radio we also 

understand, we came from there.’ 

(7) ʃe dʒaandɔ 

1PL walk 

‘We walked.’ 
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(8) ʃe ʃe 

1PL come 

‘We came.’ 

(9) ʃe ʃe 

1PL come 

‘We came.’ 

(10) ʃe ʃe 

1PL come 

‘We came.’ 

(11) ʃɛ n=ʃe fɛti ɔ pɛŋ kaməɾun ɔ pɛŋ ntʃaane pɛŋ ʃaa 

1PL PRS=come pass LOC side Cameroon LOC side Hausa side home 

 

ntʃaane 

Hausa 

‘We came to pass into Cameroon where the Hausa live.’ 

(12) ʃɛ n=ʃe 

1PL PRS=come 

‘We came.’ 

(13) ʃɛ m=baak ndɛtkɛle dʒiki jɛ n=dowaa naa sanaga i 

1PL PRS=come.alongside large river 3PL PRS=call COMP Sanaga REL 

‘We came alongside a larger river (that) we call the Sanaga.’ 

(14) mo ʃ=à dɛlkaa le dʒiki sanaga i ʃɛ m=bee ʃelɔ ɔ pɛŋ 

REL.PRO 1PL=P1 cross then river Sanaga REL 1PL PRS=follow path LOC side 

 

ʃi  kɛ  kwaljɛ ɔ pɛŋ dɛndɛŋ 

FOC  go  arrive LOC side Dendeng 

‘When we crossed the Sanaga river, we followed the path that arrives near 

Dendeng.’ 

(15) kwaljɛ ɔ te ʃe ɲje ʃi le ʃatlaa 

arrive LOC in 1PL ? FOC then separate 

‘Arriving there, we then separated.’ 

(16) gwoom dʒa foku jɛ ŋ=kɛ ɔ ʃelɔ mo ŋ=kɛ pɛŋ ndʒaŋ 

people 3PL certain 3PL PRS=go LOC path REL.PRO PRS=go side Njang 

 

ɔ  kandatemba 

LOC  Kandatemba 

‘Certain people went on the path that goes toward Njang, at Kandatemba.’ 
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(17) akwakum dʒa foku jɛ ŋ=kɛ ɔ gwe 

Kwakum.PL 3PL certain 3PL PRS=go LOC over.there 

‘Some of the Kwakum went over there.’ 

(18) dʒi tʃikl me ɔ pɛŋ dɛndɛŋ i jɛ n=dʒil ɔ gwe 

DEM? stay P4 LOC side Dendeng REL 3PL PRS=live LOC over.there 

‘Those (who) stayed near Dendeng, they live over there.’ 

(19) dʒi dʒi ɔ pɛŋ gwun=nɛ je ɲ=ɲje ʃi tatl ʃe 

DEM? COP LOC side area=DEM 3PL PRS=? FOC begin come 

‘Those who are on the side of the people here, they began to come.’ 

(20) ʃɛ n=dʒil ɔ pɛŋ bonis kunwawe ne bɛɾtua 

1PL PRS=live LOC side Bonis near with Bertoua 

‘We stayed near Bonis, close to Bertoua.’ 

(21) kɛki adʒambu dʒi me bɛ i ʃe i le bɛndɔ 

since wars IPFV P4 COP REL 1PL IPFV then ascend 

‘Since there were wars, we went up.’ 

(22) ʃe i ʃe ne gwun 

1PL IPFV come with area 

‘We came from that area.’ 

(23) ʃɛ n=ʃe dʒil ɔ ŋgaŋke ʃeeme fɛne ɔ ʃɔŋ ŋ=kɛ ɔ 

1PL PRS=come live LOC Nganke Sheeme here LOC path PRS=go LOC 

 

mbatua=nɛ 

Mbatua=DEM 

‘We came to live at Nganke Sheeme, here on this path (which) goes to Mbatua.’ 

(24) ʃɛ ɱ=fetɛ 

1PL PRS=pass 

‘We passed (through).’ 

(25) ʃɛ ŋ=kwalje kati dume ndɔɔ ʃe dʒi nune i 

1PL PRS=arrive until Doumé REL.PRO 1PL COP now REL 

‘We arrived at Doumé, where we are now.’ 

(26) kwakum dʒa foku dʒi fetɛ me ɔ pɛŋ kanda i 

Kwakum 3PL certain REL.PRO? pass P4 LOC side Kanda ? 

‘Certain Kwakum passed by near Kanda.’ 
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(27) jɛ m=bee  dʒiki gwe  ŋkombɔ ŋkombɔ 

3PL PRS=follow river over.there forest  forest 

‘They followed the river, over there in the forest.’ 

(28) jɛ ŋ=kɛ tʃaane ɔ naŋgwala naŋgwala ntʃiki  mɛndim 

3PL PRS=go arrive LOC Nangwala Nangwala water  Mendim 

‘They arrived at Nangwala, the Nangwala by the river: Mendim.’ 

(29) ʃe gwoom ʃɔŋ ʃe ɲje ʃi ʃe 

1PL people Shong 1PL ? FOC come 

‘We, the people of Shong, we came.’ 

(30) ʃe n=dʒil ɔ ndɔɔ ʃɔŋ dʒi nune ɔ 

1PL PRS=stay LOC REL.PRO Shong COP now LOC 

‘We stayed where Shong is now.’ 

(31) dʒa foku itʃikl me gwun ɔ tɪl 

3PL certain stay P4 area LOC Til 

‘Certain (people) stayed in the area of Til.’ 

(32) gwom dʒi pɛŋ tɪl je ful me niŋglɛŋ tɛʃi ɔ pɛŋ ndʒaŋ 

people COP side Til 3PL come.out P4 arriving also LOC side Njang 

‘The people (who) are near Til, they came out, arriving also near Njang.’ 

(33) je i bee dʒiki 

3PL IPFV follow river 

‘They followed the river.’ 

(34) jɛ n=ʃe 

3PL PRS=come 

‘They came.’ 

(35) jɛ n=ʃe dʒil ɔ tɪl 

3PL PRS=come live LOC Til 

‘They came to live at Til.’ 

(36) ʃe ʃɛ ŋ=kɛ ne pɛl 

1PL 1PL PRS=go with ahead 

‘We, we came ahead.’ 
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(37) ʃɛ m=paa ɲje tatl dʒil ɔ ndɔɔ ni mè ke naa ŋgaŋke 

1PL PRS=first ? begin live LOC REL.PRO 1SG P1 say COMP Nganke 

 

ʃeeme 

Sheeme 

‘We first lived in the place that I called Nganke Sheeme.’ 

(38) te ʃi ʃe paa me ɲje dʒil i 

in FOC 1PL first P4 ? live REL 

‘(That is) where we first lived.’ 

(39) mo ʃe kwaljɛ me le ɔ dume i ʃe le dʒil ʃi ndee 

REL.PRO 1PL arrive P4 then LOC Doumé REL 1PL then stay FOC only 

 

mbɔmɔ  ta ibomɔ=gwa  ndɔɔ=we  ta ibomɛ=gwa 

families  like family=3PL.POSS place=3SG.POSS like family=3PL.POSS 

 

ndɔɔ=we 

place=3SG.POSS 

‘When we arrived at Doumé, we stayed only as families, each family theirs at their 

place, each family theirs at their place.’ [idea: every family stayed together in their 

own place, rather than living together as a village] 

(40) ʃe bɛ me mbomɔ 

1PL COP P4 families 

‘We were families.’ 

(41) manepoka dʒi ibomɔ=ljaambɔ 

Manepoka COP family=1SG.POSS 

‘Manepoka was my family.’ 

(42) mo wuʃu ʃɔʃɛŋ idʒino=lje bɛ me naa ʃɛle 

REL.PRO 1PL.POSS ancestor name=3SG.POSS COP P4 COMP Shele 

‘Our ancestor, his name was Shele.’ 

(43) dʒe ʃi dʒi bɛ me mo pɛl ibomɔ=liʃi ʃɛle 

3SG FOC REL.PRO? COP P4 REL.PRO first family=1PL.POSS Shele 

‘It was he (who) was the first (ancestor) in our family, Shele.’ 

(44) ʃimjɛte ʃɛle ʃe me dʒil ɔ ndɔɔ ŋgɔla dʒi i 

next Shele 1PL P4 stay LOC REL.PRO city COP REL 

‘Next, Shele [the group of people], we lived in the place where the city is.’ 
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(45) mo ʃɔʃɛŋ ibomɔ foku jɛ n=dowaa naa ibomɔ lapaʃi 

REL.PRO ancestor family certain 3PL PRS=call COMP family Lapishi 

 

idʒino=lje  bɛ  me naa  ʃitao 

name=3SG.POSS  COP  P4 COMP Shitao 

‘The ancestor of another family, that we call the Lapashi family, his name was 

Shitao.’ 

(46) mo lapaʃi dʒe ʃi fe me idʒinɔ ʃaa=iʃi ʃɔŋ 

REL.PRO Lapashi 3SG FOC give P4 name home=1PL.POSS Shong 

‘A Lapishi person, he was the one who gave the name Shong to our home.’ 

(47) je mè paa dowaa ʃi ʃe naa ʃɔŋ  

3PL P1 first call FOC 1PL COMP Shong 

‘We first called ourselves Shong.’ 

(48) kɛki dʒe le ʃi ɲje me bɛ pɔn pɛl i jɛ n=lɔtl le naa 

like 3SG thus FOC ? P4 COP chief first REL 3PL PRS=name.V thus COMP 

 

ʃitao 

Shitao 

‘Since he was the first to become chief, they named (the people) Shitao.’ 

(49) ɔ kipɛtɔ ataŋ kwaljɛ me le i ʃi je ʃe me pɪml 

LOC time white.men arrive P4 then REL FOC 3PL come P4 change 

‘At the time when the white men came, they changed (the name).’ 

(50) je ɲje ʃi ke ija dʒambu dʒi me bɛ ne dʒaman ne 

3PL ? FOC say because war IPFV P4 COP with Germans with 

 

pulaʃi 

French 

‘They said (it was) because there was war between the Germans and the French.’ 

(51) je ɲje ʃi le pɪml naa sibita ɔ kidumbɔ gwoom ipaʃil iaonde 

3PL ? FOC thus change COMP Sibita LOC language people Ewondo Yaoundé 

‘They changed (it) to Sibita, in the language of the Ewondo people of Yaoundé.’ 

(52) sibita nɛn tʃiaa ɔ pulaʃi te naa tɛɾ dœ gɛɾ ija dʒaman je 

Sibita thusly mean LOC French in COMP land of war since Germany 3PL 

 

ne  pulaʃi   je i me ʃaa  dʒambu 

with  France   3PL IPFV P4 make  war 

Sibita, thus, means in French, terre de guerre ‘land of war’ since Germany and 

France were at war.’ 
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(53) tɔɔmbɔ dʒe ʃi bɛ me mo ʃɔʃɛŋ dʒi me dʒo ne 

Toombo 3SG FOC COP P4 REL.PRO ancestor IPFV P4 be.in.charge with 

 

ibomɔ  ʃɔŋgɔl 

family  Shongol 

‘Toombo he was the ancestor who was in charge of the family Shongol.’ 

(54) ataŋ  je ɲje ʃi le ɲje tatl kɛki ʃe i me tɛʃi ʃaa 

white.men 3PL ? FOC thus ? begin since 1PL IPFV P4 also make 

 

dʒambu  ne  dʒa i ataŋ   jɛ n=ʃɔktaa le ʃitao 

war   with  3PL IPFV white.men 3PL PRS=arrest then Shitao 

‘The white men began, since we also made war with them, the white men arrested 

Shitao.’ 

(55) jɛ ŋ=kɛtʃɛ=je mɪl kɔl 

3PL PRS=hang=3SG neck up.high 

‘They hung him.’ 

(56) jɛ n=dʒol=je  kɛtuwɛŋ kɛtʃɛŋ  ɔ kɔl gwe ndɔɔ 

3PL PRS=kill=3SG hanging suspended LOC up.high over.there REL.PRO 

 

dʒaman  je  ʃum  me kaalɔ itɔɔ=lja  i 

German  3PL  build  P4 fence house=3PL.POSS REL 

‘They killed him by hanging, suspended up high over there where the Germans 

built their fort.’ 

(57) je mē ʃaa dʒambu 

3PL P2 make war 

‘They made war.’ 

(58) jɛ n=dowaa naa fɔɾtɛ̃ ji 

3PL PRS=call COMP fort REL 

‘We call (it) the fortain ‘fort’.’ 

(59) ʃim ʃitao baw=jambɔ maama a ɲje ʃi ʃe taakɔ pɔn 

after Shitao grandfather=1SG.POSS Maama 3SG ? FOC come take chief 

‘After Shitao, my grandfather Maama, he became chief.’ 
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(60) le kɛki maama dʒi me we kam idʒooka  ataŋ 

but since Maama IPFV P4 NEG like commandments white.men 

 

adʒaman=jɔɔ  je  mē dɛtɔ   bulawe i 

Germans=DEM  3PL P2 become.hard a.lot REL 

‘But, since Maama did not like the commandments of these white Germans, they 

became very hard.’ 

(61) mo foku ɲje ʃi le tum mo dʒi me bakl mɔni 

REL.PRO certain ? FOC then shoot REL.PRO IPFV P4 keep money 

‘Someone shot the one who kept the money.’ 

(62) je mē dowaa naa paimaʃa 

3PL P2 call COMP paymaster 

‘We called (him) paimaʃa “paymaster.”’ 

(63) a n=tum=je ne tɔl ɔ tal kɔ 

3SG PRS=shoot=3SG with arrow LOC bridge on 

‘He shot him on the bridge.’ 

(64) gwoom bɔndʒɔ foku je bɛ me te i  je  ɲje ʃi  le  kɛ ʃɔmaa kaʃi 

people Maaka certain 3PL COP P4 in REL 3PL ? FOC then go accuse say 

 

taŋ  naa  maama ʃi mē tɔml gwoom=je  gwoom=je 

white.man COMP Maama FOC P2 send people=DEM people=3SG.POSS 

 

aʃa  je    naa  je kɛn tum je  ne  tɔl  naa ija 

deputies 3SG.POSS COMP  3PL go shoot 3SG with arrow COMP because 

 

tʃatʃe  bɛ  me ʃiŋ   naa  ija   maama dʒi me ʃɔku 

this  COP P4  jealousy  COMP because Maama eat P4  elephant 

‘Some Maaka people were there, they made accusations to a white man, (saying) 

that Maama sent those people, his people, his deputies, that they (should) go shoot 

him with the arrow, since they were jealous because Maama had eaten an elephant.’ 

(65) a dʒol me ʃɔku 

3SG kill P4 elephant 

‘He had killed an elephant.’ 

(66) a n=dʒi ne  ibomɔ=lje dʒe tʃitʃe 

3SG PRS=eat with family-3SG.POSS 3SG alone 

‘He had eaten (the elephant) with his family, all by themselves.’ 
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(67) a bɛk kaw=ja ʃɔku a dʒol me i 

3SG NEG share=3PL elephant 3SG kill P4 REL 

‘He did not share the elephant he killed with them.’ 

(68) a n=dʒi ʃi ne bomɔ=lje 

3SG PRS=eat FOC with family=3SG.POSS 

‘He ate it with only his family.’ 

(69) je ɲ=ɲje ʃi le kɛ ʃɔmaa maama naa maama ʃi mē tum 

3PL PRS=? FOC thus go accuse Maama COMP Maama FOC P2 shoot 

 

taŋ   tɔl 

white.man  arrow 

‘They made accusations against Maama (saying) that Maama shot the white man 

with an arrow.’ 

(70) jɛ n=ʃɔktaa le maama 

3PL PRS=arrest then Maama 

‘They arrested Maama.’ 

(71) jɛ ŋ=kɛ ne dʒe kombɔ kɔ ne dʒe gwom=je tʃɪndi bɛ me 

3PL PRS=go with 3SG mountain on with 3SG people=3SG.POSS all COP P4 

 

ndɔŋ  ne dʒe te i 

together with 3SG in REL 

‘They brought him on the mountain with all of his people (who) were together with 

him there.’ 

(72) mjaŋ=e  tɛŋ a ʃila mon kitomandʒe ʃila kitomandʒe bɛk paa 

brother=3SG.POSS while 3SG still child young.man still young.man NEG first  

 

kɔku  paam  jɛ  ŋ=kɛtʃɛ=je 

sufficiently  man  3PL  PRS=hang=3SG 

‘His brother, while he was still a child, a young man, still a young man, not 

sufficiently a man, they hung him [Maama].’ 

(73) mjaŋ=e mbolai mbolai=we ʃi dʒal me ndɛnge 

brother=3SG.POSS Mbolai Mbolai=DEM FOC father.V P4 Ndengué 

 

ʃaŋg=waambɔ 

father=1SG.POSS 

‘His brother (was) Mbolai, this Mbolai fathered Ndengué, my father.’ 
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(74) jɛ ŋ=kɛtʃ=je 

3PL PRS=hang=3SG 

‘They hung him [Maama].’ 

(75) je ŋ=kɔ kɛtʃ=je maama ɔ kɔl 

3PL PRS=again hang=3SG Maama LOC up.high 

‘They hung him, Maama, on high.’ 

(76) ʃɔŋ tʃɪndi gwoomɔ jɛ m=pandʒaa le 

Shong all people 3PL PRS=dispersed then 

‘All the people of Shong dispersed.’ 

(77) jɛ m=putaa 

3PL PRS=flee 

‘They fled.’ 

(78) jɛ ŋ=kɛ ɔ kɔmbɔ te 

3PL PRS=go LOC forest in 

‘They went into the forest.’ 

(79) jɛ ŋ=kɛ dʒoʃwaa kɔmbɔ te naa jɛ m=putaa taŋ ija  

3PL PRS=go hide.oneself forest in COMP 3PL PRS=flee white.man because 

 

taŋ  dʒi me nɛmb=ja 

white.man IPFV P4 arrest=3PL 

‘They hid themselves in the forest to flee the white man because the white man 

arrested them.’ 

(80) je kɛtʃ=ja kɔl 

3PL hang=3PL on.high 

‘They hung them.’ 

(81) je bumb=ja ɔ gwe fa ndɔɔ maŋgɔlɔ je i landaa 

3PL bury=3PL LOC over.there there REL.PRO mango.tree 3PL IPFV line.up 

 

bulawe 

a.lot 

‘They buried a lot them over there, where the mango trees are all lined up.’ 
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(82) bɔku taŋ  dʒe me naa mbjeka m=e kɔ dʒalaa i 

REL.PRO white.man see P4 COMP many PRS=NEG again progress REL 

 

ataŋ   ipulaʃi  je ɲje ʃi le ke naa deje 

white.men  French  3PL ? FOC thus say COMP no 

‘When the white men saw that many were not progressing, the white French said, 

“No.”’ 

(83) mbolai mo dʒi me dʒol=ja kɛɛ ija a i me ʃaa 

Mbolai REL.PRO IPFV P4 kill=3PL fish because 3SG IPFV P4 make 

 

nla   a ɲje ʃi le taakɔ gwoom foku 

fish.traps  3SG ? FOC then take people certain 

‘Mbolia (who killed fish for them [the French] since he made fish traps), he took 

some people.’ 

(84) jɛ ŋ=kɛ bee ʃoŋ dʒi kɛ me kombɔ te 

3PL PRS=go follow Shong COP go P4 forest in 

‘They followed (the people of) Shong who went into the forest.’ 

(85) iʃokɔ naa je kuʃu 

fear COMP 3PL leave 

‘Afraid that they would leave.’ 

(86) je we kɔ dʒol=ja 

3PL F1.NEG again kill=3PL 

‘They would no longer kill them.’ 

(87) ndɔɔ ŋgaʃmanda n=ʃe gwaa fɔl i dʒe jɔɔ 

REL.PRO forced.labor PRS=come want diminish REL 3SG DEM 

‘At that point, the forced labor diminished, that’s it.’ 

(88) gwoomɔ ɲ=ɲje ʃi le kɔ totɔ 

people PRS=? FOC then again come.home 

‘The people come back home again.’ 

(89) jɛ n=ʃe dʒil ɔ dʒal 

3PL PRS=come stay LOC village 

‘They lived in the village.’ 
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(90) nɔɔ ʃi ʃe kaʃi ʃoŋ kaʃi ʃe kwakum ndɔɔ  ʃe ful   me i 

thus FOC 1PL story Shong story 1PL Kwakum REL.PRO 1PL come.out P4 REL 

 

dʒi kwaljɛŋ ne kɛki apɔn  ne gwomɔ ʃe  i ne  kwaljɛŋ 

COP reaching with how chiefs with people 1PL  COP with reaching 

 

ntum=nɛ 

days= DEM 

‘Thus (is) the story of Shong, the story of us, the Kwakum, of where we came 

from, and are, covering how the chiefs and the peoples arrived to these days.’ 
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APPENDIX 10: 

STORY OF THE KWAKUM (STORY) 
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Story: Story of the Kwakum 

Recorded: 2015.10.28 

Transcribed: DH6 134-167 

Language consultant: Onésime Ebongué Ebongué 

(1) ʃe i fɛnɛ ɔ bɪl 

1PL COP here LOC Beul 

‘We are here at Beul.’ 

(2) ni jɛ n=dowaa ni naa eboŋge onezim 

1SG 3PL PRS=call 1SG COMP Ebongué Onésime 

‘Me, they call me Ebongué Onésime.’ 

(3) ni ʃi dʒi mɔtu momɔ ɔ fɔɔ ʃɛ m=paa pɔmbu kidɔmbɔ 

1SG FOC COP one person LOC cause 1PL PRS=fight for language 

 

ki-kwakum 

of-kwakum 

‘I am the first person for the cause we fight for, the language of the Kwakum.’ 

(4) nunɛ m=pewɔ naa  ŋ=kaʃi dʒine ɔ bimbu=gwaambɔ momoon 

now PRS=search COMP PRS=speak 2PL LOC quanity=1SG.POSS small 

 

jɛ  ʃiŋl  ni dʒi ne kɛki kwakum kwambaa me=nɛ 

3PL  know 1SG COP with how Kwakum create P4=DEM 

‘Now, I am seeking to tell you my amount of the little that we know, that I have, 

(about) how the Kwakum were created.’ 

(5) baw=iʃi kɛki ni dʒɔkɔ me ne gwaambɔ ʃang=we  

grandfather=1PL.POSS like 1SG hear P4 with 1SG.POSS father=DEM 

 

idʒinɔ=lje  bɛ me naa tʃimbuta 

name=3SG.POSS COP P4 COMP Tchimbuta 

‘Our grandfather, like I heard from my father, his name was Tchimbuta.’ 

(6) tʃimbuta bɛ me le ta i 

Tchimbuta COP P4 then who INTERR 

‘Who was Tchimbuta?’ 

(7) tʃimbuta bɛ me mon adɛl 

Tchimbuta COP P4 child Adel 

‘Tchimbuta was a son of Adel.’ [Adel being a tribe.] 
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(8) ija ŋgwal kɔndɛl je i me le bɛ fe  i 

together.with wife Kondel 3PL IPFV P4 then COP where INTERR 

‘Together with his wife Kondel, where were they?’ 

(9) je bɛ me dʒilɛŋ ɔ kɔmbɔ te 

3PL COP P4 staying LOC forest in 

‘They were living in the forest.’ 

(10) je bɛ me dilɛŋ ɔ kɔmbɔ te ne kɔndʒ=ja 

3PL COP P4 staying LOC forest in with young.girl=3PL.POSS 

‘They were living in the forest with their daughters.’ 

(11) ija bɔku=lje adɛl mo  momja tʃɪndi jɛ n=dowaa naa 

because time=DEM Adel REL.PRO woman all 3PL PRS=call COMP 

 

kɔndɛl  kɔndʒ=ja   kɔndɛl tɛʃi 

Kondel  young.girl=3PL.POSS Kondel also 

‘Because at that time all Adel women were called Kondel, their young daughters 

(were) Kondel too.’ 

(12) a mi iʃandʒa kɔndu 

3SG became mature young.girl 

‘She [one of the daughters] was a mature young girl.’ 

(13) jɛ i me le ʃaa ke i 

3PL IPFV P4 then do what INTERR 

‘What did they do?’ 

(14) pɔmbu naa je dʒi tʃak  jɛ n=dowaa naa nʃɔn ija kwakum 

for  COMP 3PL eat REL.PRO 3PL PRS=call COMP salt since Kwakum 

 

bɛ  me  we nʃɔn bɔku=lje  te ʃe kwakum ʃe i me 

COP P4 NEG salt time=DEM in 1PL Kwakum 1PL IPFV P4 

 

le  ʃaa na i 

thus  do  how INTERR 

‘So that they could eat what we call salt, since the Kwakum did not have salt at that 

time, we the Kwakum did what?’ 

(15) ʃe i me ʃaa na i 

1PL IPFV P4 do how INTERR 

‘How did we do (that)?’ 
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(16) ʃɛ ŋ=kwɛl ku 

1PL PRS=cut.down tree.type 

‘We cut down the ku.’ 

(17) bɔku jɛ ŋ=kwɛl ku i a ɲje le dʒomɔ 

REL.PRO 3PL PRS=cut.down tree.type REL 3SG ? then dry.INTR 

‘When we cut down the tree, it then dries.’ 

(18) bɔku a dʒɔm i ibuʃe ku je i me dowaa naa 

REL.PRO 3SG dry.instrans REL ash tree.type 3PL IPFV P4 call COMP 

 

kwalɔ 

ash.of.ku 

‘When it is dry, the ash of the Ku we call Kwalo.’ 

(19) ikwal=je dʒi le ʃi jɛ n=ʃaa i pɔmbu naa a ɱ=fe 

process=DEM COP thus FOC 3PL PRS=do REL for COMP 3SG PRS=give 

 

nʃɔn 

salt 

‘This process of transforming the ko, is therefore what we do so that it gives (us) 

salt.’ 

(20) ni waambɔ kɛ ne naŋnaŋ bulawe 

1SG F1.NEG.1SG go with far a.lot 

‘I am not going to go too far.’ [Idea: I am not going to take too much time on this.] 

(21) ni ne kul teu dʒine naa kwal jɛ mè kɛk kwalɔ 

1SG with force give.advice 2PL COMP ash.of.ku 3PL P1 cut ash.of.ku 

‘I can advise you that, We cut the kwalo.’ 

(22) jɛ n=dʒikʃɛ 

3PL PRS=burn 

‘We burn (it).’ 

(23) jɛ n=tɔklɛ buʃe=lje 

3PL PRS=take ash=DEM 

‘We take that ash.’ 

(24) jɛ n=ʃandʒe ne ntʃiki 

3PL PRS=mix with water 

‘We mix (it) with water.’ 
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(25) ntʃiki le ʃɔɔ te 

water then drip in 

‘The water drips from there.’ [The water filters through the ash and into a pot 

below.] 

(26) dʒe ʃi jɛ ŋ=kɛ daambɔ 

3SG FOC 3PL PRS=go boil 

‘That is what we are going to boil.’ 

(27) bɔku a n=damb i a ɲje dʒomɔ 

REL.PRO 3SG PRS=boil REL 3SG ? dry 

‘When it is boiled, it dries.’ 

(28) bɔku a n=dʒom i a m=fe nʃɔn 

REL.PRO 3SG PRS=dry REL 3SG PRS=give salt 

‘When it has dried, it gives salt.’ 

(29) mo kwakum tʃɪndi ʃiŋl naa tʃafoku bɛ me nɛn 

REL.PRO Kwakum all know COMP this.thing COP P4 like.this 

‘All the Kwakum know that it was like that.’ 

(30) jɛ n=dowaa=je naa nʃɔn kwakum 

3PL PRS=call=3SG COMP salt Kwakum 

‘We call it the salt of the Kwakum.’ 

(31) mon dɛl tɛʃi mo le dʒal kwakum tʃɪndi a i dʒandɛ tɛʃi 

child Del also REL.PRO thus father.V Kwakum all 3SG IPFV walk also 

 

kombɔ te 

forest  in 

‘The son of Del also, he who fathered all the Kwakum, he was also walking in the 

forest.’ [Del is the ancestor after whom the Adel are named.] 

(32) a ŋ=kɛ bɔmaa ne momja=jɔɔ ija kɔndʒ=je  i 

3SG PRS=go meet with woman=DEM and young.girl=3SG.POSS REL 

‘He met that woman [Kondel, the wife of Tchimbuta], and her daughter.’ 

(33) je i kwɛl ku 

3PL IPFV cut.down tree.type 

‘They were cutting down the ku.’ 

(34) a jɔkɔ le naŋwaa=ja 

3SG PROG thus watch=3PL 

‘He was watching them.’ 
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(35) mo j=à dʒe=je i jɛ n=dowaa=je 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 see=3SG REL 3PL PRS=call=3SG 

‘When they saw him, the called him.’ 

(36) a ɲ=ɲje ʃe 

3SG PRS=? come 

‘He came.’ 

(37) jɛ n=lakʃ=e 

3PL PRS=question=3SG 

‘They questioned him.’ 

(38) dʒe naa a m=i dʒaandɔ gwe nɔ 

3SG COMP 3SG PRS=IPFV walk 3SG.POSS like.that 

‘He (said) that he was just walking.’ 

(39) ndɔɔ je le tɔkɔl=e 

place 3PL then take=3SG 

‘At that point, they took him.’ 

(40) jɛ ŋ=kɛ ne ɔ mbɛmbɔ=wa ji 

3PL PRS=go with LOC camp=3PL.POSS REL 

‘They brought (him) to their camp.’ 

(41) dʒe jɔɔ 

3SG DEM 

‘That’s all.’ 

(42) mo  j=à kɛ kwaljɛ ɔ mbɛmbɔ=wa ji tʃimbuta ndɔɔ a 

REL.PRO 3PL=P1 go arrive LOC camp=3PL.POSS REL Tchimbuta place 3SG 

 

kɛ  me kɛ  pewɔ dʒaʃi  jɛ n=ʃe  dʒi 

go  P4 go search something 3PL PRS=come eat 

‘When they arrived at their camp, Tchimbuta, that was when he had gone to find 

something for them to eat.’ 

(43) a n=le bimtaa 

3SG PRS=then come.back 

‘He came back.’ 

(44) a n=ʃe kum paam ne ŋgwal ne kɔndʒ=je 

3SG PRS=come find man with wife with young.girl=3SG.POSS 

‘He found a man with his wife and daughter.’ 
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(45) fa le ʃi jɛ ŋ=kaʃi=je  naa j=à bɔmaa ne paam=nɛ 

there then FOC 3PL PRS=speak=3SG COMP 3PL=P1 meet with man=DEM 

 

ndɔɔ   je  i me i kwɛl  iku  i 

REL.PRO  3PL  COP P4 IPFV cut.down tree.type  REL 

‘At that point, they told him that they had met this man in the place where they 

were, cutting down the ku.’ 

(46) kɛki a bɛ me we ne dʒinɔ jɛ ɲ=ɲje ke naa ke a 

since 3SG COP P4 NEG with name 3PL PRS=? say COMP since 3SG 

 

m=bɛ  le   nɛn  jɛ n=dʒikaa 

PRS=COP  thus  like.that 3PL PRS=must 

‘Since he did not have a name, they said that since he was like that [in the state of 

not having a name] they should (give him a name).’ 

(47) jɛ n=dowaa naa ikwal   ku ija j=à bomaa 

3PL PRS=call COMP process.of.transforming tree.type because 3PL=P1 meet 

 

ne  dʒe ndɔɔ  je mè kwɛl iku i 

with  3SG REL.PRO 3PL P1 cut.down tree.type REL 

‘They called (him) ikwalku ‘the process of transforming the ku’ because they met 

him in the place where they cut down the ku.’ 

(48) jɛ n=ʃaa ne kwalɔ 

3PL PRS=make with ash 

‘They make with (it) the ash.’ 

(49) ndɔɔ dʒe tʃimbuta kɔndʒ=je min mo kɔndu 

place 3SG Tchimbuta young.girl=3SG.POSS become REL.PRO young.woman 

‘At that point, she, the daughter of Tchimbuta became a mature woman.’ 

(50) ŋgwandʒe mè tʃaanɔ  

young.man P1 arrive 

‘A young man arrived.’ 

(51) ija ŋgwal dʒi je i ʃi fa ne mbembɔ mɔtu 

together.with wife ? 3PL COP FOC there with cabin one 

‘Together with his wife, they only had one cabin.’ 
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(52) a n=le  ke ne ŋgwandʒo ke  a m=bɛ le nɛn ʃe 

3SG PRS=then say with young.man since 3SG PRS=COP thus like.that 1PL 

 

dʒi  ɔ fɛne  ʃum  le gwɔ  mbɛmbɔ=we 

COP  LOC here  build thus 2SG.POSS camp=DEM 

‘He said to the young man, “Since it is such that we are here, build your own 

camp.”’ 

(53) ndɔɔ a le ʃum gwe mbɛmbɔ=we i dʒe jɔɔ 

REL.PRO 3SG then build 3SG.POSS camp=DEM REL 3SG DEM 

‘At that point, he built his own camp, that (is) it.’ 

(54) jɛ n=daal le momɔn ntu 

3PL PRS=sleep then small day 

‘They slept there for a short time.’ 

(55) fa ʃi a ŋ=ke ne kɔndʒ=je  naa a ɔ tɔ 

there FOC 3SG PRS=say with young.girl=3SG.POSS COMP Ah 2SG NEG.COP 

 

ne  paam kɛki  paam mē tʃaan fɛne i 

with  man like  man P2 arrive here REL 

‘At that point, he [Tchimbuta] said to his daughter, “Ah, you don’t have a man like 

the man who arrived here.”’ 

(56) kɛ kum=je 

go find=3SG 

‘“Go find him.”’ 

(57) ndɔɔ kɔndʒ=je ŋ=kɛ kum kwalku i dʒe jɔɔ 

REL.PRO young.girl=3SG.POSS PRS=go find Kwalku REL 3SG DEM 

‘At that point, the girl went to find Kwalku, that (is) it.’ 

(58) mo kɔndu ne mo ŋgwandʒɔ j=ā dʒil momoon ntu 

REL.PRO young.girl with REL.PRO young.man 3PL=P2 stay small day 

 

bum  mè deŋaa 

stomach  P1 enter 

‘When they had lived (there) for a short time, she became pregnant.’ 

(59) mo bum mè deŋaa i mon tɔl je n=dʒal i 

REL.PRO stomach P1 enter REL child oldest 3PL PRS=birth REL 

‘When she became pregnant, they gave birth to the oldest child.’ 
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(60) jɛ ɲ=ɲje lɔtl je naa bɛŋge 

3PL PRS=? name.V 3SG COMP Benge 

‘They named him Benge.’ 

(61) bɛŋge=we ʃi dʒi mon tɔl ɔ kwalku 

Benge=DEM FOC COP child oldest LOC Kwalku 

‘This Bengue is the oldest child of Kwalku.’ 

(62) j=à kɔ le kɔ dʒilɔ  

3PL=P1 again then again stay 

‘They stayed again.’ 

(63) momon bɔku ŋ=kɔ fetɔ 

small time PRS=again pass 

‘A short time passed.’ 

(64) ija mon foku ŋ=kɔ ʃe dʒaljɛ mon paam 

and child certain PRS=again come be.born child man 

‘Another child was born, a boy.’ 

(65) ɲu jɛ n=dowaa=je naa kiŋkɔma mo jɛ n=dowaa gwoon 

DEM 3PL PRS=call=3SG COMP Kingkoma REL.PRO 3PL PRS=call children 

 

tʃiŋkɔlja   mɔʃe i 

Tchingkolja  today REL 

‘This one they called Kingkoma, after whom we call the Tchinkolja people today.’ 

(66) a bɛ me naa kiŋkɔma 

3SG COP P4 COMP Kingkoma 

‘It was Kingkoma.’ 

(67) mon momja mè kɔ ta bum mon mo itati 

child woman P1 again take stomach child REL.PRO three 

‘The young woman became pregnant again, with the third child.’ 

(68) ʃi mon paam jɛ n=dowaa=je naa kɔŋgandi 

FOC child man 3PL PRS=call=3SG COMP Kongandi 

‘A boy we call Kongandi.’ 

(69) iʃuku kwakum tʃɪndi dʒe jɔɔ 

stem Kwakum all 3SG DEM 

‘The stem of all the Kwakum, that (is) it.’ 
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(70) gwon bɛŋge dʒa ʃi dʒi kpɛŋge ne ŋolambɛle ne dʒeŋgambu 

children Benge 3PL FOC COP Kpenge with Ngolambélé with Djangambu 

‘The children of Benge, they are Kpengue [people of Dimako] and Ngolambélé and 

Djangambu [people of Tongrelo].’ 

(71) gwon bɛŋge dʒa jɔɔ 

children Benge 3PL DEM 

‘The children of Benge, there they are.’ 

(72) gwon kiŋkoma dʒa ʃi dʒi tʃiŋkɔlja ne pɔʃɔmbu 

children Kingkoma 3PL FOC COP Tchinkolja with Poshombu 

‘The children of Kingkoma, they are Tchinkolja [people of Kempong] and 

Poshombu [people of Goumbérgéron].’ 

(73) gwon kɔŋgandi dʒa ʃi n=tɔkl fa tatlɛŋ ʃi lumbu 

children Kongandi 3PL FOC PRS=take there beginning FOC Loumbou 

‘The children of Kongandi, they take (the land) there, beginning with Loumbou.’ 

(74) a ŋ=kɛ kwaljɛ naŋgwala ntʃiki 

3SG PRS=go reach Nangwala Ntchiki 

‘It reaches to Nangwala Ntchiki [Mendim].’ 

(75) gwonɔ na taalɔ na til=ja dʒa jɔɔ 

children and grandchildren and great.grandchildren=3PL.POSS 3PL DEM 

‘The children and grandchildren and great grandchildren, there they are.’ 

(76) iʃuku kwakum tʃɪndi dʒe ni=à kaʃ i dʒe jɔɔ 

stem Kwakum all 3SG 1SG=P1 speak REL 3SG DEM 

‘The stem of all the Kwakum that I talked about, that (is) it.’ 

(77) gwaambɔ ʃiŋglɛ dʒi ne i dʒe jɔɔ 

1SG.POSS knowledge COP with REL 3SG DEM 

‘All of the knowledge that I have, that (is) it.’ 
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